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Introduction
The 20th century was dominated by wars, armed conflicts and bloody revolutions,
and remains the most murderous era in the recorded history. However, it took
decades for direct victims and their descendants to articulate their trauma and
publicly share their traumatic reminiscences before the shared image of the past
was constructed. Moreover, transmission of collective knowledge of the past grew
complicated due to the lack of informational technologies and limited access to
archives and printed press. Therefore, collective apprehension of losses,
recognition of victims and prosecution of villains commonly took place much later
or could not happen at all, leaving certain landmarks of national and world history
silenced.
The last decades of the 20th century introduced a globalized world, characterized
by political integrational process, technological breakthrough and public access
to information from any place at any time. On the one hand, such rapid
transformations have led to the formation of a more transparent world, where any
significant occurrence is responded by immediate media coverage, and where
everyone can contribute to the general discourse around it. Moreover, such
momentous media exposure demands an instant reaction of the government too,
especially when it comes to violent events. On the other hand, the same
technological advances and social changes have generated new global risks and
threats such as terrorism, highly-technological wars, nuclear threats, uncontrolled
pandemic viruses, etc.
A vivid example of such a change is September 11th, when everyone in the world
became a witness of the human tragedies broadcasted live. The official response
followed the attack within hours and ascribed specific meanings to what
happened, appealing to the tragedy as a turning point of American history. A
distinctive global agenda was set back then. Addressing the actual losses and
articulating the possibility of further attacks, the political elites justified the revision
of national and foreign security policy. Mass media also significantly contributed
to the formation of the general discourse around the attack, describing dramatic
plots and personifying the attack via first-hand stories of victims and survivors.
Even today, seventeen years after the attack, it is still portrayed through the
images and rhetorics generated in the first days after the event.
Recent terrorist attacks in 2015 in Russia and France have become striking
examples of what an important role public discourses play in legitimating power:
restrictions in legislation and efforts to silence dissent and intensify military
actions are accepted as the price to pay for a secure state. The debates that
shape the public discourse around terrorist threat support militarized culture, in
which violence is normalized and increasingly routinized, and reproduce the
culture of fear. The latter commonly utilizes the rhetoric of endangerment for the
profits of political elites.
The media age has transformed the press into a collaborative platform to
construct the news and thus a common image of the past. As (re)translators of
collective memory, mass media may bias the coverage of terrorist attacks due to
different factors like political pressures, election time, type of media outlets, etc.
5
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Moreover, framing of these events may differ from one media outlet to another.
At the same time, there are personal first-hand experiences of victims of and
witnesses to attacks. In personal recollections of people, the focus may be shifted
to the issues different from those promoted in public debates, due to the unique
biographical backgrounds and diverse values of particular persons. Victims and
their relatives keep the incidents ‘alive’ for years through commemorating and
talking, while media bury the issues in oblivion as time passes by.
Generally, there are two points that make this study novel. First of all, there is a
lack of works that investigate traumatic events which happened in recent years
and were emotionally-evoking for the world community. In fact, the existing body
of academic literature dedicated to memorization of traumatic events can be
divided into four basic themes:
• natural disasters (e.g. hurricane Katrina);
• wars (e.g. WWII, Vietnam war);
• 9/11;
• Personal traumas (e.g. rape, domestic violence).
However, in recent years, increased frequency of terrorist attacks has changed
the way people perceive such events and thus the way these incidents are
retrieved in personal and collective memory. What is more, mass media, with
their increasing outreach and immediacy of coverage, have significantly
contributed to the construction of the shared images of the present and past.
Therefore, these transformations demand attention of scholars in order to
advance better understanding of the specificities of traumatic memorization
today.
Secondly, there is a paucity of studies that consider both media coverage and
individual first-hand experience of traumatic events. Mostly, the media as
translators of collective memory are investigated, and their coverage of particular
events is examined. I believe that memory about such traumatic events cannot
be just an individual, private experience but is also a part of the collective domain.
Both individual and collective responses to such memorable and traumatic events
work into the perceptions of society as a moral community and into collective
memories of nations. Therefore, multi-dimensional investigation allows for the
thorough examination of the process of memory construction both at the microand macro-levels. My study seeks to make an original contribution to the
investigation of the peculiarities of traumatic memorization of terrorist attacks by
direct and indirect victims, on the one hand, and by mass media – on the other
hand, and sheds light on how these two levels are related to each other.
Hence, my major research question is how individual and collective memories
of terrorist attacks in Russia and France (2015) are constructed in the context of
the culture of fear spread in two societies under study.

6
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This research question requires the accomplishment of the following objectives:
1. To reveal the core actors that are involved in the discussion of the attacks
and to highlight their roles in the process at the micro- and macro levels;
2. To examine the relations between public and personal commemoration of
the attacks;
3. To identify the ways (in)direct victims recollect and interpret their traumatic
experiences;
4. To examine the facilitators and barriers of memorizing, voicing of and
coping with trauma among victims of and witnesses to the attacks under study;
5. To describe the patterns of how information about terrorist acts is
represented at the macro-level by Russian and French printed media;
6. To trace the dynamics of public debates around terrorism in the media: their
emergence, major peaks and oblivion;
7. To reveal intercepts and inconsistencies between individual first-hand
recollections and media coverage of the attacks in Russia and France;
8. To examine if the personal memories of terrorist attacks collide with the
versions of the past produced by the media, and if yes – how.
Theoretically, my research is framed by social constructivism (P. Berger, T.
Luckmann) that is complemented by M. Halbwachs’ theorization on collective
memory, and by P. Nora’s reflection on memory reproduction through symbolic
embodiment. The problem of traumatic memory is also analyzed in my paper
through the lenses of the concept of the culture of fear (B. Glassner).
I believe the chosen theoretical framework to be relevant for my study because
the core idea the theories it synthesizes share is the constructed character of
social reality and its influence on (re)shaping of the past. Basing on these
concepts, I argue that memory cannot be objective but rather relies on unique
social and cultural background of individuals and the context, in which they act.
Furthermore, collective memory is considered as one of the instruments of the
social construction of reality by many actors, varying from small social groups like
families to large ones such as nations and ethnic groups. Being embedded in
everyday life, collective memory is reproduced and (re)thought by these actors
via performing different commemorative practices and creating specific realms of
memory.
Media operate as one of the principle (re)translators of the commonly shared
image of the past by shaping general media discourse around certain events. My
paper is also enriched by the concept of culture of fear, which provides an
opportunity not only to analyze what is remembered and what is left in oblivion in
the general discourse, but to examine how in the coverage of specifically terrorist
attacks media promote fear and sense of disorder in society.

7
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For the empirical research concentrating on the construction of traumatic
memories about terrorist attacks at individual and collective levels, two
comparable cases were chosen: Paris attacks (2015) and Sinai air crash (2015).
The choice of these cases can be justified by the following arguments:
(1) Both attacks took place almost at the same time: the explosion on the
board of the passenger plane above Sinai dates from 31 October 2015,
whereas Paris attacks happened on 13 November 2015.
(2) In both cases, the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) claimed
responsibility for the attacks;
(3) Both France and Russia are involved in the military campaign against ISIL
in Syria;
(4) In both cases, massive media coverage of the attacks contributed to the
heated discussion around the terrorist threat and the role of Russian and
French governments in fighting terrorism.
Qualitative methodology is used in my empirical research that includes a series
of in-depth interviews with direct and indirect victims of the terrorist attacks in
Paris and above Sinai; and discourse analysis (based on sociology of knowledge
approach to discourse by R. Keller) of the articles in Russian and French printed
media (‘Rossiyskaya Gazeta Nedelya’, ‘The New Times’ (Russian case), ‘L’Obs’
and ‘Le Point’ (French case)) published between January 2014 and November
2016. In this study, the choice of in-depth interviews is justified by the expressed
sensitivity of the topic. Moreover, the procedure of the method allows not to
restrict informants by certain questions and instead gives an opportunity to attain
deep and detailed insights from highly intimate stories. The applied type of
discourse analysis provides means not only to examine how the events were
defined and what actors were involved in the discussion, and trace the inherent
biases of storytelling, but also to observe the context of the discussion and powerrelations between the actors.
The paper is divided into two chapters. The first chapter provides an overview of
theories analyzing the social (re)construction of collective and individual memory
and contextualizes the research by outlining key academic papers related to
traumatic memorization. What is more, Chapter 1 examines the principle
mechanisms of the (re)production of the culture of fear in society and discusses
the roles of two major actors, political elites and mass media, in this process.
The second chapter provides a comprehensive description of the research
design, collection and analysis of data and core challenges of my fieldwork, as
well as presents the findings of my empirical research.
Lastly, general conclusions are stated, based on both my theoretical and
empirical analysis. The appendixes attached to the paper include two interview
guides (for direct and indirect victims of the attacks), a detailed description of the
informants’ background, two transcripts of interviews (one collected in Russia and
another one – in France) to exemplify the narratives collected throughout the
research, and an example of coding for one of the French interviews.
8
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Chapter 1. Theoretical approaches to collective and
individual memory research
1.1. Social constructionist approach to the past: M. Halbwachs’
concept
Establishing the theoretical framework of my study, it is important to point out that
memory studies have generated numerous approaches to consider memory. The
most prominent ways to understand this phenomenon are essentialist (or
primordialist), instrumentalist, and constructionist models.
Essentialized memory and identity are seen as static, fixed phenomena, shared
through generations on the basis of “primordial ties of blood, kinship, language,
and common history” (Wang, 2017). For primordialists, memory is hardly
malleable; it is transmitted through family stories and folktales. In contrast to
essentialism, the main idea lying behind the instrumentalist approach is that
memory changes over time as it is (re)considered in accordance to the present
interests of those who remember. The past becomes an instrument to legitimize
power or reproduce the status of dominant groups. Thus, history and its
interpretations are seen here as a resource for political domination.
Finally, the constructivist model considers memory as a complex and
nonobjective phenomenon. Reminiscences are believed to remain under the
permanent influence of various factors such as culture, political context, and the
pressures of reference groups. Thus, memories are considered here as
constantly revised and challenged to adapt to the present changes of the context
around an individual or a group. Like in the instrumentalist model, meanings
ascribed to the past can be based on aspiration for power – but it is not
necessarily the case. People learn about their past not only via stories of their
grandparents but also through education, books, mass media, etc., which allows
them to rethink their foretime and construct their own interpretations of past
events and experiences. The constructivist paradigm provides a spacious view
on how at the macro-level large groups generate, reproduce, transform and
legitimize social order (and references to history and memory are a powerful
resource of such legitimation), and, on the other hand, how at the micro-level
individuals incorporate this order under the influence of various social forces and
contribute to its maintenance, again, using their own perceptions of the past. The
attention to this interplay of the macro- and the micro-forces makes this approach
particularly relevant for my research.
The basic idea implied by social constructivists is identification of ways that
individuals and groups utilize when creating their social environment. Socially
constructed reality is seen as a dynamic and selective process; it is reproduced
by people through their interpretations and knowledge. At that, their perception
of reality as well as their knowledge, even though declared to be objective, are
not designed by any “natural order”: they are constantly (re)produced, challenged
and confirmed (Berger & Luckmann, 1991). In this regard, memory serves as a
tool to construct and justify the vision of reality for multiple groups, ranging from
whole nations and ethnic communities to specific families and neighborhoods.
9
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Not only does people’s past define who they are in the present, but it also
“establishes a common frame of reference for the projection” (Berger &
Luckmann, 1991: 120) of their actions in the future. Consequently, considering
memory as a socially constructed phenomenon, I mean that it is a non-static and
everlasting process of reconstruction of self-identification and vision of the past,
which is shaped both by individual experiences (including traumatic ones) and
aspirations, and by various external factors like religious affiliation, dominating
ideology, education, etc.
In recent decades, the investigation of collective memory has permanently drawn
the attention of social scientists working in the field of interdisciplinary memory
studies at the intersection of sociology, social/cultural anthropology, psychology,
education studies, language studies, etc. For example, for anthropologists,
among other subjects, the transmission of culture from one generation to other
ones remains one of the central topics. In contrast to anthropology, in psychology
memory that has always been one of the main subjects for empirical research is
considered primarily as an individual phenomenon related to concrete
personalities. The range of related topics here includes flashbulb memory,
traumatic memory, narrative memory and many others. Moreover, many
psychologists are concerned with the effects of traumatic experience on
individuals expressed, e.g., in post-traumatic syndrome; they examine how
memory processes unfold through psychotherapy. Another field that deals with
memory is education studies. Here, the main focus of studies is how to present
and visualize information to help students retain and understand instruction
material better (Roedger & Wertsch, 2008).
In sociology, the rise of memory studies fell within the 1970s, which later led to
the formation of a brand-new field of research. However, the issue of memory as
a social phenomenon was introduced into the academic discourse as early as in
the first half of the 20th century by French sociologist Maurice Halbwachs.
Adopting the constructivist approach to memory studies, he elaborates an
extensive theoretical research on memorization aimed to elucidate the
mechanisms lying behind collective and individual consciousness. In Halbwachs’
pioneering work “On Collective Memory” (1925) and later in the collection of
essays “The Collective Memory” (posthumously published in 1980), the French
scientist withdraws the perception of memory from traditional psychological and
historical perspectives. Following the debate on the nature of memory, he rejects
the idea coming from psychology that memory is a purely individual mental act
(Valsinern, 2012), and distinguishes memory from history arguing that, in contrast
to the latter, memory is a selective and socially framed process that links the past,
the present and the future. In order to explain this social phenomenon, Halbwachs
offers a new term – “collective memory”, – suggesting that all types of memory
are socially framed.
Introducing this notion, Halbwachs argues that memory is collective as regards
various explicit and implicit collective powers that form individual recollections:
social ties, cultural and historical context, present time, etc. He affirms that it is
an individual who memorizes the past; however, social groups, into which
individuals incorporate their identity, form and interpret these visions of the past.
Therefore, even if a person experiences a certain occurrence without being
10
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accompanied, still, he or she will always recall this event as a member of a group.
Affiliation to a group provides an opportunity to transform private images into
certain patterns shared by others. If individuals’ recollection about a certain
occurrence is shared by other people, not only are their reminiscences revealed
more fully but their confidence in the accuracy of memories increases, too.
Therefore, the comprehension and reconstruction of the past is only possible in
connection with a group (Halbwachs, 1950 in Misztal, 2003: 53-54).
These external collective forces that shape individual recollections are defined in
Halbwachs’ work as social frameworks. By these, he basically implies various
social groups, especially family and religious communities, and also the broader
cultural and political context, in which individuals are placed. While political and
cultural factors are described by Halbwachs as limited powers that have relatively
weak influence on individual and group memory, family is considered as the
primary basis for individual memory capable of overwhelming other social forces
(Halbwachs, 1980: 63, 68). Lived experience, family values and shared concerns
expressed through everyday practices strongly affect individuals and thus can
imprint this background on the group they belong to. Halbwachs emphasizes that
individual mind cannot rely on the faraway past, with which it does not have any
“lived” ties. Consequently, social frameworks are only secondary facilitators
defining and unifying groups: “our memory truly rests not on learned history but
on lived history” (Halbwachs, 1980: 57). In recollections, people do not retrieve
images of the past as they were originally perceived but rather as they fit into their
present conceptions, which, in turn, are shaped by the social forces that act on
them. Gained knowledge, experience and altered interpersonal and cultural
contexts in which individuals act bring them to ascribe new meanings to the
events of the past. Therefore, people’s memory is highly cumulative and open to
(re)interpretations to adjust to the present vision of the world. A good illustration
of how newly developed frames become lenses for the reconstruction of
individuals’ foretime are the cases of post-realization of abuse through new
sources of information. For instance, the newly emerged discourses on childhood
sexual abuse and victimhood developed in/by media can push people to rethink
their childhood relationships with adults in order to realize whether they suffered
from abuse. However, the same thing might lead to an opposite situation, when
individuals misremember such experiences under the pressures of the public
discourse, as it was shown in Prager’s work (1998 in Misztal, 2003). Thus,
remembering is a dynamic process of (re)interpretation within people’s minds,
embedded in a set of complex relations with various actors and contexts.
Furthermore, Halbwachs argues that individuals can be a part of a complex
network of many groups and thus can be seen as “intersections” of various
visions and principles. Each group has its own vision of the past shared and
recognized by the members. Shifting between various groups, individuals adjust
their performance to their present connections and belongings: “The succession
of our remembrances, or even our most personal ones, is always explained by
changes occurring in our relationships to various collective milieus – in short, by
the transformations these milieus undergo separately and as a whole”
(Halbwachs, 1980: 49). Consequently, there is a constant interplay between

11
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people’s memory and their relationship with collective environments: their
reminiscences are revised as their position in the network changes, while the
position itself alters in accordance with shifts in relationship to various groups.
Basically, the influence of social frameworks is expressed in “giving” meaning to
the images kept by individual mind. Halbwachs states that, when isolated, these
images “have no consistence, depth, coherence, or stability” (Halbwachs, 1992:
44). These images cannot appear as a lasting memory without being
contextualized by various social groups which individuals belong to, with their
values and beliefs. The social context allows for the transformation of personal
images into bigger patters shared by the entire community. Through norms and
principles of social bodies, individuals define not only what is worth remembering
but also how to memorize it. Only those things from their past that fit into these
frames remains in memory: everything that does not fit is subjected to oblivion.
In this regard, mass media serve as an important actor in the process of the
interpretation of present and past events: using various rhetorical tools and
instrumentally selecting information, media outlets show their audience how to
understand these events and, thus, how to remember them. An example
borrowed from my empirical research would be media coverage of Paris attacks
in 2015. For millions of people, these attacks were mostly associated with taking
hostages in Bataclan due to selective media coverage: many outlets focused
mostly on this attack because it was the place where the majority of victims were
killed or wounded and, what is even more important, most of those victims were
young people. Parisian newspaper “Liberation” even introduced a new term to
label the young and the open-minded who became targets of terrorists –
“Generation Bataclan”.
Shaping the attack as a national tragedy that affected the whole generation of the
country allowed to remember Paris attacks and their aftermath as a moment of
banding of both victims and ordinary citizens together in coping with collective
trauma and involving in a coherent anti-terrorist discourse. Here, collective
consciousness performed a solidifying function for the nation.
Indeed, following Durkheim, Halbwachs also argues that present alterations
enveloping collectives often imply the necessity to reinforce the sense of solidarity
among the members and maintain collective identity. People’s basic notions
about the world are defined by group norms and traditions; therefore, by following
those, they maintain their membership in the group(s) (Halbwachs, 1980: 23). By
sharing the same vision of the past and involving in the same acts of
commemoration, members comply with certain principles of inclusion
into/exclusion from a group. Invention of printed media in the 19th century and
later emergence of new means of communication have greatly contributed to the
creation of an “imagined community” (Anderson, 1983), the nation, with no faceto-face information exchange but still strong collective solidarity. Media “helped
the transition from the local to the national by turning existing societies, through
highlighting the common past and a constant repetition of images and words, into
national communities” (Misztal, 2003). Government, as well as media, plays a
central role in legitimizing the past: being able not only to write history textbooks
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but to erect monuments and establish museums, it assigns the dominant image
of the past through defining what is worth remembering and through setting
certain rhetorics to shape the past.

1.2. Commemorative practices and realms of memory
Memorialization as a dynamic process is often characterized by various activities
aimed to honor the dead and sufferers. Remembering does not exist in vacuum
but, quite the opposite, it is “something which occurs in a world of things, as well
as words, and that artefacts, which play a central role in the memories of cultures
and individuals” (Raddley, 1990: 57). However, memorialization may be
implemented not solely via physical objects like monuments, museums or
memorials but also through symbolic practices such as rituals or memorial
ceremonies. Through these activities, collective memory performs a mediating
function, since the maintenance of collective consciousness requires constant
sustention through symbolic embodiment in order to keep its position in individual
recollections and identity. Considering specifically the case of memorialization of
terrorist attacks, spontaneous memorials emerging in the aftermath of attacks
have become an unwritten rule of public response to such tragedies. These
commemorative practices reach not only the victims and their families but also
the people who were not directly traumatized by the attacks. Public honoring of
victims provides the sense of unity, and “restores severed communal bonds and
dismantled cultural ideals” (Pivnick, 2011: 500), harboring the sense of solidarity
within a community.
Not only does commemoration serve to sustain the vitality of collective
consciousness, but it also serves as a resource of memorial socialization for
further generations in order to support the shared identities and beliefs. New
generations that have no actual link to the past events, may relive the past
through various rituals, ceremonies, symbols, etc. (Assmann, 2008: 55). A vivid
example here would be the memorial and museum of 9/11 in New York. This site
has become an important place for families of victims, as well as for many tourists
who try to reconnect with the tragedy by visiting the place of tragedy. What is
more, hundreds of documentaries (e.g. Moore’s Fahrenheit 9/11”), dramas (e.g.
“Remember Me”) and books (e.g. “Extremely Loud, Incredibly Close”) retelling
the events of September 11th not only keep this attack alive for younger
generations who did not eye-witness it, but also place it in national popular
culture.
However, although such memorials and monuments play a crucial role in dealing
with personal and public trauma, official sites of memory do not always reflect the
position of sufferers but rather become a battleground for competing meanings.
A terrorist attack is an act settling not only in the personal recollections but also
within the larger discourse in national (sometimes even international) collective
memory. Therefore, in contrast to families willing to set memory about their
beloved ones in stone, for the governments, the construction of official memorial
is a deeply political act, when the suffered become symbols of patriotism and
heroism (Milošević, 2017: 44). Here, a question rises of who has the authority to
define and shape this space. Such debates are vividly exemplified, again, by the
13
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case of 9/11 memorial Ground Zero. A heated discussion unfolded around its
creation. The relatives of victims attempted to question the authority of the
government to decide on the design of the memorial and established a specific
platform to voice their opinion against top-down memorialization, promoting the
political agenda of America regarding war and security, instead of honoring the
victims (Donofrio, 2010). Interestingly, in similar situations, spontaneous
memorials become a place relatively free of political aims, expressing common
grief within the community (Milošević, 2017: 44).
Considering the process of commemoration, it is significant to point out that not
only physical places of memory may constitute, embody or trigger collective and
individual recollections. To show this, French historian P. Nora offers the original
concept of “realms of memory” (les lieux de mémoire), considering those as
“places”, in the metaphorical sense of the term, “where memory crystallizes and
secretes itself” (Nora, 1989: 7). By this, Nora means not only topographic places
but also symbolic ones. Writing specifically about French national identity, he
brings such examples of realms of memory as archives, the French flag,
Pantheon, Communards’ Wall, the Great Larousse encyclopedia, La Marseillaise
and others. Following the historian’s logic, this list can be further extended with
photos, signs, sounds, dates, figures, etc. Some symbols may evoke collective
reminiscences; however, certain things may trigger only individual memory. While
the phrase “Je suis Charlie” circled the globe and united people encharmed with
the idea of the significance of freedom of speech and rejection of terrorist
violence, the sound “out of coverage” during a mobile call will remind just a certain
person about his/her trauma. Therefore, diverse triggers of memory and various
commemorative practices accompanying the process of remembering
emphasize the difference between the macro-level of collective consciousness,
and the micro-level of individual recollections.
In the previous paragraphs I discussed collective memory from the perspective
of social constructivism. I assumed that collective memory is shared knowledge
about the past, which solidifies communities and maintains their common identity.
Through various commemorative practices and acts, individuals not only
preserve memory about certain events but also sustain social order within groups.
In the next paragraph, I will trace the transition of collective memory into history
and discuss the relation between these two notions.

1.3. Relation between history and memory
Maurice Halbwachs was one of the first scholars to address the debates around
the relation between memory and history, analyze these phenomena and
distinguish between them. Although history, just like collective memory, plays a
central role in constructing national identity, these notions should not be
considered as identical. Below I focus on the major characteristics distinguishing
history and memory.
Considering memory as inaccurate history, Halbwachs argues that history
minimizes or ignores natural distortions and transformations in the process of
historical development. The central function of history is seen as preservation of
14
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memory of a group, when it can be no longer transmitted to further generations
through oral communication: “General history starts only when tradition ends and
the social memory is fading or breaking up… The need to write the history of a
period, a society, or even a person is only aroused when the subject is already
too distant in the past to allow for the testimony of those who preserve some
remembrance of it” (Halbwachs, 1980: 78). Therefore, collective reminiscences
may live as non-fixed narratives as long as it they are transmitted from the
generation that makes a direct witness of certain events to others, whereas
history demands a structured, depersonalized and chronological registration of
facts that are valuable for a group in the written form.
History bases upon narrow criteria in selecting facts to be preserved.
Transformation of past experience from memory to history takes place when
present concerns of a group lose the link with these events from the past. History
artificially and impartially fixes abstract facts, describes global processes,
remaining indifferent to live memory of certain people and communities. Quite the
opposite, memory is always an emotionally loaded phenomenon, including
evaluative judgments, and thus a priori presupposes natural distortion. What is
even more, personal narratives related to the same event may be coopted within
the collective image of the past but challenge each other. Thus, unlike history,
memory does not represent a uniform notion of the past.
Later, French historian P. Nora extends the ideas of Halbwachs and polarizes
shared collective memory and history: “Memory and history, far from being
synonymous, appear now to be in fundamental opposition. Memory… remains in
permanent evolution, open to the dialectic of remembering and forgetting,
unconscious of its successive deformations, vulnerable to manipulation and
appropriation, susceptible to being long dormant and periodically revived. History,
on the other hand, is the reconstruction, always problematic and incomplete, of
what is no longer. Memory is a perpetually actual phenomenon, a bond tying us
to the eternal present; history is a representation of the past” (Nora, 1989: 8).
Memory is a sacred representation of the past that responses to the current
demands and interests of the group(s), it exists in plural; whereas history tends
to desacralize the past, detach it from the group, aiming to provide a singular
universal picture and, thus, is less open to alteration (Nora, 1989 in Assmann,
2008: 60).
Nevertheless, in addition to contrasting these two terms, it is necessary to also
show the interrelations between those. Memory and history should be seen as
processes that always complement each other and, in fact, cannot be profoundly
separated from one another. A vivid example of this strong tie is introduced by A.
Assmann, who describes how after 1989, when access to old archives was
provided, new, previously suppressed and hidden, living memories dramatically
reconstructed public perceptions of the past (Assmann, 2008: 61). She also
refers to cases when history and memory conflate. For instance, totalitarian
states seek monopoly over truth and the visions of the past through propaganda
and (threats of) violence. Probably, the most extreme example here would be the
regime described in G. Orwell’s novel “1984”, where a special ministry was meant
to significantly alter documents in accordance to present changes and destroy
records of previous “history”. However, Assmann claims that this conflation may
15
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appear in democratic states, too. History textbooks, which are meant to be one
of the prominent means of transmitting national memory to younger generations
and of the solidification of nations, can homogenize multiple recollections to
present a unified vision of the past. Despite myriad memories of Holocaust
survivors that vary depending on the country of their origin, camp they were
imprisoned in, age, gender, etc., textbooks present a homogeneous image of
Holocaust.
In order to demonstrate the distinctions between history and memory described
above, I have developed the following table (see table 1).
Table 1. Distinctions between history and memory
History

Memory

Is a structured and
chronologically ordered
record of facts

Is expressed in nonfixed narratives

Describes past events in
depersonalized, neutral
form

Is highly evaluative and
emotionally-loaded

Tends to generalize,
providing a universal,
commonly recognized,
picture of the past

Embraces multiplicity of
voices, even those
contesting each other

1.4. Understanding of collective and individual memory in the
research
One of the main criticisms of the theoretical concept offered by Halbwachs is that
he did not elaborate any clear definition of collective and individual memory, so
that his reflections lack clarity and detailed elaboration (Gedi & Elam, 1996).
Indeed, the theory introduced by the French scholar provides a general view on
relations between collective and individual memory; however, it simplifies the role
of individuals in the formation of memory and puts stronger emphasis on the
social nature of collective consciousness. What is more, Halbwachs did not offer
any comprehensive definition of collective memory. This lack of detailed and
extensive conceptualization of memory makes Halbwachs’ model onedimensional. Interestingly, the same shortcomings stipulate the flexibility of the
theory and increase its popularity among the researchers from various fields, as,
being a rather general outline, it opens opportunities for further scholarly
interpretation and revision. But to make my understanding of collective and
individual memory clearer, I have to choose my working definitions of these terms
proceeding from Halbwachs’ reflection but also taking into account other works
in the field of memory studies.
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Agreeing with B. Misztal, I assume that individual and collective levels of
memorizing should not be theoretically confronted: “while being constructed from
cultural forms and constrained by our social context, [remembering] is an
individual mental act” (Misztal, 2003: 11). Personal recollections remain
subjective and highly influenced by social, cultural and political contexts. Even
though individuals experience the same occurrence, their testimonies are not
identical, since the event cannot evoke the same associations and feelings in
them, due to their unique biographical backgrounds. Furthermore, each individual
uses different language and symbols to describe the same experience. These
notions bring me to the conclusion that collective memory is not just an integrated
form of personal recollections; collective memory includes only the memories that
are collectively shared. This, in turn, presupposes that some of personal
narratives can be left in oblivion, as they fail to find common recognition.
Therefore, one of the main points in understanding collective memory is that
community defines what is “memorable” and “forgettable”, and how to preserve
what is worth memorizing.
The term “collective memory” is frequently used as interchangeable with such
terms as “social memory” (Mizstal, 2003; Connerton, 1989; Olick, 2008), “longterm memory” (Hirst, 2009), “public memory” (Tota, 2004), and “cultural memory”
(Eigler, 2005; Doss, 2011). Although all of those are commonly used as
synonyms, some of them either refer to specific features of memorialization or
indicate the field of research. For instance, “public memory” has been a
permanent focus of communication researchers, as it allows for “exploring the
public meaning-making practices” (Houdek & Phillips, 2017), whereas “long-term
memory” is considered as mostly a psychological term, focusing on the duration
of accessibility of the stored reminiscences. Cultural memory highlights how
memory is crystallized “through cultural formations”, such as texts, songs,
museums, traditions, etc. and through recurrent practices and retelling
(Assmann, 1995: 129).
In my study, collective memory is considered as a broader notion, which includes
the aspects and features listed hereinabove. It will serve as an umbrella term for
a profound spectrum of subjects and research questions, allowing to describe the
chosen topic from various perspectives: personal narratives of eye-witnesses of
the terrorist attacks and their relatives; actors involved in the construction of the
shared images of terrorist attacks under study (e.g. media outlets or
governments); symbolic embodiment of traumatic experience in Russia and
France; language that shaped the debates around the events. Thus, in my paper,
the term “collective memory” can be broadly defined as “a group’s representation
of its past, both the past that is commonly shared and the past that is collectively
commemorated, that enacts and gives substance to that group’s identity, its
present conditions and its vision of the future” (Misztal, 2003: 158). In this regard,
individual memory is understood as a set of autobiographical recollections of
ones’ own experience, expressed in personal narratives.
In the further paragraph, I provide an overview of contemporary studies
illuminating the topic of traumatic memorization and focus on the crucial findings
of these studies relevant for my research project.
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1.5. Literature review: Contextualizing the research within the
literature on traumatic memory
In the recent years, a growing body of literature has been dedicated to the
investigation of traumatic memory both at collective and individual levels. In social
sciences, scholars have shed light on how significant historical events, such as
various wars and acts of political violence, are placed in collective consciousness
of contemporaries and further generations. Existing research on this topic
recognizes the critical role played by story-telling of victims and eye-witnesses
not only for the creation of a larger narrative on traumatic events and for the
prevention of future injustice but also for dealing with their own psychological
trauma (Hackett & Rolston, 2009: 360). Hacket & Rolston (2009) argue that
storytelling of victims of and witnesses to political violence may be advantageous
“in terms of the re-humanization of people humiliated by violence or the
establishment of a culture of respect for human rights throughout society”
(Hackett & Rolston, 2009: 356). They examine the case of Northern Ireland in the
aftermath of the violent conflict and argue that, for such transitional societies,
voicing of multiple opinions and reconstruction of a shared vision of the past
events may also help create a new national identity. However, Hackett and
Rolston (ibid) also demonstrate how story-telling in such a context may become
problematic. Under the circumstances when the political system becomes the
very source of trauma, sufferers who produce counter-narratives and
communicate memories contesting the larger official discourse may be
marginalized by the state, as it is highly intolerant to criticism and to the attempts
to unveil unwanted information.
But not only structural forces may cause barriers for story-telling. For instance,
Stein (2009) reports that Holocaust survivors that migrated to America had
difficulties to articulate their stories. While soldiers who returned from the theaters
of WW2 could incorporate their memories into the discourse of heroism and
patriotism, victims of genocide “lacked a viable frame for making their experience
intelligible for others” (Stein, 2009: 46) and therefore had to leave their memories
“unspeakable”. This example shows that the emergence of collective
consciousness is a bilateral process of constant reconstruction and negotiation
between various actors.
Many scholars consider memorials and commemorative practices such as
anniversary ceremonies as “therapeutic”, especially when collective trauma is at
stake (Milošević, 2017; Moodley, 2013; Tota, 2005, 2013; Joralemon, 2015).
Such acts are aimed to “heal collective psychological injury” (Savage, 2009: 267)
and are later transformed into solidifying narratives of hope and heroism. In this
respect, Milošević describes spontaneous memorials as a first attempt to
memorialize loss and imprint certain meaning that appears in the immediate
aftermath of an event, before an official memorial is erected. Spontaneous
memorials as a way of coping with collective trauma help survivors to share their
fears and emotions. Milošević argues that such memorials that embody multiple
voices through cards and pictures are crucial to shape shared memory about the
event.
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However, the idea of “therapeutic memorials” is questioned in some works. For
example, Joralemon believes that official memorials become a trigger of severe
clashes between various stakeholders; such struggles are often launched by the
highly bureaucratic process of negotiation around the creation of a memorial.
Therefore, memorialization does not always equal the diminution of victims’ grief:
the opposite might also be the case. Nevertheless, lack of any symbolic
embodiment of a traumatic event can make victims invisible and leave them in
oblivion for society and history, because “a community might tend to forget what
has not been selected by the process of remembering” (Tota, 2005).
The problem of selection of what and how to remember often brings scholars to
ask yet another question: who has more authority to define and shape
memorialization processes? The example of New York’s Ground Zero described
in the previous section of this paper demonstrates how a site of memory can
become a space of protest and advocacy of various perspectives from different
interest groups. However, seemingly, the voice of the victims is usually believed
to have greater legitimacy, since “to challenge the argument of the sufferer is to
border on declaring their feelings illegitimate” (Donofrio, 2010:164). Examining
this problem, some scholars conclude that public memorials fail to represent a
shared view on commemoration of a certain event. For instance, Doss (2008)
argues that creators of memorials, victims or their families and broader publics
cannot share the same emotions associated with loss, and thus their attitude
towards memorials differs a lot. Therefore, public memorials are meant solely to
give an illusion of consensus around a certain perspective on the past and of
coherent national identity.
Nevertheless, the process of official commemoration keeps victims and their
families in the spotlight of officials and journalists. But although sufferers receive
much support and attention in immediate aftermath of attack, later they are often
left in isolation (Moodley, 2013; Britton, 2007), as they are “expected to move on
with their lives” (Moodley, 2013: 39), which they often cannot do. Seemingly,
media seeking for the newest plots and burning headlines are the first to leave
victims in oblivion.
On the other hand, some pieces of research, such as the one by S. Jones (2012),
provide insights into the potential of new media to establish a new discourse of
individual trauma. In her work, Jones studies an Internet forum for victims of
persecution in the former German Democratic Republic that produces what she
calls “mediated remembering communities” (Jones, 2012: 400). Such forums
provide means for “individuals who are not simultaneously present to interact and
exchange memories of an assumed shared past, to build a community based on
shared goals” (Jones, 2012: 400). I believe that such studies are highly relevant
for my research because, as it will be shown later in the empirical part of the
paper, such online communities may not only create space to reveal the trauma
at the individual level, but also supply the deficiency of information and offer
support for victims, which, due to various reasons, the state cannot provide.
Debating the issue of traumatic memory, many authors use a specific subcategory “flashbulb memory” that refers to “circumstances in which one first learnt
of a very surprising and consequential (or emotionally arousing) event” (Brown &
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Kulik, 1997: 73-79). To put it differently, it labels memory of certain circumstances
in which a person learnt of an event including memories of when, where and
whom he/she learnt of that event. Some scientists emphasize that flashbulb
memory is not only connected with personal experience but is even more
associated with public recall. Therefore, such memories influence both individual
and collective identity (Berntsen & Rubin, 2008; Hirst & Meksin, 2008).
Interestingly, there are not many investigations on how flashbulb memories are
retained over a period of more than one year, with the exception of some
quantitative longitudinal studies (Hirst, 2009; Gandolphne & El Haj, 2017). In his
research, Hirst not only confirms the results of earlier studies by showing that that
the degree of forgetting is rather high in the first year after the event but also
demonstrates that forgetting slows down between the first and the third years.
Another interesting conclusion made by Hirst is that various aspects of memories
can be forgotten at different rates: the research showed that initial emotional
reaction to event tends to be forgotten quicker than, for instance, certain factual
details about event (Hirst, 2009: 164). Moreover, event memories are a subject
of significant corrections through constant retelling of the story by mass media. A
vivid example of such correction may be M. Moore’s film which revised many
inaccurate facts about 9/11 attack and thus reshaped individual and collective
memories (Hirst, 2009).
Generally, media framing of traumatic events has been one of the most frequently
addressed themes in memory studies, especially after the World Trade Center
was destroyed in a terrorist attack in 2001. The 9/11 tragedy launched a new era
in covering traumatic events and violence in mass media, since it was the first
time when a terrorist attack was broadcasted in real-time mode. September 11th
was the first contemporary event that appeared to be universally dramatic and
emotionally evocative for an extended period of time, and all mainstream media
outlets immersed into its coverage. These factors made memory researchers and
media researchers repeatedly address the events of 9/11 even almost two
decades after the attack.
One of the issues actively examined by scholars concerned with the problems of
traumatic memory is rhetorical and visual tools applied by journalists to create a
certain image of the tragic events. Considering September 11 attacks, some
studies highlight the emotional difference in how the tragedy was covered by
television and printed media. Unlike the reports of the press, live reporting of the
massacre provided an opportunity for the journalists “to capture the real-time
reactions of political leaders and ordinary citizens” (Cho et al., 2003: 312). To
achieve this effect, journalists used spontaneous, emotionally-loaded language,
and applied specific visual and audio tools like close-ups, cuts, adding specific
dramatic music and others to make people more emotionally aroused.
Another significant feature of how terrorist attacks are covered in the media is the
narrative of heroism and patriotism. For example, in the case of 9/11 American
press created a certain image of the attack that was later transplanted as
groundwork for Bush’s military campaign in Iraq, and Conservatives’ pro-life and
anti-drug movements. Using various rhetorical tools, the press constructed a
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narrative clash between “us” (Americans) and “them” (the terrorists). Moreover,
this perspective on the attack remained practically unchallenged, because those
who attempted to question it were immediately labeled as “evil” (Leavy, 2007).
Yet another type of tools applied by the media is visual tools. Hatfield (2008)
examines photographs and covers of mainstream printed media as a visual
instrument used to frame the event. For example, the Twin Towers depicted on
the covers of all media outlets after the tragedy no longer represented the might
of America but rather demonstrated how destruction and terrorism looked like
(Hatfield, 2008: 67). Hatfield insists that “…the images, like monuments, have
similar power in that the public is able to pay tribute to the lives lost, the heroism
of the rescue workers, and the strength to overcome the tragedy of 9/11” (ibid).
Considering the photographs of burning Twin Towers as “commemorative icons”,
she argues that such iconic images “have the potential to advise or motivate a
public into action” (Hariman & Lucaites, 2003 in Hatfield, 2008: 70). Another
visual tool is publishing victims’ photos depicting them “in happy, relaxed
postures”, which makes an impressive contrast with their dramatic stories. By
giving the attack a human face and thus personalizing it, media outlets attract
more sentimental response from the audience (Draga, 2017).
One more narrative examined by scholars in the field is the periodization of the
attack, which is peculiar not solely for 9/11 coverage but for any big-scaled act of
violence causing collective trauma. For example, journalists consider September
11th as a zero-point of a new era – “a caesura after that nothing could be as
before” (Tota, 2004:137). Tota says that this pattern not only affects the direct
victims and their families, but also becomes a part of collective memory about the
attack (ibid). This effect can be gained by applying, for example, historical
metaphors (like Pearl Harbor) to point out the exceptionality of the attack marking
a starting point for a “new conflict, a new global war” (ibid). Many officials base
their agenda on the comparison of circumstances “before” and “after” 9/11.
Interestingly, even seventeen years after the event this date still has a strong
association with the terrorist attack, as if it were “the day in which one thing
happened” (Leavy, 2007: 91).
Yet another peculiarity of shaping collective traumatic events is the interplay of
the self-identification of journalists as watchdogs and victims. Robinson (2006)
examines differences in how American journalists and the so-called “citizen
reporters” cover the anniversary of Hurricane Katrina. Here, journalists not only
assume themselves as watchdogs observing how things unfold so that the
audience can count on them in crisis, but also adopt the position of the victims of
the hurricane. In fact, it was also sometimes the case in 9/11 tragedy: for
example, famous journalist Dan Rather appeared in David Letterman’s show one
week after the 9/11 attack to tearfully claim: “I was just an American” (Leavy,
2007).
Seemingly, although there is extensive research on traumatic memory in the
context of WWII, Holocaust and violent conflicts, so far very little attention has
been paid to terrorism memorization. In turn, the majority of these rather rare
projects focus on various aspects of collective memory about September 11th
tragedy, while only few studies concentrate on recent terrorist attacks in Europe.
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In the light of frequency and massive scale of recent terrorist attacks, urgent need
appears to examine how these events are settled in collective memory. Several
attempts have been made to explore the representations of these past events
(Milošević, 2017; Draga, 2017; Gandolphne & El Haj, 2017), and again, here
scholars have mainly addressed the topic of media coverage. In particular, they
have shown that recent terrorist attacks are framed not as a threat for a particular
country where they happened but rather as a threat for whole Europe, “generating
a pan-European state of alert” (Draga, 2017: 137). At the same time, these
attacks are constructed by the media as something of concern for everybody, not
just the direct victims: “The intensity of the event was such that, as in the case of
the 9/11 terrorist attack, it felt like a personal loss and a personal threat to
everybody” (Draga, 2017: 142).
While the recent terrorist attacks in Europe have won at least some attention of
the scholarly community, there are currently almost no studies exploring into
remembering world-known terrorist attacks in Russia like the air crash above
Sinai (2015) or the explosion in Saint Petersburg subway (2017). So the question
of whether Russian media performed in a way similar to European ones to set
the agenda on terrorist threats and frame the past attacks remains open.
Most studies on collective memory about terrorist attacks and mass violent events
also refer to the topic of political and economic interests lying behind and
expressed in such events. In my paper the memories and narratives of terror will
be analyzed through the lens of the concept of the culture of fear. Some
researchers have already analyzed memory on tragic events from a similar
perspective, using several related notions such as “narrative of disaster”
(Milošević, 2017), “discourse of fear” (Altheide, 2003), “culture of terror” (Hatfield,
2008), and “risk culture” (Pain, 2009). Their research provides insights not only
into how politicians justify their actions by “fighting terrorism” but also into how
the problem (and discourses) of terrorism influences a wide array of life spheres
from security and politics to privacy and education. Some articles show how fright
experienced by the population after terrorist attacks and fueled by the media can
be beneficial for inner politics, like in the case of Madrid bombing (2004), when
during the investigation the government turned a blind eye on the obvious clues
of the responsibility of Al Qaeda for the attack, blaming Basque separatists
instead (Tota, 2005). Further on, such scholars as, for example, Hatfield (2008:
68) illustrate how fear of terrorism penetrates the everyday life: children are
trained to behave adequately during terrorist attacks in schools; the issues of
terrorism and threatened national security are constantly articulated in media
storylines shaping the routinized information background of the audience. In the
following paragraph, I shall provide a brief overview of how the notion of the
culture of fear is understood in academic literature, highlight the major
characteristics of this culture and discuss its significance for the investigation of
memories about terrorist attacks.
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1.6. The culture of fear: Fear as a political and media agenda
In this paper, I assume that violent events such as terrorist attacks taken up by
mass media and massively transmitted within society, create a collectively shared
atmosphere of alarm profitable for politicians and media themselves. Although
the statistics (OECD, 2016) shows that generally life has become much safer in
the last decades, the expectations of danger remain high, and even higher than
in the past. This common state of anxiety is often not related to certain events but
rather remains an integral but rather abstract element of the everyday agenda,
being intensively addressed by mass media and discussed by politicians.
Frequently, such agenda becomes advantageous for these actors who seek to
attain power or promote their own interests. Moreover, in order to achieve these
goals, they can appeal not only to recent accidents but also to events that
happened in the distant past but that were emotionally-evoking for many people
(9/11 in America, hostage crises in Beslan or ‘Nord-Ost’ tragedy in Russia). Thus,
such agents as governments, political opposition or media outlets intentionally
magnify distress around possible threats, creating the culture of fear. In this
paragraph, I attempt to reveal the role of these agents in manipulating the sense
of danger within society, to highlight the principle tools utilized for this purpose,
and to examine the social consequences of the resulting culture of fear.
Culture of fear is a concept first introduced by Barry Glassner in his book “Culture
of Fear: Why Americans are Afraid of the Wrong Things” (1999). In this study, the
American scholar claims that mainstream media and politicians are central actors
in generating and sustaining fear among the population. He explains that
collective sense of instability is highly advantageous for both of these parties:
while media are able to attract more attention from the scared audience and sell
more advertisements (e.g. of security devices or medicines), politicians fruitfully
use fear to promote and legitimize their initiatives. As increasingly more people
get frightened, it becomes easier to create the sense of disorder, to manipulate
people’s concerns and thus – their decisions. Basically, Glassner describes the
culture of fear as a state in a society, when danger concerns prevail in the public
agenda and where the everyday life of people is defined through expected risks
and danger. Although the threatening phenomena may be actually real, they are
also intentionally exaggerated, which can be in fact more destructive in its
consequences than the initial cause of danger.
Feelings of uncertainty and dismay are especially vivid in people’s perceptions of
terrorist threats, because immediate explosions or shootings showing the
weakness of anti-terrorist measures create a fear that such things can happen to
everyone and at any time. Despite the fact that actual terrorism fatality risks for
the vast majority of the countries are notably low, being estimated as one in
millions, still, fears of becoming a victim of a terrorist attack keep boosting
annually. For example, in France, where starting from 2014 more than ten
terrorist attacks happened killing over two hundred fifty people, the risk of being
murdered by terrorists is roughly estimated as less than two ten-thousandths of
one per cent, which is 27 times lower than the risk to die in a car accident
(Independent, 2016-07-14) but people still perceive this risk as very real. In
Russia, the country that, in contrast to France, faced only two terrorist attacks in
recent years one of which happened outside the Russian territory, fear rates still
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remain quite high: according to official polls in 2017, 56% of Russians feel danger
of terrorist attacks in their cities (Public Opinion Foundation, 2017-08-24). Thus,
one may argue that in fact such fears are more imagined than real. Yates (2003:
99) states that for the emergence of such fears the expertly calculated risk
probabilities mean much less than the quality of control over such possibilities.
1.6.1. Fear as an instrument of political influence
As it has been stated above, violent incidents such as terrorist attacks can be
beneficial for various actors, primarily for political elites. In this regard, political
fear is associated with speculation on the discourse of instability and consequent
manipulation aimed to strengthen control and to boost security measures,
escaping from possible collective harm. Immediate sense of loss caused by such
outrages contribute to the legitimation of (sometimes rather radical) official,
institutional countermeasures to global threat (Aly & Green, 2010: 269). In many
cases, serious restrictions in legislation and intensified military actions are
accepted as the price to pay for a secure state. In fact, scholars acknowledge the
link between the sense of alarm within a society and the increase of loyalty
regarding aggressive foreign and internal security policy (Stam et al., 2012).
Moreover, the same fearful events may be referred to many times in order to
justify newly proposed anti-terrorist policies (Matsaganis & Payne, 2005: 387). By
actively addressing the issue of terrorism and demonstrating the striking evidence
of shootings, explosions and other acts of terrorism via mass media, governments
evoke and mobilize the sense of fear in society.
The existing body of literature on the topic has analyzed a number of promoted
counter-terrorist measures that were launched as a result of fear of terrorism in
order to exemplify how political elites can utilize the rhetoric of possible threats in
order to carry forward their political initiatives. For example, Mölder (2011)
describes the emergence of the neo-conservative movement within G. Bush’s
administration that promoted invasion to Iraq and justified it by the need to fight
against the terrorist group Al-Qaeda. The formal reason for the military action was
to stop the production of chemical weapons and prevent their possible leak into
the hands of terrorists. However, in fact, the campaign resulted in coup d’Etat in
Iraq. Despite that, not only was Iraqi military campaign highly supported by the
public, but the soldiers were also commonly recognized as “true patriots” and
“protectors of national security” (ibid). Depending on different polls from 2003, the
rates of public support of the US military invasion to Iraq varied between 47 and
60 percent (USA today, 2003-03-16). This case shows how the collective fear of
the 9/11 tragedy to repeat transformed into an enormous public support of the
political interests of Bush’s administration in the Middle East.
Another example given by scholars is the social exclusion of Arab Americans
after September 11th (Naber, 2006; Robin, 2003). In her ethnographic research,
Naber demonstrates how the rhetorics of dangerous cultural “others” increasingly
pronounced by Bush’s administration in the aftermath of 9/11 resulted in the racial
exclusion of Arab immigrant community at different levels. For example, she
evidences cases when migrants’ employers used threats of reporting to FBI
services or migration agencies in order to exploit them at work. This and many
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other facts narrated by her informants demonstrate how public anti-Muslim
discourses of fear and their official backing “facilitated the construction of the
distinction between us and them, citizen and alien, patriot and enemy <…> when
racial exclusion and anti-immigrant sentiment become increasingly pronounced”
by political elites (Naber, 2006: 242).
1.6.2. Mediating and promoting fear
Mediating political agenda shaped by various threats, mass media dramatize and
intensify the feeling of constant instability in their audiences, constructing the
reality of fear and thus developing the culture of fear (Brissett, 2003: 117;
Matsaganis & Payne, 2005: 380). In the atmosphere of total uncertainty and
threat, individuals seek for new information and greedily consume upcoming
messages in order to explain what happens around and what to expect in the
future. In this regard, media as a principal agent in the process of agenda-setting
and framing urgently responses to any potentially dramatic events. Frequently, to
become the first to share sensational news, media outlets neglect the
professional norm of addressing only reliable sources (Matsaganis & Payne,
2005). Furthermore, there are cases when official bodies make the core, if not
the only, sources of information regarding the issues of potential or actual danger,
for example, giving rise to news related to the development of new security laws
or revealing the scandalous details of official investigations. In this sense, political
elites, as providers of first-hand commentaries, obtain the power to control the
content of media reports and the intensity of coverage (Altheide, 2006: 417, 432).
Extensive reporting on crime incidents and other negative news promotes the
sense of all-round danger (Abu-Orf, 2012: 166) perceived by mass audience
disproportionately to real risks. In such constantly promoted agenda of violence,
“defense becomes more important as a means of maintaining social control”
(Abu-Orf, 2012: 167). Nellis (2012), as many other authors, suggests that media
consumption significantly contributes to the perception of fear and sense of
anxiety in society referring to empirically revealed correlations between the
publication of terrorism-related reports and the subjective fear for the life of
themselves and their beloved ones that people feel.
Moreover, to draw the attention of mass audiences, media utilize various
rhetorical tools and visual instruments in their reports on terrorism and related
dangers. Appealing to the rhetorics of loss and endangerment in their storytelling,
the press and TV outlets construct the images of villains and victims by labelling
terrorists as an omnipresent unavoidable threat and depicting them as uncivilized
people, attaining their power by irrational mass killings of innocent people
(Nimmer, 2011: 225). Commonly, such coverage also has a strong association
with religion and ethnicity of villains, providing the grounds for fear of the cultural
“others” in collective consciousness. Basically, such fear of the “other” implies the
perception of unknown culture as dangerous. People usually identify themselves
with a certain cultural group, considering it as secure and reliable, simultaneously
distancing themselves from “other” groups that are seen as deviant and
frightening. Although Islam is one of the fundamental religions in the world, its
contemporary stereotyped image of “bad”, “threatful” and “violent” is massively
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cultivated in/by mass media. What is more, some outlets draw an even more
complex distinction not only between Muslims and non-Muslims but also within
the religious community contrasting the “good” and the “bad” Muslims (El-Tayeb,
2011). Such division is based on the notion that “good” Muslims are people who
are fully assimilated into “our” culture, being not too religious, accepting European
values and sticking to the principle of secularism. El-Tayeb argues that public
demonization of Islam does not have one-sided consequences: while people are
commonly intolerant towards Muslim migrants and support their social exclusion,
the latter remain unwilling to accept Western culture and norms and, thus, do not
assimilate within “our” society (2001: 85).
Yet another example of media manipulation with fear is discussed in the paper
by Aly & Green (2010) on the visual coverage of terrorist attack in London (2005).
The authors describe how this attack was illustrated not with professional photos
but rather with grainy images with low resolution made by people who were onsite
in the immediate aftermath of the explosion. They refer to yet another work by
Hoskins (2006) and argue that such visual exposure “enhances the immediacy
of coverage and narrows the divide between the public and media” (2010: 272).
Such photos make it easier for the audience to identify themselves with the
victims, imagining themselves in the place of ordinary passengers in a morning
train who suddenly find themselves in the middle of a terrorist attack. The authors
conclude that such visualization of media coverage generates the sense of
proximity to danger in the audience.
Among other instruments utilized by media to promote the discourse on fear, the
rhetoric of borderline seems to be the core one: here, journalists frame the acts
of violence through monochromic comparison between the state of affairs
“before” and “after” the tragedy, prescribing certain emotional attitudes towards
the event. For instance, the comparison of 9/11 with Pearl Harbor examined by
Griffin (2004) shows that, although there are no apparent similarities between
these events, the reference to Pearl Harbor assault implies the perception of 9/11
attack as a defining moment in American history when a hostile party triggers off
war with the USA. Another example here would be again the terrorist attack in
London compared in media to ‘Blitz spirit’ during WWII, alluding unbreakable
moral in the face of global danger. In such cases, the promotion of fear can be
tied with efforts of nation-building around the counter-measures following terrorist
attacks (Pain, 2009: 469).
Additionally, scholars highlight the role of personal biographic backgrounds in the
perception and evaluation of existing risks and fears within communities,
especially such characteristics as ethnicity, gender and political affiliation (Pain,
2009: 475). Generally, it can be concluded that not only is fear constructed by
political and commercial interests, but it is also socially framed.
1.6.3. Social consequences of the culture of fear
The imposed sense of fear making the core of contemporary cultural context has
destructive consequences for society and various agents within it. One of the core
outcomes of the promotion of terrorist threat is islamophobia and racism, which
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can be observed both at the macro-level (e.g. shifts to anti-migrant domestic
policy) and at the micro-level (e.g. recent statistics evidences over three hundred
anti-Muslim attacks following Paris attacks in 2015 (CNCDH, 2017).
Moreover, in their coverage mass media define not only whom to be scared of
but also where to feel in danger. Alongside with the creation and cultivation of
stereotypes regarding certain social and cultural groups, media form persistent
exposure of various countries and neighborhoods as unsafe, creating an
imaginary geography of fear in collective consciousness (Pain, 2009: 471; AbuOrf, 2012: 166). For example, following the explosion in Brussels International
Airport in 2016, the city’s district Molenbeek became number one priority for
police squads, since two attackers lived and owned a bar there. This city area
also turned into a symbol of terrorist threat in harmed Brussels. Many outlets
tended to question high numbers of mosques there relating this to the efforts of
the Islamic State to recruit young people.
Yet another significant aftereffect of the culture of fear is the routinization of the
state of alarm. The discourse of fear is increasingly taken for granted by the
audience and seen as a normal lens to perceive the world (Altheide, 2003: 20).
The more massive the coverage of terrorism is, the less emotionally arousing it
becomes. People are not surprised any more by news headlines, as most terrorist
acts and governmental responses to them are covered in accordance with
already well-known play-out scenarios, blaming the same religious and ethnic
communities and appealing to the need to strengthen the country. Moreover,
sometimes mass media and political elites do not even need to constantly rely on
new threats; instead, fear reproduces itself in society when people discuss
dangers with friends, family and colleagues (Altheide, 2003: 19) and share
alarmist messages via social media like Facebook and Twitter. Altheide
concludes that in the context of constant (re)construction of danger and the
reproduction of this feeling by its articulation at the micro-level “fear has become
<…> orientation to the world, rather than a response to a particular situation <…>”
(2003: 22).
To conclude this section, in my work, the culture of fear and media discourses
shaping it are considered as an important context in which collective recollections
about Sinai air crash and Paris attacks are embedded. The rhetorics of
endangerment affect not only the ways people recall these events but also their
perception of the official responses to the emerged threat. However, what is even
more important, at the micro-level the personal experience of victimization
contributes to the general feeling of insecurity. Moreover, the framing of the
attacks by journalists leads to the revision of “what happened” not only by general
audiences but also even by the first-hand witnesses, ascribing new meanings to
the tragedies and evoking a certain emotional response, as well as placing it
within larger discourses of fear and danger. In the empirical part of the paper, I
attempt to demonstrate how both direct and indirect victims of the attacks under
study reproduce the rhetorics of an omnipresent fear and calls for strong countermeasures typical for media discourse in their personal recollections.
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To sum up, the theoretical concepts overviewed above seem to provide a
comprehensive theoretical framework for the analysis of the personal
reminiscences of terrorist attacks above Sinai and in Paris in 2015, and of the
collective recollections of these incidents, (re)translated by mass media. Social
constructionist perspective reflected in M. Halbwachs’ theory on memorization
allows me to examine how memory about the attacks is socially framed by
personal experience of trauma and the unique biographical backgrounds of the
victims at the micro-level, and by media discourses of terrorist threat at the
macro-level. In the second chapter, I attempt to demonstrate how these individual
and collective dimensions of memory intersect and, at the same time, exist inparallel.
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Chapter 2. Social construction of memories of terrorist
attacks in Russia and France: The findings of
comparative empirical study
This chapter introduces the methodology applied in my study, describes the
process of data collection and analysis, and provides insights into the barriers
faced during the search for informants and fieldwork. The central section of the
chapter presents the findings of the research based on in-depth interviews with
the victims of and witnesses to the terrorist attacks in Russia and France in 2015.
The last section reports the results of discourse analysis of Russian and French
printed media that covered the attacks under study and shaped the public
debates around them.

2.1. Choice of methodology
As in my project I am interested in the interpretations of past events made by the
victims of and witnesses to the terrorist attacks in two countries and in the
complex processes of meaning-making that the media are involved in, I have
chosen qualitative methodology for data collection and analysis for both parts of
my empirical study. This methodology also makes a good combination with the
constructivist perspective constituting the core theoretical frame of my research,
with its focus on micro-level interactions and interpretation patterns.
In the first part of my empirical study, a series of in-depth interviews with the
victims of and witnesses to the terrorist attacks in Paris (2015) and over Egypt’s
Sinai (2015) was conducted. This method allowed me to gain insights into the
unique biographical experiences of those (in)directly involved in these events.
The main focus here was on the emotions of the interviewees and the ways they
ascribe meaning to the tragic events of their past – something that quantitative
studies omit or touch upon only marginally. Moreover, the chosen topic of the
research implied that emotionally-loaded and highly intimate stories of loss and
trauma would be collected. This, in turn, required confidential and, possibly,
comfortable contacts with the interviewees which only qualitative approach could
provide. Additionally, qualitative methods allow for a certain degree of flexibility
at the stages of planning, data collection and analysis. Indeed, I was able to
amend and specify topics and questions included in the interview guides in the
course of the research and add new questions and plots while working in the field.
Later, during the analysis of the collected narratives, it was possible to edit codes,
to turn back to the interviews at any time and thus to update and improve the
analysis.
The second part of my empirical study focused on media coverage of the attacks
in Russian and French printed media. It sought to examine how the terrorist
attacks under study were framed by journalists, what actors were involved in
media discussions, and in which context the attacks were analyzed, and
attempted to trace the inherent biases of storytelling and selectivity of coverage.
Here, discourse analysis with some elements of frame analysis was applied.
Since discourse analysis cannot be considered as a unified method but rather a
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variety of techniques aimed at text analysis labeled by an umbrella term, I had to
choose a specific approach out of these many alternatives. I found it more
appropriate to use the approach to discourse analysis proposed by Reiner Keller
(Keller, 2011) - the sociology of knowledge approach to discourse (SKAD).
Keller’s concept combines the principles of social constructivism with
Foucauldian theory highlighting power relations in discourses. Generally, SKAD
framework is concerned with public discourses emerging at institutional and
social levels. It not only focuses on texts as such but also examines actors as
creators of texts, relations between actors, various contexts in which discussions
occur, and social consequences of such discussions. Therefore, keeping in mind
the research question of the study and its objectives, Keller’s SKAD analysis
seems to be a suitable choice of methodology for the second part of my research.
Of course, such choice of methodology also brings along certain limitations of the
study. For instance, it is impossible to extrapolate the result of the study over
other cases due to the unique contexts in which each case and even each
personal recollection are embedded. Moreover, it is important to take into account
the fact that individual narratives concerning people’s traumatic experiences are
subjected to the effects of partial truth, especially when their stories concern, for
example, the performance of the official bodies or delivered support. Therefore,
it is impossible to draw any conclusions on the efficiency of these actors rendering
assistance for the victims of terrorism, as here we deal exclusively with subjective
evaluations, not facts.
Still, I believe that the processes of memory construction can be explored solely
in the framework of qualitative analysis, because it provides a comprehensive
view on the individual perceptions of the past and interpretation patterns
emerging throughout memorialization. The applied methodology also makes a
productive instrument to discover new aspects of traumatic memorialization,
which is especially valuable taking into account the deficiency of studies devoted
to traumatic memory about recent terrorist attacks in Europe as indicated in the
previous chapter.

2.2. Sampling and access to the field
2.2.1. Choice of interviewees in Russia and France
Since my paper was meant to fill the gap in the studies of recent European
terrorist attacks and to enrich it with comparative perspective, two attacks were
chosen as focuses of the research: terrorist attacks in Paris (2015) and over
Egypt’s Sinai (2015). The interviews I collected took place in Paris and Saint
Petersburg, where the majority of victims and their families live.
Regarding Paris, the choice of informants was highly unregulated due to the
difficulties of access to the field. The main gatekeeper in Paris I established
contact to was the former head of the association uniting the victims of Paris
attacks, “13onze15”, Georges Salines. He distributed my call for informants via
email among all members of the organization in June 2017. After that, people
contacted me via email or mobile phone. After a long process of negotiations, five
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interviews were arranged between September 21st and September 24th.
However, two interviews out of those were agreed upon after I had got responses
to my post in Facebook community of French people in Saint Petersburg. One of
the members contacted me and expressed willingness to share the story. Another
one helped me contact his brother, a journalist who had written a report about a
victim’s family. Not only did the journalist help me to meet this family but he also
assisted me in translation during the talk (some conversations took place in
French, and at points those were hard for me to follow).
Interview collection in Russia took place later than in Paris: in January-February
2018. In Saint Petersburg, the search for informants was less complicated and
more regulated as there was an organization capable of helping me: the
foundation of victims’ relatives “Flight 9268” that is highly active in social media
and open for dialog. However, I was concerned about the need to disturb families
that were still dealing with severe trauma and had to accept their loss. Therefore,
firstly, I wrote e-mails to the founders of the organization, and these contacts
helped me arrange three interviews. Thereafter, the executive director of the
foundation offered me to talk with another organization member and helped me
to contact him. The last interviewee was found in social network “VKontakte”
through the online community of the foundation.
In total, I managed to collect ten in-depth interviews: five in Paris and five in Saint
Petersburg. The average length of the interviews is two hours, although in some
cases interviews lasted up to three hours; the total duration of all interviews is
twenty-two hours.
Although the sample is too small to generalize the findings and trace any big
patterns, the collected data still reflects some peculiarities of terrorist attacks
memorialization and commemoration in Russia and France and allows me to
highlight some similarities and differences of memory construction in two
societies.
2.2.2. Sampling for discourse analysis of media coverage in Russia and
France
In order to analyze how printed media frame the terrorist attacks under study, I
have chosen two Russian and two French highly circulated and influential weekly
newspapers: “Rossiyskaya Gazeta Nedelya” and “The New Times” for Russia,
and “Le Point” and “L’Obs” - for France (see Table 2). The selected outlets
represent different political alignments to ensure a sample reflecting various
perspectives on the topic. Although the outlets making the sample are not directly
comparable by number of distributed copies, still, each of them is a prominent
source of information for the audience and remains a significant opinion-maker in
the country of performance.
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Table 2. Description of media outlets chosen for analysis
Media outlet

Circulation
(per month)

Political
orientation

“Rossiyskaya
Gazeta
Nedelya”

3,3 million
copies

Conservative
progovernmental
newspaper

“The New
Times”

50.000 copies
(before the
printed version
was closed)

Private liberal
center-left
magazine

“Le Point”

404.000
copies (2016)

Private
magazine of
conservative
center-right
stance
without any
explicitly
declared
political
affiliation

“L’Obs”

454.000
copies (2016)

Private liberal
center-left
magazine

Sources: rg.ru; gazeta.ru; eurotopics.net

Although printed media normally have slower reaction to significant events such
as terrorist attacks than TV shows, these events are still of interest for them and,
importantly, are mostly covered either by experts in the field or journalists with
vast experience in the topic. Together with the declared norm of the outlets to
provide a profound verification of the reported facts, this presupposes more
comprehensive story-telling. Another advantage for my research is certainly that
the analysis of printed media permits to skip the stage of transcription.
The timeframe chosen for the analysis is January 2015 – November 2016.
January 2015 was the time when the first terrorist attacks organized by extremist
organization “Islamic State” (IS) took place in France, in particular, the attack on
“Charlie Hebdo” and the capture of hostages in the kosher supermarket. These
tragedies triggered a huge public discussion around the terrorist threat in Europe.
Later on, on October 31st and November 13th, further terrorist attacks happened
above Sinai and in Paris, respectively. Widening the time frame to November
2016 allowed me to have a look at how the discussions around Paris and Sinai
tragedies started once again and how the events were commemorated due to
anniversary dates.
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The further choice of articles for analysis was based on a number of criteria. First
of all, the articles that fell under the following topics were selected:
1) Terrorist attacks around the world, including Paris attacks and Sinai air crash;
2) Migration from the territories occupied by the IS;
3) Islam;
4) Anti-terrorist policies (including military activity in the countries where IS is
active).
5) Performance of the IS.
As the next step, I narrowed the sample by focusing only on analytical long-reads
(as most ample narratives of terrorism) and excluding interviews because the
opinions of invited experts did not necessarily coincide with the position of the
media outlet publishing them.
As a result, 281 analytical articles were determined to meet the selection criteria,
which still made too big a sample for an in-depth study. Therefore, after all, only
articles focusing on the topics listed above rather than peripherally mentioning
them fell under the scope of the research. However, the articles excluded at this
stage were casually examined to identify the context of the analyzed media
outlets. 87 analytical articles were subjected to coding and detailed analysis.
As my knowledge of French is far from perfect, I needed to translate the French
articles into English. This was done by a professional translator before coding.

2.3. Access to the field and data collection: Core challenges
As it has been already mentioned above, in the French case accessing the field
was quite challenging. At first, I attempted to undertake an internship in one of
the associations for the victims of Paris attacks. The search and distribution of
applications took approximately three months and did not deliver any visible
results. One of reasons for that was my poor knowledge of French. In fact, the
latter also affected the interviewing, since it was rather difficult for the informants
to share their stories in a foreign language. Frequently, the interviewees switched
into French, and my basic command of the language allowed me to follow their
stories but later the usage of French significantly complicated the process of
transcribing for me. Thus, in many cases I had to contact the interviewees again
to clarify issues mentioned in their narratives. Furthermore, one of the interviews
was conducted profoundly in French with the help of a non-professional
translator. Hence, I had to resort to the help of a French-speaker to translate the
talk into English prior to its coding.
The sensitive topic of my research presupposed tet-a-tet conversations with the
interviewees and implied travelling to Paris to meet the victims in person.
However, due to financial constraints I could only afford a short stay in the city,
and my tough schedule (all five interviews in France were conducted within three
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days) also affected the process of interviewing. Some interviews were collected
late in the evening, when I was already very tired, which could also influence the
quality of my work as an interviewer.
As for the Russian part of the research, here accessing the field was less
problematic due to the absence of language barrier and thanks to my living in the
same city as the informants. In Petersburg, the process of contacting the victims
differed from the one in Paris also because here informants did not respond to
the call for testimonies themselves, but instead I had to reach them personally
myself, which also meant facing many refusals.
It is also important to mention that the grievous content of the stories reflected
upon my emotional state after the interviews. In Paris, the fieldwork was
especially difficult for me because I had almost no time to distract from the tragic
topic due to the tough schedule. However, it should be admitted that
communication in a foreign language created a certain emotional barrier for me
helping to disassociate myself from the traumatic experiences I was introduced
into.
In this regard, Russian interviews turned out notably more stressful. It can be
explained by my closer attachment to the tragedy, communication in native
language and, most importantly, the fact that all the interviewees spoke about the
loss of their close relatives (whereas in Paris the interviewees were sometimes
survivors or relatives of survivors of the attacks). Although all the conducted
interviews with victims in Saint Petersburg are highly insightful, in retrospect, I
see my lack of professional preparation for work with people in mourning.
However, in contrast to Paris, plenty of time allowed me to have breaks between
the meetings, to relieve distress from the talks and to rethink my strategies of
communication with the victims to avoid mistakes made in earlier conversations.
Generally, the conversations in both countries were extremely emotional: when
speaking about their traumatic experiences and losses, some interviews would
show their distress by refusing to talk, using some time to recover or even crying.
Yet another important piece if information about my fieldwork is that the
interviewees expressed very different degrees of interest in the final results of the
study. Although the majority asked me to share the final version of the paper with
them, in communication with Russian informants I felt notably more pressure and
control regarding the use and interpretation of data. In addition to requests to
submit the transcripts of interviews for correction and final approval, the
informants here alluded their concerns about possible bias of analysis.
Surprisingly, collecting materials for the discourse analysis of media debates
happened to be challenging, too. A small part of the required French publications
was found in PDF in Internet, while the main bulk of articles remained
inaccessible for me for quite a long time. After a demanding search of the hard
copies of the newspapers under study in Petersburg organizations associated
with France, the necessary materials were found in Saint Petersburg and Moscow
offices of the French Institute.
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2.4. Data processing: Transcribing and coding
My qualitative research presupposed developing two interview guides – for Paris
and for Saint Petersburg. In general, they covered the same topics based on my
research question and working objectives, but included certain questions
concerning specifically the attacks in Paris or over Egypt’s Sinai. Moreover,
working with Russian and French informants implied the translation of guides into
English and Russian. The resulting versions of interview guides are attached to
the paper as Appendix 1 and Appendix 2.
The collected interviews were recorded using a voice recorder. The interviewees
were informed in advance that the conversation would be recorded. Later on, the
recorded talks were carefully transcribed. In one case, where the interview was
conducted with the help of a translator, the record was partly transcribed by a
French-speaker.
To avoid bias in the stories provided by informants, the transcripts included
remarks about the intonations, repetitions and pauses in the speech. The
observation notes prepared for each transcript also include information on the
emotional state of the interviewees and the locations where the conversations
were arranged, as those could influence the content of the narratives.
Luckily, no significant mistakes such as disruption of technical devices were
made in the recording process, so the data was carefully registered.
Transcription of French interviews involved difficulties, as French informants had
to speak in the language not native to them. Due to limited English vocabulary,
some informants in Paris used French words in their speech. Additionally, French
accent made it harder to recognize some of the words. Thus, to avoid mistakes,
I addressed these informants again to clarify the fragments of interviews that
seemed unclear for me. Two informants required me to send them the transcripts
for checking and correction.
As to the coding process, I followed three steps of analysis: those of open, axial
and selective coding. In general, coding is a method of text analysis, in which text
is categorized by assigning meaningful codes to its fragments (Glaser & Strauss,
2006). At that, several codes can be assigned to the same part of the text. Open
coding is the initial phase of coding that includes preliminary labeling and
categorization of described phenomena. Axial coding specifies the categories
and links them together: some of them can be used for further analysis, while
others become subcategories that are united into broader categories. Selective
coding is the last step of text analysis, where the researcher determines which
codes should fall under the scope of analysis to comprehensively meet the aims
of the research and to answer the research question properly. All the listed stages
were proceeded in the course of my empirical analysis the outcomes of which will
be described below.
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2.5. The French case
2.5.1. Background: Charlie Hebdo, Hyper Cacher and Paris attacks
To describe Parisian attacks, I find it necessary to first have a brief look at the
background of terrorism issue in France. Actually, the attacks under study were
not the first big acts of terrorism in contemporary France. For example, in 1995 a
series of five explosions happened in Paris between July and November, which
resulted in eight deaths and in the injuries of 179 people. An islamist group called
“The Armed Islamic Group of Algeria” claimed responsibility for the attack (The
Independent, 1995-07-25). Thus, the discussion around the “Islamic threat” is by
no means new for France.
In fact, one of the main arguments in the debates on the source of terrorist threat
is the high number of Muslims in France: due to intense migration from North
Africa and Middle East, France remains the country with the largest Muslim
community in the EU that amounts to almost six million people, 8,8% of the whole
population (The Pew Research Center, 2017-11-29). Protecting the status of a
secular state, the country experiences long-lasting debates on wearing hijab and
burkini in public places, on the number of mosques in the country, and, since
2015, about the fate of Syrian migrants. Such debates have resulted in the rise
of right-wing agenda in the country and the ever-increasing popularity of the
“National Front”, a party the representatives of which actively speculate on the
anti-terrorist issues with a strong reference to Islam as the main source of threat.
This political party was recently massively supported by the electorate, and the
party’s leader Marie Le Pen became the main opponent of Emmanuel Macron at
the last presidential elections (The Local, 2017-04-25).
The beginning of the year 2015 was marked with shooting in the editorial office
of French satirical magazine “Charlie Hebdo” on the 7th of January. During the
attack two Islamist gunmen killed twelve and injured eleven journalists inside the
editorial office of the magazine. The presumptive motive for the massacre was
“Charlie Hebdo”’s controversial depictions of Prophet Mohammed and critical
jests about Islamic leaders published by the outlet. Two days later, on the 9th of
January, terrorists took fifteen hostages in a supermarket offering kosher goods
“Hyper Cacher”. The terrorist was an accomplice of “Charlie Hebdo” attackers.
The shooting resulted in five deaths, including the terrorist.
The attacks were followed by a series of mass demonstrations on the 10th-13th of
January. People honored the memory of the victims and stood out for the freedom
of speech in the country by using the symbol “Je suis Charlie” (“I am Charlie”). In
total, 3,7 million Parisians participated in the demonstrations on Place de la
République (The BBC News, 2015-01-11). The attacks were also commemorated
by the plaques on the streets where the supermarket and the editorial office were
located.
Later on, on the 13th November 2015, France faced one of the severest terrorist
attacks in Europe, when a series of coordinated explosions and shootings
happened in the northern part of Paris. Several groups of attackers launched six
simultaneous distinct attacks, resulting in at least 129 deaths (Meduza, 2015-1136
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14). More than three hundred fifty people were injured, ninety-nine of whom were
in critical condition. Victims from at least twenty-six countries were confirmed
(some of them held multiple citizenships). It is important to mention that the time
and place of the attacks were not accidental: three suicide bombings occurred
near French national sport stadium State de France during the football match
between Germany and France, when it was attended by French President
Hollande and German foreign minister Steinmeier. The attack proceeded in
several streets and bars. Later the terrorists took approximately hundred
hostages and opened fire in Bataclan theatre during the concert of the American
rock band “Eagles of Death Metal”.
Islamic State claimed responsibility for the attacks in an online statement that
said that eight militants of the Islamic State wearing explosive belts and armed
with machine guns attacked precisely selected targets in the French capital
(Meduza, 2015-11-14).
The magnitude of Parisian attack was overwhelming due to its very effective
planning and organization. French government reacted to the attack with a
declared nationwide state of emergency. In a week, French police conducted
more than a thousand searches that resulted in 165 arrests. Borders were closed,
protests and big gatherings were forbidden. Extra security measures were widely
supported by the population. Thus, the decision of president Holland to sustain a
military operation in Syria against the Islamic State caused no disaffection (Le
Tribune, 2015-11-16). Moreover, the terrorist threat was responded by antiMuslim attacks in the country: according to France’s National Human Rights
Commission (CNCDH), in 2015, 335 anti-Muslim attacks were detected. To
compare, in 2014 that number was much lower: it amounted to 133 cases only.
As it seems from the annual reports, although the number of such attacks
declines (185 in 2016, 121 in 2017) (CNCDH, 2017), such attacks remain an
important indicator of the disadvantaged position of Muslims in France. It is highly
important to mention here that people of different status became victims of such
outrages of hatred: among those were both the people who came to France
recently, and those who represented the second and third generations of
migrants.
Parisian attacks were commemorated both inside France and internationally.
Spontaneous memorials appeared on the sites of the attacks, and the
government organized a public ceremony in front of Hôtel des Invalides to honor
the victims. Many countries illuminated their major landmarks in the colors of
French flag to symbolically support the victims and express their willingness to
fight terrorism (TJournal, 2015-11-14).
In January 2015, the president and Paris mayor unveiled a plaque devoted to all
the victims of terrorism in 2015 (Rfi, 2015-01-10). On the first anniversary of the
attack, several plaques were presented at each of the sites targeted by the
terrorists (The Guardian, 2016-11-13).
The discourse of terrorism in mass media in the aftermath of the attacks was
addressed by a number of scholars. While some researchers were concerned
with TV and printed coverage (Gray, 2017; Fatah, 2015), others focused on public
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response and civil coverage in Twitter (Magdy et al., 2015), Facebook (Van Hee
et al., 2016) and other social media. Still, so far, the analysis of the media
discourse shaped around Paris attacks is incomplete and fragmented.
2.5.2. Testimonies of terrorism: Memories of the (in)direct victims of Paris
attacks
Before proceeding with the analysis of interviews conducted with French
informants, it is necessary to give a short description of the interviewees (see
Table 3). For more detailed information on the interviewees’ backgrounds see
Appendix 3.
F1 (=France 1)
F2
F3

F4

F5

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Table 3. Description of French interviewees
A member of “13onze15”
Victim of shooting in café “Le Bonne Bierre”
Victim of shooting in café “La Bonne Biere”
Journalist working for one of French newspapers
Victim of the third explosion near Stade de France
Injured
Was together with her family during the attack
Victim of the second explosion near Stade de France
Worked as a guard at one of the gates
Injured
A member of “13onze15”
Muslim
Her niece was injured in shooting in “La Belle Équipe”
A member of “13onze15”
Russian by origin, migrated to France many years ago

2.5.2.1. Articulation of traumatizing experience
To analyze the personal recollections of the terrorist attack, I would like to first
discuss whether and how the interviewees are willing to voice their trauma both
publicly and within their closest social circle.
The interviewees acknowledge that although they had some experience of public
articulation of their trauma through mass media, in many cases voicing their
trauma at the micro-level, among the friends and relatives, was complicated,
happened partly or did not happen at all. Meanwhile, all the informants admit that
sharing their painful memories in the aftermath of the attack was useful because
they were seeking for support from their beloved once. However, two years after
the attack only few of them consider such conversations to be truly emotionally
rewarding. Eliciting the memories about the 13th November is often compared in
narratives to turning back to the attack. For instance, F2 says that although his
friends still ask him about that night, he finds these constant discussions
unreasonable because they bring him back to unpleasant memories: “<…> six
months after these attacks, some friends asked me: ‘So what has happened?’
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but I don’t think it’s a good idea to talk about that all the time”. F5 reports that
after attending consultations of a professional psychologist, her niece does not
feel the need to talk about the traumatic experience, too.
F3 and her husband even call such conversations annoying because as victims
they were overwhelmed with questions about the attack from the very beginning,
so that narrating has become a wearisome “routine” for them. Nevertheless, both
of them report that earlier talks between two of them contributed to their recovery.
F3 also adds that she preferred to work with one specialist throughout her therapy
because “it is annoying to tell about this all the time… so I just stayed with the
same psychologist – and that’s it”.
However, F4 considers the articulation of his experience as therapeutic: “It’s like
I release something from inside me”. Thus, for him voicing trauma has become
one of the ways to cope with it. Moreover, as a member of “13 November”, he
travels a lot across Europe and other countries to talk with the victims of other
terrorist attacks and share his story thus encouraging people and at the same
time trying to persuade them that Islam should not be automatically identified with
radicalism. F4 also believes that he could give similar talks in schools in order to
admonish young people against engagement with radical Islamists. Thus, here,
public voicing seems to become an attempt to reframe pain into useful experience
helping the person to contribute to the prevention of future terrorist attacks and
to the promotion of a better image of Islam.
The collected interviews provide insights into how the informants talk about their
trauma with children or silence it. F2 shared his memories in an important
conversation with his small son and daughter about life and death. He recalls:
“He was: ‘Oh Papa, it means that you could die’. I explained: ‘Yes, I could die,
you know…’. So I used this time to talk about death. And now it’s important to be
ready for death, and death can arrive all the time”. F4, although notably active in
communication with the media, has categorically refused not only to discuss the
tragic night with his ex-wife and, especially, children but even to contact them just
after the attack to inform them he had been injured: “I used to lie to them. ‘I am
at job’, ‘I’m working’, ‘I don’t have time’, ‘I am busy’, ‘I’ll call you back in two days
because… I didn’t want to tell the truth because I didn’t want them to feel sad…”.
Even when later he started to meet them again, he did not reveal the source of
his wounds, making up new stories for them.
In one case, the informant was seeking support from relatives and friends but
faced serious barriers. F1 complains that, while her friend with whom she was
attacked in the café, received many calls from his family members, seemingly, no
one among her relatives was concerned. After all, when her father called her, he
attempted to question her words instead of encouraging her: “‘What? What
happened?’ <…>‘Well, they shoot with, I think it was Kalashnikov…’. ‘It’s
impossible! That’s impossible. They don’t use Kalashnikov anymore. It’s not true
what you say’. And I said: ‘I’m sorry but it’s that what they said at the police. Thy
said it to me, I said it to you’”. Moreover, according to her story, her colleagues
grew to see her as a reminder of their dismay: “I saw all the people were working
there completely grey or white… And they looked at me… as if I was a kind of
stranger. I had a feeling they look at me… as if I were, you know, a Frankenstein
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or something like that. As if I were a monster, not a monster but… a strange
person, you know. And… there was a young one, very kind, we are friends, and
we talked…. and I met her: ‘Oh’ – so like that to her. She made like that (shows
how scared her communication partner was to touch her)...”. Since the memories
of F1 were not incorporated in the commonly recognized perspective on what
happened, the resulting lack of support further reinforced her traumatization. F1
concludes that she felt abandoned by people who surrounded her: “I had nobody
<…> I had nothing, it was like… like nothing happened. My sister didn’t call me,
didn’t say a word about it, not a word… It was like nothing happened…” Seeking
moral support from family and friends, F1 reports to grow stigmatized as being a
victim instead, a living reminder of the everlasting threat. Encounters with her
would frighten other people who realized that danger was closer than it seemed.
It is only through psychological therapy that F1 has managed not only to reveal
her trauma but also to find people who accepted and approved her reminiscences
about the attack. Voicing trauma finally had a therapeutic effect allowing F1 to
reach self-recognition as a victim.
2.5.2.2. Specificities of trauma narration
While interviewed, all the French interviewees managed to maintain self-control
even if their narration was highly emotional. The majority was able to give clear
vivid descriptions of the day of the attacks and its aftermath, with the exception
of F2. It was probably because F2 does not consider his experience as special
and worth speaking about.
While the informants acted quite composedly, and their tone was rather low, still,
the words utilized to characterize the night bore strong negative connotations.
For example, the would use such labels as “apocalypse”, “bad night”, “big
catastrophe”, “catastrophe de national”, and “drama” to label the attack. Many of
the informants admit that during that night they thought the sands of their life were
running out. For instance, F1 recalls her thoughts when the attack started: “I had
a feeling it was so long, and they want to have us. Until we are all dead… I
thought: ‘Okay… Well, the time is now, the time is now, it’s coming today’”.
Apparently, due to the fact that the interviews were conducted in English, a
foreign language for the informants, no one among them used the collocation
“terrorist attack”. Instead, F1 referred to the French analogue “attentat”. Other
informants used the words to describe exclusively their experience – “shooting”
and “explosion”’.
Both those interviewees that were injured during the attack and those who were
not tend to define themselves as victims. F2 is an exception here: he does not
consider himself as a victim but rather as a witness because he was not
traumatized at all. However, for the state he still maintains the status of a victim
and receives compensation for the attack. F5 explains that her injured niece falls
under the category “la carte attentat” (a beneficiary), thus, shifting focus from her
as a traumatized victim to her as a receiver of social benefits. F5 even argues
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that there should be a special word to distinctively mark the victims of terrorism
as contrasted to victims of other forms of violence, because the terrorists “had a
desire to kill everyone”.
Almost every interview in Paris includes a narrative of the terrorist attack as a
borderline. For example, F5 emotionally acknowledges: “My husband said ‘je suis
us’… this is when… something was already used, and now it serves no purpose
(laughs) <…> indeed, I have a feeling that I was used, and now I remain only a
cover. We need to live out now…”. For her, the attack is indeed a symbolic tilt
point that made her experience a comedown from hopes for better days expecting
her family. She explains that her life was a spate of ordeals and losses (e.g. death
of her sister; upbringing her niece, nephew and her son) but the attack served as
the last straw: “…I barely thought about whether we reached something, but now
all that we have is a heap of trouble…”.
In our talk, F3 calls her life after the attack pure “survival” because she and her
housemates “live now in the psychosis” unable to outwear sorrow and regret.
Moreover, when she speaks about her attitude to the injures on the body as
reminders of the attack, she says she “will never accept it”, because she is not
able to consider herself as a “normal” woman anymore. Here, injures appear to
be not only a medical trauma: they also damage the gender identity of the victim.
In contrast to other interviewees, F4 agrees that the attack has significantly
damaged his life but still frames this experience as meaningful, describing himself
as a “lucky man”: “…this bomb showed me a lot of things, it opened my eyes to
see more of the real life: how we live, you know, to pursue more to the good
things, to the good stuff, you know… I used to be a good man before the bomb,
but after the bomb I’m a better man…”.
Admitting the direct responsibility of the terrorists for the attack, all interviewees
still place it in the broader context of the French military campaign in Syria and
the general directions of French foreign policy. For example, F4 argues that the
presence of military troops in the Middle East contributes to the problem of
terrorism in Europe: “I believe, maybe, when England, or France, or the US bring
their own troops to their own countries, they will live by themselves, I believe, they
will never have problems”. Other interviewees also tend to similarly politicize the
issue of international terrorism and often express disagreement with the foreign
policy of France in the Middle East. Moreover, they are critical about domestic
policy and construct rather negative images of powerholders unable to provide
the necessary level of security in the country and prevent the murders: “…for me
it was a pro-attacks policy [«политика теракта»]. This all could be prevented,
there was no political will to avoid it…”.
Yet another core narrative discovered in the interviews is the “otherization” of
terrorists. Importantly, nobody of the informants paid much attention to the
detailed description of the attackers; instead, they only highlighted their religion.
In this regard, for the interviewees any Muslims represent the cultural ‘other’, thus
making a potential threat for the local population. This is presumably the effect of
the massive negative stereotypization of Islam in public debates, primarily by
mass media, and the reproduction of the stereotypes imposed by the media by
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individual people in everyday life. For instance, this is how F2 describe as his
attitude towards Islam: “I didn’t have a lot of respect for Islamic religion before
this terrorist attack because I think it’s not a religion of peace”. Moreover, many
informants report about their sense of insecurity and fear associated with Muslim
community to exist even before the attack that actually reinforced this dismay.
For example, F5 recalls her discomfort caused by an encounter with an alfaqui
working in the hospital where her niece received medical treatment: “In the
hospital there was a service. And when we arrived there… there was an alfaqui,
and he was coming, entering rooms, apparently, there was a Muslim [patient]
<…> when he was passing by… we were really scared, although we understood
that he was there… At first, there were two of them, and they kept their arms in
the pockets. And my husband, he said something like ‘if he passes by again like
this, I won’t come to heel’. Sort of he will be punched in the face, and that’s it”. In
both citations representatives of ‘other’ cultural group, Muslims, is stigmatized as
potentially dangerous by default and is being contrasted with non-Muslims
described as peaceful and secure. The rhetoric featured here is a vivid example
of rhetoric of endangerment as a display of culture of fear. As we will later see in
the analysis of French media, such anti-Islam sentiments significantly intersect
with the agenda promoted by the newspapers under analysis.
F4 as a Muslim admits that such pressure from the dominant culture resulting in
stigmatization and exclusion has made him suffer twice: as a victim of a terrorist
attack and as a represented of a community seen as internal enemy: “…I suffer
from my injuries and… from people who look at me differently because I’m Muslim
<...>. Of course, I feel it [the pressure] because these young people who blow
themselves – they call themselves Muslim, Muslims. For me, when people watch
TV, anybody else who watches TV, they see: ‘Oh look at that Muslim who did
this’. I’m Muslim and I don’t do this… I saved people…” As we see, this informant
clearly disassociates himself and his religious beliefs from the radical religious
culture of the terrorists. He underlines that Coran does not teach violence but,
quite the opposite, promotes love. In this case, the boundary between “us” and
“them” becomes much more complex and problematized than for the
representatives of the host culture, as belonging to the religious community leads
to dissatisfied identity and questions the unity of the believers: “He calls himself…
Muslim, and he was going to kill another Muslim, me, you see”. However, even
the victims representing dominant culture sometimes go beyond the
homogenization of the cultural “other” admitting that the Muslim community is by
no means uniform: “For me it was unfair why it was my niece (laughs)… Of
course, I exaggerate <…> I suppose there were Muslims inside the bar, thus they
are bad Muslims. Good Muslims don’t drink anything… Because there was a
Muslim guy in “des Invalides”… he was in the same bar but… in another
company… And I told I. that he might feel how unfair it is for him that he was
attacked by his people (laughs)… If Russians had shot her, I wouldn’t have even
known how to outlive that (laughs)”.
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2.5.2.3. Narrated losses

Experience of victimization of any kind is normally associated with various losses
– physical, emotional and symbolical. In the French case, all informants give a
vivid perspective on not only their physical injuries and psychological traumas but
also on the influence of the attack on their professional life and their subjective
sense of safety.
In the previous sections, I have already partly described the injuries received by
the informants and their attempts to accept their handicaps, and, thus, I shall not
dwell on this subject here.
Speaking about their psychological response to the attack, all informants include
references to personal shock in their stories and also report on hysteria other
people went into during the attack. All interviewees also describe their immediate
responses to the attack as unusual, differing significantly from the typical
emotional reactions they would show under “normal” circumstances. For
example, F1 says that her reaction was strange: she was completely calm and
was able to behave rationally helping others who were in a much worse emotional
state. She provides an illustrative example of the dissonance between her
behavior and the shock and panic of other victims: “…there were three girls, they
were completely hysteric… they saw me and… three or four <…> And they said:
‘Oh madam, oh madam!’ and took me like that (shows how they held her tightly).
And there was one who said: ‘My friend is dead’. She was like that completely
(shows trembling), completely under shock <…> ‘Be calm, be calm’. ‘Can I call
you mommy? Can I call you mommy?’. ‘Yes, of course. What’s your name?’.
‘XXX’ (Girl tells her name). ‘Okay, XXX’…. ‘My name is XXX. My friend is dead.
You are my mommy. You are my mommy. You are my mommy’”. F2 recalls that
he reacted adequately but still was in the state of shock: “I tried to do different
stuff, talked to people but at the same time I was really slow <…> I was able to
see what’s happening around me but… I was not very efficient”. Later on, F2 had
trouble sleeping, and it was one of few times when he visited a psychologist after
the attack to get sleeping pills.
F4 reports to be stricken by overwhelming horror for a couple of weeks after the
attack. He relates: “I was going out only to… buy some food and then come back,
because I was scared, I didn’t trust anybody. When I heard something in the
stairs, I looked at the door… I was thinking: maybe they are coming to me? These
terrorist, to finish me, because maybe they heard something about me”.
F5’s niece had to take strong pain-killers, which, when combined with
psychological trauma, resulted in awful nightmares and scary daydreaming:
“…later she told us that… at first she was imagining things that all the chairs we
on her… as if the whole room was being filled with smoke. It means all narcotic
treatment, painkillers plus… when nurses entered the room… she couldn’t say
anything, she just saw something like shadows… She didn’t know, maybe they
came to kill her, to finish her”.
For F1, the lack of psychological therapy has resulted in a serious reaction of her
body to trauma. Some time after the shooting she was diagnosed with sepsis.
She tends to explain this worsening state of health by the fact that her “body
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spoke” as respond to trauma; and it was the moment when she started her search
for a psychologist. F1 also says that the strong negative reaction of her
colleagues described earlier has dramatically influenced her professional life: she
kept performing as a social worker but had to change the place of employment
because her memories of avoidance and resentment experienced there kept on
her alert.
One of the most common consequences of the attack for the informants is the
sense of insecurity in public places. Interestingly, the places where they feel
unsafe do not have any link with the locations where attacks happened. For
example, F2 says that he usually feels unsafe outdoors under the circumstances
that remind him of terrorist attacks, including those that happened in France in
the past but were not experienced by him directly: “…one moment when I was in
the metro I thought a lot about that because I knew that one day we had another
terrorist attack in the metro… Sometimes when I take my bicycle and… when I
go faster than the bicycle and when the car stop sometimes I imagine the car
explodes because… one day we had this kind of terrorist attack too…”. F5 also
reports that staying near the roads makes her think of possible danger. The
victims form their unique, personal geography of fear around them not only basing
on their own experience but also by processing information about threats from
past or new events from the media.
For two informants, victimization makes them avoid public transport in their
everyday life. For F3 taking a bus or a train means to suspect every passenger
of being a terrorist: “Even when I have to take public transport, I do not do it. I
take Uber, or my husband picks me up sometimes. I cannot, I tried but somehow
I am just staring at people all the time, and I feel uncomfortable. I feel a creeping
sense of unease”. F4 admits that after the attack it was impossible for him to take
an airplane or a train because he felt anxious about being in a crowd. Even today
he always travels by car because it gives him a sense of control over the situation.
While for the majority of the interviewees the sense of insecurity can be triggered
by encounters with people of Arab appearance, for the only Muslim informant the
focus shifts from ethnicity or religion to the age of the people to fear, since the
suicide-bombers in his case were all under 25 years old. For example, he
comments that in the Mosque he tends to beware of young people and prefers to
stay closer to the older prayers: “…When I go to the Mosque to pray the God, I’m
always looking for old people. Because the Mosque is big, the Mosque can take
maybe… 500-600 people <…> Because I feel more comfortable when I am inside
with them, you know. When there are maybe twenty people I… want to be sure
they are more than seventy… Because, in my mind, if they are more the seventy,
they can’t be terrorists because they have a brain, you know (laughs)”. Again,
here, we observe the revision of the boundaries between the social and/or cultural
“us” and “them”: if for other victims danger is directly associated with Islam, for a
Muslim person another mechanism of boundary-making is launched to designate
“others” within the religious community, and age becomes the ground to draw
such a meaningful distinction.
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Therefore, it can be concluded that the own traumatic experience of the victims
is not the only factor that evokes the sense of insecurity in the informants and
emotionally “recharges” the memories of the attacks. Many fears the interviewees
describe are not directly associated with Paris attacks they have eye-witnessed
and remembered. Quite often, the irrational fear seems to be based on their
knowledge about other terrorist attacks gained through the media, which makes
them imagine similar scenarios in their everyday life. Here personal memories
and collective stereotypes fuse to create an inseparable frame to interpret the
past.
2.5.2.4. Reframing of violent experience
The collected data allow not only to account for the negative consequences of
the Parisian attack for the victims but also to examine some patters of trauma
reframing, when the violence experienced in the past is reappraised by the
victims and considered not only in terms of damage but also in terms of a boon
for further life, or even a resource of personal development.
One of the prominent positive outcomes of the attack is making new friends and
membership in new communities the informants appreciate. For example,
originally, the organization “13 November” united people sharing the painful
memories of being targets of a terrorist attack to provide them with a
communication platform to voice their concerns and sufferings. However, F4, an
active member of the organization, says that the participants hardly discuss their
traumatizing experiences within the organization but rather engage in collective
activities like visiting opera or having dinners together in some café. Regularly
shared leisure time helps them to come back to normal active life. F5’s niece
badly injured during the attack made friends with many nurses and doctors while
in hospital. Having been discharged from the hospital, she keeps spending time
with them, now regardless her health status.
Other informants articulate the importance of financial support the victims gained
from the state: for example, the compensation that F2 received as a victim of
terrorism allowed him to resolve his financial problems in hard times: “I am honest
with myself, I just accepted it because at this time I divorced, and, you know,
when you have to separate… two salaries and two flats, etc. It complicates the
life. And you can imagine, so I accepted it…”.
Physical trauma made it impossible for F5’s niece to engage in manual labor,
which forced her to leave her previous job. But on the other hand, it gave her a
boost to return into the system of formal education to achieve her ambition and
obtain a degree in biology: “…she wants to be a zoologist… to work in an animal
welfare organization <…> she has hit the top-ten out of three hundred [students],
based on the results of the first-year exams”.
In a couple of cases, the attack has changed the self-perspective of the
informants and made them rethink their personal relations. For instance, F4
reports that the explosion has guided him to pursue better things in life and to
accomplish more important tasks. Appealing to the rhetoric of civic engagement,
F4 illustrates how such change in his world outlook has motivated him to
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participate in a variety of events in Europe and other countries with the aim to
share his experience with the victims of other recent terrorist attacks: “I receive
some calls to travel, for example, to Genève, to talk… to other victims… it’s like
we gonna bring our stories <…> and we’ll see if we can bring them some love…
and we’ll show them: you, guys, you’re not the only victims, we’re victims too”.
Here, personal, intimate memories about the trauma have been transformed of
into public ones, being reinterpreted now as valuable experience, and potentially
– a common good.
For F3, the explosion has not only changed the perception of herself, but it has
also served as a trigger to improve the relationship within her family: “During this
attack and after this we have this spirit of fraternity in us… we cannot be selfish
after this... It makes us closer to our family…”
While the flashbulb memories of the victims are associated by the informants with
loss and horror, the interviewees commonly highlight what they had also gained
from the trauma. Reappraising traumatic experience and speaking how the
terrorist attack had become a ground for personal development, the interviewees
reconstruct memory about the past through the prism of present life. Hence,
individual memory even about highly violent event transforms through time,
getting brand new meanings and being reevaluated by the victims.
2.5.2.5. Coping strategies
From the psychological perspective, coping strategies contribute to the meaningmaking process and (re)interpretation of trauma-related experience. By coping
strategies, I imply “constantly changing cognitive and behavioral efforts to
manage specific external and/or internal demands that are appraised as taxing
or exceeding people’s resources” (Yeung et al., 2015: 2). The analysis of the
collected narratives allows identifying several coping strategies realized by the
French victims in order to get over their trauma. These strategies were used at
different stages of the interviewees’ recovery: some of them were utilized to deal
with the immediate shock and fear caused by the attack, whereas others were
helpful at later stages, to deal with the long-term effects of the trauma.
• Coping with the trauma by staying together with those who share the
experience of the attack.
This strategy is reported to be particularly effective in the immediate aftermath of
the attack: the interviewees comment that the shocking experience created a
symbolic barrier between themselves and other people who did not endure similar
ordeals and thus could not really understand what they felt. At that moment, only
other victims of the attack could have a tacit understanding of this dismay and
panic. For some victims, the very idea of staying alone after the attack could
cause severe hysterics, which also compelled the survivors to stick together.
•

Coping with the trauma by staying together with the family.

As reported by F2, the opportunity to visit his family just after the attack allowed
him to get distracted from the incident. In the case of F4, when he experienced
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irrational panic and fear after the explosion, his brother was the only person whom
he could trust to take care of his injures. F5 also says that the family circle was
especially helpful for her niece to share her grief but also to go through exhaustive
legal procedures.
•

Coping with the trauma through avoidance of memory triggers.

Some interviewees intentionally avoid of the triggers of traumatic memories:
sounds, specific words, places (in)directly associated with the attack, and more.
For example, both F1 and F2 realize that following the news on the attacks and
participating in public commemorative services can slow down their recovery by
reviving painful memories, whereas all that they want is just to move on.
•

Coping with fear through humor; and

•

Coping with the trauma through aggression.

When speaking about the ways of people to cope with their trauma, we should
take into account the fact that the close circle of the victim may also face indirect
effects of the victim’s violent experience. Not only is it connected with family’s
and friends’ psychological response to the incident as such, but it is also
associated with the agonizing suspense of updates about the state of health of
the injured. F5 recalls that when the emotional distress was reaching its peak,
she and her relatives would react with humor and aggression. For instance, her
husband jokingly said that their niece had so many injures that the family got too
many causes for rejoicing, when yet another wound was healed. At other points,
the family would burst into quarrels that would allow the members to lash out and
decrease stress: “…it was hard, we were on the edge so that we shouted at each
other… not because we didn’t love each other, of course… But we didn’t take
offence, we knew that was normal”.
•

Coping with the trauma by getting busy.

F5 also says that in order to deal with the atmosphere of painful uncertainty in
the first weeks of her niece’s therapy, she sought distraction in routine work: for
example, she started to cook for her niece and bring food to the hospital: “I had
a mission to feed, I chose it myself, it saved me from madness (laughs)”.
•

Coping with the trauma through commemorative rituals.

Seemingly, for some informants it was important to maintain at least the illusion
of normality, at the same time confirming by small deeds that the life went on. For
example, they would celebrate small dates, like every 13th day of a month: “We
came, brought vodka (laughs), played cards and drank vodka – that was our party
(laughs)” (F5).
•

Coping with trauma by learning about similar problems from other victims.

For a long time, F1 was trying to confirm her status of a victim. When doing so,
she experienced the underestimation of her trauma by her family and official
bodies and felt lack of support from other people; moreover, her testimonies were
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even questioned by her doctor. Under these circumstances, an important
contribution for her recovery was a meeting with another victim of the attack who
could corroborate her recollections of that night. “Well, I’m not crazy!”, ˗ she said.
•

Coping with the trauma through voicing it.

Although all the strategies outlined above are reported to be useful at some point,
the main mechanism that allowed the victims to recover from their physical and
moral trauma was voicing of their memories. As it has been demonstrated by a
variety of examples, the lack of opportunities to articulate what it was like to be
part of the attacks of November 13th significantly complicated the process of
dealing with post-traumatic effects of the attack. Conversely, informants who
were able to discuss their experience with their family, psychologists or even
voice it publicly were recovering faster and less problematically.
2.5.2.6. Remembering Paris attacks via public and personal
commemoration
Through symbolic practices and memorialization, memory about traumatic events
is sustained not solely in individual recollections of the victims but also on the
level of collective consciousness and identity. It was especially important for the
French case as from the very beginning the November terrorist attack was
considered as an act against peace in France and Europe, and, what is also
important, every French citizen could associate himself or herself with those who
were traumatized during that night in Paris. Moreover, many victims were seeking
for recognition and support from the state and public. Thus, in order to
demonstrate solidarity with the victims and unity within French community, it was
required to honor the tragedy on the national level.
The attacks in Paris were publicly commemorated during the official ceremony
that took place on November 27th, 2015. Later on, another ceremony devoted to
the installation of a plaque commemorating the victims of not only the attack of
the 13th November but also those killed in “Charlie Hebdo” editorial office and in
Hyper Cacher shop was organized. Although all the sufferers were invited to the
ceremonies, not many of them appeared in Square de la République or in front
of Hôtel les Invalides. Interestingly, that while the latter appeared as a neutral
place not directly connected to the tragedies to held a ceremony, the former one
was a pure real of memory, a trigger for the victims who suffered during the
shootings in the streets around the square.
F1 was invited to Les Invalides but considered the commemoration to be a purely
political gesture rather than sincere mourning: “I don’t like ceremonies, because
ceremonies are there… to make a tra-la-la-la for politics. It’s not for the people,
it’s a fake”. F5 also evaluated the official memorialization adversely but for a
different reason: she laid the responsibility for the attack on President Holland: “I
could go there because I am a member of the association… but I didn’t go
anywhere. And I. didn’t go anywhere too… they are guilty <...> For me, Holland
is a murderer. I don’t want to see… how the murderer shakes hands, you know.
I exaggerate things but for me it was like this actually. They organized everything
themselves”.
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The ceremony included the demonstration of a footage consisting of the faces of
the dead. As envisioned by the organizers, this ceremony attempted to unite the
families of the victims in their sorrow. However, for F2 emotional meetings like
that are seen as unwanted triggers of memory about the attack: “I think it just
revives all this event and <…> Lacan said: if it’s something painful you don’t
have… to wake it. So I think it’s not necessary to wake it”. At the same time, he
is ready to avow that the ceremonies might play a significant role for the families
of the dead. F5 also sticks to this opinion arguing that for the people who lost their
beloved ones such ceremonies are a chance to experience a kind of symbolic
reunion with them: “…until they do this, I mean participate in this, this is a certain
prolongation, as if they didn’t die… Thus, we have... different positions with them.
I don’t need this but for these people, I think, it is required”.
At the same time, F4 who was injured by the explosion thinks that such events
are rare moments of recognition of the victims by the state, when people can feel
emotional support from wider publics and feel their stories are respected: “We
need this, once a year. Why? So, we can feel that the government thinks about
us, they didn’t forget us, you know. That’s all we need at least once a year”. F4
is actually the only informant who actively participates in other public events
initiated and attended by political elites; he was also honored by France with a
medal and by the US – with a certificate of gratitude (F5 remains an American
citizen). He carefully keeps the documents and photos from the meetings in
special frames, and he allowed me to have a look at these material embodiments
of public recognition during the interview.
For now, two and a half years after the attack, there are two official memorials
devoted to the victims: the one in the Square de la République (that has been
mentioned above), and the one near Stade de France devoted to Manuel Diaz –
the only person killed near the stadium.
Answering the question about the necessity of a special memorial devoted to the
victims of all the attacks, the interviewees express different, and sometimes even
competing, views. Two informants, F1 and F3, note that such a memorial would
be an important contribution to the memorialization of the victims in future
generations. Both of them emphasize that such a memorial should commemorate
not only the dead, but also the injured and psychologically traumatized victims.
F3 emotionally says: “Don’t we need to tell you about life? We experienced an
emotional punch. I am a recognized victim. There should be a memorial including
the injured”. As some other victims, F3 insists that memorialization of the attack
allows not only to keep the memory for further generations but also to maintain
as publicly recognized victims of terrorism.
Meanwhile, F4 claims that a standalone memorial will symbolically distinguish the
victims of Parisian attack from those who suffered from other case of terrorist
violence, which is a wrong thing to do because “all the victims, they are the same”.
A similar idea is expressed by F2 who insists that special commemoration of Paris
tragedy will devolve into the underestimation of other terrorist attacks in France:
“…if they want to create a memorial – why not? But they should create a memorial
for all victims of terrorism <…> There were terrorist attacks in France before… in
1995, in 1984, in 1993… So, it’s better to make, yes, a big memorial for all
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victims…” He also explains that, having survived the attack, he does not see
himself as a victim and this does not feel any personal link to official
commemoration rituals and their material embodiments. Similarly, F5
symbolically distances herself from direct victims explaining that only the families
of the murdered should be seen as a legitimate target group for such
commemorative efforts.
It is noteworthy that only one out of five French interviewees follows the debates
around the erection of the memorial(s): F1 was informed enough to introduce me
into the core obstacles to the creation of the monument(s) explaining that the
principal problem here was the recent political changes, especially election of the
new president, Emmanuel Macron. With the new head of the state, many
changes in the composition of governmental bodies took place: in particular,
Macron removed Juliette Méadel who had been in charge of the memorial project
from office, which delayed the realization the project.
Another conflictual issue is the future location of the monument. The attack took
place in three various places, and thus one of them has to be chosen to
accommodate the monument; or a new, symbolically neutral, one should be
allocated. F1 stands for a place that can be visible not only for those directly
concerned with the tragedy but also for other people who empathize with the
victims. For this reason, famous cemetery Père Lachaise seems a proper option
to her. An alternative place she would offer is le Beaubourg where a modern
cultural center is located. However, F1 is afraid of graffiti that may damage the
memorial be it located in le Beaubourg.
Although it has not been explicitly voiced by the interviewees, it still seems from
their stories that they do not welcome the creation of a new memorial on one of
the sites where the attacks took please because these locations are powerful
memory triggers that they seek to avoid in order not to aggravate their trauma.
One example of such re-traumatization would be the experience of F1 who had
to spend much time in Saint-Denis where the attacked bar was located. Constant
reminders of her painful experience resulted in stronger post-traumatic
psychological effects. She acknowledges that today she does not visit this district
under any circumstances: “I am completely unable (to come there). You cannot
arrange an appointment with me in Palace de la Republique, it’s impossible. I
can’t go there anymore. (Pause)…it’s the places, I cannot see them anymore”.
For other interviewees, returning to the places of the attacks is a tough
experience, too. F3 was asked to come back to the place of the explosion when
collaborating with Michael, a journalist who worked on her story for one of French
TV-channels and who helped me with translation during the interview. When F3
said that coming to the area of the attack brought her back to the 13th November,
Michael added that “… she ran around MacDonald’s… she cannot stand staying
there…” F4 describes a similar impression of his first visit to the stadium after the
attack with a journalist marking it as “very hard”. Moreover, he says that he has
to pass by the stadium because it is located near his place of residence, and this
regular re-visiting has often evoked sad reminiscences: “When I see the stadium,
I look at this door, Gate H, and I say: ‘Oh my God this is the place, where I almost
died’”. F2 visited the attacked bar several months after the shootings. Although
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he is generally the only informant who does not speak about his experience as a
highly traumatic one, even he admits that this visit was “very uncomfortable”, as
he was unable to stop recalling the incident.
However, not only the place of the attack itself appears to be a stimulus of
memories: as reflected by French victims, the most powerful trigger is TV news
about terrorist attacks happening in Europe and internationally: “When you see
something in the news… they talk about the… people killed… Barcelona or
Madrid, or Russia, or whatever, and… you can’t control it”, – F4 recounts.
Speaking about Belgian attacks in 2015 comparable to Parisian ones, F3 says
that grievous pictures of the aftermath can cause flashbacks: “…like attacks in
Belgium that were pretty much the same as those of the 13th November… I felt
this fear again, and like I experienced again the terrorist attack of the 13th
November”. F2 narrates that, while working on the materials about the new
terrorist attacks for the newspaper, he has also found himself recalling his
personal violent experience.
Seemingly, in the French case, the victims were not engaged in the discussion of
memorialization of the attack. It was the state who decided what kind of memorial
and where it should be erected. While for some interviewees creation of public
symbolic embodiment of the tragedy is important since it is a way to be
recognized as victims, still, many of them consider such actions as meaningless
trigger of the trauma for the society. However, still, the erected memorials do not
mention those victims, who survived during the attack leaving memory about their
trauma in oblivion for the public.
While expressing skepticism about official commemoration rituals, some
informants refer to their personal efforts to ritualize commemoration and
remember and celebrate their survival within their families. The interviewees
commonly meet their beloved ones, for instance, for a dinner (F5), and/or pray in
church (F3). In fact, as F5 has shared in her interview, their family even tried to
find a special matter to celebrate something together. These celebrations not only
intensify the feeling of solidarity in the family but also emotionally fuel family
members helping them to live on. For example, recalling how they organized
small holidays for her niece after the adhesion of her wounds, F5 explains: “…my
husband jokingly said how nice it was that she had so many of them [injures], so
that we could always cheer up about something. If one of her small wounds got
healed, then we would say: ‘Oh, at last something good has happened’… She
had so many injures, so we always have something to cheer up about”. Having
finished her hospital-based treatment, her niece organized a special party called
“La boucle est boucle” (which means “the circle has closed”) in the bar that had
been attacked.
After the attack, many organizations were established to unite the victims and
their relatives; some of them were also meant to provide psychological and legal
help for the survivors and their families. Three French informants became
members of one of such organizations, “13 November” association. While these
organizations play a prominent role in providing informational and organizational
support for the victims, they also perform the important function of memorization.
For instance, “13 November” informs members about upcoming official and
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unofficial ceremonies and invite them to join. What is even more important, it
gives them an opportunity to meet other victims. For example, F4 says: “I receive
a mail from my organization…’We have to meet, we have to go somewhere’. Like,
for example… Plaze Opera, they invite us to see… classic music… Something
happens all the time, maybe not every week, maybe every two weeks, maybe
once a month, but there is always something to happen”. Although F4 reports
that during such meetings the members do not speak much about their memories,
or shared experiences of the past, he is still sure that such events help to bring
them back to normal life faster. This effect is also mentioned by F3 who was
willing to participate in another association, “Association de victim”, but found it
impossible to get to its events due to panic attacks after November 13: “I wanted
to participate but I can’t reach the place, I don’t feel myself secure in public
transport…”
After Paris attacks, many victims were asked to give interviews about their
experience for various documentaries. Two informants of mine who actually took
part in the shooting of such movies would describe their initial attitude towards
the offer as rather skeptical. For instance, F4 was concerned with the possibility
that media would bias his words and thus set forth the only condition when
arranging the interview: to represent his ideas accurately in the movie. However,
despite these concerns about the potential distortions of his opinion (“But I told
him <…> you have to promise me – you don’t change what I said in the movie’”)
and despite the exhausting process of film-making (“It was very long. And they
asked, and asked, and asked”), the informant admits that speaking for the camera
tuned out to be effective therapy, and it also helped to preserve personal
memories of the attack for further generations: “I did something good for… for,
for, for people who will come after me. If one day I’m not here today… this movie’s
gonna stay here… for me, it’s like I have left fingerprints…” What is more, being
a Muslim, F4 considers the documentary as an opportunity to defend his religion
by showing that Islam is by no means identical to terrorism and violence: “I did
this movie to prevent [such stereotyping] and at the same time to show people
what Islam is”.
Two out of the interviewed people were seriously injured during the attack. For
them, the process of recovery has become harder due to the difficulties to accept
their scars that are perceived as a permanent, and unwanted, symbol of their
trauma. This is how F4 describes his attitude to the wounds: “…when I take a
shower, I go to the mirror, I look at… it can’t go away, so, of course, I remember,
this is part of my life…”. F3 explains that she could not accept the stigmas on her
body because they had also influenced her self-perception as a woman: “My body
is completely wounded. As a woman, I do not have this feeling any more… to be
feminine <…> I cannot show my body anymore. I have a body that… is marked
for life”. Scars also make a material reminder of painful experience and trigger
dismay in the relatives of the direct victims: “…when I see her leg – this is just
horrible. I am again, ufff… this is how to live with that for the rest of your life”.
Thus, scars turn into an embodied living memory of trauma and loss that cannot
be avoided, unlike other memory triggers, and thus they are described by the
interviewees as something that makes them think they are doomed to remember.
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F5 has also mentioned a trigger associated with her personal recollections of the
tragic day ̶ the sound to hear when trying to reach an unavailable recipient by
mobile phone. It reminds her about the moment when she tried to contact her
niece after she had heard the news about the attack. This trigger is reported not
only to restore the memory of the day of the attack but also to push a physical
reaction: “I immediately start to sweat… cold sweat… Now when I call
someone…it [the memory] immediately comes back”.
2.5.2.7. Governmental response to the attack
One of the main problems reported by the interviewees in the narratives on
governmental help rendered in the immediate aftermath of the attack is the lack
of organized assistance from emergency services. The informants point out that
it took much time for the ambulance to reach the injured: “‘What do they do?
Where is the police? Where are they?’ I didn’t understand it because I thought
we are the only ones. And… how… it’s incredible because it’s… I cannot believe
it. We are, we were in the, in the… it was the place near the Place de Republique,
okay? And then I thought: ‘They are crazy or what?’. There are people lying on
the floor all in blood, I don’t know how many are dead” (F1). F5 mentions that the
lack of immediate first-aid delivery negatively affected the physical state of her
niece: “…everything was organized very poorly... she was lying on the
pavement… before she was taken… It means, she lost blood”. Moreover, even
when the ambulance arrived the doctors took her niece to hospital only when a
passer-by life-guard insisted on her hospitalization, because the doctors
considered her wounds less serious that the injures of others. F3 recalls that they
had been waiting for almost half an hour before the first doctors arrived, calling
this time “eternity”. F2 also mentions insufficient medical supplies and required
equipment that the doctors to arrive first had at hand: “…In an hour the first
doctors, true doctors with different stuff, arrived and started to take charge of
injured people”. He finds the reason for such a slow response of the health service
to the attack in poor coordination of the performance of various city emergency
services: “In fact, there were a lot of firemen just close to Paris who were waiting
for an order, and they didn’t move because they didn’t receive any order”.
Despite this negative impression of the immediate response of various official
bodies to the attack, the informants who required medical, psychological and
financial support generally evaluated the work of the state in a positive way. For
instance, F5’s niece required long and painful therapy in hospital with several
surgeries and subsequent rehabilitation. For a long time, the young woman had
to stay motionless under gypsums and bandages. Today, when the treatment is
finished, she has to walk with a cane. During this long and distressful
rehabilitation period, her aunt emphasizes, she has constantly enjoyed state
support. For F3 and her husband the process of recovery is still not finished: more
than two years after the attack, both of them keep taking pain management
medications, and again, their treatment is provided by the state.
Whereas the state often appears in the recollections of the interviewees as an
abstract and faceless agent that can be nevertheless personalized by the
president or some other politicians, the collected narratives also contain
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references to specific representatives of public bodies and state employees who
were especially actively engaged in the work with the survivors and their families.
For example, F5 describes an exceptional attitude of medical workers to the
victims of the attack, admitting that for the nurses and doctors it was also an
extreme and tough experience. Concurrently with medical treatment, the victims
were rendered psychological assistance both in hospitals and after discharge.
This help is also appreciated by the majority of the interviewees who argue that
the specialists offered their services immediately after the tragedy and remained
available even long after the attack: for instance, in many months after the
incident F5’s son faced severe sleeping problems, and the family got the
opportunity to address a psychologist. In general, the interviewees say that the
team of professionals working with them performed as highly qualified specialists
who not only perfectly discharged their responsibilities but also grew emotionally
involved in the work making the impression that the tragedy “touched them”.
An exception here would be F1 who turned out especially demanding in her
expectations towards the psychological support she received, as a social worker
and a psychologist by occupation. In fact, she was not wounded during the attack
but realized that her frame of mind grew seriously damaged by her traumatic
experience much later, so she sought assistance but first was unsatisfied with the
services she sourced: “I’m a social worker and… I’m a psychologist too. So… I
needed someone who was very good… the way they managed it with me – it was
not enough. It was… the things – I can do that with other people”. Later on, she
became a member of a brand-new program in La Salpêtrière and successfully
finished the therapy. However, it became clear from her story that she used her
informal contacts to apply for the program.
Application for financial compensation also makes a relevant element of the
informants’ recollection of the post-attack life. In their interviews, they underline
that it has been a long procedure, and many of them have not received the money
yet. The reason for such long wait lies in the official requirement that in prior to
payment victims have to take all possible efforts to improve their health condition
after the attack: “Because they are waiting… till her health condition would reach
the point where it can’t get better any more. Now it won’t be better for her, she
will remain in this state. And after that they will carry out an expertise to evaluate
how much money to pay. [They have to define] what her nonpecuniary and health
damage is” (F5). But for some victims reaching this point is very hard, so that
long-term treatment and negotiations with the state on payments make extra
reminders of the traumatic experience they have been subjected to.
Meanwhile, victims who were not physically damaged in the attack could receive
a faster payment. For instance, F2 went through the procedure not because he
felt that the attack impacted him badly but because he needed the money due to
personal circumstances: “To receive this money, you have to go to the police…
they ask you questions, very precisely. So, I took this opportunity, took this
opportunity because at this time I needed this money in fact”.
Some categories of victims, including the badly wounded ones, were also offered
municipal housing that was three times cheaper that the average rental cost on
the market. F5 reports that in addition to such a flat her niece gets welfare
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benefits. However, she complains that in order to receive such help people have
to queue for a long time, while the benefits are very limited and cover only basic
things, just “not to die of hunger”.
Yet another reported difficulty concerning the relations between the state and the
victims is the lack of legal support. For example, F5 says that there was no one
to clarify the legal issues concerning the investigation of the attack and the
subsequent compensation for the victims. Therefore, their family had to hire an
attorney on their own to tackle the puzzling bureaucratic procedures: “You have
to be a lawyer to understand it. But when someone like me goes [to the services],
especially in such a state (of mind) – this is just awful”. In some cases, the
demanded services were impossible to obtain because of severe
overorganization: “Her clothes were taken, but that was where her keys were. But
to take her documents, we needed the keys. And to get the clothes, we needed
an application from her, but she was unconscious”.
The interviews show that individual memories of the attack are based primarily
on personal experience and thus remain quite narrow and fragmentary
representations of what happened, which the interviewees quite understand.
Lacking information, the eyewitnesses seek for new knowledge about the tragedy
in order to incorporate their stories into a larger picture and ascribe meaning to
the event. Many interviewees comment that it was highly important for them to
learn in detail what happened on November 13th, 2015: “We would like to
understand what happened that day… We still remain in confusion”. That is why,
for example, F3 attends meetings with representatives of official bodies and
attorneys to be aware of all updates in the investigation. However, in all cases,
the victims have no direct communication with the official bodies. The main
information channels for them are meetings with attorneys, emails and post.
Thus, the opportunities to address the government with questions or concerns
are rather limited.
In fact, due to these gaps in information and perceived lack of organizational
support from the state, communities of victims and other volunteer organizations
functionally replace them for the victims. For example, F5 reports that “13
November” was notably active in the distribution of relevant information on the
attack, which became the core reason for her to join the organization.
Furthermore, she also describes how another organization, “Fond de Guarantee”
and its founder Francoise Rudetzki, a victim of Saint-Michel attack, gave useful
advice to her family, for example, what attorney to address. F5 believes such help
to be more useful that of the state. For the victims, she argues, the evidence
coming from victims (Rudetzki was handicapped in the attack) has
unquestionable weight; and the feeling of emotional closeness along with
unprecedented availability makes this channel of information even more valuable.
Generally, the role of the state is reflected in the collected narratives in a highly
contradictory and emotionally loaded way. On the one hand, the state remains
the major provider of support, and sometimes even an effective one. On the other
hand, as already mentioned above, the informants unanimously consider Paris
attacks as an outcome of French military presence in Syria. Although they do not
express explicit anger at the state in the interviews, they severely criticize this
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policy. Discussing this issue F2 says: “…with Sarkozy things start to change. And
long after that we decided to go with the USA in Iraq and in Syria. And for me it
was a mistake because we don’t have anything there… what we do is not very
helpful because the USA are very strong, they don’t need us, and it was them
who organized this shit, so they have to deal with that. So… I can say that we are
stupid, and the attack of Daesh was a reaction to what’s happening, what we did
in the Middle East”. This view is echoed by F3 who argues that this campaign
was declared to make France safer but actually was an instrument for the
politicians to achieve their own political interests.
Doubts regrading anti-terrorist security policy are also quite widespread among
the French informants. Although they do not explicitly express disagreement with
the current security measures in public places (e.g. secondary screenings, metal
detectors, etc.), they all consider those to be relatively useless for the prevention
of terrorism: “There is no purpose in it, taking into account that terrorist attacks
still happen” (F5). They also emphasize that nowadays it is almost impossible to
preclude the attacks: “…explosion may happen in any place. A car can also run
over you everywhere” (ibid). F4 also believes that such practices cannot not make
France a safer country, although they could probably stop terrorists onsite: “…if
one guy wants… something to… like blow himself, he sees the security guys
and… he will think twice before doing something, because he will be scared,
maybe he’s gonna be arrested… maybe killed…” The interviewees also express
concerns about the state control of Internet aimed to prevent communication of
terrorists in the web, as about its side-effects like the threats to the freedom of
speech and to the freedom of political participation: “I’m more critical about the
measures on Internet, the control of Internet… if we have a new government they
could use all these measures to control the population more, to arrest the
opposition. So, this kind of tools is dangerous…” (ibid).
The interviewees are also very critical about the imprisonment of (potential)
terrorists as a measure of punishment and prevention of future acts of violence.
For example, F5 argues that in prison the attackers can go even more radical by
finding new supporters there. F4 claims that putting the criminals into prison does
not provide any insights into what motivates young people to join radical Islamic
groups: “…I believe it’s not a solution. The solution is… to try to understand him
– why did he do this? And to explain to him what he did, what he did is wrong…
(Pause). But to punish him, to give thirty years or forty years (of imprisonment),
he is twenty-three, he will come out when he’s gonna be sixty-six-sixty-seven
years old. He is finished”.
To sum it up, although various kinds of support offered to victims and their families
by the state and other related actors are not directly linked to their recollections
of the attack, still, such narratives contribute to the construction of villains in their
stories that thus acquire inner structure and logic. On the one hand, the
informants create a notably positive image of public services as far as the work
of doctors and psychologists is concerned. On the other hand, although terrorism
remains inherent evil for them, the state also appears responsible for their
trauma, as many informants blame the French government for the military
campaign in Syria. Moreover, the interviewees underline lacking efficiency of
existing counter-terrorist security measures, indicating their constant feelings of
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fear and danger in the public places they attend. In this regard, the personal
recollections intersect with the dominant media discourses around Parisian
attacks, as it will be shown below, in the sections devoted to the analysis of
French printed media.
2.5.2.8. Media exposure of the attack in the memories of the victims
As it has been outlined in the previous chapter, articulating the past in personal
narratives is highly important for shaping the discourse around traumatizing
events such as terrorist attacks. Through sharing individual testimonies with
journalists, not only commonly approved memories but also challenging
reminiscences fall into the collective discourse. In this section, I am going to
illustrate the attitude of the victims of Paris attacks towards the media coverage
of that night, and to portray their impression of communication with the journalists.
Basically, all the interviewees have taken a dim view of the media coverage of
the attack. At that, they speak about mass media in general terms, without
highlighting any specific outlets or group of outlets. Seemingly, such a
homogenizing view on the media is based not specifically on the coverage of the
attack but rather on their earlier experience of media consumption. The
interviewees tend to fault all media for the lack of verified reports, selectivity of
coverage, hyping on terrorist attacks, and exaggeration of the role of the
government in the recovery of victims.
For instance, F1 underlines her disbelief in media coverage: according to her, as
regards the terrorist attack she had experienced, their “information was halfwrong”. F5 says that the help rendered to the victims at that night was not
organized that well as presented on TV. She also describes a self-explanatory
situation when a journalist attempted to disagree with the general view on the
performance of the officials concerning security, but was sanctioned by the
administration of the TV channel: “…he said that the Minister of Defense had to
resign… and he was expelled from the program… it’s forbidden to say anything
against, you need to clap your hands, saying how good they are and how well
they organized everything, but if someone does anything, they just expel them”.
Like other victims, F1 argues that the focus of coverage rests upon the search for
sensational and emotionally-loaded plots: “They finally had a theme, you know,
a real one”. F4 points out the selectivity of themes covered in media reports
explaining that by the strive of the outlets to drawing public attention at any price:
“…some media, they come only… to pick something… to take something just to
put it on TV, or because they had to do this to get paid in the end of the month”.
Interestingly, even F2, although employed as a journalist, still labels the coverage
of the terrorist attack as a “circus” and claims he was by no means interested to
follow the press or give interviews as a bystander.
What is more, F3 and F5 argue that the media thrusted only the injured victims
into the spotlight, while indirect victims, such as families of victims and people
who suffered from psychological effects of trauma, were left beyond the general
scope of coverage.
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Another widespread concern is about the misbalanced representation of the
attacks: explosions and shooting happened almost simultaneously at different
locations, but only some of those have drawn expressed attention of the media:
“…victims of Stade de France feel abandoned. Mass media speak mostly about
Bataclan and restaurants” (F2). F4 links this observation to the interest of media
solely in the attacks with high number of casualties: “They talk only about
Bataclan or café – that’s all. Stadium – forget about it… we don’t have twenty
people dead, you know, but only if we had more people to die, we would put it on
TV, you can talk about it”. In turn, the informants, who were in the bars during the
attack pointed out the exuberance of media interest in Bataclan, which generates
the feeling of being left in oblivion in them: “…these terrorist attacks are Bataclan,
Bataclan, Bataclan. For me it’s not Bataclan… it’s irrelevant for me” (F5).
Importantly, mass media have invented a special term to label the victims of
November attacks in Paris and to highlight the averagely young age of the injured
– “Generation Bataclan”. As a result, for huge audiences Bataclan has become a
symbol of the attack, which results in silencing the voices of many other victims,
traumatized physically and psychologically. For the interviewees, this misbalance
in media representation of the tragedy seems unfair and offensive.
Indeed, while searching for the most intriguing and dramatic plots, media
selectively set what to be left in collective memory. While most of the media
focused on young victims, memory about other victims was neglected. Perhaps,
in this case, the fact that the majority of the victims were young people was used
by journalists to create a picture, which is easy for the public to associate with:
for adults it was is to take on the horror of parents, who lost their children, while
for other young people it was easy to imagine themselves on a rock concert or in
a bar.
Moreover, according to the interviewees, since mass media play a prominent role
in agenda-setting and framing, lack of comprehensive reflection of the events has
resulted in a distorted view on the attacks at the public level. Many news
consumers are not even aware of the plurality of explosion and shooting spots
and the diverse character of victims. For instance, F1 describes a situation when
she was visiting a doctor to receive medical leave, and the doctor refused to help
saying F1 was trying to deceive her: the media did not write anything about the
attack in the bar, which F1 had been part of, so the doctor considered her claims
to have suffered from violence as false: “…and it was in Saint-Denis, I went to a
doctor, and I explained this to her. And she said… it was impossible… Because…
the press… they don’t talk about “Le Bonne Bierre”, that’s impossible. I swear
that she said that to me!” Lacking public recognition of her being a victim became
an extra trauma for F1 that made a significant barrier for her to cope with
psychological disturbance.
Several times the interviewees mentioned not only the efforts of the journalists to
personalize their stories in order to increase dramatism of the attack in the eyes
of the audience but also their inclination to use this dramatism to emphasize
active public support of the victims: “…apparently, it was posed… suppose, he
allegedly wakes up in his room. How can he wake up in his room, if there is a
shooting team? And his mother appears in the room, saying ‘Francoise, wake
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up’. And then they start arguing that it is very important to wake up in time
(laughs). This… this is staging and… propaganda how the government takes care
of the victims”.
Despite the general skepticism towards mass media, some interviewees still
actively followed the news in the immediate aftermath of the attack. Even fewer
would continue doing so later, when the official investigation was launched.
Meanwhile, the interviewees say they have always tried to remain critical about
media messages instead of accepting them in good faith. They clearly see that
the memory of the attacks has been used by politicians and journalists as a tool
to promote certain political interests: “…I watched it but not so much about
investigation as… reaction of… how they frame it. From the critical perspective…
basically, I watch TV with a critical view to learn how they put a spin on that. It is
obvious in which direction everything is heading…” (F5).
Meanwhile, for some victims the news has become an extra trigger of memories
about the attack, so that they tended to intentionally avoid the reported updates.
For instance, F1, being not injured, never tried to learn more about what had
happened in the city when she received access to Internet: “…you need time to
come to the normal way…. and… You have to protect yourself… it was enough,
I think”. In contrast, F3 discovered the massive scale of Parisian attacks only by
watching TV in the hospital. However, later on, she also gave up following the
news because of its negative impact on her psychological recovery: “I followed
the media but didn’t perceive anything. They caused psychosis… At first, I
watched everything, but I didn’t understand anything. Such things affect me…
Let’s say plainly: such TV-programs cause paranoia”.
Some of the French informants bring examples of fake news in printed outlets,
on TV and in online media regarding the tragedy. F5 argues that active debates
have become a window of opportunity for many speculations: “…there were those
on Facebook… there were fake news that it was not Arabs, it was a blonde man…
I don’t remember how they described him, with a black scarf. It was said that it
was Arabs, but in fact, it was a white man…” F4 says he recognized fake
information in a story about a pseudo-victim of the attack: “…one guy… I saw him
in the paper… he used to be over there, he stopped a terrorist, he talked with a
terrorist, and I saw him on TV many times, and I was laughing because this man…
I never saw him next to me, I don’t know where he came from… When I saw
him… I sat here, in front of the TV, and said: ‘Oh, this man, he takes my place’…
But he’s wrong because what he is doing is playing with the victims… Later on,
people will find out. Because nobody was going to him, because we saw him on
so many channels, he was going to all channels in France”. While the former
example seems to be linked with the lack of official information about the
personalities of terrorists and about the progressing investigation of the attack,
the latter one was probably determined by the limited capacity of the media to
check the victims’ testimonies. Although it is the responsibility of mass media to
provide verified information, especially in situations when access to ‘the truth” is
limited, these examples raise the question of whether it is ethical to question the
status of the victims.
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Another remarkable observation extracted from the French interviews is that
numerous media reports have resulted in the promotion of certain personalities:
the interviewees are sure that for some actors public debates on terrorism served
as beneficial PR. Additionally, F5 notes that media have advertised the bars and
cafes under attack.
The majority of informants are referring to journalistic ethics while speaking about
the photo- and video-materials produced to cover the attack. F5 acknowledges
indignation of the audience when videos from security cameras near the attacked
bars appeared in news just the next day after the incident: “Just after the attack
there was a scandal that… accidently, on that day there had to be a shooting of
firemen maneuvers… I don’t remember – either of firemen or policemen, but it
seems to be firemen. The shooting was planned on the day of the terrorist
attack… I didn’t watch, only later, but there was clamor because these pictures
were shown, it was just in ‘La Belle Equipe’ (speaks French), where I. was… And
later there was a scandal: people were complaining that such things were
demonstrated literally the next day… ‘Relatives of the dead are watching’, etc.”
As a journalist, F2 also criticizes the usage of violent videos and photos to frame
the traumatic events, emphasizing that it is unessential to show the dramatic
character of the event: it just serves the interests of the media outlets. He relates:
“I’m against all these violent videos… I think if you want pics, you can ask the
photographer to invent a point of view, where we can understand that there is
something to happen – but it’s better to let imagination work to show victims in
the situation of victims… I think it is a good idea, because if you are a victim, you
don’t want to be in the front page of a newspaper… if you suffer after an
operation… you don’t want them to show your face to everybody. You are in a
situation of a victim, and you need them to respect you, to protect you”.
A variety of perspectives on the experience of communication with journalists
were articulated in the narratives. Surprisingly, despite the general distrust in
media, the majority of informants evaluated their impressions of being interviewed
as neutral. However, some informants also share their negative experiences. For
instance, F3 is not satisfied with the misbalanced coverage of the attack in
general even though she has made friends with the reporter with whom she
worked on a short video-story about her case. Explaining the unwillingness of her
niece to meet journalists, F5 says that “she wanted to tell how poorly it was
organized… when she was lying on the pavement for a long while”, hinting that
media were interested only in the stories that did not challenge the official view
on the attack.
Explaining the choice of outlets to arrange an interview with, F2 says that it
seemed more favorable for him to share the story with foreign journalists,
although still with the exception of unreliable media: “…it’s difficult for him to find
people who accept to talk with him, and he didn’t work for… distinguished
channels like ‘Russia Today’… I think it was for ‘Dozhd’”. F5 also recalls a
situation when she was requested to give a comment to a Russian journalist: “─
Do you love Putin? ─ he asked. I said: ‘What has that got to do with this?’... so, I
don’t think he liked what I told him”.
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2.5.3 Analysis of French media discourse around Paris attacks
Having provided an overview of the personal reminiscences of direct and in-direct
victims of Paris attacks, my paper will now proceed with the results of discourse
analysis of two French printed media – “Le Point” and “L’Obs”.
To begin with, it is necessary to highlight the visibility of the topic in the dominant
discourse constructed by French media. Seemingly, Parisian attacks pushed the
discussion around terrorist threat to the limit, following the massive coverage of
“Charlie Hebdo” attack, hostage crisis in “Hyper Cacher” and other acts of
violence. While the topic of terrorism had been undoubtedly a core one in both
newspapers, the tragedy under study reinforced public debates with renewed
vigor. In the aftermath of the attacks, both outlets devoted their new issues to the
attacks, while “Le Point” even introduced the practice to thoroughly describe each
hour of the attack and its aftermath in order to provide a comprehensive and
detailed picture of what happened.
Although both outlets devoted many of their articles solely to the issues related
to Paris attacks, generally, every broader material on terrorism also has a
reference to this tragedy, bridging memory about past events with present
concerns. This tendency is related to the strong rhetoric of a symbolic borderline,
which has shaped the media discourse: “Charlie Hebdo” and Paris attacks are
considered as the beginning of the war, after which the life of French people will
never be the same. For example, this is how “L’Obs” begins one of their materials
devoted to November attacks:
January 7, 2015 – November 13, 2015. These dates are now written in our
collective memory. In one year, terrorism has entered our daily lives and
shattered our certainties. It does not come only from abroad, it thrives on a
Franco-French soil. It does not only attract isolated fanatics and other
suburban youngsters, but also ordinary, educated and integrated citizens.
We gave birth to this monster (L’Obs, № 2670, 25-28).
Both magazines permanently address the past event, for example, when
depicting how one of the Bataclan victims has been going through her trauma, or
how the attack has been commemorated through public ceremonies. What is
more, not only is the coverage quite intense, but it is also notably informative, as
the media provide insights into virtually every aspect that could either cause the
attack or, conversely, follow from it affecting the French society.
Therefore, I argue that the media messages under study have significantly
contributed to the shaping and negotiation of collective memory of what
happened that day maintaining these stories in collective agenda and ascribing
symbolic meanings to the attack.
Despite active narration of French military campaign in Syria together with the
anti-terrorist coalition, the principle focus of both outlets, regardless their political
affiliations, is on internal counter-measures and risks. This, in turn, leads to
consistent construction of the images of terrorists as an internal enemy and
terrorism – as an unavoidable danger. Thus, I also assume that via news
messages about the Paris attacks, the media under study transmit fear together
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with sense of uncertainty and helplessness in the face of terrorism. Thus, by using
rhetorics of endangerment and loss, they facilitate reinforcement of culture of
fear, keeping sense of risk and horror in the public agenda.
Importantly, despite frequent claims of the victims that the media coverage was
unbalanced paying significantly more attention to Bataclan victims, in the
analyzed media this tendency is observed only merely. Although long after the
tragedy the only large article describing the life of the victims of Parisian attacks
is indeed devoted exclusively to Bataclan victims, still, in the materials that
followed just after the incident the attacks are represented in an indiscriminate
way. However, the small typological sample of my study certainly does not allow
arguing that the same trend is true for all French media.
In the next sub-section, I will demonstrate what tools have been used by the
printed media to shape the images of the terrorist attacks and those involved in
them, and discuss how the rhetorics used by the media are related to the rhetorics
indicated in the stories of first-hand witnesses.
2.5.3.1. Major actors
The analysis of French interviews has shown that in their memories the victims
pay more attention to the description of those actors who either helped them to
frame their experience, or directly contributed to their recovery. For instance,
portraying other victims in the interviews not only serves as a tool to illustrate the
atmosphere during and after the terrorist attacks but also helps the informants to
corroborate their memories: for F1, meeting another person who happened to
visit the same place that evening and thus shared the recollections of the details
of the incident, helped her to come to terms with her trauma and memory about
it. For the vast majority of French informants, family and friends have provided
great support in their efforts to cope with the trauma. Notably, doctors and
psychologists are reported to have played a crucial role in the recovery, too: not
just as formal agents obliged to assist but as people who went through long and
painful treatment together with the victims.
Another set of actors, including the police, politicians and journalists are rather
characterized as side-actors, associated mostly with formal procedures, such as
giving testimonies, organizing public ceremonies and conducting interviews.
However, in some cases, journalists are told to have contributed to the recovery,
providing an opportunity for the victims to articulate and reframe their traumatic
experience.
In the narratives, the government is frequently embodied in the figures of
Presidents Holland and Macron. Some informants are underlining the personal
role of the Presidents in the existing political situation, when criticizing various
anti-terrorist measures within France and in Syria. However, at the same time,
people claim to appreciate the state as a provider of financial, medical and
psychological support. On the other hand, the government still remains one of the
most distinctly reproached actors for the vast majority of the informants, as they
highlight the lack of real concern about the victims of terrorism in official bodies.
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Meanwhile, the terrorists appear in personal stories much rarer that other
mentioned actors. In fact, the interviewees depict the attackers only in their
recollections regarding the very moment of shootings or explosions. Moreover,
the images of terrorists are not personified: they rather appear as an impersonal,
faceless force: the descriptions of terrorists discovered in the narratives usually
do not go beyond mentioning their black outfit, their actions during the attack, and
utilized weapons and actions. The only exception here would be the stories of
two informants who accidently communicated with the terrorists in prior to the
tragedy (F3, F4).
In contrast to this, “Le Point” and “L’Obs” focus on a differed set of core actors in
their coverage:
• Islamic state (Daesh, in
the European media)
•

Victims

•

President Holland

•

Official figures

•

Anti-terrorist coalition

•

European neighbors

•

Migrants

•

Muslims

Although some of the actors are the same as mentioned by the informants, the
way they are characterized in mass media differs greatly from the micro-level
depictions. Seemingly, the newspapers tend to take up the attack onto a more
general, collective level, by linking it to the wider journalistic contexts of the
present-day needs and concerns, regarding terrorist threat, and fighting it both
nationally and internationally. Now, I shall have a closer look at each of the listed
actors.
The Islamic state, or Daesh, is portrayed as an escalating power that has
“declared a war” to France and the whole Europe.
This war declared by Daesh to the Old Continent and its values is just
beginning (Le Point, № 2272, 40-44).
‘It is an act of war,’ he insists, ‘that was committed by a terrorist army, Daesh,
a jihadist army’ (L’Obs, № 2663, 32-37).
Many of the articles draw public attention to the fact that the terrorist organization
has transformed from an external enemy into the internal one, by recruiting
Europeans into their troops:
First targeted: young people who go to fight in the jihadist ranks. Each week
<…> the President consults ‘the disturbing table brushed by the DGSI on
French departures in Syria’, more than 1700 so far. An exponential
progression. And the list of those who have returned is even larger (L’Obs, №
2663, 32-37).
<…> at the same time, jihadism in Europe does not come from the war in
Syria, and moreover the authors of the last attacks in France have only very
indirect connections with this conflict (Le Point, № 2210, 58-61).
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While speaking about the victims of the terrorist attacks in France in 2015, the
outlets tend to concentrate on dramatic plots and, seemingly, contribute to the
promotion of the image of young victims, which has become a symbol of terrorism
in France:
Never had an attack in France made so many young victims, mowed down
by the killer's truck. Many others have come out wounded, in their bodies and
in their innocence (L’Obs, № 2698, 39-42).
The families wanted to stay close to the victims. They lived a dreadful
tragedy. And we could see these parents screaming in front of the bodies of
their children ... In a few hours, the Bay of Angels turned into the Bay of
Demons (Le Point, № 2289, 8-25).
A survivor tells how she ended up with seventy people in the technical room.
Between two bursts of Kalashnikov, she followed someone who told her that
she could escape, she does not even know how she ran. "I waited for two
hours in a crowded room, we were 40, I'm pregnant and I'm cold," says a
young woman next door, wrapping her belly in a blanket of survival (Le Point,
№ 2254, 20-37).
What is more, the portrayal of victims is frequently personified in order to
demonstrate that everyone could become a target of terrorists and evoke a
stronger emotional response in the audience:
Flying 32-year-old nymphet, playful, funny and capricious, who tweeted her
life and pictures of actors’ handsome kids. <…> Sophie was injured in the leg
in the attack. <…> Two months after the attack her wounds are still not
healed (L’Obs, № 2673, 38-41).
While addressing the figure of Francoise Holland and other official figures such
as Manuel Valls, former Prime Minister and later the Minister of the Interior, both
outlets highlight that, regardless their efforts to deal with terrorism within France,
the existing measures are insufficient and do not produce significant results,
referring to cases when the attackers could not be detected by intelligence
services. Such an image of official services as helpless in the face of international
terrorist networks creates a general picture of uncertainty and dismay.
<…> we have an individual who was not at all known to the intelligence
services for activities related to radical Islam (Le Point, № 2289, 8-25).
Both newspapers support the participation of France in the large antiterrorist
coalition together with other European states and the US. However, the media
also highlight that military strikes in Syria have led to upscaled risks of terrorist
attacks within France:
Before the coalition's entry into the war, the members of ISIS remained in a
regional logic. If a young French had come to see them to commit an attack,
the organization probably would not have reacted <…> Meanwhile today, if
such a volunteer comes, it will surely rise interest in senior executives <…>
Since the French strikes, the wish to hit France is shared by both the
management and the base of the IS (Le Point, № 2210, 58-61).
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In fact, the antiterrorist coalition is depicted as a highly consolidated group, where
other members are shown as supportive companions, who share the general
perspective of the union:
Angela Merkel, David Cameron and the Spanish Prime Minister, Mariano
Rajoy, have called. That day, the German Chancellor and the British Prime
Minister are together in London. <…> ‘Tell me what I can do for you, please
be informed that whatever initiative you take, we will be there’, Merkel
declares <…> A little later, Mariano Rajoy expresses in person his emotions
and solidarity (Le Point, № 2211, 34-47).
Migrants from Syria are represented in the media as victims of terrorism, too. The
outlets often focus on their losses and obstacles they face on the way to Europe.
When doing so, the media commonly utilize personal stories for the vivid
illustration of such images:
Ahmed comes from Koban. His bag is very heavy: he has furled three books
in Kurdish language. <…> He insists on showing us other photos on
Facebook: “He, dead. Her too. He and all his children are dead. He, his
brother decapitated by Daech”. He cannot stop: “I keep all the pictures of
these Koban people I knew who died. I am alive” (L’Obs, № 2646, 58-61).
At the same time, it has been observed that Muslims hold an ambivalent position
in the media discourse. On the one hand, Muslims are represented as people
who can be potentially radicalized and thus threaten France:
Since 2012, forty radical imams have been expelled from France, including
ten this year. <…> the authors of the Bataclan massacre, Omar Ismačl
Mostefat, was drawn into jihadism after a meeting with a Moroccan imam, at
the mosque of Lucé, near Chartres. "We must be able to faster expel the
foreigners who pose a threat of particular gravity for public order," Francois
Hollande promised. <…> In France, out of two thousand three hundred
places of Muslim worship, 89 are in the hands of Salafists (L’Obs, № 2663,
62-64).
At that, in contrast to the Russian case, as it will be demonstrated later, the media
draw a line between Syrian migrants and “foreigners”: the former are not
associated with possible threat and risks, whereas the latter are depicted as an
obvious external enemy.
At the same time, L’Obs characterizes Muslims as victims of terror too, since they
are also killed in the attacks and later oppressed by public fears:
"The barbaric acts of those lost do not represent Islam. As a Muslim, it is
important to condemn because, whether we like it or not, it is in the name of
Islam that the terrorists committed this act” (L’Obs, № 2663, 78-82).
Boubekeur Bekri, vice-president of the Regional Council of the Muslim Faith
<…> spent the night at the psychological cell to help the victims. "I attended
the military parade, then I went home, and I was happy, because Ramadan
had just ended, the Euro football went well, and July 14 too. When I heard
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that, I was at the mosque, everything went down <…> We must maximize
our fraternity, our humanism and minimize hasty explanations that did a lot of
harm in the past” (Le Point, № 2289, 8-25).
2.5.3.2.

Background discourses

As it follows from the analysis of the set of actors indicated in the dominant media
discourse, the outlets tend to associate the attacks with other related topics such
as migrant inflows, relationship with the grand anti-terrorist coalition, Syria
campaign, and some others. In this section, I argue that not only tend the media
under study to link memory of the past with present problems and concerns but
also bridge it with future, by using terrorist attack as justification and lesson for
both external and internal political changes.
One of the core themes in countering global terrorist threat is cooperation within
the coalition of European neighbors and the US. While referring to that plot, the
newspapers (as shown above) emphasize the unification of the countries sharing
the goal to defeat IS. However, quite frequently the media also articulate that both
France and the USA are interested in bringing down Assad’s regime in Syria, as
his efforts were the core reason of the region’s radicalization and spread of
terrorism:
Washington is the engine of the coalition (22 countries) that has a mandate
restrictive international agreement, which covers only northern Iraq. With this
simple goal: to chase Daesh from Iraq. But, in Syria, Washington and Paris
have, parallel to the fight against Daesh, a completely different goal: the fall
of Bashar al-Assad, the man because of whom everything happened. He is
first person responsible for this chaos and 250,000 civilian victims (Le point,
№ 2254, 80-86).
Some articles attempt to contrast the position of this union including, among
others, the USA, the UK and France, and Russia as the main defender of Assad’s
regime. Linking it to the long-lasting conflict-ridden relationship between Russia
and the West, Le Point underlines that the actions of the Russian party
significantly hinder the anti-terrorist campaign:
There is probably pride in this strategy: to show that Russia still counts
militarily and that nothing will be done without it. But there is also an
indisputable advantage: unlike Obama, Cameron and Holland who have
deployed only planes and do not want any losses in military forces, Putin has
sent his men on the ground. <…> David Cameron is reduced to convoluted
outputs: “It is obvious that Russia is not drawing any distinction between the
Islamic state group and legitimate Syrian opposition groups. As a result, it
helps Assad the butcher and only aggravates the situation” (Le point, №
2254, 80-86).
Yet another background discourse that also shapes the discussion around
terrorism in France is migration influx. Interestingly, the outlets under analysis
cover this topic as a complex one, avoiding the rhetoric of disaster and, quite the
opposite, attempting to show the losses of the newcomers. For example, L’Obs
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points out that the long way to Europe and the massive movement between the
countries are determined not by the mercenary interests of the migrants but rather
by the internal social and economic problems in European states:
The country, with its high unemployment rates and its inflammatory rhetoric
to keep migrants out of its borders, has not rolled out the red carpet until
now. And if to recall the recent statements of Marine Le Pen, the leader of
the National Front, who compared the arrival of migrants to invasions of the
fourth century… (L’Obs, № 2655, 54-57).
“L’Obs” also argues that such an unreliable position of migrants in the society
may lead to further radicalization of the disadvantaged groups, strengthening
sense of fear and future risks within France:
“On the one hand, you have Hollande who offers you unemployment,
uncertainties. On the other hand, there are these imams who offer a hyperstrict framework, rules, certainties. You are young, in search for identity, what
do you choose?” (L’Obs, № 2663, 78-82).
However, “L’Obs” also argues that for France, a country that has faced many
massive terrorist attacks in 2015, the question of welcoming refugees has
become a question of saving the values of the dominant culture and of resistance
to fear:
We must not give in to fear. France must keep its values such as freedom of
expression, and remain a land of hospitality (L’Obs, № 2663, 68-72).
As we see, in the framing of migrant issue “L’Obs” repeatedly appeals to moral
values of toleration and hospitality. Meanwhile, “Le Point” reduces the debate on
this issue to internal political conflict between the EU countries that prove
themselves uncapable of compromising on a moderate, middle course of how to
tackle and control the influx of migrants:
Other European countries? She blames them. How can Slovakia demand to
accept only Christians? And in Calais aren’t you ashamed to abandon all
these migrants? (Le Point, № 2243, 30-33).
2.5.3.3.

Construction of internal threat

One of the significant markers of the culture of fear is cultivation of sense of
unfounded risks and danger that could affect lives of everyone. In this regard,
both “L’Obs” and “Le Point” significantly contribute to the construction of IS image
as the main villain and, thus, major source of fear within the country. Moreover,
the analysis shows that the media tended to strengthen portrayal of terrorists by
describing them as an uncontrollable threat. Followers of terrorist groups and
their acts are depicted by the outlets as extending beyond values common to
humanity due to their cruelty: here, the journalists use, for example, such labels
as “terrorist barbarism” (Le Point, № 2289, 8-25), or “the barbarians of Daesh”
(L’Obs, № 2663, 32-37). Furthermore, the outlets flesh out the image of internal
villains by associating them with specific ethnicity and appearance. The
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newspapers provide many personified profiles containing detailed information
about the attackers in France in 2015. These articles include information about
the ethnical background of the terrorists and reconstruct their paths to
radicalization. Such attention to the personalities of the attackers, seemingly,
affects the personal reminiscences of the informants: though principally
disinterested in those, as shown above, some of them, though superficially, are
aware of the social background of the attackers, their age, and place of residence
in Paris and Brussels.
While describing how and by whom the attacks were organized, both newspapers
repeatedly underline that the danger came not from far-away Syria but from inside
France:
They come from all over France, small villages and not just suburbs. And
from all backgrounds (L’Obs, № 2670, 25-28).
<…> at the same time, jihadism in Europe does not come from the war in
Syria; moreover, the organizers of the recent attacks in France have only
very indirect connections with this conflict (Le Point, № 2210, 58-61).
Furthermore, the French media stress the unpredictability of the attacks, since
the terrorists had not openly sworn allegiance to the IS before the attacks and,
thus, could not be identified in advance by intelligence services:
These individuals have the common characteristic of acting individually,
spontaneously <…> (L’Obs, № 2698, 48-50).
Such difficulties of prevention are strongly associated with the general
atmosphere of uncertainty dominating in the country and the resulting feeling of
constant threat shared by ordinary citizens specific to culture of dear markers.
For example, “L’Obs” cites the words of French people who never feel secure
even in their everyday life in order to demonstrate how drastically the society has
changed after the attacks in 2015:
They have just come to me. I feel targeted, it can happen anywhere, even in
the high school of my children (L’Obs, №2663, 68-72)
I pay attention, I look at passing cars, scooters, with their top-boxes,
suitcases ... There are no police, nothing. I do not understand why we are not
protected better (L’Obs, № 2663, 68-72).
This rhetoric of loss of the sense of security articulated by the media explicitly
mirrors in the narratives of French interviewees. All the informants acknowledge
that their own violent experience has seriously transformed their perception of
risks and danger, especially in public places. As it has been emphasized in the
analysis of interviews, apparently, the victims have not only faced the impact of
their own trauma but also reacted to the dominant discourses produced by the
media, promoting the issues of danger and vulnerability to risk that are not
necessarily directly related to Parisian attacks. For instance, F1 and F2 admit that
they have grown to be afraid of crossing streets and of quickly passing cars
because they now expect the danger to come from cars, which is the result of the
media coverage of other attacks, such as the one in Nice, when people were run
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down. Hence, while mass media explicitly transmit their messages about past
and present terrorist attacks, the outlets spread fear and feeling of future
insecurity, regardless their own experience. Thus, in this particular case memory
about past terrorist attacks covered by mass media combines with own
recollections about experience of violence and aggravate their concerns.
New risks and threats are expected to be balanced by more intense countermeasures. Yet again, the analyzed media appeal to the opinions of “ordinary”
French people in order to demonstrate that the introduction of such measures
means the shift from peaceful life to “an open war” (Le Point, № 2254, 88-90):
<…> we will have to relearn how to fight (Le Point, № 2289, 8-25).
‘We must prepare people, teach them what attitude to adopt in case of
attack, as the Japanese learn how to act in case of earthquakes’, JeanChristophe believes (L’Obs, № 2663, 68-72).
Applying the rhetoric of loss, the newspapers tell stories of how the intensified
security policy has changed the life inside France. Interestingly, that the outlets
especially focus on how these new threats affected lives of young people. Fear
for children allows legitimation the sternest political measures like military
protection of schools and preparation of children for possible hostage crises:
‘We have learned to live under police and military protection, it's both scary
and very reassuring,’ says David, 14, a third-year student (L’Obs, № 2683,
40-43).
But, unlike other kids of his age, he also does several drills a week in his
class... just in case ‘the bad guys’ attack his school (L’Obs, № 2683, 40-43).
Nevertheless, just like the informants, the outlets conclude that even the existing
comprehensive anti-terrorist measures cannot profoundly preclude the risks of
new attacks:
Taking 100% precautions cannot guarantee 0% risk. Apart from forbidding
people to leave their homes, there is no way to guarantee zero risk (L’Obs,
№ 2698, 48-50).
<…> there will be more attacks. It's only the beginning (Le Point, № 2260,
44-47).
Furthermore, in both outlets, yet another marker of the culture of fear has been
revealed ̶ a strong rhetoric of the dangerous “other”. The newspapers tend to
import specific features into portrayal of possible danger. For example, when the
journalists provide details about the life of the attackers, they build an explicit
connection between conservative Islam and radicalization:
<…> one month before going into the terrorist action, they begin to pray, they
fill their speech with newly learned Arabic words (L’Obs, № 2698, 48-50).
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To find a ‘potential terrorist’ category, intelligence agents have only a manual
<…> to help detect the signs of radicalization: take a shower dressed, no
longer watch television or listen to music, no longer shake hands, etc. (Le
Point, № 2210, 49-51).
He was like every French, I assure you that Islam was not his main concern.
My brother ate pork, drank alcohol, and never did Ramadan (L’Obs, № 2698,
39-42).
Paradoxically, while being practically blamed for the increasing scale and
frequency of terrorist attacks, French imams are simultaneously framed by the
media as those who must contribute to the reconstruction of the positive image
of Islam:
We work with them on the alternative‘Muslim’: how to become a good Muslim
without being delusional’. (L’Obs, № 2670, 41-43).
Importantly, the outlets also sometimes seek to represent the authentic position
of the Muslim community on violence and terror. For instance, while debating the
burkini ban in several cities of France, “L’Obs” draws attention to the double
standards of the secular state, which discriminate Islam:
In France, you have to do like the French do (L’Obs, № 2703, 45-46).
They tell us to go back to our country, but I was born here, in Marseille. Me, I
do not care if people are nudist, or wear a thong, two-piece. Why don’t I have
the right to swim covered? (L’Obs, № 2703, 45-46).
Moreover, “L’Obs” also refers to the criticism of internal security policy articulated
by French Muslims, who are rejected the right to be seen as targets of terrorist
attacks just like the representatives of the dominant culture:
They put 900 more policemen in front of the synagogues. They could do the
same in front of the mosques (L’Obs, № 2602, 56-58).
Everyone forgets that Daesh also kills Arabs and Muslims... I'd rather be told
about real problems: unemployment, homelessness, or that we stop
terrorists, rather than deal with stories of jerseys on the beach (L’Obs, №
2703, 45-46).
Going back to the interview with F4, who was the only Muslim among the
informants, the idea (promoted by the media) that Muslims have a weaker
position in the discussion around terrorist threat and have to draw a line between
their religion and radicalism, finds strong confirmation in his personal story. At the
same time, the rhetoric of the fearful “other” as promoted by the media is almost
literally reproduced in the narratives of other French informants who now see
visible cultural identity of the “others” as a powerful indicator of threat: for
example, F5 acknowledges that she and her relatives are scared of
conservatively looking Muslims (see her story about the imam they met in the
hospital), and F2 openly articulates his negative attitude to Islam as “not a religion
of peace”.
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Another important observation based on the discourse analysis of media,
although probably quite peripheral for the general course of media agendasetting and framing, is labelling certain city places as associated with radicalism,
which creates an imagined geography of threat (Abu-Orf, 2012: 161) in the
readers. One of the districts that are frequently depicted in the articles as
dangerous is Molenbeek in Brussels, where the executives of November attacks
and of Brussels explosion are claimed to have got radicalized:
The investigators have since established that the terrorist had spent several
weeks in Molenbeek shortly before the attack (Le Point, № 2272, 40-44).
They grew up in the same district, Molenbeek, today considered as the nerve
center of the November 13th operation, and were heard in the same case of
common law in Belgium. They radicalized together (L’Obs, № 2663: p.44-50).
Notably, one of the informants also mentions this district in her story, comparing
it to Saint-Denis, another place of fear and avoidance for her, and characterizes
both as the sites where extremism is no surprise: “I was not surprised that they
made an assaut (=attack, speaks French) to reach people in Saint-Denis.
Because Saint-Denis is… full with… this kind of people. It’s not the only place but
it’s one of the places where they are. It’s like Molenbeek in Belgium” (F1).
To sum it up, in the case of France, collective memory about the Parisian attacks
is framed by more general discourse around terrorist threat. The analysis of two
French newspapers, L’Obs and Le Point, demonstrates how memory about the
attacks is perceived through the lens of present agenda and current security
concerns. Moreover, in this case, collective image of the attacks constructed by
the outlets is imbued with symbolism of the event, since it became a zero-point
for atmosphere of danger within France. What is more, this rhetoric is used as a
ground for new political measures, bridging past events, present needs and future
actions.
In their combination between agenda-setting role and functioning as agents of
collective memory, mass media construct a picture, which dramatically differs
from the one, retrieved in individual memories of the victims. The analysis has
revealed that new messages omit complexity of the past and its challenging
personal narratives. In turn, personal stories of the victims represent a
multifaceted and dynamic picture of their trauma and recovery.
Furthermore, while viewing the attacks through the present agenda, the media
widely appeal to markers of the culture of fear: construction of villain and internal
‘other’ via linking Islam and its attributes with possible danger; personification of
the victims with focus on young people and their losses; emphasis on
unpredictability of threats and lack of existing measures; appealing to rhetoric of
loss and endangerment. Simultaneously, the victims retranslate the culture of fear
promoted by mass media in their speech: the fear of the cultural “other”
expressed in general islamophobia; and the focus on certain details in
appearance and behavior of “the aliens” considered as suspicious and
frightening.
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In the next section, I am going to consider how relatives of the victims of Sinai air
crash (re)construct their individual recollections of the tragedy, and how Russian
media, in turn, form collectively shared image of plane’s explosion.

2.6. The Russian case
2.6.1. Background: Tragedy above Sinai and “Flight 9268”
The collapse of the USSR marked the rise of the separatist movement in the
Northern Caucasus that escalated into the First Chechen War. In mid-1990s, it
turned out that mass conduction of terrorist acts was an efficient instrument of
struggle against Russian regular army. A vivid example of this could be hostage
taking in a maternity hospital in Budyonnovsk (RIA, 2015-06-14) that became the
first terrorist attack outside the territory of Chechnya. What is even more
important, this attack launched the shift of terrorist activity from the South to the
North, resulting in several resonant attacks – a series of explosions in residential
houses in Buynaksk, Volgodonsk and Moscow in 1999. These explosions, in turn,
served as a trigger for Russian counter-terrorist campaign, also known as the
Second Chechen War.
Before the situation in the region was stabilized, Russia had faced two more
severe terrorist attacks: hostage taking in Beslan school and hostage situation in
Dubrovka theater in Moscow. Within the second Chechen military campaign,
Ahmad Kadyrov was appointed to the position of the formal leader of Chechnya,
and after his death the power was inherited by his son, Ramzan Kadyrov. After
his coming to power, the majority of leaders of extremist groups were killed, while
the former participants of local terrorist organizations who voluntarily surrendered
were amnestied and invited to join the official military organizations in Chechnya
(police, special forces, and regular army) (RBC, 2014-11-26). Today’s Chechnya
is one of the regions most loyal to Putin’s regime due to the fact that it is
profoundly dependent on enormous budget funding. Moreover, Kadyrov has
launched a violent political regime, where any opposing view is seriously
sanctioned, and thus it is extremely difficult to evaluate the current situation in
terms of terrorist threat there (Meduza, 2018-09-26).
After the situation in Chechnya had become relatively stable, a series of
significant changes on the international political arena took place. A number of
pro-Russian leaders were toppled by opposition (e.g. in Ukraine, Georgia). Thus,
the countries in the Middle East, such as Egypt (Gazeta.ru, 2018-01-12) and
Syria (RBC, 2015-09-10), remained the last political favorers of Russia and, what
is more important, one of the main demanders of its military equipment.
Therefore, the revolutions in these countries were highly criticized in Russia
(BBC, 2017-03-30). At the same, the rise of terrorist organization “Islamic State”
took place in the once “flag of convenience” region. Since that time, Russia has
launched a military campaign in Syria (TASS, 2017-09-29).
For Russia, in comparison with France, not only was the terrorist attack above
Sinai in 2015 the first in many years, but it has also been the biggest one in terms
of casualties, 224 victims. Moreover, it became the first response of terrorists to
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Russia’s military presence in Syria. The explosion of international passenger
flight Kogalymavia happened in late October 2015, two weeks earlier than Paris
attacks. In the morning of that day, the plane disintegrated above northern Sinai
following its departure from Sharm El-Sheikh International Airport, Egypt, on route
to Pulkovo Airport, Saint Petersburg, Russia. All passengers, including twentyfive children and seven crew members on board, died (Meduza, 2015-11-01).
In the very beginning of the official investigation of the incident, it was not quite
clear whether the explosion was caused by a bomb or by technical problems on
board. On the 17th November, Russian security service announced that the
investigation of the air crash had concluded that a terror act had brought down
the plain – an improvised explosive device with TNT had been smuggled on board
(Meduza, 2015-11-17). On the 18th November, Islamic State claimed
responsibility for the crash by publishing a photo of the bomb and scanned copies
of passengers’ passports in their online media “Dabiq” (Meduza, 2015-11-18).
An official response to the attack was the termination of flight connection with
Egypt (Meduza, 2015-11-06) and the intensification of military activity in Syria,
fighting the Islamic State (Vedomosti, 2015-11-17).
After the attack, relatives of the victims gathered together and established a
charity foundation called “Flight 9268”. The core aim of the organization is
preservation of memory about the victims of the attack. In the recent two years,
with the help of the government it established two memorials devoted to the
tragedy, launched the construction of a church dedicated to their beloved ones,
and organized a number of commemoration events.
The official investigation of the attack has not been finished yet. In 2018, air travel
to Egypt’s Cairo was resumed (Meduza, 2018-03-13).
In contrast to the case of Parisian attacks, Sinai air crash has not been reflected
and analyzed in academic literature so far. Although there is a large number of
works regarding media discourse around terrorism in general, still, these works
lack empirical basis and do not contextualize the issue. Below I attempt to partly
fill in this gap of scholarly inquiry.
2.6.2. Recollections of relatives of Sinai air crash victims
Again, before proceeding with the general analysis of the Russian interviews, I
shall specify the basic information on the Russian interviewees in the table below
(see Table 4). For a more detailed description of the Russian participants of the
research see Appendix 3.
R1
(=Russia 1)

Table 4. Description of Russian interviewees
•
Lost his elder son who was on board together with his
girlfriend;
•
Holds an administrative position in the foundation
“9268”;
•
Established a charity foundation aimed at animal
protection
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R2
R3

R4

R5

•
Lost his sister and niece;
•
Is the founder of the foundation “9286”;
•
Lost her only daughter;
•
Holds an administrative position in the foundation
“9268”
•
Lost his only son who was on board together with his
girlfriend;
•
A member of foundation “9268”
•
Lost her parents in-law and her husband’s aunt;
•
Holds an administrative position in the foundation
“9268”

2.6.2.1. Articulation of personal loss
In general, the interviews were highly emotional because not only had the
interviewees to recall the deaths of their relatives, but they also had to narrate
highly traumatizing details of their experience, for example, about the
identification of the bodies. Some informants say that they do not feel the need
to talk about their stories, because it is always extremely hard for them to recall
those. R3 emphasizes that arranging the interview with me was an exception,
because she “understood that she had to go through that yet again… and later to
have a comedown from it”. Moreover, she notes that it was hard for her to recall
the events due to fact that she was so shocked in the aftermath of the attack that
she could not retrieve her memories accurately and chronologically.
However, in many interviews it is related that in the immediate aftermath of the
tragedy it was highly important for the informants to share the pain with someone.
For example, R2 wrote much about his feelings in social networks: “There were
so many things, I was torn to pieces, and I had to burst it somewhere not to get
crazy”. R2 also provides a notable insight into the role of the online community
uniting the relatives of the victims in voicing their trauma in the immediate
aftermath of the crash and even today it serves as a major resource for
communicative memory of the relatives: “Thank God, I created that group, where
[people] still communicate. Two years have passed, many people still keep in
touch… almost every day. But especially in the first months we kept our place, I
checked the statistics… There are two hundred people in the group, all are
relatives. We had… two thousand views per day. It means that each relative,
roughly speaking, visited the group averagely ten times [a day], you see? We
could not discuss anything else except this”. This Internet community has been
operating as an important arena for the relatives to voice their loss and receive
emotional support.
It now seems less surprising that some of the informants confirm they do not feel
like discussing the attack with outsider communication partners: after all, they
always have the opportunity to share their pains and concerns with the peers –
people with a similar biographical background, those who have experienced the
same loss under the same circumstances. For instance, R2 explains: “…in your
life you are surrounded by your friends or maybe other people close to you… they
are with you, help you <…> But you always have to understand how much stress
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you put on them, while they have their own lives… in fact, for them it may seem
to be constant moaning… thus, you have to always control yourself in your desire
to talk about this… roughly speaking, there is an online community uniting the
relatives for that purpose, you can always moan there, I exaggerate. So, I have
realized that it is better not to overload your friends with that <…> If they listen to
you, they will dig into that, and in the end, they will feel bad. That is the best case.
In the worst case, they will just flip you off sooner or later”. To make the
communication better structured and motivate collective remembering, he
created several branches of discussion for the relatives to describe whom they
lost, share their stories, and post pictures of their beloved ones.
Unlike many other informants, R5 rejects the unique character of her loss, arguing
instead that there is no difference between it and death of a relative in any other
family, so that there is no special reason to speak about it too much: “<…> your
friends don’t tell you every day that their mother died two years ago. That would
be weird”. Therefore, she discusses the topic only in her family circle, admitting
that she still feels need to talk about her loss.
R4 says that his desire to speak about the lost son does not disappear with time:
“<…> if someone anyhow touches the theme, I will sit down and talk to them.
With pleasure. Perhaps… a tear would fall down – but I will speak”. Therefore,
regardless the pain, he would prefer to share his story instead of silencing it.
2.6.2.2. Specificities of narration
Despite stressing the oversight of Russian security services, R1 and R2 still
speak about the tragedy as accidental: “…this happened at the expense of lives
of innocent people, including my relatives but… the breaks were against us.
Anyone could happen to be there” (R2).
In their attempts to flesh out the otherwise chaotic and meaningless cascade of
events leading to the fatality, some informants argue there were forebodings of
something horrible to happen before the crash. For example, R4 says there were
signs that could indicate the tragedy coming. He sees dissolution of popular radio
“Rocks” as one of such tokens: “I am sure that if I turned on any Russian radio
wave, it would be told there that something was coming. But if I realized it, I
couldn’t stop it”.
Other informants report they feel guilty because they could have articulated the
risks of travelling to such a region as Egypt for their relatives and persuaded them
to cancel the journey: “Perhaps, it was our fault <…> I, for instance, tend to blame
myself, not the government, because I didn’t talk them out of travelling <…> I
mean, I am still not sure, what if we had spoken them out… probably they wouldn’t
have flown. Everything would have been normal” (R5).
As it has been indicated in the description of the French case, here the narrative
of borderline between the “back then”, when everything was normal, and the
frightening “now” forever contaminated with loss is also highly widespread.
Informants refer to dramatic changes in their life after the catastrophe: “Now
everything will be different”, “Now everything won’t be as it used to be”, “Your life
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won’t be the same as in the past anymore”. Others rather stress their loss: “This
is the end”, “[They] took everything from me”. But even here the attempts are
taken by some to assign a specific meaning to the crash, arguing that even
despite the horror of their experience, the catastrophe was meant for a purpose:
“There is a clean sheet, it is divided into two parts: the good and the evil. Evil is
the terrorist attack… the explosion of the 31st, the death of 224 people. And the
right side is still unclear now, but it is impossible that there is only evil and no
good <…> I believe that someone tries to show us that something wrong is
happening via this explosion”.
Intriguingly, although the informants link the air crash with a broader narrative of
the military campaign in Syria, still, it is considered as a price to pay for a secure
state. To put it differently, the majority of interviews did not include rhetorics of
blaming the state for that campaign in their reflections. Unlike other interviewees,
only R3 relates her rage on the government and her offence with public policy,
contrasting that with the past contributions of her family to the defense of the
country: “<…> my relatives, they survived the Siege here… and my grandgrandfather was… general Kirzh, who used to protect the sky during the Siege,
[he is] even in the book of Leningrad, and this is the result. The fact that our
children died – it is the fault of our state… And the reason for that is money.
Money for any price. Does it matter how many they killed? It is not their children…
Who are we for them, garbage?... When you start thinking about it, you become
really angry. Because it is impossible here to be kind when your state turns this
side on you”. Indeed, there are indications in the interviews that, due to the tough
relations with the government, some relatives feel abandoned by the state, left
on their own with their trauma.
Another interesting notice during the interviews is that the relatives constantly
refer to their community and often use the pronoun “we” rather than “I”. It gets
especially vivid in the discussion of the themes related to official procedures, the
attitude towards Syrian campaign and anti-terrorist policy. On the contrary, most
of the informants start to speak about the tragedy as their personal loss while
relating about their immediate reaction to the news about the air crash,
description of reminders of their beloved ones and some other plots. Surprisingly,
this shift in narration is not peculiar only for the leaders of the foundation but
inherent for every interview, regardless the position of the informant. As it will be
also demonstrated in the following section devoted to relatives’ relationship with
the government, while self-organizing, fighting and negotiating with the
governmental bodies to get answers and keep memory of their beloved ones, the
interviewees tend to form a unified, shared picture of the past to present their
interests as an organization. In this regard, it could happen that in this process
personal memories could be distorted, added or replaced by memories of other
victims and by media messages. What is more, personal recollections could be
also unintendedly altered to fit the shared position. Another reason for such
narration could be the vast experience of communication with journalists that
some informants have got, which has shaped the “at-hand” answers of the
representatives of the organization to the frequently asked questions. However,
when asked directly whether they consider the attack as personal or a national
tragedy, all informants emphasize this is primarily a personal trauma.
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Unlike in the French case, the narratives collected in Russia include references
to a vast number of facts and often utilize the legalistic style of claim-making.
Apparently, it can be explained by the fact that in the Russian case the informants
have been stronger engaged in official procedures and thus have got to know
many details concerning the identification of the bodies, investigation, erection of
monuments, etc.
2.6.2.3. Narrated losses of Russian interviewees
Many relatives describe their state after they learnt about the tragedy as “shock”,
and report about psychological effects of the trauma. For instance, R3 narrates
that for many days she was living “as in a fog”, so that now she cannot even give
an account of the details of those days. She also describes her husband’s
response to the news when he crossed into the oncoming lane, rushing to the
airport: “I can’t even imagine how my husband didn’t smash. He told me… how
he drove down the hill, where the observatory is located… He said: ‘I didn’t see
the road at all’”. Another informant, R4, recalls that he almost did not sleep until
his son’s funeral: “I almost didn’t sleep till the 22nd of November. Now I realize
that it was three weeks”.
The informants also articulate their physical reaction to trauma. For instance, not
only did R3 face heart problems when she learnt the news, but also later her leg
and hand turned paralyzed. In fact, some relatives within the community did not
go through the trauma: R4 says that in the recent two years twelve people from
among the relatives of the victims died.
Due to the psychological effects of loss, some interviewees had to put their jobs
aside. R4 had to turn up to work ten days after the crash and realized that he
could not be as efficient as he had used to be. Moreover, his colleagues kept
asking him about the updates, and it became too hard for him to share his feelings
that often: “…I had to stop in, at least in twenty spots… And I had to speak about
it every time… it was hard for me…Seemingly, a human cannot burst it several
times a day”.
Personal traumatic experience has also affected the personal relations of the
interviewees. For example, R4 speaks about the death of his son not only as a
loss of a child but also as a loss of the best friend: “<…> he passed away at the
peak of our relationship”. He also reveals that after the tragedy some of his friends
disappeared from his life because of his new interest in numerology, commenting
that he “immersed himself into the theory of numbers” to somehow explain and
legitimize the loss to himself, but this new passion was seen by his closest circle
as irrational and ridiculous. R2 describes how a conflict around property matters
after the death of his sister and niece cut off contacts between his family and his
sister’s former husband.
Yet another example is to be found in the narrative of R5 who says that she and
her relatives had long had a plan of resettling her parents-in-law in Saint
Petersburg and keeping house with them: “We had a place to create a spacious
house and to live there all together. We had a plan to create a clan of D.”.
However, with Sinai air cash that plan was cancelled.
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The majority of informants also reflect on the influence of their loss on their sense
of (in)security. However, although many people acknowledge that their own
experience has increased personal fear, their insights seem less emotional and
vivid that those of Parisian victims. The interviewees also report that they have
started to follow more media news about new terrorist attacks and generally pay
more attention to such news. That sense of anxiety along with the painful
experience of the difficult identification of bodies brought R2 to decide on special
safety precautions: “…the thing that became clear for me is that I will try to choose
the seats in the end of the plane, closer to the tail <…> less possibilities to die
<…> For two years, I have also wanted to make a tattoo. On the one hand, as a
reminder <…> I have a certain idea [of what kind of tattoo to design]; and on the
other hand, I remember that when the identification took place people with tattoos
were identified faster”.
2.6.2.4. Reframing of loss
In the Russian case, the process of coping with the trauma has been also
accompanied by the attempts to positively reframe the tragedy. To begin with,
one of the principal points of such reinterpretation is through the establishment of
an active organization. In addition to their own jobs, the majority of informants
constantly organize memorial events and meetings and participate in those, as
well as render assistance to other relatives. Four of five informants, in fact, hold
different leading positions in the foundation, which means that a lion share of their
time is devoted to dealing with the past loss and to commemoration of their
beloved ones. Apparently, the work for the foundation has become a second
profession for these people.
Death of family members, especially children, is always a challenge for personal
relations. However, R1 acknowledges that common pain only united his family
with the relatives of his son’s girlfriend: “<…> in this distress they [relations] only
became better… we are both in very good relations”. He also mentions the
unexpected scale of support from his colleagues, which has also improved his
professional relations: “<…> the attitude that I’ve felt after that, it strengthens my
patriotism and <…> we must give credit where it is due that my working team is
very good”.
For the informants, the tragedy has also become a reason to revise their lifestyles
and give up certain prejudices and obsessive habits, seeing this sacrifice as a
symbolic way to commemorate the deceased: “I had been smoking for forty years
<…> last year, on the 31st, we gathered together with R.’s friends, T.’ parents
<...> we overstayed… I got into the street, opened a pack of cigarettes, I took the
last cigarette <…> I said: “I am giving up smoking <…> that was the 31st of
February… precisely two years later” (R4).
2.6.2.5. Personal strategies of coping with loss
In contrast to the French case, in Russian interviews only three such strategies
have been identified. Two of them coincide with the strategies detected in another
case:
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•

Coping with the trauma through institutionalization.

Unification of relatives, at first, within a web community and, later on, within the
official foundation, has allowed the relatives to share their loss with other people
who found themselves in the same situation of grief and shock. What is more,
active participation in the organization of various commemoration ceremonies
and establishment of memorials has helped the informants to deal with their loss,
by giving them new goals in life and making them feel more needed and
appreciated.
•

Coping with the trauma through humor.

Again, in order to deescalate the tension caused by the constant remembering
and discussion of their loss, in some cases the informants attempt to mock the
official procedures they faced and their lack of information about what happened
with the plane. For example, while speaking about the issue of providing places
for the deceased at cemeteries, R1 notes that they “laughed with sadness that if
they had asked [for a place] near Kremlin Wall, they [the officials] would have
given those to them, too”. R3 describes her long nights on the watch for updates:
“<…> there were moments when [I] had no tears left to cry. We started to use
black humor <…> when we were sitting there with my son in-law at four a.m. <…>
we recognized her sneaker on one of the photos. He said: ‘Imagine her in one
sneaker with a Bedouin, cut off a camel…’. You know, we just had to burst it out.
And I say: ‘…they will get theirs if they’ve kidnaped her’”.
• Coping with the trauma through informal communication with other relatives
of the victims.
A common way to share the pain with someone else has been communication
with other relatives who lost their beloved ones in the attack. Such relations have
been considered by the interviewees as even more supportive and efficient than
psychological therapy. For example, R3 describes how she became close with
several other relatives who had also lost their only children in the crash: “<…> we
understand and feel each other very well… at some moment, we can laugh, at
another moment – we shall cry <…> and such communication is really better than
the communication with outsider people with a formal approach”. Indeed, other
victims, who had gone through the same traumatic experience, often appear for
a referent group, with whom the interviewees form and transform a shared
memory about the tragedy and their beloved ones. For example, in one of the
stories an interviewee told how another woman had a repeating dream about her
son but later started to see also R3’s daughter there. Thus, through constant
retelling and exchanging of stories, memories pierce each other, creating new
image of the past.
2.6.2.6. Honoring the memory of Sinai air crash
To start with, it should be noted that the establishment of the foundation “Flight
9678” was originally aimed at honoring and commemorating the dead in the
crash. All the interviewees acknowledge that the formation of a consolidated
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group that grew able to efficiently represent the interests of other relatives, has
facilitated the process of negotiations with the official bodies regarding the
creation of memorials.
Creating an online community in the Russian-speaking social network
‘VKontakte’ devoted to the attack and its victims preceded the establishment of
the foundation. In fact, it became a public arena where not only the families of the
victims could speak out but also a great number of outsider people could express
their support and ask questions. R2 explains why they decided to maintain such
an atmosphere of openness in the community: “<…> I wanted people to know the
truth <…> I wanted… you know, to fulfill the function of public awareness <…>
some question is of interest for many people, and they want to know the answer,
and I know it. Why not to give them this answer… maybe someone will feel better
<…> So, [I wanted] to serve as an example… that a person can recover after
what happened, instead of turning in upon oneself and dying in depression, you
see?”
Such policy of openness motivated many outsider people to respond to the attack
by various forms of art-making: for instance, by publishing poems about the
tragedy or those devoted to the victims. What is more, many bands wrote songs
to honor the memory of the killed: on the official website of the foundation, there
are over fifteen of such tracks available.
Until now, the Internet community has been actively discussing the attack and the
lives of the victims, and addressing questions to the families; and the community
itself regularly makes posts about the birthdays of the victims.
One of the core aims of the organization was to keep memory about the dead
relatives and specifically to erect a memorial and a church devoted to them. As it
follows from the Russian interviews, there was a number of obstacles the
association faced when following this plan. One of the important reasons for that
mentioned in the narratives was the long and troubled process of the identification
of victims’ bodies. Because of the fact that some victims were easier to identify,
so that their bodies were given to the relatives almost immediately, whereas many
others were subjected to extensive testing, there was no common official
commemoration in the immediate aftermath of the air crash, so that all the
relatives organized own funerals in various places. Notably, R2, who, at first,
buried his niece and only much later – his sister, emphasizes the differences in
public attention to the first funeral and the second ceremony: “<…> At A.’s
funeral, almost half of the city was present <…> the governor came… like to a
momentous event <…> Of course, when we were burying I. nearly forty days
later… only close relatives and friends attended, because all this hype had
already gone. We understood that it would be only for the first days. Obviously,
they had to show their faces... to demonstrate that they supported us… well,
[they] gave a [funeral] wreath”.
The informants report that in some instances, due to the misidentification of highly
injured victims, relatives mistakenly buried someone else’s beloved ones. When
the mistake was revealed, the families had to go through the procedure again,
and in one case, the real body was not identified at all (a significant part of
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remains could not be recognized even with the help of DNA analysis). Therefore,
the question of how to proceed with these body fragments was raised. R3
explains that, as a rule, in such cases, remains are utilized, and only the formation
of a legal body in the name of the foundation made it possible to claim their burial.
She recalls: “[we received] <…> around 715 fragments for the burial that could
not be identified through existing methods… so, their identity remains unknown
<…> And, thus, no one can claim those; for that purpose, we created the
foundation, a legal body, and when we got applications from all relatives and from
the foundation <…> we demanded their output for burial”.
Initially, the relatives planned to cremate the remains and to build a funeral urn
into the groundwork of the church in Baltiyskaya Zhemchuzhina, because this
place was meant to honor the memory of their beloved ones, so that the
placement of the ashes there seemed apparent. However, this decision was met
not only with public indignation but also with certain legal regulations, forbidding
burial of any remains closer than three hundred meters from residential buildings.
Earlier, the foundation had discussed other locations to erect the monument with
the City Planning Committee that subsequently offered a number of places for
this purpose: “…initially, we considered many alternatives… in Aviatorov Park
[Park of Aviators] and in the park in Moskovsky Prospect [Moskovsky avenue]…
To the point that [we were offered] to raise a common monument for the victims
of all air crashes… I said: ‘No, guys, let’s distinguish: air crashes are air crashes.
We had a terrorist attack”.
Thus, when it became clear that such memorial could be located solely at a
cemetery, many relatives attempted to insist on the burial in Vsevolozhsk, where
a common memorial for the victims was planned. R3 recalls a long-lasted search
for consensus within the foundation regarding that issue: “<…>[we] tried to
explain that the plane flew to Saint Petersburg <…> The majority of people were
residents of Saint Petersburg, not of [Leningrad oblast] region <…> Besides,
even those who were not the residents, they also lived here and loved the city,
according to their relatives, and the relatives wanted them to remain here”.
Only almost seven months later, the public ceremony devoted to the burial of
unidentified remains was held at Seraphimovskoe cemetery. Additionally, until
this moment, some families had still been receiving parts of the remains: “…[they]
gave our daughter… in three stages. Every time when [they] brought remains
from Egypt, [we] identified pieces, we had to receive them every time”. Some of
the relatives had to reveal the graves again, while others decided to lay the new
fragments rest with the unidentified remains.
During the days of the second anniversary of the attack, in October 2017, the
relatives installed a monument called ‘Slozhennye kryl'ya’ (‘Folded wings’) in the
place of the shared grave. R1 says that the decision on the design of the
monument was confined by an inner discussion within the organization.
Interestingly, many informants highlight that the grave and the monument are
located near the memorial devoted to the deceased of ‘Kursk’ submarine and link
that to the support of city administration.
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However, the first attempt to embody the memory of the killed in material form
was the creation of a memorial called “Sad pamyati” (“Garden of Memory”)
dedicated to all victims of the crash and located in Vsevolozhsk on Rumbolova
gora (Rumbolova hill). Rumbolova gora is a memorial complex where victims of
the Great Patriotic War and liquidators of Chernobyl disaster were laid to rest, so
the place for Sinai tragedy monument is momentous in many respects. R1
highlights the personal initiative of the head of Leningrad region to create the
memorial there: “…the monument was fully covered from budget funds, and
everything was made with the personal attendance of the Governor, who held
meetings himself, took part in both ceremonies, stood with flowers in line, which
impressed me… this is not typical for Russian officials”. Importantly, in contrast
to Parisian case, here, victims were actively involved in the process of selection
of memorial projects. R1 says that there was a special design competition, where
the finalists presented their projects to a special commission, including the
representative of the foundation and the officials from the administration of
Leningrad region.
Answering the question of why in the case of the later terrorist attack in Saint
Petersburg, when a metro coach exploded, no memorial project was publicly
discussed, R2 underlines: “This should be an initiative of specifically the relatives.
Do you think anything would have happened, if we hadn’t wanted that monument
to appear? There would have been nothing. Nothing. Absolutely. We pushed it
forward for a year and a half. I mean, we raised that question from the beginning,
we knocked at every door of all governmental offices… with the demand to do
this <…> If you don’t want anything, nothing will happen. Never. In no way”.
Concerning the question of the need to speak about the attack publicly, some
informants explain that Sinai tragedy should be commemorated because it will
serve as a lasting reminder of how awful terrorist violence can be. R1 argues that
not only could the anniversary of the tragedy serve as a real of memory for their
families, but it could also draw attention to the remaining risks. R4 focuses on the
instructiveness of the attack: “I suppose that it should show something to people
<…> I mean that we don’t make conclusions, yes. As much as we speak <…>
maybe, one day we will knock until we get heard, and people will make their
conclusions and say: ‘Well, it’s enough’”.
In addition to the public ceremonies, some informants report on their personal
rituals to honor the memory of the relatives. In the case of R4, the friends of his
son and his girlfriend created their own memorial in the building where their flat
was located, with photos and flowers. R4 and his wife started to travel to the
places that their son used to visit or dreamt of visiting. They also keep celebrating
his birthday in the close circle of relatives and friends. Another important ritual for
them is visiting Troitsky Sobor [Troitsky Cathedral] every last Saturday of the
month. R4 also says they want to start visiting the memorial on Rumbolova Gora
on each 31th of the year. R3 illustrates her weekly visits to her daughter’s grave,
where she meets other relatives, in her story, too.
In other stories, some of my interviewees create their own symbolic realms of
memory by adopting the interests of the dead transforming them into their own
rituals and activity. For example, R1 although being far from animal protection
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activism, he has established a charity foundation, providing free rent of medical
equipment to animal shelters and developing a database of potential owners for
orphaned pets. R1’s son actively supported animal protection movements and
loved animals, and thus such “active memory” [“deyatelnaya pamyat”], as R1
himself puts it, seems to the best way to commemorate for him.
Another interesting example has been described by R5. Her parents in-law
travelled a lot and recorded each of their journeys. For the anniversary date, R5
launched a tradition to prepare a 15-minutes movie about one of their trips. She
highlights the importance of such remembrances not only for her husband and
his brothers but also for her children: “<…> there is video, there is voice. It’s a
person near you, you certainly can’t touch him/her but, virtually, you see and hear
him/her, and there is the feeling of their presence <…> I keep it by ‘forcible’
means”.
Nevertheless, the interviewees also report about their realms of memory about
their relatives, which trigger the trauma back. Such stimuli are described not to
cause any psychological effects in the indirect victims of the attack (e.g. severe
panic, hysteria, etc.) but rather just to serve as painful reminders. The most
commonly mentioned among such reminders is taking flights. For example, R5
acknowledges that taking-off, especially when she reaches the time of explosion,
makes her imagine the feelings of her relatives at that time: “<…> when they sat
down, relaxed, I mean, I imagine how they were sitting there, what they had on
<…> I begin to imagine this picture and what happened later <…>”. R2 also
describes how he “replayed many times in his head how it was”. Unlike them, R3
does not associate her memories with any certain time during the flight: “<…>
when we landed in Moscow… I had only one thought – ‘why did I land, and she
didn’t?’. Why is it so unfair?”.
However, not only flights but also other places and things can evoke traumatic
memories. For instance, R1 mentions Crown Plaza, where the first briefings for
the relatives were held. For R4’s wife, the stimulus is not linked to the day of the
attack but is rather associated with her son directly – a glance at her son’s favorite
toy Cheburashka makes her break into tears. Another reported trigger is not a
physical object but a practice that can remind the relatives about the dead. R3
describes how visits to a supermarket have reminded her about similar activities
with her daughter in the past: “<…> if we went to a shop with my husband and
my phone suddenly rang, my first thought would be: ‘E. calls, perhaps she has
forgotten to ask me to buy something’ <…> So I had such a, you know, I was
coming, and I was even afraid to answer my phone, because my state was
horrible. It always seemed like she was calling”.
Besides the mentioned triggers, the informants also speak about various
symbolic items that remind them about their beloved ones. R4 and R2 associate
certain songs with their dead relatives. For instance, for R4 it is a song “Moy drug
igraet blyuz” [‘My friend plays blues’] by Evgeny Margulis: “It begins, [they] turn it
on on one of the radio stations <…> I understand at once that my son sits near
me, and we sing together”. R2 exemplifies his story with a song by Zemfira called
‘Samolet’ [‘The Plane’], the one she [his sister] liked and the one she had last in
her playlist in one of the social networks: “<…> actually, the song is about love
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but it starts with – ‘before long we will explode’ (note: directly translated by the
author), just like we had, I mean, it is very similar to what… happened to the plane
<…> I. liked it a lot”.
Interestingly, few informants say they keep using the belongings of their relatives,
either the ones left in their homes, or even those discovered on the site of the
crash and returned to the families after the official expertise had been over. For
example, R4 wears the clothes of his son, considering this as another act of
memorization. R2 uses his sister’s camera and laptop, however, one of the main
symbolic embodiments of his loss for him, seemingly, is the keys his sister had
with her in the plane. Not only does he esteem this item for the very fact of its
belonging to his sister, but this artifact is symbolically described by him as a
“eyewitness” of the tragedy, being with his sister at the very moment of explosion.
This is how he narrates about it: “<…> when [they] bring you the keys, you realize
<…> that it is the first thing from there that was with her… that was found and
given to me. You may see dents here (shows the dents) <…> when [they] bring
them to you, you have a strange feeling… when you come to Pskov, home, and
reach the door, which the keys should open, you are still doubting, you think:
‘Maybe they are not hers?’ <…> And you use the key… it unlocks the door, so
you realize <…> it is that certain bunch of keys, there is no other”.
Therefore, we see that for the victims in Sinai case, symbolic fixations of memory
about the tragedy varies from official memorials and monuments to very personal
rituals, activities and triggers. As a community of victims, the people fight to leave
the memory about their relatives in collective consciousness by erecting
memorials and organizing public ceremonies. However, at the same time, when
it comes to their personal memories about the dead and the terrorist attack, the
interviewees shift their focus to those realms of memory, which are intimately
linked to their life, those symbols, which have meaning only for them. This
symbolic reality remains unperceivable for the outside world, yet again drawing a
line between collective and individual memory.
2.6.2.7. Relations with the government regarding the attack
Just like in the Parisian case, the governmental bodies in Russia started to work
with the families from the very first day after the tragedy. The relatives who had
arrived in the airport were moved to the nearby hotel “Crown Plaza”. The
interviewees often recall their first encounter with the representatives of the
Investigation Committee there, when they were submitted to DNA test in order to
identify the bodies of their relatives. Additionally, the people were interviewed to
get more detailed information that could contribute to the investigation: the
clothes the passengers had worn, what messages the families had received from
their relatives just before the flight, what belongings they had had on board,
tattoos and other distinctive marks on their bodies.
For several days, the hotel remained an information center for the families. Every
day the officials organized briefings to share updates with the families.
Interestingly, from the very beginning some representatives of city administration
were onsite and coordinated the process. For instance, R2 describes how A.
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Rzhanenkov, the head of the Committee on Social Policy, worked in the center:
“[Rzhanenkov], basically… transmitted the news. He said: ‘Hold on, we haven’t
received the official… the official [passenger] list yet’… So, what appeared in
Internet, it was, allegedly, unofficial. They [the unofficial and official lists]
significantly differed <…> approximately at two or half past two, he brought the
official lists”.
Many relatives practically lived in the center. Some of them had to travel from
other countries, and the administration provided them with rooms in the same
hotel: “…people were coming from different countries, some of them were from
Ukraine, from Belarus… [the administration] agreed with the hotel that all the
newcomers could live there” (R2). Nevertheless, some interviewees indicate the
gap in informing the concerned because not everyone learnt about the briefings
on time, and some had to join the meetings later.
In fact, despite rather efficient organization, the informants still argue that the
information provided by the official bodies was rather limited. Moreover, not all
relatives were able to follow all the messages. That had become one of the
reasons to establish the online community for the relatives. R2, who actively
posted all the upcoming information on his page in ‘VKontakte’, relates how he
came to the idea of having such a group: “I took this [passenger seating chart],
took a photo, posted it on my page, and all relatives immediately came to me
<…> looking, discussing all these <…> on the ninth day someone from the
relatives wrote to me: “you are so active, create a group for the relatives. Since
there is little information, at least we shall gather together and discuss it, and
aggregate who heard what' <…> So I created a community… and wrote a post
in my Instagram, VKontakte… something like ‘…asking relatives of those who
died there… to address me, I shall include you in the private community’. And the
relatives started to flow together”. Massive involvement has also allowed for
collecting more information from various sources: “Of course, some people had
personal contacts: someone is a former police employee... we had someone who
had worked in the Investigation Committee… someone worked in the Federal
rescue service… when there are many people, you’ve got more power,
contacts… And we started, someone went there, some went to the deputies, to
someone from the Investigation Committee, some went somewhere else…” (R2).
This online group became an arena for constructing of legitimate story of what
happened within the community of relatives. As it was already mentioned in the
paragraph regarding narration specificities, the limited access to information and
close exchange of insights from different sources led to the formation of one
image of the past, where personal recollections are replaced by common
narratives of the group.
Later on, the Investigation Committee kept organizing rare meetings where
relatives were asking specific questions about the details of the attack. After all,
the families received a two hundred pages report regarding the reasons of
explosion, state of bodies, etc. However, some the informants still complain of
lacking insights into the background of the tragedy and highlight inconsistencies
of the official investigation. For instance, R4 is concerned with the late
announcement of Russian government that the air crash was a result of
explosion: “The whole world understood it immediately, but we were waiting, yes.
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Two years and three months have passed – there are no answers, though there
were claims that we would tear everyone up, the criminals would be punished.
This is very weird… and the explosion was calculated so accurately, I don’t think
that it was… terrorists… it was calculated too accurately”. Not only R4 but also
R3 expresses doubts about the reasons of the attack. This is how she explains
her position: “<…> in such situations… some violent groups, they could pass any
act off as theirs… But that wasn’t proved. If they took the responsibility, there was
enough time to prove their involvement. Where are these evidences? Egypt
hasn’t assumed that yet <…> They have to find the guilty ones and the
organizers, and then it would be clear how they were linked to the organization
that claimed responsibility… we don’t have such information. No one either
confirmed or disproved that <…> And also look at how many times facts were
changing <…> At one moment, they said that this can was somewhere near a
seat. Later they said that it was somewhere in the luggage section, in the carriage.
So where was it in the end?” Apparently, the deficit of a comprehensive picture
of the organization of the attack led to the emergence of an alternative version of
what happened. Although it is not a common position among the informants,
ideas about the involvement of Russian government in this attack have been
voiced: “Perhaps, we will be grateful to our state if it wasn’t conducted by our
security service to justify invasion in Syria” (ibid). In this regard, competing
versions of the past could be interpreted as an attempt to ascribe meaning to the
loss and to align the occurrence into shared logic, why it happened to the beloved
one.
In fact, the interviewees highlight the importance of increased awareness of how
the attack happened and of everything that is linked to their loss. For example,
R2 relates that during the last two years he has examined all the forums related
to air crashes and to airplane construction, and attempted to directly contact the
professionals who worked on the issue.
The work of psychologists and doctors also started from the very first day in
“Crown Plaza”. Psychologists of the Federal rescue service appeared on site
immediately and in vast numbers. They helped people who were hysterical or
depressed. Some relatives who had to travel from other cities to Saint Petersburg
were accompanied by psychologists who could check their emotional state and
give immediate support during the first days. Specialists also lived near the
relatives, so that they were available at any time. After the first briefings had been
over, relatives were assigned with local specialists, who addressed everyone
present and offered help. Moreover, psychologists also assisted everyone during
the identification process in the mortuary and at funerals. Not all my informants
decided to take the opportunity to enter psychological therapy. However, those
who talked with the professionals were not satisfied with the approach used. For
instance, R3 explains that psychologists with whom she worked for some time,
seemingly, attempted to compare her situation with other traumatic cases, which
irritated her: “…I didn’t want to listen about other situations <…> I immediately
said: ‘Don’t… I don’t want to talk’. I don’t need to know about… why do we need
to compare? <...> humanwise, I think these people are not professionals,
because psychologists find a key to a person with whom they work instead of
applying all the existing methodologies that we have on paper to a person as if
he/she were a laboratory rodent”. R4 concludes that it was hard for his
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psychologist to listen to what he had to confess when she, being a non-smoker,
offered him to smoke. In fact, he did not see any real purpose in such
conversations, because he “could do the same by writing everything down”. R3
also recalls an extreme situation, when a specialist from social services offered
one of the victims to send his son to a Family house (a children’s home for
temporary presence) for some time: “D. lost his elder son <…> a specialist from
social service came and offered: ‘Let us take T. to the Family house’. He said:
‘What for?’. ‘Well… perhaps, it is hard for him to stay at home’. He said: ‘Wait, he
lost his mother and brother, and now you want to take him away from home? To
outsider people? You believe he would be better there? Are you getting you mind
right when you offer that?!’. That is an example… Is it help?”
At the same time, R3 mentions the differences in the quality of help provided in
Saint Petersburg and Leningrad region, where “conversely, people said that they
were surrounded by care, it worked out for them”.
In fact, despite a rather wide range of support, the interviewees still describe a
couple of cases that show the inequality of the volumes of governmental help in
different cities. As it has been already illustrated in the section devoted to
commemoration of Sinai air crash, the head of Leningrad region was notably
more active in victims’ support. Not only did he initiate a discussion about creating
a memorial in the region, but he also helped the families to receive budget funding
for the realization of this project. He also participated in memorial services
alongside with everyone: “…personally came to both events, waited in a line with
flowers… which impressed me, so untypical for a Russian official…” R2 reports
that, although he received adequate help from Pskov, the town where his sister
and niece are buried, this assistance was not that timely: “When we… had to
bring A. [to Pskov], I was sure that they would provide us with a car for that <…>
And on the day before we had to drive her, it turned out that there was no car
<…> later we began to call, to complain to the Federal rescue service <…> until
we made a scene with these people and explained them that the car was required
<…> So, we raised a stink, and as a result the car was provided”.
Today, the foundation also provides free psychological support for those in need
of it. The consultations are profoundly anonymous: the specialist only reports on
the number of consultations. R5 explains that for some relatives it is still hard to
start therapy due to the difficulties to articulate their loss: “I know, for instance,
that one woman recently tried to sign up for an appointment. She couldn’t even
say on phone whom she lost. I mean, she was in hysteria, in tears, she tried… to
say that it was her son, daughter in-law <…> she was so inadequate, in hysteria,
that she even wasn’t able to speak it out loud <…>”.
R5 attempts to shed light on the reasons why so few relatives have addressed
psychologists and argues that such support could not be fruitful in the immediate
aftermath of the tragedy: “<…> at that moment, a person is in the state of shock,
and psychological assistance cannot be rendered <…> I can say that many
relatives don’t turn for psychological help now… our help which is regularly
rendered, because they had a negative impression of what took place there [in
the airport] <…> they got into a shocking situation, and then someone tried to
explain something to them… to involve them in conversation, for which they were
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not ready, they had got certain ‘prickliness’ towards… imperceptions of
psychologists <…> I don’t know anyone who could say ‘yes, it helped me in the
airport’”. What is more, she argues that, in general, it is not common to ask for
psychological help in Russia.
Among other problems which the families had to deal with was the issue of
insurance payment. Informants mention that the insurance company operated
notably fast: it immediately shared the list of the documents required to receive
compensation and later swiftly paid it out. Informants also say that there were a
number of law firms that offered their free services for the relatives. Some
attorneys were attempting to contact the families in order to render their services
from the very first days after the tragedy.
However, for those who did not agree to sign a peace agreement with the
insurance company, legal proceedings are not over yet even today. Many
attorneys contacted the foundation to get a place to work on the case, since “for
them it was profitable… 30% from the won lawsuit” (R1). The foundation provided
an arena for them to present their companies, so the relatives could choose
whom to work with.
In fact, the legal case of Sinai air crash has become precedential, due to the fact
that with the efforts of the relatives Russia signed up the Montreal convention,
which implies high compensations for health damage on international flights:
“…thank God, we achieved signing Montreal Convention – this is very
important… a precedent was made… In all other civilized countries, everyone
joined Montreal Convention… according to which plane crashes are not profitable
for you. In Russia, till this moment, air companies haven’t sustained any losses
except for moral and reputational ones… And now we have joined the Montreal
Convention as the whole civilized world, and after that falling planes are not
beneficial for air companies, because when they fall, they have to pay a lot more”
(R2). Therefore, millions of euros are at stake, and attorneys are highly interested
in the case also from the perspective of high legal fees.
Moreover, the foundation consults Petersburg deputies, who currently work out a
draft law regulating governmental support for victims of terrorism and their
families: “…they are working on a draft law… about the victims of terrorist
attacks… and about their relatives… I mean… on the governmental level, there
should be certain norms… which formalize [support] regarding all survivors… So
that no one could be forgotten, you see. If the law works, it will mean that these
people won’t be forgotten, they will fall under operation of this law and feel care
from the state; that when they stay without relatives or became disabled after
terrorist attack, the government won’t forget about them. It has formalized support
via law” (R1). Hence, Sinai air crash not only had a significant impact due to the
highest number of casualties in modern Russia, but it also became an important
precedent, which will serve as resource of support for other victims in the future.
And what is even more important, the relatives themselves have played the major
role in such a change. At the same time, yet again, by fighting for a change in
public security, the interviewees also ascribe meaning to their loss, preventing
incomplete governmental support for terrorism victims in the future.
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Basically, it seems from the interviews that in many cases, despite the
governmental help, the foundation has offered additional support for the families
and sometimes even served as the state’s substitution. Besides the obvious
function of informing the community members, there is a special person in the
foundation who calls those who cannot follow the news about upcoming events,
due to old age and other reasons. It also offers legal assistance (“…we have
one… former investigator, he had become the head of one of bar associations…
he makes discounts and he consults us for free on some issues” (R1)) and
professional psychological support (see above). Interestingly, the association
also works informally with the victims of later attacks – the air crash in Rostovon-Don in 2016 and the explosion in Saint Petersburg metro. R2 explains: “…on
the 19th of March in Rostov a plane crashed <…> we publicly addressed the
relatives of those who died there in all social networks saying that they could ask
for our help, some of them, indeed, addressed us”.
A variety of perspectives are expressed by the interviewees regarding Russian
anti-terrorist measures and military response to the attack. All the informants
begin to speak about this topic stating that the state and its security services had
to warn its citizens about possible danger of travelling to Egypt. This is what R1
says about that: “They, undoubtedly, underfulfiled their task in terms of secret
services, I mean, [they] didn’t forecast the situation of the possible response in
the form of terrorist attack after the start of bombing <…> that was, of course, the
fault of the government, which at least had to warn the population about potential
risks in such regions, assailable as Egypt <…>”.
The terrorist attack was followed by military response, including new bombings,
in Syria. R4 evaluates such actions negatively and refers to their inadequacy:
“Actually, I feel terrible about what happened <…. several days later there was
the announcement of the President, the mission ‘Retaliation’ [started], rockets
were launched rapidly, and [we] began bombing, to hammer everyone, to level
them to the ground. But I don’t need it. No one among the relatives needs it at all.
Death for death cannot save <…> It was someone dealing with their own issues
<…>”. Hence, violent governmental response did not reflect the will of the
concerned ones; instead, some relatives believe that the tragedy was
instrumentally used as an opportunity to increase the intensity of Syria military
campaign.
Although the investigation has not been finished yet, and the informants mention
that, apparently, there was no dialog between Russia and Egypt in terms of
search for the responsible and security improvement in airports, Russia resumed
flights from/to Cairo. R1 describes how the community tried to influence the
decision-making regarding flight connections: “We will address the President with
a letter concerning the course of investigation <…> of course, it is impossible to
cancel the decision about Cairo but the decision about charter flights to Sharm
el-Sheikh and Hurghada until the end of the investigation… we draw attention [of
the addressee to the fact] that the level of danger hasn’t decreased at all even
after the technical innovations that have been introduced in Egypt airports now…
from the materials that we have from mass media, it follows that it is impossible
to understand if Egypt has approved the presence of Russian representatives in
Cairo airport…”. He continues that the awareness of the foundation of the internal
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situation in Egyptian airports requires that the public should know: this country is
“not the safest place for travelling”. Seemingly, in the case of Sinai air crash,
memory of the victims and their traumatic experience appear as a resource for
legitimization of their administrative and law claims regarding public security,
raising the question who in such circumstances has the authority to define, how
the government should react to prevent same risks in the future.
In general, the attitude of the interviewees towards Russian military campaign in
Syria splits. Some informants argue that Russia had to protect its political
interests in the region. For instance, R2 believes that such actions do contribute
to fighting terrorism: “I think that our [relatives] appeared in a wrong time in a
wrong place, so any Russian could be in the place of my sister, and in fact such
things still could happen almost everywhere. In any country. And this should be,
of course, destroyed <…> This rubbish, of course, remains, terrorist attacks will
keep happening, unfortunately, but… it should be fought. What we’ve done
seems right to me”. Conversely, R5 supposes that intentional silencing and
distortion of information in most of mass media did not allow to form a
comprehensive perspective on the campaign but instead it leaves an impression
of a big lie: “ <…> in ‘Euronews’ they say one thing, here [they] say different
[things] <…> It’s not even an informational vacuum, it is a profound, intentional
misinformation of people about things happening there <…> without information
you cannot build your own view on it. Admittedly, you know that they lie to you
about what is happening there”.
Speaking about additional security measures in public places, the interviewees
also do not express a univocal position. While R1 relates that such control could
frighten attackers away, creating an image that it would be hard to act there, R2
straightforwardly notes that “if someone wanted to kill… and operated accurately,
he would do it”. R5 also criticizes the “formal” approach of such initiatives,
exemplifying her words with a reference to old ladies who are meant to provide
security in schools and kindergartens.
Nevertheless, the majority of informants admit the role of secret services in
providing a higher security level: “Perhaps, there they work better because…
prevent, catch terrorists…[they] just don’t want us to form a sense that everyone
around wants to kill us… Perhaps it’s true because there would be much more
terrorist attacks. I’m sure – 100%”.
Interestingly, the positions concerning the additional measures aimed to control
Internet differ among the interviewees, too. For instance, R1 says that for him
security is something to prioritize over freedom of Internet communication: “With
all my love to democracy… if on one weighing pan there are freedoms of speech,
press, democracy, and on the other one – terrorist threat… once through that, I
tend to choose the second pan <…> I understand that security services may have
not only anti-terrorist bents <…> but at the same time this would be their fault if
they don’t do this, but today they cut off a significant part of terrorist threats.
Apparently, I would prefer them to cut off these threats for me and for my
remained son”. However, the majority of people whom I have talked with report
that such measures have only the intentions to de-privatize online communication
and gain control over it for the corrupt goals of the state and the powerholders:
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“This is just a veil to hide in order to deprive of privacy” (R5). Instead, all the
interviewees highlight the importance of international cooperation in fighting
terrorism and of undercover work to learn about extremist activity from inside:
“We need to fight against terrorism with totally different measures, we need to
have a certain serious network of informants and people who could be inside it…
and to cooperate with other countries… that should be improved especially” (R2).
2.6.2.8. Media coverage of Sinai air crash
Russian interviewees first learnt about the missing plane from Egypt with Russian
passengers either from media or from the calls of their relatives who saw the
breaking news. Therefore, they started following the reported updates from the
very first minutes. Almost all the informants underline that at first there were no
messages about the crash: instead, media reported that the plane had
disappeared from radars. R1 recalls him listening to the radio, while rushing to
the airport: “…no one said that it had crashed <…> Allegedly, some radars
detected it near Cyprus <…> Later, it disappeared again, refutation that it wasn’t
its signal <…> There was very contradictory information while I was in the taxi”.
Due to the abruptness of the incident and problematic access to accident site,
mass media abounded with unverified information. Many Russian informants
remember the reports that “screams and groans could be heard” (R2), which
fueled some of the relatives with hope for some time.
In general, even at the first briefings with the officials, where the final passenger
list was announced, informants were seeking for additional information and kept
following the updates in news. For instance, R2 remembers “watching news
almost for the whole night”. R3 relates how she tried to filter available information:
“in the media, half of information was nonsense, but we tried to analyze what they
showed on TV”.
The journalists started asking for interviews from the relatives from the very first
day in the airport. The majority of victims refused to give any comments due to
the initial shock and unstable emotional state. However, after reeling from the first
shock of loss, some of them started to talk with the press, on behalf of the
community of relatives. For example, R2 says that he saw the need to keep their
agenda in mass media to influence the investigation process: “<…> at one point,
I realized that… we need publicity, we have to share information because I
understand that everyone will start to forget us, and it could be soft-pedaled… I
wanted to draw attention of the Investigation Committee, of the general public…
to maintain the newsbreak… Especially, I remember when… it happened in Paris
two weeks later <…> I understood that it would distract people [from us]. And
also after the case when Turkey crashed our plane”.
R3 describes her first interviews as a highly negative experience due to the fact
that the local TV-channel Life78 biased the given information: “ <…> I have no
words <…> they reported wrong information about our E. that she was on
vacation, and at first she went to the cemetery to her grandmothers in
Novgorodskaya oblast <…> It is authorized among military officers to sign out a
travel order for the place where they plan to spend most of their vacation. And
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she wrote, she wrote it absolutely correctly <…> They put it as if she almost lied
to… the whole officership. Instead of spending her vacation where specified, she
flew to Egypt, and to the top of it – died”. Therefore, many of the members of the
foundation started to demand the preliminary version of publications, which was
accepted with respect by most journalists. In fact, concerning later publications
(for instance, on anniversary dates) the same interviewee, R3, speaks of the
“tactfulness” in the journalists’ attitude to the victims. For R5, her first and only TV
interview has become a disappointment, since the TV report devoted to the first
anniversary of the attack was cut from the weekly news program because of the
death of a popular actor: “<…> ‘The First Channel’ <…> turned around and put
the death of a famous actor on the first place in comparison with the death of 224
people”. R5 also feels the memories of the attack on federal channels were
silenced: “<…> It feels like [they] try to maximally close the topic not to evoke
strong emotions. Because my interview was dramatically cut: there were strong
moments <…> they cut it all and included only what they required, something
positive <…>”.
Unsurprisingly, some media outlets and public communities hyped on the
attention towards the air crash and offered conspiracy theories of what happened
above Sinai. For example, R4 tells how one TV-channel reported that “there was
no explosion, people were kept in a hangar, they took their passports, they were
all alive <…>”. Another alternative version assumed that it was Russian
government in charge of the crash, as it sought to intimidate common people. In
fact, the emergence of such versions could be linked not only to the high interest
towards the tragedy but also to the fact that the access to factual information was
notably limited, and it was quite easy to speculate on the topic.
Today, when giving interviews has become a significant part of the lives of the
informants holding top positions in the foundation, some of them acknowledge
that their perception of mass media has also changed: “I viewed mass media as
a source of information about the case itself. Now I look at mass media as a retranslator of our certain positions that our foundation wants to communicate to
the general public” (R2). This also influences the process of decision-making on
what information to share with the media. In order to present a common position,
the informants sometimes have to negotiate among themselves about what
message can be useful for the relatives and the organization on the whole, and
what messages can worsen their position. R1 says that due to their consolidated
efforts media have formed a “constructive” image of the tragedy. In fact, by
negotiating what information to present and selecting channels to transmit it, the
relatives control collective memory, bringing to the front one messages and
silencing others.
2.6.3. Construction of media discourses around Sinai air crash
In the previous section, I have attempted to demonstrate how the terrorist attack
above Sinai has been reflected in the personal recollections of the victims’
relatives. The following section aims to shed light on how the event was
constructed in two Russian printed outlets – “Rossiyskaya Gazeta Nedelya”
(RGN) and “The New Times” (NT).
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To start with, it is highly important to briefly outline the place of the attack in the
discourse shaped by the chosen media. Unlike the Parisian case, the attack was
not actively discussed in both newspapers (although in its three articles, NT not
only reported about the details of the attack but attempted to analyze different
versions of what happened and critically evaluate them in the existing political
context of Russia). Surprisingly, RGN silenced the attack almost totally, with only
one article putting stronger emphasis on the version about the technical problems
on board and slightly shifting the discussion from the topic of terrorism to
obsolescence of Russian aviation assets. Interestingly, when it was announced
that it had been a bomb explosion that caused the air crash, the newspaper did
not cover this update of the investigation at all. One of the reasons for such poor
coverage in one of the outlets could be the political affiliation of RGN: it is an
official media outlet of the Russian government profoundly funded by it.
Moreover, the attack happened just one month after the entrance of Russian
militaries into Syria, a campaign that was apparently supported by the outlet,
which will be demonstrated in more details below. Therefore, such an immediate
loss could contradict the agenda of the media.
Another significant observation is that, seemingly, Paris attacks drew more
attention of Russian mass media, at least of NT, that the air crash above Sinai:
the magazine dedicated several openings to this terrorist attack. At the same
time, RGN almost did not cover the Parisian attacks either, solely reporting on
the public march that followed the attack.
2.6.3.1. Major actors
All the actors included in the stories of the victims could be categorized into three
major groups. The first one can be described as the closest circle: direct victims,
community of relatives, their families and friends. Speaking about these actors,
the interviewees describe their loss, the ways of coping with trauma and highlight
the role of the community as a platform to unite, collectively cope with the trauma
and overcome the barriers of official procedures. However, at the same time, the
community can be also linked to the second group of actors, that also includes
the Investigation Committee, attorneys, psychologists, official bodies and
journalists. Addressing this set of actors, the relatives speak about the official
procedures related to the investigation of what happened, the identification of
bodies, etc., and position them as agents who were meant to help families to go
through these stages or provide the public coverage of the investigation. The last
group of actors is presented in the interviewees’ narratives in the most distinct
way: it includes the government and terrorists. I decided to distinguish the official
bodies and the government in my analysis due to the fact that speaking about the
latter, the informants are discussing the actions of the state and their feelings
about those actions in general (for instance, reflecting on the military campaign
in Syria or anti-terrorist measures); so, these plots are not directly linked to the
experiences of their personal communication with the representatives of legal
bodies. Moreover, in some interviews, government is depicted as responsible for
the loss of their beloved ones and considered as a villain, just like the terrorists.
Another actor, terrorists, is labelled in the analysis in this way because, in fact,
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the informants only rarely call them by the name of the organization. To sum it
up, it can be argued that generally the major actors depicted by the informants in
their stories are mostly those, whom they had direct communication with.
However, the actors reflected in the major media discussion do not coincide with
those mentioned in personal recollections of the air crash. Apparently, this set of
actors is much wider and does not refer to specific people and services that
worked with the victims and on the case in general, but rather places the attack
within broader narratives such as global terrorist threat or Russian military
presence in Syria.
Islamic State is portrayed in both RGN and NT as the main source of global threat,
against which, on the one hand, countries should unite, but on the other hand,
the involved states should define their positions on the political arena.
As it is well known, terrorist group ‘Islamic State’ occupied new territories in
Iraq and Syria, and was spreading its influence upon other Middle Eastern
states and beyond them, threatening Asia, Europe, Russia and the whole
international community (RGN, 6786 (215)).
Additionally, the media have not only published materials about the conducted
attacks but also revealed the process of enrollment in the terroristic troops and
described the life within IS in such articles as “Escaped from hell” (RG, 6833
(262)), “Marry a terrorist” (RG,6861 (292)), “A road to djihad” (NT, 22(372)), “A
van to one way” (NG, 28 (377)).
Fighting terrorism is inseparably associated by the outlets under study with the
theme of anti-terrorist coalition. While RGN strongly emphasizes the
incompetence of the anti-terrorist coalition headed by the USA, NT insists on the
necessity of uniting in the face of terrorism as an international problem:
<…> the coalition aimed at fighting against the IS and convoked by the USA
is unable to reverse the situation. Despite the bombings of terrorists’
positions during the year, there were no significant effects of the air strikes.
<…> Contrasted with this, the Russian Federation convokes a wide coalition
for counterwork against the terrorists (RGN, 6786 (215)).
Coalition is necessary for Russia, which could help the country from air
without participation in any land operations (NT, 38 (386), 28-29).
Importantly, the USA hold a special place in the discussion around the antiterrorist coalition as its leader and, thus, the main opponent of Russia in the
region. For instance, RGN notably often contrasts the efforts of these two
countries:
For us, in contrast to the USA, fighting against the IS is not a question of
geopolitical ambitions <…> Russia takes preventive actions (RG, 6798
(227)).
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However, NT questions the superiority of Russia over the coalition’s activity and,
for example, highlights that such division of powers in the military campaign is
caused by the political isolation of Russia imposed by the Western countries,
members of the coalition:
Claims made by Russian diplomats are not more than attempts to
demonstrate that Russia is not in isolation, the experts say. If Europeans and
the USA cooperate with Russia in the Middle East, it will be only regarding
negotiations (NT, 7 (358)).
Therefore, European countries are mostly associated with the anti-terrorist
coalition. However, they are also placed in the debates around refugees from
Syria and the policy of their acceptance in these countries. Both outlets underline
that this issue is highly complicated and demands a common solution, although
RGN describes existing European policy as “failed”.
Here, on the one hand, migrants take over the role of the victims of terrorists who
have destroyed their peace in Syria. However, liberal NT also highlights that not
only did terrorists force people to escape from their homes, but also the current
political regime of Bashar Assad did. The latter appears in the publications as the
one, whom Russia helps to preserve the current regime, while not only fighting
terrorism in Syria but also bombing Assad’s opposition:
<…> at least five centers of civil self-defense in Aleppo underwent attacks
from Syrian Air Forces or Russian aviation, partner of Assad’s regime (NT,
35 (423)).
While various Russian officials serve as retranslators of the political position of
Russia regarding international relations in the articles, still, in many cases the
figure of Putin appears as a person taking core decisions in the country:
<…> and this absolutely does not mean that after some time Putin will not
decide to get rid of Assad. Especially if he has real or supposed reasons to
put under doubt the loyalty of the Syrian dictator (NT, 32 (381)).
Interestingly, Muslims are portrayed in the articles as both the opinion-makers
regarding the issues of Islam and terrorism, and as a source of threat for the
society. For example, such contradicting representations can be found in RGN:
Together with the refugees from Northern Africa and Middle Eastern states,
new norms of Muslim male behavior came to Europe. The European Union
learns how to survive under the new circumstances (RGN, 6873 (5)).
Important clarification: Islam itself should not be feared. This is one of the
greatest world religions, and Muslim communities have been living in Europe
for many centuries. The only question is whether Europeans will be able to
‘digest’ the outsiders <…> (RGN, 6897 (29)).
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Notably, the victims themselves are presented in the articles under study only by
reference to casualties without any specification or personification in the stories.
Moreover, RGN has not included any information about the casualties that
resulted from Sinai air crash. This demonstrates again the gap between the
personal stories of the victims and the media coverage.
2.6.3.2. Background discourses
Just as in the French case, Russian media constrain collective memory about the
attack by current political and social agenda within the country. Seemingly, the
most frequent side topic, associated with the explosion, is the relationship
between Russia and the US in terms of cooperation with anti-terrorist coalition in
Syria. For example, RGN blames the large coalition for inefficiency, emphasizing
the role of America in that:
<…> the unregularly bombings of Syria by the forces of the ‘coalition’ chaired
by the USA not only failed to produce any meaningful results a year after, but
they also led to the escalation of the situation (RGN, №6798 (227)).
What is more, in many cases, confrontation between two countries regarding
Syrian question was embedded in the discussion of the general political
disagreement between them, constructing the opposition of Russia versus the
West. For example, RGN describes how the Western countries oppress any proRussian position in the following way:
In 2003, he directed a documentary ‘The mirror of Don’ [Donskoe Zerkalo]
about brutalities of the Second Hungarian Army on Don in 1942-1943. Official
ideology stated that the Army was fighting in the USSR for national interests.
Peter dispelled that myth. The movie was kept on shelf for ten years. The
journalist was called a Kremlin agent. Peter lost his work but did not give up”.
(RGN, №6770 (199)).
In contrast to RGN, in the coverage regarding investigation of the causes of Sinai
air crash, NT attempted to challenge such rhetorics and stated a question why
Russian officials preferred to continue their conflict with the Western countries
instead of accepting international help in the course of investigation:
<…> the version of terrorist attack promoted by Western experts is not just
trolling of Russia, as it is perceived by many in Russia” (NT, 37 (385)).
In this regard, the question of mistrust to the official investigation, raised by NT,
was also articulated by some informants: they did not understand why it took
Russia so long to agree with the terrorism version, what later contributed to the
emergence of alternative versions of what happened.
In fact, the biggest part of the coverage regarding Sinai air crash was concerned
with reconstructing possible causes of the incident. Both outlets drew attention to
internal problems of Russian aviation assets. Although NT acknowledged the
problem of the obsolescence of Russian civil aircrafts, widely applying the rhetoric
of loss, it also strongly criticized the unwillingness of the government to deeply
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investigate the case and its intentional refocus on other themes, some of which
were not related to the case; rather conversely, they were utilized to maintain
anti-Western discourse:
Who is guilty? Ukrainian bloggers and “Charlie Hebdo”. What shouldn’t we
forget? The photo of the ‘main passenger’ [‘glavniy passazhir’ – the photo of
the youngest victim of the attack, Darina Gromova, which had become the
symbol of the tragedy]. In this regard, what should we do? Well, [we] don’t
know, let’s ban airbuses. Why and for what 224 people died – the
investigation will clarify, one day later, forget about it (NT, 37 (385)).
Not only did NT criticize the self-isolation of Russia but the journalists working for
this outlet also seriously opposed its support of Bashar Assad’s regime. Despite
references to the cases when Russia, in fact, assisted local militaries to bomb
Syrian opposition in addition to terrorist locations, the outlet mentioned possible
blindness of such cooperation:
Meanwhile, there is a danger of being profoundly dependent on Assad’s
interests: aerial strikes of Russian aviation are strongly dependent on target
marking of his intelligence (NT, 38 (386), 28-29).
Another actively covered topic was the so-called refugee crisis, which had
become a significant contribution towards terrorist threat in Europe. Although the
problem of an influx of Syrian refugees did not affect Russia, still, this issue was
widely discussed. However, mostly, it was expressed though the criticism of the
EU migration policy in RGN. The newspaper accented the internal tensions within
the Union:
The situation has turned out to be serious: thousands of attempts of
outsiders, temporarily settled in sand dunes of French northern coast, to
move from the mainland to the British Isles has become a headache for the
EU countries and almost caused a conflict between Paris and London, whose
nerves were frayed. <…> Furthermore, each of the EU countries in fact
stayed one on one with the problem, and there is no light at the end of the
tunnel (RGN, №6750 (179)).
While Russia has not become the main destination of refugees, still, the topic of
presence of Muslim migrants and secularism remains well-discussed here. For
instance, similar to French outlets, RGN outlined the burning topic of wearing
hijabs in public places, especially in school. However, what is notable, the media,
on one hand, concentrated on the equal position of Muslims in Russia, but on the
other hand still associated Islam with terrorism. For instance, while covering the
ban of hijabs in schools, RGN emphasized the Muslims’ right for self-expression,
although concurrently supported the norms formed in the secular educational
system:
The first senior executive Tatarstan mufti Rustam Batrov says that schools
should undoubtedly remain secular but every student has a right to decide on
their own what to wear and where…<…> Nevertheless, in our country, there
are certain rules that clarify what students should put on in schools. One of
the rules says that school uniform should be secular (RGN, №6600 (29)).
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Meanwhile, in the articles related to recruitment of Russian people to the IS,
radicalization was directly depicted as linked to conversion into Islam:
Approximately one year prior to this, the girl began learning Arabic and Islam,
and her behavior and relationships with others changed (RGN, № 6697
(126)).
2.6.3.3. Construction of villains
Yet another important observations from the analysis of Russian media is
applying of markers, peculiar to the culture of fear. One of them is construction of
villain’s collective image. Apparently, the main villain named by Russian media is
the IS and its followers. Both outlets have actively portrayed the extremist
organization as an unstoppable threat coming from the outside. Usually, such
descriptions have no references to human characteristics or personal
relationships of the extremists. Quite the opposite, both outlets describe terrorists
as something homogeneous, presenting them as numbers in statistics, or as
faceless and anonymous evil creatures, rarely personifying their descriptions with
stories of recruited compatriots. Again, coming back to the interviews, the
informants almost do not draw attention to the personal characteristics of
terrorists and rarely use the name of the extremist organization responsible for
the attack.
Nevertheless, two printed media under study differ in the rhetorics they apply to
characterize the IS. In RGN, the journalists are mostly exoticizing the supporters
and members of terrorist cells, for instance, comparing their actions with traditions
from the Middle Ages (“such medieval method of murder” (RGN, № 6714 (143)))
and calling them “barbaric”.
In many articles, actions of the extremists are evaluated as ruthless and irrational.
For example, here RGN highlights that the IS does not feel pity either for their
supporters from abroad, or for their “Muslim brothers”:
For the leaders of the IS, the reinforcements from other countries are food for
powder. They do not feel pity for these young guys, not theirs, though
Muslims, too. No one will cry for them in Syria (RGN, № 6833 (262)).
One of the ‘disagreeable’ was sank in a swimming pool, locked in a cage.
Another one was left in a car and shot with a grenade launcher. One more
was decapitated with collars filled with explosives. All these horrible
executions were recorded on video cameras and distributed in Internet
(RGN, № 6714 (143)).
Not only do the terrorists fill civilians with dread, but they also inspire fear in other
radicals in the region, according to the newspaper:
This group scares everyone, even the radicals from Syrian groups. In its
lines, there are no Syrians, in fact – only merciless mercenaries who know
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how to fight. And it is impossible to come to agreement with them. There are
horrible rumors about their barbarities on occupied territories (RGN, № 6786
(215)).
Unlike RGN, in NT articles, terrorists are less exoticized but rather characterized
as rationally acting groups that attracted new supporters with the general idea of
building a true Islam community based on brotherhood, regulated by clear rules
and promoting equality:
Terrorism is not an independent universal evil but merely a method of
contest. And as any other contests, it is quite rational and rests on a certain
logic (NT, 39 (387), 14-17).
No one has hammered into my head, no one has hypnotized me. I was
dazzled by the idea – no one could stop me (NT, 22 (372)).
In fact, both aspects of the Russian media coverage introduced above are echoed
in the stories of the informants. For instance, R3 also tends to exoticize the
terrorists in Sinai: “They “climb the mountains there like monkeys”. Meanwhile,
R2, on the one hand, points out the massive scale of harm produced by the IS,
which should be fought by the united world community, but, one the other hand,
underlines that the conducted attacks were rational acts aimed to achieve
pragmatic goals: “Islamic State is not just an evil that wants to harm everyone in
the world. They are also humans, they have their own points of view, they do it
for certain reasons, they don’t want chaos on the Earth. They want… their views
to be taken into account… so, they also want to prove their point of view, their
right for their imagined religion…”
Furthermore, as it has been demonstrated in the analysis of the Russian
interviews, some informants blame the government not only for slow
investigation, which has not produced any useful insights into the reasons of the
catastrophe of its organizers so far, but also note that the attack would not have
happened, be there no Syrian military campaign. In fact, in several printed stories
about the attack, NT also expresses strong criticism of the general governmental
response to the attack and its lack of real concerns about the victims, which, in
turn, strongly resembles the rhetorics discovered in some of the interviewees:
We may, of course, simply ban travelling of Russians to the places that could
be reached by the IS. But for that it should be accepted: what happened
above Sinai on October 31st is not an emergency but rather a terrorist attack.
However, political expenses for such a decision are quite serious. Because
then over two hundred of Russians have paid their lives for the decision on
the intervention in Syrian civil war taken by the state (NT, 37 (385)).
We ̶ anyone from us ̶ were sacrificed, when [they] decided to get into the
war that is not ours ̶ a good way to resolve problems with the international
community and to force the world leaders to take you into account. Then a
lottery starts. <…> And each citizen of Russia is already playing in this
lottery, though hasn’t bought a ticket for it». (NT, 38 (386), 28-21).
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Therefore, one may argue that there are observed intersections between how the
villains personified in terrorists and Russian government are constructed in the
media and in personal recollections. However, it is apparent that, in contrast to
personal stories, mass media construct the villains more intensively not only
basing on the facts regarding the conducted attacks but also attempting to coopt
the emerged events into a wider politicized discourse.
2.6.3.4. Construction of internal threat
In addition to the image of villains in the tragedy above Sinai, media also construct
the figure of internal threat and articulate the indicators of this threat. Keeping in
mind the context of Russian fight against terrorism and especially the history of
problematic relations with Caucasus, media attempt to link collective memory
about Chechen war and terrorist attacks in the past with new threats. For
instance, NT pays much attention to the recruitment of young Chechen people in
the IS and also reflects on activities of local radical groups:
After all, there is a recruiting network of the IS, which has enlaced all territory
of Russia and could be transformed into a terrorist network with ease. In
other words, other Russian regions are also vulnerable in the face of North
Caucasus, especially big cities and petroleum regions in the North, where,
traditionally, many of Caucasus descents work (NT, 38 (386), 28-29).
Instead of ‘Imarat Kavkaz’ in North Caucasus, a threat of a new terrorist
group, being a part of ‘Provinciya Kavkaz’, is becoming more burning.
Although the number of active fighters has been quite low yet, they could
start a war against Russia on its territory (NT, 38 (386) 28-29).
While historically Caucasus is perceived as a region with many extremist groups,
still, it can be argued that covering new activities of radicals in the region also
shapes the so-called “imagined geography of danger”, when certain locations are
increasingly associated with threat.
What is more, NT slightly touches upon the theme of internal “otherization” and
its indicators within the Muslim community. For example, the media exemplify the
process of recruiting young people in the IS with a story of a mother, whose son
has left for Syria:
I yelled at him for his frequent going to a mosque. Go on Fridays, I say, and
that will be enough. We live in such a time, [when] it is commonly disfavored.
It is said, they listen to bad things there (NT, 22 (372)).
I assume that the absence of similar topics in RGN is explained by the political
affiliation of the newspaper, since it is an official governmental media outlet and,
thus, directly represents the position of the administration. As Russia has given
a free hand to Chechen officials as the price for stabilization, the outlet cannot
attack its actions and draw much attention to its old-new problems with radicals
within the region. Thus, the narratives of real risks within the country remain
silenced and the one, who attempts to challenge the general agenda regarding
these issues is considered as evil, the one who ‘them’ and does not want ‘us’ to
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be secure. Russian political interests have demanded wide support of their
campaign for at least two reasons: participation in two wars simultaneously
(including Ukraine), and upcoming presidential elections in 2018. Seemingly,
these factors explain why in its articles RGN has concentrated exclusively on the
external enemy in Syria, while silencing similar problems within the state.
Despite the fact that such a theme has not been registered in individual stories of
the victims, still, I believe that such a serious accent is worth to be pointed out
because it significantly contributes to the collective discourse shaping the
problem of terrorism in Russia.
2.6.3.5. Other instruments utilized in the coverage
The analyzed media also appeal to the language games specific to the culture of
fear in order to upscale the “realness” of risks and fuel the all-permeating sense
of danger in their framing.
Generally, the rhetoric of endangerment has been found in the articles by RGN
related to the refugee flows from Syria to Europe. In this regard, refugees are
described as if it were an epidemic that could abolish Europe:
French officials barely restrain the flows of people who strive to take the
tunnel above the English Channel by storm and risk their lives to get on the
trains’ locomotives, on platforms of cargo trains and on huge trucks (RGN, №
6750 (179)).
At the same time, while NT has rather concentrated on the topic of possible
terrorist threat inside Russia and in Europe, the rhetoric of threat has been more
frequently used in its framing. Often, it is complemented with the rhetoric of
helplessness and uselessness of struggle. For instance, when speaking about
the Parisian attacks, the outlet depicts French national unification in the face of
terrorism as important, though impotent to destroy the existing horror within the
society:
And it seems that everyone agrees with that. But somebody drops a stand in
a bus, and all passengers convulsively tremble, looking around. And when
someone sets off a firecracker on the Place de la République, and a crowd of
Parisians gathers to demonstrate that it is impossible to scare them,
everyone scatters in every direction in panic… (NT, 39 (387), 30-33).
The same focus on the unescapable danger when everyone runs the risk to be
murdered in a terrorist attack remains in the articles regrading Russia:
Europe enters the zone of new reality, and this reality is a reality of terror.
And Russia is also involved in this reality (NT, 38 (386), 20-21).
Today, the society has realized that absolutely every citizen is a potential
target. An understanding has arrived that there will be more attacks, and, in
general, that it will be for long (NT, 39 (387), 34-35).
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As it follows from the analysis of Russian interviews, the victims complain of a
similar sense of fear, which is only partly related to their own experience, being
largely shaped by the dominant media discourse and its reproduction in everyday
life.
The analysis of the Russian media has shown that just as in the French case,
collective memory about Sinai air crash is interwoven with existing agenda.
However, the attention of the outlets towards the attack was notable less. Thus,
the portrayal of the explosion in the outlets under study included solely basic facts
and issues regarding what happened. Moreover, in this case, unlike the French
one, political affiliation, seemingly, plays an important role in (re)construction of
the past: liberal ‘The New Times’ tended to cover more diverse information
regarding the topic whereas governmental ‘RGN’ almost omitted the tragedy in
its news messages.
Additionally, in their reconstruction of the past though the news messages, the
outlets also appealed to the rhetorics and instruments, peculiar to the culture of
fear: construction of the villain as a source of danger inside and outside the
country; exoticizing the terrorists; focus on the unpredictability of new threats and
people’s helplessness towards them. However, comparing it with the French
case, the culture of fear comes here not in full force. Perhaps, one of the possible
explanation for that could be shifted focus from the dead children, in comparison
with the French media, which paid much attention to this fact and utilized it as a
justification and lesson for promotion of stricter anti-terrorist policies.
It has been observed that in addition to fear provoked by their own trauma, the
informants retranslate the rhetorics of the culture of fear identified in media
coverage. For example, some of the informants portray the villains by appealing
to religion and ethnicity. Another interesting observation is that although the
culture of fear in the newspapers was not developed much, still, some of the
informants acknowledged that their position regarding security had radicalized
after own experience. However, I assume that this could be explained not (only)
by media influence but also by my choice of the sample: while in the Parisian
case, my informants did not lose their beloved once, in Russia majority of the
interviewees were parents who lost their children, what, as I have already
mentioned, may foster such switch of position.
Although collective memory framed by mass media and individual memory of the
victims partly intersect, still, there is a strong gap and sometimes even clash
between them. For the interviewed relatives, the incident has been revived in
memory for over two years, reinforced by the constant struggle to honor the
memory of the families, whereas the media left the incident in oblivion shortly
after the announcement that terrorism had been the reason for the crash, offering
a rather poor coverage of the attack in the immediate aftermath of the catastrophe
and almost no coverage at all – later. What is more, it is vivid that first-hand stories
are much more detailed and frequently do not rest on accurate facts, neither do
they necessarily mirror broad dominant discourse(s). Instead, the relatives speak
about their loss, and complain of difficulties to cope with their trauma and
overcome bureaucratic obstacles regarding the official investigation and the
official commemoration of the tragedy.
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Conclusion
Memory about the past events is a complex and subjective phenomenon, which
is woven by myriad of narratives, many of which may contradict with each other.
The same occurrence in the past may be memorized differently due to the unique
biographical background of individuals and varied social, political and cultural
contexts, in which an event to remember takes place. Besides, in the course of
time, gaining new experience and knowledge and changing the social
environment, people also change their perceptions and interpretations of the past
in accordance with alters in their worldviews. Therefore, remembering the past is
by no means creation of an objective picture of “what happened”: instead of a
single objective image of the past, a multiplicity of subjective perspectives on the
past would emerge, coexist and compete for legitimacy.
In addition to unique individual recollections, mass media seek to shape collective
memory of the past through the efforts of agenda setting and framing. Framing
the events and linking them to a common public agenda, media outlets ascribe
meanings to the past that the audience is expected to take over. In this regard,
mass media become one of the principal (re)translators but also makers of
collective memory, combining it with agenda setting role.
Furthermore, reflecting, especially, violent events such as terrorist attacks mass
media messages the markers peculiar to the culture of fear. By means of dramatic
plots, personification and various language tools, media construct the images of
villains and victims to better frame the stories of tragedies. Not only does such
representation of the past may become a ground for introduction of strict political
measures, but it also influences the ways in which people, even the direct
eyewitnesses to a certain attack, remember and evaluate what happened and
also how their evaluate present risks regarding their safety.
My paper has attempted to provide a comprehensive analysis of the mechanisms
of the (re)construction of traumatic memories both at the micro-level, in the
individual recollections of the direct victims of the Parisian attacks and the indirect
victims of the tragedy above Sinai; and at the macro-level, in Russia and French
media discourses that have shaped the general discussion around the terrorist
attacks under study. Generally, I aimed to demonstrate how these two levels
correspond with each other in the formation of collective images of the past, and
also to highlight specificities of the commemoration in Russia and France.
The study shows that at the micro-level, memory is characterized by personal
experience and background. The analysis of individual recollections of the victims
has demonstrated that in both cases at the micro-level informants tend to
evaluate their past through the lens of their own trauma and losses. The
developed typological sample has allowed me to look at how professional and
religious backgrounds contribute to narration about the attacks. The investigation
also demonstrates that there are always certain triggers, evoking memories.
Interestingly, while some of them are directly related to causes or circumstances
of the attacks (e.g. realms of memory such as the place of the attack in the French
case and travelling by plane in the Russian case), the interviewees also report
about triggers that are related only to their personal experience (e.g. sound of an
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unavailable mobile phone, injuries). Additionally, one of the intriguing findings is
that since in both cases the process of official investigation and medical recovery
has taken years, presupposing regular communication of the victims with official
bodies, the latter can be also considered as a certain reminder of what has
happened, which still keeps the trauma alive for the informants.
Furthermore, it has been revealed that for the vast majority of the interviewees
the terrorist attack has divided their lives into the “before” and the “after” making
a symbolic borderline in the vector of time: while for some of the interviewees the
incident seems to have impacted their mental and physical health and affected
many aspects of their lives (e.g. gender identity or religious identity), for others
the loss of the beloved ones is considered as loss of meaning of life and its value.
However, at the same time it has been observed that through various efforts to
cope with their trauma, the interviewed victims tend to positively reframe their
experience, thus endowing the tragedy with new meanings.
A vivid example of such reframing would be the stories of the informants about
membership public associations and foundations. In the case of France, the
victims tend to consider their groups as a resource of useful informational and as
one of the platforms to articulate their stories. Notably, Russian victims refer to
their community as an important instrument to promote their initiatives and defend
their interests in a highly troubled process of struggling with the official bodies to
honor their beloved ones and to reveal the details about how the attack was
organized. Therefore, in the French case, informants consider all the actions
regarding communication with mass media and participation in commemorative
ceremonies as their personal decision. In contrast to this, Russian relatives have
to stick to the collective agenda in order to efficiently defend their interests
regarding both the investigation of the crash and its memorialization. In this
regard, the Russian community has become a significant source of help,
complementing the state support and in some cases even substituting it.
Concerning the macro-level, the analysis of Russian and French printed media
has demonstrated that, generally, the coverage of the French media is much
more informative, while Russian outlets, surprisingly, practically silence the
attacks, highlighting solely the basic facts. Even though liberal ‘New Times’
devoted a couple of articles to the explosion, still, they referred to it as a context
to criticize the governmental internal and international politics. Thus, in the
Russian case, collective memory, constructed by the outlets, is highly selected,
omitted many significant narratives regarding the attacks and served as a ground
for justification of present policies or future political course. I argue that little
attention of the media towards the issue of terrorism could be one of the reasons
for distrust of some of Russian informants in official investigation and their efforts
to develop alternative versions of what happened in their tragic past.
Unlike to this, the French outlets tend to narrate about the Paris attacks in a
detailed way, portraying the attack not only through political agenda but also
through perspective of losses and concerns of the victims. The outlet tended to
form memory about the terrorist attack as a zero-point, the event irretrievably
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changed France and its people. Moreover, they provided highly detailed articles
about what happened with descriptions of the victims, personalities of the attacks,
they background.
Moreover, the study has shown that in both cases the media tend to reflect the
attacks in the here-and-now mode, appealing to the sensationalist logic of
contemporary mass culture. Therefore, it can be argued that in fact the chosen
media do not address the past, but instead coopt the events within larger
background discourses such as war in Syria, secularism and difficulties of global
anti-terrorist opposition among the leading states. However, still, it is argued that
media still perform as a significant actor of the construction of the past. On the
one hand, the media outlets created a certain context of the interpretation of the
past, linking it to other problems and events. Therefore, they significantly
contributed to the formation of collective memory. On the other hand, we still see
that the analyzed media discourses also shaped the narratives of the informants.
In particular, interviews frequently refer to the same rhetorics of fear and
endangerment and report their conviction in the everlasting character of many
serious risks both in Russia and France. Thus, it could be argued that in the both
examined cases the media also framed the interpretation of memories among the
victims and witnesses, contouring their individual memory.
Furthermore, the study has found that the French outlets utilize more rhetorics,
peculiar to the formation of the culture of fear, than the Russian ones. In their
detailed coverage of terrorist attacks and attackers themselves, the outlets
appealed to rhetorics of loss, evoking symbols of purity (e.g. speaking about
deaths of children and young people, ‘Generation Bataclan’) and tending towards
nostalgic tonalities (e.g. losing of old France with its security and absence of war);
and also applying the rhetoric of endangerment, referring to inescapability of
threat. I believe that the number of young people among the victims in the
Parisian case had become one of the reasons why the culture of fear was less
developed in the French media. As it was mentioned in the previous sections,
loss of children evokes strong empathy within society, thus, their safety may be
an efficient ground for promotion of the severest political initiatives. In the case of
Russia, there was no that number of casualties among children (though, still, one
of tragedy’s symbols was the photo of the youngest victim), interpreting less
number of the featured markers of the culture of fear.
Besides this, the magazines strongly associate certain features and indicators,
such as religion, living in certain districts, changes in behavior and appearance,
with potential threat and portray the dangerous ‘other’. The French outlets also
multiplied common sense of risk and instability in society by highlighting the
inefficiency of internal anti-terrorist policy and active forecasting of new attacks.
At the same time, Russian media rather concentrated on external threats and
emphasized the importance of the military campaign in Syria, which can be
explained by the existing political context within the state. In this regard, Sinai air
crash, particularly, and terrorist threat, in general, became a part of strong antiWestern agenda. While the governmental ‘Rossiyskaya Gazeta Nedelya’
contributed to this discussion and intentionally silenced internal risks in the
Caucasian part of the country, liberal ‘The New Times’ conversely underlined
these risks and utilized references to the attack to criticize the decisions of the
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government on the political arena. Therefore, collective memory about Sinai
tragedy, formed by the Russian outlets, is also affected by political affiliation of
the media, which shifted the focus in the coverage in accordance with their views.
It is worth pointing out that one of the main limitations of this research lies in a
small sample of both informants and printed media sources, which does not allow
to present a complete picture of the specificities of memory construction about
terrorist attacks, and employ the obtained results onto other cases of terrorist
attacks memorization. Nevertheless, my study, while investigating both microand macro-levels of traumatic commemoration, may become a fruitful
contribution to further research into traumatic memory in the context of culture of
fear and terrorism. The study may be further developed by the extension of the
sample for the research, which may also consider and analyze other media
resources such as television and online newspapers. Though this paper has
considered only mass media in order to analyze formation of collective memory
about the attacks, it could be elaborated by including analysis of cultural artefacts
related to the attacks. However, such research demands more time primarily due
to the fact that the vast majority of monuments and other public realms of memory
are still under negotiations and constructions (especially in the Russian case).
Speaking about consideration of cinematic representation of the tragedies, in the
case of Russia, there are no documentaries about the story of the passengers
and their families, whereas in the case of France the main obstacle would be my
lack of knowledge of French. However, it should be underlined that although
including these dimension to the analysis of collective memory about the attacks
would develop our notion of the complexity process of memory (re)construction,
still, such focus would have stronger link to investigation of cultural memory and
collective level of commemoration, what would shifted the scope of the current
study.
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Appendix 1. Interview guide for direct victims
Discussion
areas

Description of
what happened

In the aftermath
of the attack

Possible questions

1.
Where were you, and what were you
doing when the attacks occurred? Were
you alone?
2.
Could you describe what happened
to you? Please tell your personal story of
the attack.
3.
Did you understand immediately that
it was a terrorist attack?
4.
What was your immediate response
when you first realized what was
happening?
5.
When did you find out that it was a
series of terrorist attacks in the city?
6.
Is there any specific moment of that
day that you remember especially vividly?
7.
Describe what thoughts you had in
the immediate aftermath of the attack.
8.
Did you talk with someone about
what happened in the aftermath of the
attack? Was it your family, other witnesses
or psychologists?
9.
If you talked with other victims about
what happened, have you ever come
across the opinions of other victims, with
which you disagree or partly disagree?
10. Did you feel, or do you still feel that
you need to talk about the incident? What
would you like to discuss?
11. Were there any cases when you felt
misunderstanding among your family or
friends when you talked with them about
the attack? Did somebody show a reaction
that was different from the expected one?
12. Did you contact any special
organization to get psychological or legal
support?
13. Is there anything that reminds you
about the attack? (sound, picture, personal
injury, phrase, date)?
14. What was the first time when you
went to a public place after the attack? How
did you feel back then? Where there any
concerns?
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15. How do you feel now in public places
and transport? Do you feel unsafe there?
How do you cope with that?
16. Have you ever visited the place
where the attack took place after that day?
What happened? How did you feel?
17. Do you feel that your reaction to
other occurring terrorist attacks across the
globe has changed due to your own
experience of being a witness? How?
18. Have you faced any impact of the
terrorist attack on your personal life (your
profession, your relationships with family
and friends)? How do you cope with that?
19.
Did journalists ask you for
interview(s) after the attack?
20.
Did you follow the media coverage of
what happened?
21.
Have you ever come across the
descriptions of the incident in the mass
media, which profoundly or partly differed
from each other/your own impressions?
22.
Were there any reports about the
incident, with which you somehow
disagreed?
23.
Were there any reports about the
attacks, where journalists described
Attitude to
something, which you as a witness did not
media response pay attention to during the attack or were not
aware of?
24.
Have you come across fake news
about the attack?
25.
What do you think about talk-shows
devoted to the attack and about publishing
personal photos by mass media?
26.
How do you feel about public
commemoration of the attack in social
networks?
27.
What do you think about publishing
videos of terrorist attacks or photos of dead
people? Is it necessary or not to cover such
incidents in such a way?
28.
What do you think of French
Attitude to
government’s
reaction to the attacks?
governmental
29.
Do you support French military
response
activity in Syria against the IS? Why?
30.
Do you feel that all Paris attacks that
happened in 2015 were consequences of
French military actions in Syria?
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31.
What do you think about additional
security measures introduced in public
places (e.g. airports, railway stations,
subways, etc.)? Do you support them?
32.
What do you think about extra
access of governmental bodies to personal
phone and private mail? Do you consider
such measures as justifiable in order to fight
terrorism?
33.
Do you think that terrorism can be
defeated by measures that French
government currently undertakes?
34.
Do you believe that France is safer
today as a result of the counter-measures
that took place after the attacks?
35.
Today, when Europe has faced a lot
of terrorist attacks, there are active debates
around death penalty as a measure of
punishments for terrorists. What do you think
about it?
36.
What do you think of the efforts to
publicly memorialize the terrorist attacks?
37.
In late November 2015 and in
January 2016, there were two national
ceremonies devoted to the victims of all the
terrorist attacks in Paris in 2015. Were you
aware of them? Did you attend them? If no,
why? What was your impression of them?
38.
There are several documentaries
about the attack. Did you watch them? Did
you take part in their development? What do
think about them, and what are the
impressions of taking part in their
composure?
39.
In general, do you think it is
necessary to discuss such incidents
publicly? Why?
40.
Do you believe that this attack in
Paris should be commemorated by a specific
memorial? Why? What kind of memorial?
Commemoration
41.
What do you think about the
of the attacks communities attempting to create a specific
memorial in Paris devoted to the victims of
Paris attacks? Do you or your relatives take
part in it?
42.
Could you describe your experience
with ‘13November’? How did you start
working for them? Do you see this
organization more as a way to meet people
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with similar traumatic experience and
memories, or rather as an organized body
for legal and psychological support?
43.
Did you do something special on the
anniversary date of the attack?
44.
There is an official name for people
who suffered from the terrorist attacks –
victims. Do you feel comfortable with this
official label? Is there any dissonance
between how you personally consider
yourself after this attack, and how the
government sees you? Do you consider
yourself as a victim or as a witness of the
attack?
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Appendix 2. Interview guide for indirect victims (in
Russian)
Discussion
areas

Description
of
what happened

In the aftermath
of the attack

Possible questions
1.
Расскажите о том, как проходил ваш
день 31 октября 2015 года? Как вы узнали о
трагедии?
2.
Встречали ли вы в тот день ваших
близких в аэропорту или оставались дома?
3.
Где вы находились и что делали,
когда узнали о трагедии? Вы были один
(одна)?
4.
(Если не встречали родственников)
Поехали ли вы в аэропорт, когда узнали
новости? Сколько вы там пробыли?
(размещение в отеле Crown Plaza)
5.
Когда и как вы узнали о том, что
произошел именно теракт?
6.
Опишите, как вы получали новую
информацию (информацию о возможных
выживших)? Сами через Интернет? Были
организованы
специальные
информационные пункты?
7.
Есть ли какой-нибудь отдельный
момент того дня, который вы особенно ярко
запомнили?
8.
Расскажите, в какие службы вы
обращались в аэропорту и уже после,
например,
за
психологической
или
юридической поддержкой? Была ли это
помощь, предоставленная государством,
или вы находили источники поддержки
самостоятельно?
9.
Вы говорили с кем-нибудь о трагедии
после случившегося? С кем (были ли это
члены вашей семьи, другие семьи погибших,
психологи)?
10. Если вы общались с семьями других
погибших, встречали ли вы тех, чье мнение
и видение того, что произошло, отличалось
от вашего? С чем именно вы были не
согласны?
11. Чувствуете ли вы потребность в
обсуждении этой трагедии?
12. Были ли случаи, когда вы чувствовали
непонимание со стороны членов семьи или
друзей, когда говорили о том, что
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Attitude to
media response

Attitude to
governmental
response

произошло? Была ли у кого-то реакция,
отличная от той, что вы ожидали?
13. Есть ли что-то, что напоминает вам о
катастрофе (звук, фотография, фраза,
дата)?
14. Чувствовали или чувствуете ли вы
себя в небезопасности в публичных местах?
Когда вы впервые попали в аэропорт после
этих событий, что вы испытывали (страх
перед перелетами?)?
15. Есть ли вас ощущение, что ваша
реакция на новые теракты по всему миру
изменилась из-за вашего личного опыта?
16. Повлияло ли как-то произошедшее на
вашу личную жизнь (на профессиональном
уровне, на уровне отношений внутри семьи
и пр.)?
17. Просили ли вас журналисты об
интервью?
18. Следили ли вы за тем, как СМИ
освещают этот теракт? Какие именно СМИ?
19. Встречали ли вы в СМИ репортажи о
катастрофе,
которые
полностью
или
частично отличались друг от друга?
20. Были ли репортажи в СМИ, в которых
говорилось о чем-то, на что вы не обратили
внимание или о чем вы не знали ранее?
21. Были ли такие репортажи в СМИ, с
которыми вы были абсолютно не согласны?
22. Как вы относитесь к ток-шоу, которые
последовали после трагедии?
23. Как вы относитесь к репортажам в
СМИ, где публиковались личные снимки
погибших и демонстрировались их страницы
в различных социальных сетях? (также
спросить об отношении к фейковым
снимкам других людей)
24. Что вы думаете о реакции российского
правительства на этот теракт?
25. Как вы относитесь к боевым
действиям России в Сирии?
26. После трагедии многие обвинили
власть в том, что ее действия в Сирии
привели к теракту. Как вы относитесь к этим
высказываниям? Вы согласны с ними?
27. Что вы думаете о современных
дополнительных мерах безопасности в
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Commemoration
of the attacks

публичных местах (например, в аэропортах,
на вокзалах, в метро)?
28. Считаете ли вы, что дополнительные
меры безопасности, такие, как, например,
прослушивание телефона или просмотр
личной переписки, являются оправданными
в контексте борьбы с терроризмом?
29. Считаете ли вы, что Россия стала
безопаснее в результате применяемых мер
безопасности?
30. Считаете ли вы, что применяемых
Россией на сегодняшний день мер
достаточно для того, чтобы победить
терроризм?
31. После
множества
терактов
в
последние два года остро встала дискуссия
о возвращении смертной казни как меры
наказания террористов, особенно среди
российских политиков. Что вы думаете об
этом?
32. В целом считаете ли вы, что нужно
говорить о Синайской трагедии на
публичном уровне?
33. Воспринимаете ли вы эту трагедию
как личную или национальную? Считаете ли
вы, что эта трагедия должна оставаться в
памяти людей? Если да, то как?
34. Ежегодно проводятся специальные
церемонии и акции в память о погибших. Вы
принимаете в них участие? Почему?
35. Как вы начали работать в фонде
«Рейс 9268»? Что вы думаете о
деятельности фонда? Каковы дальнейшие
цели фонда?
36. Как происходили обсуждение и выбор
проектов
памятников,
посвященных
жертвам теракта (храм св. великомученика
Димитрия Солунского в «Балтийской
жемчужине»; мемориал «Сад Памяти»)?
37. Помимо
официальных
памятных
мероприятий вы делаете что-то особенное в
день годовщины трагедии?
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Appendix 3. Description of the informants
F1
(=France
1)

•
•
•
•
•

F2

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

F3

•
•
•
•
•
•

F4

F5

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

R1
(=Russia
1)

•
•
•

French interviewees
A member of “13onze15”;
Victim of shooting in café “Le Bonne Bierre”;
Interview was conducted on the 22nd of September 2017, 17.30, in the
interviewee’s apartments, and lasted 3:15:37;
The interview was conducted in English;
We had a pre-talk with F1on the 12th of July, when F1 told me her
story in general, so I could prepare for a more detailed conversation
during the interview;
F1 is employed as a social worker;
She recorded our talk for her personal media archive;
Victim of shooting in “La Bonne Biere”;
A journalist working for one of French newspapers;
The interview was conducted on the 21st of September 2017, 20:00 in
the interviewee’s apartment;
The conversation lasted 1:11:23;
The interview was conducted in English;
We had a short pre-talk, when F2 was in Saint Petersburg in June
2017;
He helped me to contact the head of “13onze15”.
Victim of the third explosion near Stade de France;
Injured;
Was together with her family during the attack;
The only interview that was conducted in French with the help of a
non-professional translator;
The interview took place on the 23rd September 2017, 15.30, in the
interviewee’s apartments
The conversation lasted 1:46:27.
Victim of the second explosion near Stade de France;
Worked as guard at one of the gates;
Injured;
A member of “13onze15”;
Muslim;
The interview was conducted on the 21st September 2017, 13.00, in
the interviewee’s apartments;
The conversation lasted 2:35:44.
The interviewee’s niece was injured in shooting in “La Belle Équipe”;
A member of “13onze15”;
Russian by origin, migrated to France many years ago;
The only interview that was conducted in Russian;
The interview took place on the 22nd of September 2017, at 10.00, in
the interviewee’s apartment;
The conversation lasted 2:10:39.
Russian interviewees
Lost his elder son, who was on board together with his girlfriend;
Holds an administrative position in the foundation “9268”;
Established a charity foundation for animal protection;
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R2

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

R3

•
•
•
•
•

R4

•
•
•
•
•

R5

•
•
•
•

The interview was conducted on the 12th of January 2018, 11.00, at
the university where R1 works;
The conversation lasted 1:48:30;
The interviewee asked me to submit the transcript.
Lost his sister and niece;
The founder of the association “9286”;
The interview was conducted on the 26th of January 2018, 13.00, in a
café near R2’s place;
The conversation lasted 1:55:17;
The interviewee provided recommendations on whom to contact from
among the relatives for further interviewing.
Lost her only daughter;
Holds an administrative position in the foundation “9268”;
The interview was conducted on the 2nd of February 2018, 15.00, in
the school where R3 works;
The conversation lasted 02:51:04;
There were several pauses in the interview because R3 started
crying.
Lost his only son, who was on board together with his girlfriend;
A member of foundation “9268”;
The interview took place on the 4th of February 2018, 11.00, in a
coffeeshop not far from the place where R4 lives;
The conversation lasted 02.33.49;
For the meeting, R4 prepared his tablet to show pictures related to his
son.
Lost her parents in-law and her husband’s aunt;
Holds an administrative position in the foundation “9268”;
The interview took place on the 25th of February 2018, 14.00, in a café
that was a comfortable location for R5;
The conversation lasted 02:07:23.
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Appendix 4. Transcript of the interview with F1 (original
text without corrections)
F1, from ‘13 November’ (3:15:37)
We had a pre-talk with the interviewee on July 12, when F1 told me her story in
general, so I could prepare for a more detailed conversation during the interview.
The pre-talk was initiated by F1. In Paris, we met on the 22nd of September at
17.30 at the interviewee’s place in the center of Paris. She also recorded our talk
for her personal media archive.
22nd September 2017, 17.30, F1’s apartment, the kitchen
O: Okay, let’s start with general questions. Could you tell me how… how was
your day at that time? I mean how did it start, where you were, with whom you
were… and all this in a detailed way.
F1: You mean… aaa… how did it happen? Or the whole day?
O: Aahhh, no. I mean from the…
F1: As it happens?
O: Yeah.
F1: Okay. Well. I had an appointment, it’s very near to my work. Aaa… it was
because I had to move because of that… the place. Okay. Aaa… (pause) Once
thing… it’s… aaa… that’s for the … individual memory and feeling (laughs). Well,
it was very…. aaa… special because I, it was with a friend, an old friend, and he
insisted to see me and to talk about life, you know, well, okay. And I was tired,
and it was on Friday. And… aaa… I said to him… a day, a week ago: ‘Oh, I’m so
tired, you know. If it’s possible, Friday but next Friday, okay?’ At this Friday I
thought: ‘Oh God, shit, I’m tired but I have to, I cannot do the same’. Okay. Well,
and I go to the place, it’s a café called ‘Le Bonne Bierre’. Okay. It’s the best café
in the, in the… in this… well…
O: District
F1: Yeah (pause). And I, in, in this café, it’s very big and I… I… (pause) when I
go there, not, not always but if I have to go in that, I chose always the same place,
like cats, they, they… yeah, well. And it’s like that, you know, with a step, with the
first step… and I was… downstairs, and I used to go on the left side, and it was…
O: So it was outside?
F1: It was a beautiful day, just like… well, September day, very sweet and… well,
people were, some people were… aaaa... outside. And… but I am someone, I,
I… well, it’s easy that I’m cold. So I thought ‘No? Yes? Outside? Inside? Outside?
Inside?’ And the place where I used to, to, to go was complete, taken by young
people because it was a band, well… it was full. And I saw a little table, which is
with two chairs, but it was really outside. Well, ‘neh neh neh neh neh’ like women
and then ‘Okay, inside’. Well, and it was a luck. This is complete inside. Like the
woman, I am of the banquette (speaks in French), and he is, so, and we start.
Blah blah blah blah, and it was 21. And suddenly… did you read the “Lucky
Luke”? “Lucky Luke”?
O: No.
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F1: Okay. It’s a … well, it’s a comic… and you have a cowboy and it’s… they
always struggle in the Far West. Well, and it’s very… aaa… in Europe we knew,
we know that because you, you always see the first, in the comic, the first… aaa…
‘Do you see? It’s something moving’, then the people. Like lamb or something
like that. And it was my… exactly what I saw. I thought ‘Well, it’s like ‘Lucky Luke’
because I saw… some kind of things, they moved. But your mind is very quick,
you know. And your mind… and your… aaa… it goes very, very faster than the
facts… you know? (pause) That was my first impression, it was uuuuup (sound),
it moves. On, on, without reason, without, without… and then my friend… aaa…
said to me (pause): ‘They shoot on us, they shoot on us! (changes the intonation
into screaming) Downstairs!’ I thought: ‘Wow’ (pause) I didn’t realize, really. And
then… aaa… (pause) ‘Okay’, and I was on… you know this… aaa… in the cafes
the blankets (gets down under the table), you know?
O: Aha.
F1: I think it was just like that (gets down under the table). And, well (pause) and
then it stopped. Maybe… aaa… I would say two minutes…. maybe (pause). But
really, I had the feeling ‘Wow’… there are so many (unintelligibly, speaks in
French).
O: Could you… (she shows something small)…a!
F1: Balts…b… b…
O: Bullets
F1: Yeah. Crazy! And I had a feeling, you know, they are ba-ba-ba-ba-ba
(imitates the sound of quick shooting) just not only cluck-cluck-cluck (imitates the
sound of slow shooting) but prrrrrrr. And then it stopped (pause). Then I made
like that (pause), and it begins the second time (pause). And then he said to me:
‘I said really! On the floor, F1!’. Because I wasn’t… it was… and I, I have to say…
no, I didn’t know it. Because I was so surprised. We had time enough to, to
speak… aaa….
O: Between?
F1: Between. Well, I… maybe a little more (laughs). And then, this time I had the
feeling it wouldn’t stop, it wouldn’t stop, they would, they will not stop it. I had the
feeling it was during the double time, the double of time, you know. It was so… I
had a feeling it was so long, and they want to have us. Until we are all dead, you
know. And I thought: ‘Okay (pause) Well, the time is now, the time is now, it’s
coming today’. Well, okay. (wasps upon the table) When it’s so, it’s so. Like…
yeah. And then it stops (pause). Then nothing. Well, I, and I had nothing. And
like… just like a doll I (shows how she gets back from under the table as she was
sitting before the shooting), like mechanic, mechanic doll. And I… aaa… my… it
was, my place was so that I, I had a view over the street. And… aaa… before, it
was… aaa… full with people, just normal (pause). And after it was completely
empty. Is it okay? (she asks about my recorder)
O: Yeah, yeah.
F1: It was completely empty, and I didn’t even realize it (pause).
O: But…
F1: Before it happens, you know, it was just full with people, because it’s normal,
because it’s… well, it’s evening, and Friday. But after – it was completely empty.
And I saw it and what, what I see is (pause) one guy, and I can exactly remember
that (pause). Just kind of sweat, of sweatshirt, where, with capush… you know?
O: Aha.
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F1: Very funny stuff. And it was making like that (she whistles), and there were,
there was a song – I don’t know if that was cops, or… I don’t know what.
Some…like cops or I don’t know
O: Like, like what?
F1: Aaa… polizei (speaks in German).
O: Ah, okay.
F1: Okay. Well, they were trying to keep him. And then it was a… aaa… a street
and (she whistles) – and they disappeared. That was the only thing I saw (pause).
O: There were two?
F1: One guy and… I would say six or eight… aaa… policemen, or something like
that. Cops, polizei, well…
O: But they were not policemen?
F1: They wear some…
O: Like military?
F1: Yeeeah, something like that but pfff… shoe, it was officer shoe. It was not
other guys, it was I think policemen maybe. It was like in, it was like…And the
guy. And they didn’t keep, they didn’t… he was very clever, you know (shows
how quickly he disappeared), and they ‘aaaaa’, so. Well…
O: But… So this guy, he disappeared and…
F1: And they also disappeared. Running, okay.
O: Sorry, I just have one more question. And that, during the attack, during the
shooting, did you realize immediately that it was a terrorist attack?
F1: No. Not at all.
O: And when did you understand what happened? That it was a terrorist attack?
F1: Aaa…(pause) Very… enough… thirty minutes later.
O: And how? What happened?
F1: Aaa… maybe, well, I didn’t realize it really. For me it was an attack, well. I
didn’t, I didn’t think: ‘Oh, this is a terrorist attack!’ – not at all. I thought they shoot
on us – boom. (Pause) Well, that’s it. And then the people spoke with one another,
and I heard ‘terrorist’ and na-na-na, ‘It is Islamic’ na-na-na, I thought: ‘Okay, well’.
So. I was completely… (pause). I didn’t realize it at all. I was extremely calm.
And…
O: Did you talk… you said you heard the conversation of others…
F1: After? After?
O: Yeah, did you talk to someone there except for your friend, or maybe with your
friend?
F1: Okay. Let me… aaa…Well, then I was the only one (laughs) who sits. Very
calm. And then I realized there was blood on the floor and I real… I heard some
‘Aaaaa’ and so. And my friend said to me ‘F1! You have something? You have
something?’ And I: ‘No, no, no, no, no’. And my reaction was as here with you.
It’s incredible but it’s true. I think I was like that, you know. And I listen ‘Aaaaaider!’
(=Help, speaks French), and I saw other people and blood, crying, and oh, well
(pause). And then he was completely, he realized immediately what it was. He
was hurt and became shocked. Aaa… here. It was a bone and it was made from
Kalashnikov. It made cluck and cluck. And it was here. And he had some blood
here too. And I… he asked me: ‘Have something?’ I said: ‘No’. And I thought:
‘Oh, I have to see what he has. And he said to me: ‘Ah, I don’t feel anything’ but
he was completely… in, in, in shock. He was… he realizes all the things, you
know. And… and it was like that. I was here, he was here, and then there was a
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guy, and the guy said: ‘Aaaaaa help!’ And it was awful. And then I said: ‘We have
to, we have to help the other people. We have to help’. And I… I looked – all the
things were broken – mirror… all. And I said ‘ho-ho’. Well… mama mia. So. There
were some girls and they were… what is that when you (unintelligibly, speaks
French) ‘Aaaaaa’?
O: Crying? Screaming?
F1: Screaming. They were screaming. They were young girls. A lot of. And one
said: ‘My friend is dead. Is dead, my friend is dead’. And… there were… waitress?
O: Waitress.
F1: Yeah. And I know her, I knew her, she is very nice. And then… she said, she
was on the, on the… (unintelligibly, speaks French)…to go, to go, she was on the
floor.
O: Stairs?
F1: Yes. As it happens. And she said, very calm: ‘All the people have to go at the
first step. All… all the people who can move, you have to go on the first step.’
Yes?
O: Yeah, I understand.
F1: Okay. And the… well, we did but I tried to help some… I was standing in try
to help the people, and my friend said: ‘You have to come with me, you have to
come with me’, because we didn’t know if they start again. And I: ‘Let me! I want
to help him’. ‘Cooome’ and okay. And we were there. At the first step there were
toilets, you know. And there were three girls, they were completely hysteric. And
they saw me and… three or four, yeah, and twenty, I would say. And they said:
‘Oh madam, oh madam!’ and took me like that (shows that they held her tightly).
And the one who said: ‘My friend is dead’, she was like that completely (shows
her trembling), completely under shock. And they want, they wanted me to go
with them into the toilet. And the toilet was very, very little, you know. Oh God.
And I said: ‘It’s okay, it’s alright. It’s okay, it’s alright. It will be okay, it will be okay.
‘Nooooooooo’. ‘Be calm, be calm’. ‘Can I call you mommy? Can I call you
mommy?’. ‘Yes, of course. What’s your name?’. ‘XXX’ (Girl gives her name).
‘Okay, XXX’. And the one was very shocked. ‘My name is XXX. My friend is dead.
You are my mommy. You are my mommy. You are my mommy’. Well, and then
suddenly, we were on the first step, and then suddenly we heard shoots. And
they were starting to, to…. not to cry, to schrei (speaks German)… to…
O: To scream?
F1: To scream... completely…’Aaaaaaa’. And I: ‘No. no, no, no, no, no’. I didn’t
know. But, well, what can I, what can I say? ‘No, no, no, no, no, no’. ‘We want to
go to the toilet, we want to stay in the toilet, we won’t go out of the toilet’. And ‘I
won’t go out of the café, I want to stay here, aaaaa’. Completely (she whistles).
So. And now, and it was very, very, very mini place, you know, this toilet. And we
were four or five. Well, I think twenty minutes, twenty minutes… locked. They
locked the things, and they were like that, you know. And then… oh, no, not
twenty minutes. I would say, more as ten minutes… (speaks French).
O: Forty? Or you mean vierzehn?
F1: Uhu.
O: Ah, okay. I know German a bit (both laugh).
F1: And I thought all is done. Shit! What they do? Where is police? Where are
they? I didn’t understand it because I thought we are the only ones. And…
aaaa…. how… it’s incredible because it’s… I cannot believe it. We are, we were
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in the, in the… it was the place near to the Place de Republique, okay? And then
I, I thought: ‘They are crazy or what?’ It’s… there people are lying on the floor all
in this blood, I don’t know how many… aaa…
O: Are dead.
F1: Are dead but… it’s very… I have to say something, they just… mmm… took
our side. The café is like that, with… aa…
O: With two stores.
F1: They just take the place where I used to go and not… a… a little bit of terrace,
you know. But the place we… I didn’t know if I go or not – one was dead. So…
And that the other place, where the young people were, where I used to go – one
was dead. Because it was exactly the… the... And on the other side there was
nothing.
O: And where was your friend? When you were with girls.
F1: Aaa…
O: I mean after the attack, when you went to the toilet.
F1: We were on the first step, first nanana (she means the store). And then he
was I think he told me because in the toilet with the girls, so I didn’t see him, but
I thought that it was okay for him. He could move and, well…. And… aaaa….
and… well, after all this time… le pompier? Pompier is… tududu…Popmpie is
the, the… the fireman.
O: Okay.
F1: You understand?
O: Yeah, lifeguard.
F1: Yeah. You know, when it…
O: Firemen?
F1: Yes.
O: Okay.
F1: Fireman. They come. And the police. And they said: ‘Okay, everybody
nanana. Who… The people who are hurt there, there – who are not hurt.
Separate, with names...’ And all the things papapapa. And the firemen, they came
with the sauveur (speaks French). Sauveur - it’s like fireman with ambulance…
okay. And I saw that they put some bodies and they make like this. And you
understand that they, they…
O: They are dead.
F1: Okay. How many I didn’t see but at least three, I’m sure of three. Well, and…
and the… and they said: ‘You – stay’, and to my friend: ‘You go to the hospital’.
And… they… well, I was sitting there with the girls. And I tried to help some
people, who were… they were very shocked. Not all, but…
O: Some of them.
F1: Yeah, really. And the… on the other side he tried to help some people too,
and then he left. They, they said… I ask ‘Trono’ (name of the hospital, speaks in
French). It means to the hospital. Because I had to know where, where he goes.
And I stayed there, and then we moved to another place.
O: Theater?
F1: Yes, ‘Palais des Glaces’ it’s called. Aaa… and the girl, who was very, very
shocked, extremely shocked, well, I said to the… and the police asked: ‘Did
somebody see something? It doesn’t matter what’. I said: ‘Well, I saw something
but it’s not really important’. ‘Aha, what’s your name?’, and nanana. And then,
well… at least we were there twice because after in the night we… I and another
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guy, we had to go to the, to the Police Justice (speaks French). So, we were there
twice. And he was from Strasbourg, the guy. Well, okay. And I… because we saw
something…
O: But it was… that night?
F1: ‘Did someone see something? Anything?’ Okay, I saw this guy and men
running after him, well, pff. I thought it’s not important, you know. And I said: ‘I
saw something but it’s not important!’. ‘A-a. What’s your name?’ and nanana.
Then we moved to the theater Palais des Glaces (speaks French). And then we
wait for hours with la Croix-Rouge. La Croix-Rouge it’s the help… help… aaa…
they help some people… they are very… Rotes Kreuz?
O: Aha.
F1: Okay. Their people are very, very good. Very efficient and very good. And
they had to stay there but incredible… nobody said or spoke… aaa… I would
say... I would say… aaa… well, terrorism – it is very bad blablabla. All the people
new that it was a terrorist, there were terrorists, but I was with one… well, the girl
was very shocked. I said to the firemen, I said: ‘She is not hurt physically but she
is completely under shock’. I don’t know. And they saw her, they took her to the
hospital, it was incredible. Because… pfff… poor, poor, poor girl. And… and I still
was with these girls, they were there. And one of the three was with me aaaaaall
the time. And she tried to, to reach her mother. And when she reached her
mother, her mother said: ‘Whaaaaat? It’s incredible! You had to be to… at home!’
blablabla. It was incredible. Oh, God. You don’t say something well, and she was
very young, and she lived very far away from Paris, in the suburb, but it was far
away. Okay. And she repeats for three hours or four hours: ‘Why did they do that?
Why did they do that? Why did they do that?’ And on the other side… aaa… a
barman… a barman like a guy who…
O: A, barman! Okay.
F1: Just (she whistles) he always is like this but just cool. After hours, well, he
said to me: ‘I can’t hear it anymore’.
O: I can’t what?
F1: ‘I can’t hear it anymore’, that she always said that. They all like that. That’s it.
And all people were shocked, under shock. It means they were not okay, but all
people were kind. Respectful… really, with respect and attention, paid attention
to the others but they were not… aaa… talking about what terrorism is, and
some… you know. They were just… taking care of the others if… but very, very
calm. And I… (pause) aaa… there was a moment, when it was too, too much for
me to stay with this young girl, always saying: ‘Why did they…’ So, ‘You know,
Lu (name of the girl), I come back just in five minutes, okay?’. Fuuuh. Just to…
O: Refresh.
F1: Yeah, okay. ‘Why? Can you come? Can you come?’ ‘Yes, I swear’. And then
I talked with another woman and… and… from Spain or something like that. She
was very calm and… The people I knew I think but it was… it was the fact, it was
not more as in fact it happened. Well, end, you know. They were not
‘papapapapapa’, like that – no. No, not at all. You know how people can be, when
you are in accident or something like that. All people are papapapapapa. Not at
all because all the people were… they were in accident, and then your mental is
not papapapa. You are under shock, you know. And you’re very calm, and you
don’t want to talk, you don’t want to talk about things about not… you don’t want
to…. just for the girl it was nervous – ‘Why did they…’. And I, I had my phone.
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And suddenly I received a call. It was from Germany, it was my family. And in the
night, and they heard about it. And they wanted to, to be sure that it’s okay for
me. And I said: ‘It’s okay. I was there but I’m okay’. ‘Whaaaat? You were? You
were in? Oh nooo. Oh nooo’. They live in Dusseldorf. And it was a cousin of mine,
and she was with her daughter, and she was completely crying, and she was
completely… I said: ‘It’s okay, it’s okay, it’s okay’. ‘Oh, F1…’. Well, ‘Call back
please. We think of you’. Okay. Then… mmm… I tried to reach my, my girl,
because she was, she was in the place of her friend in Provence, in Bordeaux.
Well. And nobody called me, nobody. Just one call… from Germany. Okay. And…
aaa…(pause). And I reached my daughterб and I said just: ‘Where are you? With
your friends? Where are you?’. ‘We are there and there but we heard, it’s okay,
it’s okay’. ‘It’s okay, we just moved…’. ‘A-a-a-a. Just stay, just wait a moment, I’ll
give you…’ and I, I, I said to the guy from la Croix-Rouge, a young woman, and I
said: ‘Say what you want but make sure that she doesn’t move’. She’s young,
very young. Because I’m her mother, she doesn’t believe me. And he, he found
the words and… And then, oh, it’s my… okay. And then we were there at night
to, to… it was four in the morning, we had the right to go downstairs but suddenly,
and I thought: ‘Okay, I need to Trono (name of the hospital) to see my friend. And
the hospital, it is very far from Paris. And then suddenly I heard: ‘Madam and
monsieur’ – and it was that guy… ‘You stay’. What? ‘Because you have to go to
the Police Justice’. Oh, God. What? Why? It was the first time, you know.
‘Because you saw something’. ‘But it’s not important’. ‘You saw something,
everything is important’. Okay. And then… aaa… they let the girls and other
people into the streets.
O: So they even didn’t provide any cars?
F1: No. And they were: ‘Aaaaa but we are…’ And it was so, it was so, it was so,
it was incredible because… And I thought: ‘How will they go? Just see, they are
afraid, and we don’t have money…’ And with other people we give the, the… but
Paris was completely empty. Completely. And I don’t know how they make to, to,
to go to… No. They didn’t provide any cars. Can you believe it? Well, and then,
and okay. And until this time, I didn’t… I was… I didn’t realize… aaa… okay, I
realized it was terrorism. I realized that it was in the cafes, I realized that people
were hurt or dead, okay… I realized that we have to go to the Police Justice, and
that’s all, that’s all. And then… aaa… the normal way is: the police is the chief.
And you say ‘yes’, ‘no’. And we go in a, in a car from the police. And suddenly I
saw Paris, my town, I know it, completely empty. But… it’s the first time in my life
– completely empty. But really – empty. With…aaa… some… well, you know
some…some… this plastic bends, you know like that – everywhere. And just
policemen. Everywhere: ‘Hi. Where do you go?’ with a look like… (pause) a little
unsure, you know. And… as they were unsure not so, I was surprised, and I was
surprised that they look like that. I thought, well, ‘it not usual. (pause) What
happened? Why Paris is empty?’, you know, like that. And… the guy from
Strasburg didn’t say a word, and suddenly I saw his chin and said: ‘Oh, are you
hurt?’ Because his chin was full of blood. And he said: ‘Yes, yes, I know. But
that’s okay’. And… aaa…. and I said: ‘I’m F1, I’m from Paris. I’m…aaaa’, I don’t
know, and he: ‘I’m from Strasburg’. ‘Oh, from Strasburg!’ ‘Yes, I have an
apartment for my business, and my wife and my son are coming tomorrow’. ‘Oh!’
I said: ‘But you’re with blood, it’s not so good’. And then he said: ‘My boy is two
months old’. ‘Okay, it doesn’t matter. He cannot see if there’s blood or not’. ‘I
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didn’t reach my wife because I don’t have any… battery’. Well, and he had an
IPhone, and I had…it was not the same…. okay. And…aaa… suddenly the
policemen who was driving, said…. it’s not usual, it’s not usual. As usual it’s...
they don’t say a word. It was the contrary. We didn’t ask. And suddenly he said:
‘It’s a big catastrophe’, you know. ‘It’s a drama’. I thought: ‘Well, it’s not usual that
they say something like that’. And then I said ‘A drama? A drama? Why?’. ‘There
are many people in Bataclan’. ‘Whaaat?’. And he said: ‘Whaaaat?’ ‘Yes!’. He said
(speaks French) ‘catastrophe nationale’. And then… he didn’t speak about the
cafes. Okay. And then we reached the Préfecture de police. And then… an old
man came to us, very kind, it was… five in the morning or something about that.
And very old-fashioned: ‘Hello. I just came to help, because all the people who
can help came. But there is no place any more, we have to move to another
place. We take my car’. Okay.
O: I’m sorry, I don’t follow. You said that you were taken by the policemen to, to…
F1: Police de Justice and, and, and…we stopped at Police de Justice, and we
had luck because at the same time Le juge came. Le juge – it is a, it is a one guy,
who can, who can take the… mmm…How to say that, when you saw something,
they write it, they write it… I will show you what it is (goes away from the table to
the bookshelf) You have to say: ‘I was in the café’ and nananana, you know.
Okay. And you have to…mmm…it was Juge. Juge (=investigator) is a… aaaa…
in a tribunal…
O: A, okay.
F1: And…because all, all people, who were able to do things like that came.
Okay. And this one – completely old-fashioned, very old one – came. Seemed to
me very old, he came and said: ‘Okay.’ It was…we had luck, we just, just met, at
the time he came we just came in, you know. And then he said: ‘Oh, I heard it is
complete, we have no place any more, we have to go to another place. We now,
you both, you go in my car, please’. And then we were, we both, with the guy
from Strasburg, we went to the car, and then we go to another place. And then
he said: ‘It’s a drama’. And I thought (unintelligibly). The first one said: ‘it’s
catastrophe de national’, and another one said it’s a drama’. What? What it is?
And then he said ‘Ah, I hope that the press’, you know, the journalists, ‘…they
won’t make the same thing like with Le Hyper Kosher’. They were… a terrorist
attack. The first one was in Hyper Kosher, and he had to manage it, can you
believe it?
O: But what was wrong with it?
F1: I don’t know exactly but they said… aaa… too many things, they said things
that were not correct and tadadadada. And he was very, he was not satisfied at
all about it. And then… mmm… well…. and then we go to the place and then, as
we were talking, we…’it’s completely empty for sure’. And he opened the door,
and what did I see, what I see is almost eighty persons, young, they were waiting.
Whaaat? And then I asked: ‘Who are this people?’ ‘Well, from the other cafes’.
And that’s the moment I knew, okay, Bataclan and then the other cafes. And that
was the real time for me to know in the, in the, in the, you know, in the car from
the policeman – Bataclan, and then, in the room – the other cafes. And then
young guys said to me: ‘Do you have things for the battery?’ And I had it. And it
was okay. And all the people: ‘Oh, thank you! Thank you! Thank you!’ And they
were all coming, very respectful, very… I would say, yes, eighty. Young people.
And then because I was older, and I was in the car… Well, and the Juge said:
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‘Where is the first?’ And I ‘I! I!’ ‘Okay, yes, yes, come’. And then I start to talk,
blablablabla. And then I had to describe what I said to you. So. I asked: ‘How it
works?’ You say – It was nine, you went with your friend to the café and blablabla.
And then suddenly stopped and said: ‘You are very, very calm. It’s not… you’re…
it’s too calm. You can believe me, madam, you will have strong aftershock’. ‘Yes,
because it’s unusual to be so calm’. Shit. ‘I thought: shit. I know that’. Because I
had… mmm… some events in my life, and I was calm too. Well. And he said: ‘But
it’s very important. You have to care of what I say. Because it will be very strong
after’. I said: ‘Yes. I believe you completely. I believe you’. Well, okay,
tadadadadada. I had to describe what I saw in the street. Well, what I saw was
very important (laughs). And I thought it wasn’t. Yeah. But it didn’t… I knew it
later. He said nothing. He asked me to be precise, and precise, and precise, and
precise. So, and it was. And he said to me (unintelligibly, speaks French) - it
means: ‘You want to accuse somebody?’ ‘Yes’. ‘Contra X’, you know, because
we don’t know the identity of the man who shot. ‘Okay. Then you have to nanana’
and ‘Goodbye. The next’.
O: And how much time did it take to tell the story?
F1: I would, I would say…45 minutes. Very long. And he asked, and asked, and
asked, and asked. And then… then his partner came and said: ‘How many can
you take? Because there are eighty and then forty are coming’. And he said: ‘Hey
hey hey! I am four months on… I am sixty-seven, I’m old. I can manage fifty, but
I need some help please’. I said he is an old man. Wow. And I thought: ‘Well! It’s
big!’. And then I… I said: ‘I want to have a car to go to Trono (name of the hospital)
because I’m tired, and I want to have a car’. ‘We don’t have cars’. ‘I don’t care.
It’s… I don’t care. I want to have one’. And then after I go to Trono. And I have
one car to go to Trono. And then I was in Trono, and I never saw that in the whole
France. It means a lot of… infirmiere? (speaks French)… not… well… the sisters.
O: Okay.
F1: And… a lot, a lot, a lot. ‘Hello, hello, hello’ – everywhere. With smile and kind.
Because it’s mostly like that in France – meeeeh eeeehhh (shows sad faces).
And then I… my friend, he decided not to… they decided to make an operation,
but yes, but no, but yes, but no nananana. Well, at least – not but in one week
we have to see it and lalalala. So. Okay. Aaaa… we, we found another one from
the café – it was a young man from Amsterdam. He had an appointment with
friends, and he was alone. And he lost his phone, because most people lost
their… all things: keys, phones… And I have… crazy… all my things because I
was so calm, so I thought: ‘Okay. Where is my bag? Where is my…’. Okay. So
we spoke with… aax… we called Amsterdam, and we called the friends and
explained nananana. And we tried to help all the people whom we can, and then
we decided to go to the place of my friend. And… aaa… a nd all the people…
called to ask. And he said: ‘It’s okay, it’s okay. Please, let me sleep a little bit’.
Ah, yeah! And they give us some… some… some tablets to be calm also. Well…
end of the story.
O: Okay. Now I have a lot of questions. So… you said that you learnt that it was
an attack, there was several attacks in cafes. And when did you learn about Stade
de France, so the whole thing? The whole story that it was not only there but also
at the stadium?
F1: Aaaaa…. the day after.
O: In the news?
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F1: The day after, as we… we… we slept for three hours I think…. aaa… and
then we heard it from people who called us. Because my friend was very much
under shock. Aaaa…. and (pause) spoke with the people. And by my side –
nobody called me. Well.
O: Even your family from Germany?
F1: Just once, just once, and I said that I was safe.
O: And they didn’t tell you what was going on?
F1: No, not at all. They were just completely shocked because I… but I was calm,
and I said: ‘It’s okay, I’m not hurt’. And at this time, I didn’t know. And… aaa…
and my family is anti-drama. They, they are very, very, very, when it’s war or it’s
something, they say” ‘Okay, be calm and make things like that. It doesn’t help’.
We are protestant, protestant.
O: Aha.
F1: You know what it is?
O: Yes.
F1: It’s very pfff (laughs). Just pfff. It’s like that, you know, they don’t ‘aaaaaa’ –
no, not at all. So, nobody called. And… aaa… at this side, they called, and called,
called, and… well. And they said: ‘You know, in Saint-Denis… they died… and
nanana’. So, it was… the next day, about…. the lunch time.
O: And did you start to follow the news? On TV, radio, internet?
F1: Not at all. Because I thought. You know, I’m somebody… I, I… you know,
when you live through something like that it’s… it’s… it’s very special because
you need time to come to normal way…. and…
O: You don’t think about it.
F1: You have to protect yourself… to protect yourself. I don’t know… .and we
were the only ones in the flat. If… aaaa… for example, I… you go back in a, in a
family, who always has TV on… or the radio, maybe. But we were both… just
two. And we didn’t have the radio too… it was enough, I think. And always these
phone calls. Aaaaaa. And we were… well, I was… and I thought: my God, I have
to go to Saint-Denis back... aaaaa... and well. And then he said to me: ‘Oh, you
have to make my pansement (wounds, speaks French, perhaps she means
bondage or something like that), nanana’. ‘Take me in your arm and nanana’,
‘Stay with me because nananana’. And then I had to stay with him, and during
this time I was completely not trauma[tized]. No, I didn’t hear any…
O: And after?
F1: Well, and then… well, I had… he asked me to stay with him in the night after.
And then I said I have to go to Saint-Denis back. And I went to Saint-Denis back…
and…(pause), the friend in Saint-Denis…yes… I wrote at… I was in attentat lalala
(speaks French) – ‘I’ll be there, don’t worry, it’s okay’. And I, as I came, he said:
‘Well, you were in the attack?’ ‘Yes’ – and he said: ‘Oh, okay’. Just like that. Okay.
All those people, we know these people, and it was pfff. No more than these
words. And then I had a call from my Tante, is there a word Tante?
O: Yeah, aunt.
F1: Aaaa… from Germany (laughs). She is very old but very cluck-cluck-cluck.
She said: ‘F1! You were nanana! And nanana! I hope you’re… How are you?’. I
said: ‘Don’t worry, I’m okay’. ‘You’re strong. I see you’re strong. You always are.
That’s good!”, and nanana. Mmm… and ‘I was with a friend, he was a little bit hurt
but it’s okay’. ‘Ooooh. Be strong, and I love you’. So. And it was. And it was.
O: Okay.
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F1: And that means no, I didn’t hear about the press.
O: I mean like even one month later, did you start to read about the investigation?
F1: Okay, I had to go to work. It means exactly at the place where it happened.
Okay (She starts to draw on the paper). The place was… That is Place de la
Republique, with things “Charlie Hebdo”, it was here. That’s the place with the
metro. And then I had tatata. And then so. Here’s the café where I was. Cosa
Nostra is… there. Two persons died. There. Then you can… when you work in
the place, we can come this way. But Republique… they come from this street.
And that is Rue Bichat. Three cafes and restaurants. Can you imagine it, can you
imagine… the feeling? Because it means within a few meters one, two, three,
four, five, and the Place de Republique. And I had to go to work. And in the
morning I thought: ‘God, God, God. I have to go there’… Shit. And then I said to
my friend: ‘I’m not able to stay there’. ‘Why?’… (pause). Ah, you are a bullshit
man! You don’t understand. I need some help. Can you come with me?’ (These
are the words of her friend). Well, shit. Okay, I’ll do it, okay. And I called and said:
‘I was in… La Bonne Bierre. I was with a friend who was hurt. I cannot come in
the morning, but I can come this afternoon’. ‘Okay, we’ll wait, we understand’, –
said my chef. And I came… and I saw all the people were working there
completely grey or white. Completely… As they… they looked as if they… they
lost someone. All… And they looked at me… as if I were a kind of stranger. And
it was a very, very… special, special thing. I had a feeling they looked at me… as
if I were, as if I were, you know, a Frankenstein (speaks German) or something
like that. As if I was a monster, not a monster but… a strange person, you know.
And then… there was a young one, very kind, we are friends and we talked….
and I met: ‘Oh’ – so like that to her. She made like that (she shows how scared
by touch this person was), like that. Okay. And then… the chef came to me and
said: ‘Well, F1, today is a special day. Everybody may do just what they can do’.
And then I heard, very quickly, that I was the only one (Pause). I work as a social
worker for… aaa… 20th arrondissement… you know, the place in Paris, where
the first arrondissement for… it was for the whole Paris, and it was the 10th
arrondissement, and I heard that in the whole Paris I was the only one. In these
social places – I was the only one. It’s (unintelligibly) le hasard (speaks French).
Le hasard is in English… aaa… it’s… you can… it’s… you cannot, it’s you, but
it’s not a program. Le hasard … it’s not, it’s there… (goes to the bookshelf).
O: Maybe you mean that… it’s kind of work when you cannot just not come to
your work because there are people. You mean that, no?
F1: No (searches for a dictionary but fails) le hasard – it’s…. it’s when you don’t
know and it’s… why not here and it’s here… it doesn’t matter. It’s like it could be
another one but it was me, but it could be another one, you know what I mean?
It comes here, it, it… and I… it’s like that. You’re in the plan, you’re not in the plan
– it’s…well, it’s not God, it’s like that, you know. It’s bad to people. And that was
very hard. It was a hard thing… for me (pause). They look at me and they, they…
they… they were with me like… (pause) like… Oh I had a feeling I had… I have
something – and they have it. You know what I mean? I’m sick, and they can
have it, and they can keep it. They can, they can… if you’re here… and you can
give it to another one.
O: A, yeah. Okay.
F1: It was completely weird, weird… Because I didn’t… it wasn’t my fault. It was
incredible, this feeling. And… most people… the people… aaa… it was like that.
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It’s very interesting, I don’t know if it’s for your study but one thing is sure and
very interesting. I had to… I… I talked about that with a psychiatrist in the medical
process… it’s new. They… for the others you are the bad person because you
were there. So you’re in danger, you were there – you’re in danger. It’s incredible!
O: But did it change after some time?
F1: A part… aaa… don’t say a word like a kind: ‘Oh, I hope it’s okay’. And a part
didn’t speak to me, I would say, one week long. Can you imagine that? And then
the chef said: ‘Okay, you have to trust people. If they come and say: ‘I’m afraid’,
you have to trust them’. And it was completely crazy, because I had to say to
people who had nothing: ‘Just be cool’, and I was the only one who was there in
the... in the… (pause) (she throws her pen on the table) It was very… that was
harder as the thing, it was after. It was awful because of the reaction of the people,
and it was the hardest of the things I had to live through – it was the reaction of
other people. Really. It was incredible. I was shocked. Really. They saw… like
they were there, but they were not there, you know. All. And in the streets around,
and in the pharmacy, you know… everywhere in the streets, everywhere you
heard: ‘papapapapa terrorism papapapa’. I thought: ‘Well, pfff… I can’t do it any
more’. And then I decided to take my day, it was Mercredi (speaks French)…
.aaa… Monday (Mercredi=Wednesday) or Tuesday…
O: Wednesday.
F1: Wednesday… aaa… to have a break, because it was very hard for me to go
back, and work, and talk to people and my colleagues... with whom I work. And
other people and all, and the same place. And I was in Saint-Denis and… and…
aaa… Saint-Denis is like that (draws the map of the district on the paper). I was
there, and it is there, where the police shot. And I heard that … aaa…. it was very
early in the morning as it happened. And I thought ‘Aaa?’ but in Saint-Denis you
hear some, some… sometimes…
O: Is it a dangerous area?
F1: It is avery dangerous place, Saint-Denis. It happens always something.
Well… And then I… I took my laptop, my computer to see, well… and then I saw
(unintelligibly, speaks French). And then my brain, my head… it was
like…(pause)… it made like that. And all my room started to move. Because I had
the feeling, well, well, it’s completely stupid but it’s like that every place I go there
is an attentat (=assassination, terrorist attack in French), or something with a
terrorist. Help! You know. It’s really… and I was beginning to think, of course not
exactly the same but as the people… the people with whom I work – I am the bad
one. Because the place…
O: You’re like the magnet for… yeah, I understand.
F1: Pfff. And we had…oh, yeah. We had a lot of papers with numbers, which we
can call if we, we feel like that and like that and like that - (unintelligibly, speaks
in French)…aaa…But it was okay. And then…I called…and I said ‘Aaaa’. And I
was so surprised because the man said ‘Whaaaat? You were in the café and then
you’re in Saint-Denis too? No, No’. And I said ‘Help! If…if this reaction is like that
who can help me?’ because it was…aaa…his reaction was like ‘no, that’s too
much’. And then I said to him ‘But it will be okay’. It was a contrary. He had to say
it to me. And I was like that, you know. And…then I called to my work and said
‘Of, I’m so sorry but…’ and I thought it’s the end of my work. ‘I’m so sorry but as
you know I’m in Saint-Denis and that happens. I feel very very bad’. And my chef
said ‘Okay. Go to the….’
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O: Psychologist?
F1: No…aaa…medicine
O: Doctor?
F1: Yes. ‘…And get you nanana’. (here, she speaks about official document for
work)
O: To bring it to work?
F1: Aha
O: Okay
F1: And I…and it was in Saint-Denis, I went to a doctor and I explained this to
her. And she said, it was a woman, she said it was impossible.
O: What impossible?
F1: Because…the press…la press – the newspapers and nanana, they don’t talk
about Le Bonne Bierre, that’s impossible. I swear you that she said that to me.
O: So she thought that you were lying to her?
F1: I don’t know what she thought. I was…I am…it was…I thought people are not
normal. Normal is to be kind, trust to other one, to…to be dare…not to say not a
word…to, to, to see of you were in…aaa…danger or it’s impossible, it’s not true.
(Pause) Well, well, well. And I was calm. ‘And you are very calm! I don’t see any
problems’ she said to me. ‘I give you one day. Because it’s better you go to work’.
And then I went on the street and I was…furious. I was…I just thought ‘Ah, you’re
shit person! Shit woman! Aaa’. Okay, well. And I go to work and then it was…there
was a man like, you know, because…this social place, there are many people
with some difficulties and when they come, they can be, they can be a little…a
bit aggressive. And then they have some…not bodyguards but people who just
manage it. And one of them, a black one, very kind….Because they didn’t speak
with me…at work. But they speak one with another. ‘Papapapa F1 papapapa’.
And then he said to me ‘Oh, you were in Saint-Denis, you were in attentat in
Saint-Denis’. And I said ‘No, no, no, I was in attentat in La Bonne Bierre’. ‘But you
were in Saint-Denis!’. ‘No! I live in Saint-Denis…well, my friend in Saint-Denis
and I was not far away from assaut’. ‘Ah, but it’s like that. You’re my sister, you’re
my sister!’. And I…it was the first who…’And I have to take you with my arm!’.
And I said ‘What happened to you?’, he said ‘I was…’ aaaaa….he wanted to see
the…the football game. But he…he didn’t came in, I don’t know why
and…aaa…he had the feeling he was there, he had a feeling…it was like he was
there. And it was the first who said a word to me, which was kind. And…because,
because it was a black man, all the black people who are working there were
looking at me so ‘Oooh, the poor F1’ so like that. ‘Hello, hello F1’. I thought…’I
cannot believe that! I cannot believe it’. I was so surprised from reaction from the
doctor, the reaction from…the only one who was there it was my friend, the family
of my friend, but it wasn’t my family….emmm…this man and then the black
people from the work because he was black. And (Pause) and it was…and I
thought…ah, yes and then my friend is someone who, he is working in…in
a…individual…aaa…short movies
O: Director?
F1: Yes, and writing, and directing, and so. Lalalala. And one of his sisters was
chief of ‘France Television’
O: Yeah, may we make a pause because I need to ask? I’ll just write it down.
Because I think it’s logical to talk now about psychological support. Because
during our previous talk you said that you asked for…or later?
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F1: You make what you want
O: No, I mean I just want to make the story like in a logical order. When did you
ask for psychologist, you know, to, to…When did you ask for psychological help?
Because you said that you were in special program and you asked for help
F1: Okay. My….it was in November…(she counts)…März (=March in German).
I…I began…no, April! I began to search in März. The year after (attack was in
2015, she started the search in 2016). Because I was…I began to sick in
February. Aaa… I went two times in hospital
O: In February? Or in March?
F1: In February. Two times in a hospital with big infections. One of them
was…septisime, you know what is this? It is when you have an infection but it
began to, to reach all the body
O: Okay. Like a virus?
F1: No, it’s an infection. And then if you don’t…it become so strong
O: Sepsis, ah, okay.
F1: And…but it was nana. And…I think it was a reaction. What…aaa..what…the
body spoke. And…you know what…
O: Yeah, I understand
F1: Yeah, okay. Well, I was…I was unable to, to, to work. I was in a hospital and
then I decide ‘Okay. And now you need to rest and to move from Saint-Denis’.
Because I, I wasn’t able to stay in Saint-Denis anymore because my friend in
Saint-Denis said to me ‘Oh, what is attentat? Nothing!’ (Pause) The friend from
Saint-Denis said to me ‘What is attentat? Nothing’….You know. It was not kind to
me, a friend from Saint-Denis. He said ‘I cannot understand why do people make
so movies with the attentat stories –it’s nothing’. And I said to him ‘But I make no
movies’. ‘You not’. ‘It would be one thing if you made a movie too but so see how
people manage it. ‘oh they they make so stories with attentat, attentat, attentat,
what’s that and…where they were and what’. Well, and it was too much, really. It
was…Saint-Denis is full…
O: With memories?
F1: With people were able to do like that because…the islamist…le extremist
islamist…they were a lot in Saint-Denis and they have some…everybody knew
that. I was not surprised that they made an assaut (=attack, speaks in French) to
reach people in Saint-Denis. Because Saint-Denis is…full with some, some…this
kind of people. It’s not the only place but it’s one of the places, where they are.
It’s like Molenbeek in Belgium. There are some places where people have some
communities. And can be helped and so. And…but I was in Saint-Denis because
the friend, well, he didn’t care and…well, he had, he worked in a movie too and
he needed a lot of place to work. That’s the reason why it didn’t cost so much in
Saint-Denis to have a big house. And…aaa…and it’s the kind of person of…well,
who say ‘What? And? And?’. And…aaa…well, I was in the hospital, and
psychologist of this hospital came to me and said…aaa… ‘So you a possibility to
go to another place because I think Saint-Denis is not good for you?’. And the
friend from the attentat…aaa…said to me ‘You can live in my flat until you have
something’ and I moved. So. And it was very good for me. Because it was too
hard…aaa…and…and then…okay, I received, after the hospital, it was long in
the hospital because septicémie is very….and then…aaa….eight weeks some
piqûre (=injection, speaks in French) what is that?
O: Aaaa…I know it but…
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F1: Yes, okay, you understand me. It was eight, eight weeks. Three times a weekcluck cluck cluck. And then just stress, stress, stress, don’t go to work, you have
to…and then I have time to, to…
O: To recover? Ah!
F1: To think about all the things. Then I thought I have, I have to see someone. I
have to see someone. Because I don’t understand…why the people react…have
so…so, so…I don’t understand…okay. And my, my father reached me and…I
have a special family…mmm…in Germany they are okay but in
France…aaa….my father called me and said, he is in Provence too, ‘Well, I heard
from my sister….’. Help. She called him from Germany nananana. ‘I couldn’t
realize that you can be there. What for night to be there?’. ‘Okay! Sorry Pappy, I
didn’t make it’. And ‘What? What happened?’ ‘Well, they shoot’ and I thought ‘Oh
God’. ‘They shoot…and they shoot, well’. ‘I want to hear that from you!’. ‘Well,
they shoot with, I think it was Kalashnikov, I heard’. ‘It’s impossible! That’s
impossible. They doesn’t use Kalashnikov anymore. It’s not the true what you
say’. And I said ‘I’m sorry but it’s that what they said at the police. Thy said it to
me, I said it to you’. ‘Well, I doesn’t care’. ‘It’s not important for me if it’s called
like that or like that or like that. If you say it doesn’t exist, I don’t care. It’s another
one, if you want’. And I thought I just (exhales strongly). In the, in the reality they
used Kalashnikovs, all the newspapers wrote it was…they found it, they found it.
You know, people, they are incredible! There are some people and they are…and
his wife because he nanana, she said ‘Well, I’m so shocked because…I feel guilty
because I heard this from Germany and I we were not able to reach you at first.
We reached you two weeks later and not nanana’. And they were so…I don’t
know, all the people were…not for me. (Pause) They were not normal, I think.
Aaaa… the way they are…the way they manage.
O: So that’s why you decided to talk about this with psychologist, right?
F1: I thought…I thought it’s very…yes. And then…well, but to find a good one…
O: So you didn’t, you didn’t take help from, from the government? Because they
provided psychological support
F1: Yes but at the phone and I’m a social worker and I have…aaa…I’m a
psychologist too. So…I needed someone who is very good, you know. Because
I’m able to, I’m able to…the way they managed it with me – it was not enough. It
was…aaa…the things, I can do that with other people. And then…then I…and all
was very, very, very expensive. And I thought ‘Shit, shit, shit’. And then I…on my
laptop…and…then suddenly I read…aaaa…a ‘professor Canadian, so
lalala…’….aaa… ‘… have a program and will be tested in la Salpêtrière And I
reached la Salpêtrière because I knew one person in la Salpêtrière and she was
good. Then she said to me ‘Oh, I’m so sorry, I do…I,I…I’m full. (Pause) I cannot
but I will see’. And it was almost at the same time and then I called my
(unintelligibly) and say ‘Hey you! But I read…okay, let me see..’. because it’s very
big la Salpêtrière and then she said ‘You’re right baby’. And then… ‘But I don’t
know if it’s…it’s completely new, I think we’re the first hospital’. I said ‘Can you
manage to see in which service because it’s like a little town, you know (laughs)
la Salpêtrièrel is very big. And she said ‘Okay’, (unintelligibly) me and she said ‘I
think it’s in Batiment (building in French) so so and it’s Professor so so’, And I
called and…mmm…it took long time because they didn’t know (laughs) what
happened. And…I, I said ‘It’s the Professor Millet, I’m sure, I’m sure, I’m sure’.
‘No, no, no, no’. ‘I’m sure, I’m sure, I’m sure’. Well, you have to will, you have to
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want it, you have to want it because…And then I had a secrétaire (speaks in
French) and she said to me ‘Oh, yes. But you’re the first. (Pause) It’s new, it’s
new but it’s okay, it’s okay’. And…aaa…and…aaa… ‘But we have to manage it
and we’ll call back’. And I said ‘You promise! You have children? You have to
promise (laughs) with your children…’ and nanana ‘…that you call me back
because it’s very hard’ and nanana. Okay. And then I used to, to, take the bus,
and le metro, and…and at the same time
O: Is it far away from Paris? Or it’s in Paris?
F1: No, no, no. La Salpêtrière is in Paris and, and in the place…you have to, you
have to…at this time, I were in out of hospital, I was in the flat of my friend, it’s in
Paris, very calm…but I had to go there, and there, and there, and make
things…And I’m, I’m someone, I can go to concert or something like that and pfff
– it doesn’t care, it doesn’t care (perhaps, she meant it doesn’t matter)…and
suddenly, it didn’t start at that time in la Salpêtrière…I had a feeling which I
describe, describe…aaa…when, when…aaa…for example, something make like
that (she throws her pen on the table, sudden sound ) and so (she shivers). And
when, when the noises are continually - that’s okay but when or…
O: Immediate, something immediate
F1: Yes. Or if someone said to me, I was like that (she shivers and screams). But
it was completely suddenly and then I remember what the man said in the night.
You remember this old man? ‘You’re very very calm. You will have later a very
very strong reaction. You can believe me’. And it was, indeed ‘you were right’, it
was incredible! I. I was unable to go in the street, I was unable to…aaa…to take
the metro, I was unable to take the bus, I was unable to be in a room…As the
friend…aaa….in the flat came…and I was not expecting it, I was choking and that
(shows her shivering). Well, and then I had the first appointment for the program,
in the la Salpêtrière, and it was aaaahh, it was very good because…aaa…it was
a program to…just for those things and for all the things. It means stress/posttraumatic - all. Complete. And I, I had luck (laughs) I had luck because…aaa…I
had a very very good psychiatre (speaks in French), very good one, the best one
I would say, I was just lucky. And the program worked!
O: And how much time did you spend there?
F1: Aaa…you have the first appointment, they check if, if you…ill or
not…aaa…nanana. Aaa…it’s long and then you have eight, you have to go eight
time there. And you have to, to, to have tablettes for people who are too nervous
to be calm and I had to wait and…you know how it goes? How it works? Well, it’s
very very…aaa…it’s…aaa…it’s very clever. Well, to write your story, not tong
long long long, well, I would say…so (shows two sides of A4) like….and at the
present ‘Je..’… ‘I, I go to this café…nanana…and eat nanana’ so. Well. And
then…mmm…then you give it, you have to read it ….aaaa….you write it alone in
a room then you give it, then you read it for the psychiatre (speaks in French).
Then she took that in her pocket, in her…mmm…And then each after lunch she
gives you that and then you take it, you have the tablettes…and then you read
it. And the asks, when…where,,,where, in which place of the…of the…aaa…did
you feel stress, under stress. And then…well, you say there, there and so. Then
you have to fill a questionnaire, you know? Questions for….aaaa…I would say
twenty, about twenty. They are all the same, very logic. Do you feel stressed by
nanana? By this word? And nanana? Did you, did you nanana? And then… un
peu/beaucoup (speaks in French, a little/much)...extremely? Nanana. How do
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you sleep? Did you thought about dying? Did you thought nanana? So. And
…aaaa…and it seemed to be very short, eight weeks but it’s not short at all
because there are some…some…aaa…shit! Some…aaa…shit! When you go,
you doesn’t work…
O: Vacation?
F1: Yeah, thank you. Some vacation…and it started in…April and end January
because…at least you have one month break and then they check it
O: So it’s not like constant…aaaa….
F1: No, no. It’s constant but they have some vacations, you can not come
because…aaa…it’s closed. Okay, tatatatatata. And, yeah. Ah. No, it was not in
April, it was in June. Yes. And then there were some vacations. You know, in
France…aaa…July-August – nobody is there. Well, okay (laughs). We had few
times and then I was there but….And then September nanana, and break. At end,
one appointment, a month later, she checked it, and then an appointment two
months later to check it. So. And…aa…it worked. I could take a bus and nanana
and I had a possibility to talk about reaction from the other people and she
explained to me…aaa…how it works and how the people, how they manage it
and how they, they…aaa…why they, they manage it like that and that she heard
about other patients too that they had very very a lot of difficulties at work. The
same. So. (Pause)
O: Now, at that moment, did you quit your job for…to do his therapy? (She doesn’t
understand) Did you stop to work at that moment when you start this…aaa…
F1: Yes
O: And now, do you work?
F1: Yes
O: Still as a social worker at the same place?
F1: Not in the same place
O: And did you, did you just decide to change the place because of…aaa…
F1: Because I can’t, I can’t…
O: Because it was in Saint-Denis?
F1: No. My, my, my…my work was in the 10th arrondissement. In the 10th with
the cafes. I went to another one in Paris.
O: Okay
F1: Now. I’m in the 12th…aaa…twelve, twelve, yes.
O: Okay. Emm…What do you think, is there any sound, maybe picture, date.
photograph, which reminds you about that day? (She keeps silence) Sound,
sign…anything
F1: (Long pause) Give me an example
O: Emm…for instance, one of…one of women, with whom I’ve talked already,
she said that this sound, when you call someone but the phone is…doesn’t work
with this sound tu-du-du and nobody answers. She said when she hears it, she,
she becomes…aaa…you know, to think that something could happen with her
children and something. Aaa…yeah, and she said it became, it started only after
the attack because she could reach her…aaa…family. Someone who had injures
on their body, who were shot…or after the explosion…
F1: No, not at all. The only things…I was completely unable to go to the place
where…
O: You haven’t ever been there after?
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F1: I, I am completely unable. You cannot give me appointment in Palace de la
Republique, it’s impossible. I can’t go there anymore. (Pause) It’s not…aaa…it’s
the places, I cannot see them anymore. And there was a report about this
treatment in la Salpêtrière…with my psychiatre (speaks in French), the best, of
course, they took the best. I recorded it but I was unable to see it because I started
to see it…
O: It was on TV?
F1: It was on television. But there was some people who, who…agree and said
okay. I said ‘I cannot, I cannot, I don’t want to do that, I don’t want to be, to
be…But, okay. And…and my friend said ‘Well, I know you are special’ and lalalala
because at the beginning the reached me and said ‘Oh, come on, come on, come
on’. And then they had problems with the hospital because of the…professional
secret, and…between medicals and…what you can do and what you can say.
Okay. At the end…okay, they did it. But…aaa…okay, I began to see it after three
minutes…I feel pressed but as…I, I was back in situation, I was not able to go to
the Association…aaa…
O: Because it’s their…
F1: (unintelligibly, speaks in French) I was never there and I’m unable to go there,
I’m unable to go with people who were in the…all, all the thing remind
me…aaa…these attentats precisely, not other ones, but these ones. Well. Make
me to completely…I cannot, I cannot. Aaa…I was, it’s just…(Pause) ‘no, I cannot’.
It’s the only thing.
O: Okay. Is this anniversary day, like after one year, and it will be the second
anniversary in November…aaa…is this day is still important for you? Do
you…you know, when you understand that it’s very, it should be soon…do
you…have something special on this day or it’s just an ordinary day?
F1: (She goes to the kitchen and continues to speak) The first one, I know that
the first one…well, my friend, I have to, to…I have to say something because my
friend was asked to come to the television. (Comes back to the table) They
were…it was a day in Invalides, did you heard about it? For the, for the dead
people…all, all the government was there and it was lalala with…
O: Ah, it was…aaa…House des Invalides? This one, aha
F1: Very big tralalala and…
O: Did you attend it?
F1: I was invited, okay. Well and I didn’t want to go there because…I don’t like
some, some (Pause) I have to say something: I’m not a person who, who trust
the press. It’s…I don’t believe it, I don’t…I think information is half-wrong, it’s
not…Well, and they told about that. You know, they had very a theme, you know.
Real one. It’s like a…a trigger, you know. You can bright, you can make that
bright, aaaah, and…pffff….And it always, and always, and always. Ah, we find a
family nanana…
O: So it was more like a show or…
F1: (She makes a helpless gesture)
O: Yeah, I understand
F1: And then with the other ones then…well, with the other ones and with the one
in Nice…they began to be a little bit calm with the press because…aaa…it
was…too much…in France. In Nice it was very strong. And…mmm…they began
to be…aaa…more in the fact and less in the show. And then you, you know, we
have….now…little attentat everywhere…in Europe and…aaa…Germany
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nanana. Well, and the people now are not so…the press, le, le, the information,
they are very, they are no more like that because…mmm…it’s like ‘Oho! It’s
serious’, you know. It’s…It’s not spectacular, so aaaaahh. And at the day…well,
I was at my work and he was at the studio on the TV…aaa…en direct (=live
broadcast, speaks in French), it means…aaa…
O: Yeah
F1: Okay. And it was…mmm…it means he was not at the ceremony but it was
on the TV and nanana and Mr so and so, and he spoke. I think it was a therapy
for him to do that. It was his…(Pause) it was the way for him to have a…his own
therapy, therapy, you know…to do that, to speak about that.
O: And do you feel that you still need to talk about that? To discuss it, to discuss
like…your thoughts, your emotions about that, about what happened?
F1: Yes but…aaa…with…with…aaa…(Pause) I had nobody, I had nobody
because…he was…he was there too and had, had not…he had the whole family
who said ‘Oh poor, oh, oh..’, so, he had enough attention. I had nothing, it was
like …aaa…like nothing happened. My sister didn’t called me, didn’t say a word
about it, not a word, you know…It was like nothing happened, so…
O: That’s why you had this feeling that you need to share it with someone?
Because you had no opportunity…
F1: And…but I heard that I’m not the only one. I heard this is not so…I heard ‘Oh,
I’m a poor girl, nobody takes care of me’, and I heard from the psychiatre and
from psychologist…it happens, they don’t want, they doesn’t want to see it, they
doesn’t want to see it. And at the work, at work there a lot of people from the
Association…‘Treize Onze Quinze’…aaa..talked, my friend, he goes to the
entrevue (=meetings, speaks French), to these…meetings. Aaa…he said there
are a lot of people…who…aaa…
O: Who were alone with this problem
F1: Yes, at work, at the work,,,or bureo, at work because he is working for his
own, he’s independent, so…but he said, ‘you’re not the one, you’re not the only
one’. And I knew it from psychiator too that I’m not the only one. And…aaa…and
I read…aaa…I’ve read…aaa…articles. I decided to, to, to search articles about
how to…aaa…people react, so.
O: Like personal stories of different people
F1: How the other one…aaa…manage it. And…aaa….to understand it, to, to,
to…because it was interesting, I thought, ‘That’s the thing! What? It’s incredible!’.
And…aaa…and then….aaa…I have searched and…I cannot good speak English
but I can…
O: Read
F1: I can read, yes. And…well, in the fact, there are people, who doesn’t, they
doesn’t meant it. If you were there…mmm the same thing. It’s like you say, ‘I have
a cancer’. Cancer? (speaks in French) (Pause) There are some who don’t say a
word. Like that. It’s, it’s….
O: But you know, I…you said that you needed to know stories of other people,
you know, how it works for other people, how people manage it. But for me it’s,
you know…At the same time, you didn’t want to go to the ceremonies, you know,
and…
F1: No. Because I don’t like that. I don’t like ceremonies. Because ceremonies
are there…
O: Official and public?
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F1: …to make a tra-la-la-la for politics. It’s not for the people, it’s fake. For me pffff
O: And…
F1: They’re there to, to…yeah, it’s a way to, to…
O: Just to show themselves that they are there (nods) I got it. You said that you…
F1: And the press – aaaah. I, I had, I saw their reaction to, to…I thought, I thought
you…aaa…you don’t live, don’t, don’t see it, and don’t…aaa…I don’t want to
heard, to hear or read or…a word about it. Because I thought – meeeeh, it’s
enough for me.
O: But…if you don’t like, if you don’t want to share your story with journalists, you
said that you don’t like press and you don’t trust them, why did you agree
to…aaa…to take part in documentary?
F1: Okay. Well, I was in the hospital, I mean in the program and then…it was full
of quality and…mmm…it was very very good. And…and at this time they asked,
if you wanna take part, take a part to the program. And I…my first reaction was
‘no’. Then I began to visit the hospital. And then…aaa…my friend said ‘yes’ and
told me, ‘the said that and that and that’. And I thought ‘okay, money-money for,
for…for the CRNS and what is that’. And then I thought, ‘well, let me see it again
and read it again’, what they do exactly. Okay, and I called them and I spoke with
one of them. And I said, ‘Okay, I called because I have few questions. Well, what
will you do? Because you said it’s for CRNS. What do you think, how many people
do you have, nananana’. ‘You’re right, you’re right, you’re right.
We…aaa…we…that’s the right questions, we changed, we changed the process
and nanana’. Okay. And they were okay with me. And I thought, ‘okay, they are
not so stupid’. Then I thought, ‘maybe it will be okay for me if I go there and to
make it because maybe it’s a therapy for me’. And then, of course…And then
suddenly I read Front 2 and it was…the end, it was fast (=almost in German) the
end as I decided at least to do it. And I called, they asked me, ‘well,
tadada’…aaa… ‘Ah…what? You were there? And you’re social worker there?
And you were in Saint Denis oooh’ and uuuuh and aaahh and oooh. Then ‘it’s not
too late, it’s not too late at all because you will go…aaa…with the all the people
who are…who are under study but in…all the police and…aaa…and…aaa…
O: Doctors?
F1: No…firemen and…aaa…the professionals. Okay. It’s homme de guerre
(speaks in French), so military (laughs). I was there the only one. Babababa…and
then…and it was cute because I met a general, général, the chief from the firemen
of Paris. Because he was…he was in vacation at the evening. And he was
drinking a beer in the 11th arrondissement and he heard, ‘it’s a…there is a
problem’, he was like (unintelligibly). And he got, where did he go? In Le Bonne
Biere! And he saw it and…aaa…and he told me that, told me that ‘where? Oh…I
saw it! And, and, and I thought, it’s incredible! there are nobody’. And I said…I
was so cute because…and I were there and said that I was, I was right! There
was nobody! (laughs) ‘We waited a long time, it’s incredible! And
nobody…aaa…believes me’. ‘But you are right, you are right, I know it because I
saw it the same as you and I am the Chief from the firemen! Well, you are my
friend! And I am so happier, you are my friend!’. And…and…the Chief from the
doctors said, ‘Oho! A woman who kissed the Chief of, a général so and so and
lalala’. And I, ‘Oh, you are a général bababa? Well, I doesn’t care!’. And he said,
‘Of course doesn’t care! And if you think that I was…that I was…aaa…cool, I was
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completely nervous’, - he said to me. And…aaa…it was complicated because
I…what he explained to me it was very very very good, this meeting. So, because
it was like that, so I heard, ‘Oh, there is…
O: The same vision
F1: ‘What?!’, I suddenly… ‘Where? You were there? It’s incredible!’. And
then…you don’t have to make something like that, you know, but he was okay,
he said, ‘Okay, I’m ok, ok’ And he said, ‘Yes! And I called with my own phone and
said ‘Heeey, there is nobody!’ But you, you know what? It’s very normal that when
you’re in a café that you don’t know what, what happens on the other side. And
we didn’t know for a long time what happens all in Paris, it took time in fact’. And
I said, ‘Well, I am not crazy!’. And he said, ‘Of course, you are not crazy!’. Okay.
And we changed, we…
O: Exchanged your contacts?
F1: Yes. And we saw each other one time with a…with his wife, it was very kind.
He was very…like that.
O: Are you still in touch?
F1: Yeah, very positive, very…yeah. And it was exactly the contrary, the opposite
of the…the…
O: What you expected?
F1: The colleagues from the…
O: Ah!
F1:…at work. It opposite of this doctor…’It doesn’t exist’ (laughs).So…you know.
And this Chief…yeah, it’s the big one Chief. La Pompier de Paris is the big one,
it owned to militaire (speaks in French)
O: So it was a very high-ranked…
F1: Yeah yeah yeah. And…well…and the way they asked, - how it happened…it
was very very positive too because it was another way to ask for them. Aaa…and
I thought, that was before, that was before I had…it was…2 hours – it was very
long. And they asked, and asked, and asked, and yes, and nanana
O: So, it was short question-short answer?
F1: Cameraman, sound and psychologue. She asked, so it was very long. And
then I was tired and…okay. And then…aaa…they called me and said, ‘Well, we
saw the studies and nanana. And we are interested in your story because you
were there, and you were there, and you are a social worker…’ and that, and this,
and this. And…aaa…it’s for Arte And I asked. ‘Where we’ll do that?’…no.
Aaa…not where…mmm… ‘Who is the man who’ll do that?’. And they said Joël
Calmettes. Joël Calmettes – it’s a good one. I, I have respect for his work. And I
have a call…his assistant, Agathe. We decided. To have an appointment in the
café with Joel and Agathe and spoke. And I had a good feeling of the kind. And
they came and…mmm…well, it was…
O: It was in the place where you live?
F1: Yeah. And…it was 3 hours and it’s called ‘Mémoire individuelle. Mémoire
collective’ because it’s…but it’s not finished
O: Yeah, I know
F1: Okay. Because they are waiting for the results, other results to make the
O: The full thing. And what for you think about other documentaries? Because
there were a lot about the attack, about other stories. Did you watch them?
F1: No.
O: Because you are not interested in other?
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F1: No. I’m just interested in, in, in what happened in other countries. Berlin…
O: And….
F1: Aaa…but I was before, I was interested…the Twin towers, for example, for
example, I mean, it is for example. I was completely shocked…and I thought,
well, I thought, for example, the way they treat the Twin Towers is less than the
way they treat what happened in Paris. I had really this kind of feeling. I had really
the feeling because the Twin towers, can you imagine that? It’s awful, awful.
When you…(Pause). In France…okay, but…And when compare this with…with
what happened in…in the night. It’s much bigger and they made movie and they
‘aaaa’…And I think it’s very, I think it’s very interesting to…well, to think about it.
The evolution of the treatment of the terrorism because the Twin Towers were…it
was in 2000, I think. And it’s very interesting to see…
O: How, how the government does…
F1:…because now…all the people say ‘It’s the Islamic’. We have to fight it. You
have to see how Trump spoke about it. And how the governments all in the world
spoke…speak about it. It changed, it has changed. And…aaa…but it began for
years. And it’s very interesting to see the evolution, you know. And I’m a kind of
person who thinks….you have…aaa…you…it’s something that you were…some
kind of, so kind of story…as individual, a person, it means you were (speaks in
French) you were…in…it means you were shocked, you…Well, and if, I
think…aaa…under way…Georges, for example, you meet Georges?
O: Salines?
F1: Yeah
O: No, unfortunately, he said that he had no time
F1: Okay, well. People who leave the kid, it’s so hard. It’s, it’s your life is
completely…He has other kids but your life…
O: Sorry, I don’t know about this
F1: Okay. He lost Lola at the Bataclan. Georges Salines.
O: Actually, I didn’t know about it.
F1: Okay, good. Georges…aaa…has 4 children. 4? Or 3? I forgot it. I always
forget it. Well, okay, he lost Lola, 22. Aaa…in the Bataclan. And it was the
youngest. Okay. Your life is completely other as it’s…And I saw people who
lost…well…well…legs, eyes, well. I mean it’s not comparable because I think the
most hard things in life is to lose a child. It’s the hardest thing. It’s horrible, it’s
indescribable. But…aaa…okay. Each people has his…each story. And manage
with it, okay? You see, my family is pfff. The German part is like that, the family
of my friend are ‘aaaa oh my God’, you know very nana. It’s like that, I was a
social worker in a place, I thought they are very…aaa…fine and nana…and they
are pfff. They didn’t spoke to me, I was like a terrorist (laughs). ‘She comes! F1
comes and she was the only one there! Oh!’. And then after time I said, ‘Look,
people. I have to say something’,- it was in…, ‘I have to say some words if I may.
I have to say I’m sorry I was there. But…aaa…it’s not my fault, and I would be
very very happy when you, when you may be nice…and normal to me. Thank
you’. And then it worked a little bit. And people came and started to cry and said,
‘I’m so sorry but I didn’t know how and I was afraid’. So. And I spoke about it with
the psychiatre (speaks in French) and he said, ‘it’s awful, it’s awful like that. It’s
strong what you, what you, that you made that, that you said that. Because you
give a possibility to the people’. Okay. But it’s very very knew, knew, known that
people have this kind of reaction, you know.
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O: Because you think that years ago when something like happened
people…mm…how to say…Do you feel that people react differently when
something like that happens?
F1: Now?
O: Yes
F1: Yes, I’m sure. Because I think at the beginning – okay, Charlie Hebdo, or
Hyperkosher, okay, few things. All what…aaa…all what not in France happens,
the French people completely…
O: Didn’t care?
F1: Completely…I think they are completely stupid…Like Americans.
Americans…they don’t know where Paris is, where is Paris, where is France, you
know. Maybe in New York but…aa…in reality pfff. Well, then Le Hyperkosher it’s
because this Le Hyperkosher, kosher. Okay. I (unintelligible, speaks in French)
Kosher - not us. Then Charlie Hebdo, caricature (speaks in French), caricature,
Charlie Hebdo – not us
O: But how about the protest?
F1: Yes because it’s so nice to, to protest and to be with but in the fact
O: Nobody cares?
F1: No, no, no, no. There are, there are people who care. But they are not able
(Pause)…I have some, oh, the words is like hasardé (speaks in French)…by
chance is the word! Emm… hasardé is by chance. Le collègue, le collègues
(speaks in French), the people you work with, the people you work with…they are
called...the people you work with
O: Colleagues
F1: Colleagues
O: It’s the same word
F1: Okay. The colleagues you know they bring some flowers and some nanana
but they don’t speak to you (laughs). It’s crazy! Crazy! You know? Because it’s
easier to, to…you know, to go to the places, I was not able to go to the
places…aaaa…I mean for Charlie Hebdo, the protest, my colleagues go, they’ve
gone to…with flowers and nanana. And after the…November, they because we
were surrounded from the café, the places, okay, it was very easy to go for the
colleagues to go there. They go…they, they, they gone to the places with flowers
but they didn’t spoke with me.
O: So it was just like for…just to show that they are somehow…
F1: It’s not show, it’s the reality. They, they…but it’s hard to speak with somebody
who was really there. It was like…
O: Like too much for them?
F1: Yes. (Pause) It’s very, very, very...it’s not easy. And then, then okay. Because
November, November – that was people in the cafes and Paris, Paris, Paris. And
then happened Nice
O: It was summer, summer July
F1: Exactly. And that is Mr Nobody, that is us. That is us. It can happen to
everybody. Not…aaa….a part of a community, who were in the cafes…(Pause)
And suddenly it was accepted. In French we say…aaa… dans l'imaginaire
collectif (speaks in French)
O: Ah, okay, I think I got it
F1: It can happen to us. And in the press too. It changed. After Nice they spoke
on…it was…not the same art to speak about it. Because ‘the Bataclan, well, the
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Bataclan, you know, there are some people where they heard some kind of music
ha-ha’. And people in the cafes there some people… ‘I have no money’, people
who have little money, they are some bu-bu, that means…
O: So people found reasons to, to…
F1: ‘That’s no us’, you know
O: They made…the made…aaa…a special group like as a reason
F1: Yeah. Your example in the plane. That’s directly us. That’s people like us in
the plane, in your country. Twin Towers is us. I don’t how is it in Russland (speaks
in German) but I know in America, they are like in Germany, they are very…they
manage in communities. Aaa…
O: I think it’s the same in Russia
F1: Okay. It means the community is there. In France, they are individual, it’s
more… ‘well, it’s not us, it’s not…’, you know. The way they manage to refugees
– it’s incredible. Incredible. In Germany, they organize some…all the things,
they…well, okay, it can be the Nazis, the worst kind of way, it can be all how to
manage it. In France, we are unable to manage it. And the other one…you know,
we have no this…that in our culture, to be together, to make things together.
Young people make that more because they are young and because they want
to believe in something but…And now young people are more…watching not only
at her own country but…at the world because there are Internet because they
think…aaa…the future is more complicated when the things a little, so…you
know. But, well…
O: I have two more questions
F1: Okay
O: The first one is about memorial. Because there is…
F1: About what?
O: Memorial…like a special monument devoted to victims
F1: Ah! Okay. Mémorials!
O: Because there is a memorial devoted to victims of Charlie Hebdo, this Kosher
store, and the victims of attack of 13th November. So it’s like for…not for victims
of only this attack but it’s more like to commemorate several attacks. What do
you think…aaa…do people, does France need to create a special memorial just,
specific memorial for victims of this attack?
F1: Aaa…I think it’s better to make…aa…that’s of course what I mean, it’s not all
the people mean, I don’t know what all the people
O: What do you think, of course
F1: I think it would be okay to have a memorial in Paris, in Paris…for…well…
(draws)
O: With names?
F1: The best way is…which…we don’t want to have the names, it’s okay,
names…clack-clack-clack (draws) for Kosher, for Charlie, for November, what
happened in Paris
O: Just in Paris but for all the attacks
F1: Yes. And the name…the family who doesn’t want to have the name – okay,
and then…I worked but…aaa…at Internet because I see, you have to see the
parents from children, people who lost their child, and it make me sick. That’s
the reason why I don’t go to the meeting from…But I make it in Internet to, to…
O: To talk with the…
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F1: Yeah. And I proposed some…okay. And mairie de Paris (=Paris city
administration, speaks in French) is not…not agree the…
O: Specific memorial?
F1: The…with all. And those from November they want own thing. Okay, good.
O: So…
F1: I mean…aaa…those from Kosher…I mean…aaa…those from the November
night – they want their own memorial.
O: And what do you think about it?
F1: Well, I think, okay, if they want…I…aaa…I thought it would be better to have
all the people from the Paris…and the name of…aaa…also (speaks in German),
well, la date (speaks in French), okay. The names and the families – nanana.
Aaa…Hyperkosher – nanana. So. In the train, remember in the train?
O: Mmmm…ah, yeah!
F1: And they were aaaa…okay, okay. I stop because they…it will be in the future.
Sorry, sorry but the other ones…okay. But they don’t want, that’s typical. One for
each one. Okay. Then there was a fight, discussion was…well, well, then mamma
mia… ‘how? names/not names? Nananana’ and…aaa…I was in UNESCO, at the
day of UNESCO. And it was that, it was very very good. Very good. Because
people there they came from the whole planet. It was really international. And
they spoke about all the attacks…aaa…little, big and the way to manage it, a way
to help the people, the way to…it was so rich and it was so real. That was an
example for…I give you my hand, you give me your hand, we are together.
O: To unite all the people
F1: It was wonderful. It was aaahh. Of course, it’s not perfect, 100% perfect, it
doesn’t exist but it was really fast (=almost, speaks in German), it was really
beautiful. Yes. The way they spoke. Well, at the end, okay, I am…will be okay to,
to…for the families want it, the name, and…aaa…and to…and the families and
nanana and then the victims like…myself, for example. That means, well, the
dyed people, and the families, and friends. And then…and we are…I’ll show you
the document, did you saw it? (shows) How, the way it looks?
O: Aaa…let me see
F1: Shit, where is it? (searches for the right document) It’s always like that. Well,
it’s, yes, here, I think. Well, we have a number…Well, you have a
number…aaa…you…is this that? I didn’t prepare it well…bad girl. If you want to
reach the Doctor Clare, if you are interested in the program…
O: Unfortunately, I am leaving in one day, so I think I won’t be able…
F1: This is the one who…the good psychiatre (speaks in French) from this
treatment in la Salpêtrière and she was…
O: May I just…(take a picture of contacts)
F1: She is very nice. You can said you came from me. Where is it? Shit. Shitshit-shit-shit, where is it? (sings)We are…we are…it’s called like that. It’s my
exemplaire (speaks in French), so you cannot have it but I can…send you copies
if you don’t, don’t…aaa…
O: I know them because you sent me the link about the program
F1: Well, it doesn’t matter. You can imagine it…blablabla… préfecture de police
(speaks in French)…pu-pu-pu. Aaaa…victims so, so la-la-la, and we are…we
are…I don’t know how many we are…we are…aaa…considered like
victims…even if it’s psychic
O: Yeah, I have a question about it
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F1: So…I think it’s important for us and for the next…all the people
to…that’s…okay…the which of dead, family, lalala, and friends, and…And les
blessés physique i psychique…so many. But no names because…help, it’s the
whole Bataclan plus…But when you don’t do that only the dead person are
important and the other ones are not important. And that’s so important.
O: Is it the idea of future memorial or it’s already done?
F1: I don’t know yet but I think, I heard…aaa…the last time I heard about it
they…aaa…it was okay, they decided to do. But they changed, the government
changed the…the…Macron said…aaa…’thanks to the woman who managed the
whole things’, - it was completely stupid but it’s okay, when you are new, you
change all the people. And…aaa…but in the story it’s always le mairie Paris
(=Paris city administration, speaks in French), who decide because le mairie
Paris it’s le mairie Paris. And they…aaa…and they changed their mind, and
maybe, but maybe not, maybe, but maybe not. But the woman, who was very
good, Juliette Méadel, the one, who made the, the…UNESCO. Aaa…she was
fired. And there were other people…and I don’t know because she was working
with le mairie Paris (speaks in French) and…but I know that Ann Clare and the
hospitals, all the hospitals who made that, they said it’s very important
that…psychic victims…aaa…a few words because it’s important, they are victims
too. So.
O: But it’s still not very clear if this memorial will be created?
F1: It will be
O: You’re sure
F1: Yes. The question is where. You know how it is…’I want to have this in
the…at the place where it happened’. But it’s not nice there are not so much
gardens there…it will…There were people, there were people like me, I think,
Père Lachaise, it’s a cemetery, It’s not…just a cemetery
O: I understand, yes.
F1: It’s not just one…the one, where you feel depressed, it’s a nice place
and…aaa…rock stars are there, Jim Morrison is there
O: Yeah, I’ll go there tomorrow
F1: Aha (smiles). And I think it’s a good place because it’s opened, it’s almost
like ‘tourismus’, not something like that…they are not coming like ‘aaaaa’
but…well…
O: It’s visible for other people
F1: Yeah but you have a possibility to come and…if you want to see the thing
and your child, you can come and have…aaa…a place to, to…all the people from
the planet will come each day and make photographs and I think it’s
better…Because the other ideas – it’s to make it in the new Les Halles place. Les
Halles it’s…in the 3rd arrondissement – le Beaubourg. Beaubourg – it’s a cultural
place, very modern…a little as bin modern but very modern. They have
exhibitions, a lot of exhibitions there and it’s very…they make gardens.
But…there are some people who make always (unintelligibly)
O: Ah, graffiti
F1: Yeah. Everywhere…aaa…so…I think, 2 years later – it’s all with graffiti. Also
people who were Islamist…and say ‘fuck you’ and nanana. So, I think it’s better
on Père Lachaise. But there are people… ‘we think no because it depressing
me, it remembers me and this. And Père Lachaise’ nanana.
Where…we…aaa…the most. At least, I don’t know, le mairie Paris has to…to
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think what, what is better and decide. It can be ‘who is for?’. Well, they’ll make it.
We’ll make it. And they will make, if they doesn’t change at the project and
also…nanana
O: To mention everyone?
F1: No, no, no. Just the dead but…then…aaa…just a line to say ‘and the…’
nanana. Because…because it’s when you were in the Bataclan, you, you are not
dead, you…you have lose a leg, for example, or you cannot be, you, you are
young, and your, your life is changed because you are very very hurt about what
you saw. It was very hard in the Bataclan. Very, very hard. Aaa…and it was young
people, and…you know, it’s…I think it’s good to, to, to say that they exist. As a
symbol, you know, for them. And for the others too. That they understand a little
bit that it’s not because you this or that, it’s…well…aaa…at the end, I would say
something. Aaa…with the First War…in the First World War…aaa…when the
people came…aaa…to…at home, they were the one who…hurt, and you can see
that. They have no legs, no sex…aaa… no I don’t know what. ‘Oooh! That’s a
pity! But the life is so nice!’. Yes but…you understand, like in Vietnam, for
example. Wars…And there some people, they came and they had nothing, they
cannot see it. But…they were completely done, completely…And the people
said…but he has nothing! They were mens, he has nothing! Well…it’s not normal,
this guy is not normal. What’s that? And it was, at this time, this was the beginning
of…aaa…the psychiatrie and psychoanalysis and all the things began to…to be
known because…we say, in French we say la dicible (speaks French)- what you
cannot say. And one…in the Second World Krieg (=war, speaks German), le
camps (speaks in French), der Auschwitz and all with the Jews and…And when
they came back, what they…what saw, what they lived…it cannot be, when you
are not in, it cannot be, you cannot understand it. It’s la dicible (speaks French)…
yeah, we say it la dicible, what you cannot say. You can say and say and say and
say…
O: …but it won’t be enough to describe this
F1: Because…yes. And the other ones…it’s…and the psychoanalysis, and the
psychiatry was very interesting in these phenomena to… how it… how to manage
it like for people from the Vietnam. Completely, they were completely…broken
and etc., etc., etc. And it will be like that in the future too…because it’s…it’s in
yourself. And…the need, you need some help, you know. It’s…aaa… you need
to be understood, you need to…to be…to have… (unintelligibly)... aaa… to be…
when someone says: “Yes, I know, it’s hard and it has existed”. It’s “I know. I
know that you are alone with your story but… but… it’s, it exists, and you can talk
with me as a specialist or something like that”, so.
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Appendix 5. Transcript of the interview with R2
R2, 01:55:17
26.01.2018, 13:00
The interviewee lost his sister I. and niece A. He is the founder of the foundation
“Flight 9268”. The interview was conducted in a café near R2’s place. From the
very beginning, he presented himself as a person open to any questions. We had
lunch together and talked about my project and experience in Paris. During the
interview, we made a break, so that R2 could smoke outside and make some
calls. Later, R2 helped me contact other interviewees for the research.
Part 1. (0:51:09)
О: Пожалуй, я хотела бы начать с самого общего вопроса.
R2: Вы тут тоже записываете?
О: Да, у меня паранойя на тему потери записи.
R2: Правильно-правильно. Лучше с двух источников.
О: Да.
R2: Я могу еще на свой записывать, чтобы…(laughs).
О: Нет-нет, этого хватит. Давайте поговорим сначала вообще о 31 октября,
про этот день. Ааа… расскажите, когда вы узнали… где вы были, как это
происходило?
R2: Да, я был дома. Ааа… спал. Я не помню, это была суббота или
воскресенье? По-моему, суббота, насколько я помню. Даже сейчас
посмотрю (opens the calendar on his phone)… по-моему, да, суббота (looking
for the date in the calendar). Да, это была суббота…вот. Я был дома у себя,
но не здесь как бы, а, ну, в другом… в другой квартире, в другой части
города. Я был со своей девушкой, мы спали. Где-то в… девять или десять
часов позвонил телефон, мама позвонила. Ну вот. Я знал как бы, что сестра
в Египте и должна на днях прилететь. Но я не знал точный день.
О: То есть вы ее не встречали?
R2: Нет, я ее не встречал, она не просила как бы ни провожать, ни
встречать, она… она вообще не про это. В общем, мама позвонила… она
говорит: «R2, тут короче… ну, передают, что, типа, самолет где-то упал,
типа, в Египте. Типа, И. должна вроде прилететь завтра как бы, но ты на
всякий случай проверь, мало ли что». Ну, я не обратил внимания, я говорю:
«Мам, слушай, я сплю, давай чуть-чуть попозже». Вот, короче, лег дальше
спать, через полчаса она опять мне позвонила. Это было уже где-то полодиннадцатого. Она говорит: «R2, пожалуйста, проверь, я очень волнуюсь».
Ну, я, естественно, понимал, что если где-то разбился самолет, то, скорее
всего… вот-вот будут уже списки пассажиров. Я зашел в Интернет,
естественно, посмотрел, что да, действительно самолет где-то разбился.
Начал искать списки пассажиров… ааа… открыл сначала один список, там,
ну, внимательно посмотрел, там не нашел. Думаю, надо с другого источника
еще посмотреть… ну, как это обычно делается. Нашел на другом сайте и…
там увидел фамилии: В.И., В.А. Ну, естественно, в этот момент… как бы все
абсолютно, все поменялось. Я понял, что… скорее всего, случилось что-то,
ну, ужасное и что… ну, теперь все будет совсем по-другому. То есть у меня
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сразу переключилось в голове. Сон сразу как рукой сняло. При этом я как
бы был в интернете, а девушка моя еще спала. Я говорю: «Ю., просыпайся».
Она такая, типа: «Что случилось?» Я говорю, типа: «Самолет разбился, там,
типа… И. с А. были». Она встала, мы включили телевизор тут же. Там по
всем новостям это показывали, естественно. Не было никаких кадров,
естественно, оттуда, там говорили, что вот пропал самолет.
О: Но сначала речь шла о том, что самолет пропал, просто пропал…
R2: Да-да.
О: Еще не говорили о том, что разбился.
R2: Да, о том, что пропал самолет, да, но есть списки пассажиров, которые
были на этом самолете. Вот, то есть… просто пропала связь. В общем…
ааа… естественно, я позвонил на горячую линию МЧС, ну, не сразу, но
дозвонился. Говорю: «Здравствуйте, я такой-то, такой-то… ну, мои
родственники в списках пассажиров. Не могли бы проверить, так ли это?».
Ну, он спросил фамилию мою, он спросил фамилию их. Я минут пять
подождал… я сидел на кухне уже… такой… один как бы такой. Просто уже
сидел… просто опершись на холодильник. Он… ааа… потом он отвечает:
«А, типа, вы с кем дома?» Я говорю: «Я, типа, с девушкой своей». «Ну, у вас
все нормально?» Я говорю: «Ну, как бы да, но скажите мне информацию».
«Да, ваши родственники в списках пассажиров». Я говорю: «Что нам
делать?» Говорит: «Ничего не делайте, мы вам перезвоним». Ну, и все,
короче, я говорю: «Ну, все, пока», короче. Естественно, я не собирался дома
сидеть. Естественно, я понимал, что надо ехать в аэропорт, потому что, ну,
там будет вся информация и так далее. Мы приехали… ааа… в аэропорт,
это уже было… где-то время было уже часов двенадцать, наверное, дня.
Как раз они должны были где-то прилетать, где-то полпервого, по-моему…
12.35, где-то так. Ааа… я пришел, ну, прилетели мы в аэропорт. Пока я ехал,
я, конечно, поплакал, хотя я в принципе вообще не плачу, я даже на
похоронах не плакал. Вот, просто… ааа… в голове…
О: Просите, можно я сюда положу (replaces the recorder closer to him), просто
я очень боюсь из-за звука
R2: Да, все правильно. Вот. Просто ты понимаешь, что произошло что-то
такое, что в принципе не… в принципе с людьми не происходит.
Вероятность того, что такое может случиться, – ну, один к нескольким
миллионам. Вы же знаете, что самолеты – это второй по… безопасности,
после поезда, транспорт. Вот. И ты вообще не понимаешь, как бы, ну, что
происходит. Но я почему-то четко знал, что делать, что нужно делать. Мы
сразу же приехали в аэропорт. Я говорю: «Вот такой-то, такой-то. Что нам
делать?». Она говорит… администратор, там, или как там, аэропорта
говорит: «Вам нужно ехать вот туда в гостиницу, рядом тут».
О: То есть вы пропустили тот момент, когда всех забирали?
R2: Да-да-да, я опоздал, то есть на полчаса, когда все там собрались
родственники, то есть те, кто встречал. Ну, кто-то встречал, а кто-то туда
так же, как я, когда узнал, что что-то случилось. В общем, там уже почти
никого не было. То есть, ну, какое-то волнение все равно в аэропорту было,
заметно было. Было очень много репортеров, было очень много полиции.
Ээээ… вот. Сказали: «Вот, типа, Crown Plaza…», кстати (points out my pen
Crown Plaza, which I accidently had with me) «…вам нужно ехать в Crown
Plaza… ааа… там, типа, разместился штаб. Там все родственники». Ну, мы
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были на машине, сразу сели, приехали туда. Когда туда приехали, там, ну…
там просто было вообще не пройти, там было огромное количество… ааа…
полиции, МЧС и репортеров, просто я не знаю… человек двести, просто все.
И был такой узенький проход как бы… в… ааа… в такой актовый зал, да,
типа актовый зал, где, собственно, и были все родственники. И самое
странное… самое странное и, ну, не знаю, странное-не странное, что вот
между репортерами и всеми людьми был узенький проход, и туда как бы не
пускали обычных людей. Но когда они видели, как бы, как человек, как я,
уверенно идет, они понимают, что это родственник, никто даже не
спрашивал, кто вы. Просто мы туда шли вот так вот, с такими стеклянными
глазами, и нас пропускали. Мы туда зашли, и когда я туда пришел, там уже
было человек, наверное, 100-150. Есть даже кадры, кстати, эти… ааа… ктото снимал скрытой камерой минут пятнадцать. Я потом нашел это видео.
Вот. Я могу вам потом это скинуть, если интересно все это посмотреть
изнутри. Ну, была… не то что было какое-то волнение, ну да, было
волнение, никто ничего не понимал, кто-то сидел на полу, схватившись за
голову, кто-то просто плакал тихо, кого-то заводили в закуток, где врачи
кому-то помогали, то есть, там, ну… кого-то откачивали, там, и так далее. В
общем, там был, я помню, что там был… ммм… Ржаненков – это… Комитет
по…
О: Социальной политике
R2: Социальной политике, да. Который, собственно, всем, ну, сообщал
новости. Он сказал, типа: «Подождите, у нас пока нет официальной…
официального списка», ну, пассажиров. Официального на тот момент еще
не было. То есть то, что было в интернете, – это якобы неофициально было.
Ну, то есть, они очень сильно разнились.
О: То есть, там еще кто-то мог не зарегистрироваться на рейс.
R2: Да, то есть они ждали официального, от аэропорта или от
авиакомпании, списка. В общем, это было где-то к часу… это уже был час
дня, и где-то два часа или полтретьего, он как бы принес списки
официальные. Ну, естественно, там все нашли своих родственников. В
общем, мы говорим: «Что нам делать дальше?» К тому времени еще, помоему, даже не было кадров оттуда, типа пропал самолет. Ну, все, конечно
же, понимали, что он разбился. Еще были какие-то дурацкие новости про
то, что там слышны крики, что что-то кто-то живой и так далее. Вот… ааа…
ну, и тут уже начал работать Следственный комитет. Мы все встали в
очередь, нас всех по очереди стали вызывать. Эээ… сначала, сначала
взяли… пробу ДНК, мазок из-под щеки, пробу ДНК, ну, понятно для чего. В
общем, а потом, ну, каждого сажали и допрашивали подробно. Причем там
такие следователи были, такие… мне кажется, еще моложе, чем я.
Подробно расспрашивали: кто вы? Когда вы последний раз видели? Что
слышали? Какие сообщения присылали? Сестра, там… фотографии, может
быть, что вообще знаете про то, что там… в чем была одета? Какие…
полностью описание надо было сделать, там, какие вещи были с собой.
Эээ… какие татуировки, может, какие отличительные особенности.
О: На тот момент вам уже… у вас какие-то… просто я могу представить
такую ситуацию, и вам объясняли, почему они уже задают такие вопросы?
R2: Смотрите. Ммм… нет, уже к вечеру, уже к вечеру, да, уже, когда был
допрос, уже было понятно, что самолет разбился, уже, по-моему, первые
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кадры… Потому что, ну, забегая вперед, я уже потом с МЧС-овцами
пообщался, которые были на месте крушения… ааа… то есть самолет
обнаружили через два часа после того, как он разбился. То есть он
разбился… во сколько, там, в 7, в 7.15… по-нашему это было 8.15… ааа…
нашли они его где-то пол-одиннадцатого примерно… по нашему времени.
В общем, первые вот кадры появились уже, собственно, все приехали.
Соответственно к обеду уже появились, там, новые, как бы первые кадры.
Ну, то есть, что все – самолет как бы упал. Выживших точно нет. Потому что
они до вечера уже практически все даже тела целые к этому времени. Ааа…
вот. И, собственно (pause). Так, что случилось, в смысле, да, самолет
разбился, да, все поняли. Ну, дальше нас допросили как бы, там несколько
часов допрашивали… все подробно. Ну, собственно, и… где-то в девять
часов вечера я оттуда уехал домой и, собственно, в шоковом состоянии…
всю ночь практически смотрел… новости, да. Естественно, все это время
мне звонила мама, то есть она мне позвонила, когда… когда списки уже
были вывешены, она мне позвонила, типа… я сказал, что все, они там были,
это правда. «Приезжай завтра в Питер». Ей ехать тут в принципе недалеко:
четыре или пять часов. В общем, она рыдала, там, слава богу, там были
вокруг друзья ее и соседи, и так далее. Ее все поддерживали… в общем,
все, я сказал: «Приезжай сюда. Тебе нужно тоже ДНК-экспертизу сдать».
Ну, потому что… моей… моего ДНК было недостаточно, потому что я брат
просто. Для того чтобы определить человека, нужны мама или папа.
Обязательно. Потому что у них ДНК, ну… больше схожи. Вот…
О: Ааа… по поводу информации о том, что это теракт. Я просто читала
много ваших интервью, и вы сказали, что почти сразу…
R2: Да. Дело в том, что, естественно, в кулуарах, ну, мы все спрашивали…
ааа… всех там людей с погонами, что случилось, как такое могло произойти
и… ааа… нам сразу сказали… практически в первый день, что это теракт.
Нам сказали, что…
О: Ну, неофициально, но…
R2: Неофициально, да. То есть, никаких, ничего как бы… ну, самолеты
просто так не разваливаются в… в воздухе. И нам говорили, что это точно
теракт, то есть… чисто так. Естественно, никаких фамилий я называть не
буду и так далее, там людей в погонах… нам говорили как бы честно: «Это
теракт, мы уверены в этом». То есть… эта вещь, эта причина уже как бы
ходила уже первого дня… вот.
О: А каким образом был организован… Каким образом вы получали новую
информацию? Каким образом этот процесс был организован?
R2: Смотрите. Соответственно, в этой гостинице был организован штаб.
Ааа… где все происходило, где все допросы, то есть люди, соответственно,
в первый день… как бы не всех же опросили. То есть, в течение трехчетырех дней людей опрашивали, люди приезжали из разных стран, были
из Украины, с Белоруссии люди… ааа… и так далее, и так далее. Ааа… и,
слава богу, они договорились с гостиницей, и все приезжие могли жить там.
То есть, вот… около недели, практически неделю люди, все родственники
жили там. У меня вот там мама жила, ну, и другие родственники. Ааа… и,
собственно, для того чтобы узнать какие-то новости, мы просто должны
были выйти, пройти… а, в актовом зале как раз, где мы собрались
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изначально, каждый день в определенное время… каждый день, насколько
я помню, днем и вечером, были брифинги на которых сообщались новости.
О: То есть вы как бы, получается, приезжали все равно каждый день?
R2: Да, кстати, мама на следующий день приехала, она жила там, я жил как
бы у себя в квартире, но практически все время проводил там… ааа… с ней
вместе, ну, потому что… С ней вместе, мы пытались… на следующий день
уже прилетели… ааа… тела, первый самолет с телами. Я в это время как
раз очень активно писал в соцсетях, и, собственно, если посмотреть мой
Инстаграм или Контакт, там, всю хронологию можно увидеть, что
происходило, я это подробно описывал. Если отмотаете ленту, вот…
потому что, почему я активно писал в соцсетях, потому что столько было
всего, меня разрывало на части, и я должен был это выплескивать куда-то,
чтобы с ума не сойти. И в какой-то момент я понял, что я этим помогаю
людям, другим родственникам и кому-то еще, потому что информации было
очень мало: все было закрыто, СМИ тоже ничего не знали, потому что они
не были внутри. Знали… все что знали, какую информацию знали, знали
только родственники. И то – так, урывками. Вот. Ммм… соответственно…
кстати, вспомнил. Такой милый момент с первого же дня… компания
«Билайн», ну, мобильный оператор… по-моему, это вообще лучшая
реклама компании. Они нигде это не объявляли, ничего, просто сидел
короче… в холле, на самом видном месте гостиницы, сидел, короче,
мальчик… ааа… просто такой молодой человек с табличкой типа: «Билайн.
Бесплатные симки. Две недели звонков по России и в Египет». Он просто
всем родственникам раздавал. То есть это не было рассчитано, что вот он
там «Билайн-Билайн», он просто по-тихому всем, и очень многие этим
пользовались, потому что были с разных городов, с разных стран люди. И
он всем просто раздавал их, и вот две недели люди могли позвонить куда
угодно. Это было очень круто… вот. Ну, это такой лирический момент.
О: А после?
R2: Что после?
О: Получается, вы сказали, что провели там почти неделю…
R2: Почти неделю, да. Мы, собственно, ждали… собственно, что
произошло. В первый же день привезли 169 тел, которые были более-менее
целыми, которых сразу собрали. Ааа… и потом еще два самолета
прилетело, которые с… менее опознаваемыми останками, более мелкими
и так далее, и так далее. Хотя там новые останки находили еще очень много
месяцев. В общем, и мы, собственно, ждали опознания. Самый страшный
процесс. Мы ждали звонка, когда, ну, позовут нас для опознания тела. В
общем, и где-то день… на пятый или на четвертый… по-моему, седьмого…
пятого или шестого… пятого или шестого ноября… ааа… мне позвонили,
сказали, что, ну: «Приезжайте, мы как бы нашли человека, похожего на А.»,
мою племянницу. В общем… ну, мы все собрались, все родственники, кто
был. Как бы я, мама, отец А… ну, моя сестра была в разводе, и, собственно,
его мама с папой. Ну, и мы поехали в морг. В морг, крематорий, где это
было, ну, знаете, да? Крематорий у нас находится… как называется…
самый большой у нас…
О: Понятия не имею
R2: Сейчас скажу (googles the name)… там еще очень важный
момент…(Pauses while searching)... на Шафировском, на Шафировском.
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Такой самый большой крематорий, собственно, и морг, и всех свозили туда.
Естественно, там тоже все было огорожено, никого туда не пускали, кроме
родственников. Ааа… мы туда приехали, нас там еще раз опросили очень
много. Там было очень много, естественно, врачей МЧС. Представляете, то
есть там вообще самый сложный момент, когда как бы все, то есть… ааа…
все понимают, в каком состоянии тело может быть. Там, у кого-то вообще,
там, ничего практически не было, понимаешь… и… ну, это очень тяжело
было. Соответственно… всех пичкали, там, таблетками, лекарствами
разными, там чего только не было, там люди вообще… в
полубессознательном состоянии были. Вот… ну, и, собственно, пошли
опознавать. Опознали А. Оказалась она. На следующий день… ааа… ну,
организовали поставку тела во Псков. И на следующий день, уже через
день, похоронили в Пскове. Ну, я могу… где-то подробно еще
останавливаться, ты мне говори, как, на чем останавливаться подробнее
О: Да-да-да. Ааа… тело И.?
R2: Вот, собственно, и после того, как мы похоронили… то есть, когда мы…
ааа… А. отвозили уже, тоже в этот день, нам сказали, что завтра последний
день… ааа… опознания. Что, типа, если завтра вас не вызовут, то, значит,
вы будете ждать экспертизы ДНК. Причем минимум сорок дней, потому
как… ааа… остальные тела находятся в таком состоянии, что нельзя точно
сказать, кто это. Вот. Я объясню, в чем дело. В результате в эти дни, помоему, они выдали 56 тел.
О: А остальные не могли опознать или…
R2: Нет, смотри. Они давали, то есть… смотри… они смотрели по описанию
человека, какой он должен быть. Потом смотрели все трупы. Смотрели как
бы, если сходятся очень описания, они вызвали родственника: «Вот тут по
описанию подходит. Ваш-не ваш?». Потом говорят: «Ваш? Точно ваш?».
Потом, типа, все – ты забираешь. Если он не уверен, то его оставляют. И
получилось так, что в какой-то момент они поняли, что… отдали не то тело
одному человеку. Один человек…
О: А, я слышала
R2: Слышала, да?
О: Когда похоронили…
R2: По-моему, таких человек было несколько, то есть, да.
О: Я только про одну историю слышала.
R2: Да, ну, одна такая известная история. И были, на самом деле, другие,
но о них не распространяется никто. Была история, когда… ааа… когда сын
опознал маму, похоронил ее, а оказалось, это не его мама, а мама других
людей. Соответственно, когда это все выяснилось, когда уже точно
подтвердилось по ДНК-экспертизе, то есть…
О: А они не сверяют? Если сначала говорят, что это мой родственник, то
его забирают?
R2: Что не сверяют?
О: То есть, дополнительных проверок нет? Если человек…
R2: Да, это было, то есть вот на слове. То есть мы спрашивали про это как
раз: «А как вы определяете? Как вы можете поверить человеку, что вот это
точно он? Вы можете человеку в состоянии аффекта поверить?». Он
говорит: «Мы точно видим, когда человек узнает своего родственника». Ну,
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типа… я просто видел эти тела, и я понимаю, что там могли быть ошибки
стопудово. Там… ну… там очень…
О: И психологическое состояние такое, когда ты хочешь, чтобы это был тот
человек.
R2: Да! Да-да-да. И люди… то есть, они видели, что человек похожий, надо
похоронить, забрать, все такое. И они говорили: «Да, мы забираем, все, это
наш». А получался потом такой кошмар, когда им пришлось откапывать того
человека, отдавать его другим людям. А самое грустное в том, что этот
человек, который похоронил маму не свою, у него… у него маму вообще не
нашли.
О: Это было одно из тел, которые…
R2: Одно из семи человек, которое, да, которых вообще не нашли. То есть,
ну, то есть нашли, но она сгорела до такой степени, что она… ее нельзя
определить по ДНК.
О: А я слышала, что там есть несколько тел, которые вообще пропали,
потому что радиус был такой большой, что могли куда-то…
R2: Они не… да, они не пропали, то есть, ну… понимаешь, по… я просто
все это, всю эту хронологию как бы и технологию поиска тел, как бы, всю
изучил, то есть я общался с людьми, которые собирали все эти останки и
так далее. Там такая история, что, когда хвост оторвался, большая часть
людей, там, ну, где-то, наверное, больше половины… там, из этого хвоста
вытянуло. В первую очередь тех, кто был не пристегнут, и в первую очередь
тех, кто сидел в задней части самолета, ну, там до 25-го, может, кресла.
Может, даже больше. В общем, там же как раз была моя сестра с А., они…
на 30-м ряду сидели, то есть в самом конце практически, и… вот эти люди,
кого сразу вытянуло, они были более менее целы, ну, как…относительно,
то есть не… не мясо, не фарш…То есть они, по крайней мере, не горели, то
есть они получили массу различных травм, но, в основном, травмы
получены… эээ… прежде всего, от ударов о различные части самолета,
пока они вылетали, какие-то фатальные, и от удара о землю, когда они
ударялись. Вот таких, такие тела сразу собрали, там 169, по-моему, 169,
было, и привезли. Но не все… то есть, когда Следственный комитет поняли,
что они могут ошибиться, и как получилось потом, что они ошиблись, лучше
потерпеть ДНК и выдать всем точно, как бы, их тела, чтобы не было такого
треша. Но треш в любом случае получился. Просто надо понимать, что они
пытались выдавать, понимая в какой ситуации люди, что, типа… сорок дней
еще ждать – это ж с ума можно сойти. Вот, ну… у нас просто ужасная такая
ситуация была, что мы А. забрали, мы хотели, естественно, их вместе
похоронить, чтобы хотя бы кошмар в один день был. А пришлось так, что на
восьмой день, как мы похоронили А.… ааа… а через месяц еще И.
О: А ее тело… я извиняюсь за вопрос, но в каком состоянии ее тело было?
R2: Нет, ее тело было нормально, но относительно. То есть А. была
получше чуть-чуть, то есть. А у И. было более обезображено, скажем так,
лицо… ааа… вот. Ну, и больше было таких рваных ран, но руки и ноги были
целы, то есть они все, конечно, были сломаны, но на месте, по крайней
мере. Вот, в общем… пол-лица у нее было очень сильно обезображено, и,
возможно, поэтому, они хотя там и фотографии давали. То есть я, когда
смотрел, я понимал следователей, что здесь могут быть сомнения, потому
что, когда у человека настолько лицо обезображено, то под это описание
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мое может попасть много людей различных, потому что, ну… девушек там
37-летних там было, ну, знаешь... человек двадцать таких. Хотя при этом
некоторые родственники все это время, некоторые ходили опознавать, то
есть все смотрели фотографии. То есть там, допустим, ты потерял маму и
говоришь: «Покажите мне всех женщин». Там… и ему показывали всех, там,
80 женщин, и он там смотрел все это. И… несмотря на то, что, если,
допустим, он увидит, что похожа на мою маму: «Вот это моя мама», - то ему
все равно не отдавали ее, типа: «Нет, мы подождем ДНК-экспертизы.
Спасибо, что указали, но…»
О: То есть это уже было после этого прецедента?
R2: Да, это когда уже… не-не-не. Это было после того, как они закончили на
седьмой-восьмой день официальную выдачу тел.
О: А, поняла.
R2: То есть они поняли, что лучше не рисковать. Все, короче, не будем
рисковать дождемся ДНК-экспертизы. Но ДНК-экспертиза очень много
времени занимает, реально, то есть… 224 человека, единственно, кому
первым всех-всех отдали, это были члены экипажа. Их было очень легко
опознать, потому что у них была форма. Всех семерых отдали… ну, в
первые же дни. Но при этом экипаж жил отдельно от нас, мы про них ничего
не знали, потому что… пока не было официальных данных, была
вероятность того, что… была какая-то ошибка пилота.
О: И боялись самосуда?
R2: И поэтому – да. Если бы родственники об этом узнали, они могли както… ну, естественно, на родственников экипажа… поэтому они сразу жили
отдельно от нас, в другом отеле. Они к нам не приходили, к ним приходили
отдельные люди, их отдельно брифинговали. То есть я об этом даже не
знал, узнал об этом потом… и они до последнего шифровались, и мы не
знали, пока все это не закончилось.
О: А если возвращаться назад к первому дню…
R2: Сейчас, секундочку (answers a message).
О: Да, конечно
R2: Да, если возвращаться к первому дню…
О: …то, я понимаю, что это может быть странная формулировка, потому что
весь этот день – это, конечно, я не могу себе представить эмоции, но есть
ли какой-то отдельный момент, который как… ммм… первое воспоминание,
которое вот врезано в память об этом дне? Самое яркое какое-то
R2: (Pause) Наверное… одно из самых ярких, когда ты видишь… видишь
фамилии своих родственников в списке. Когда мы были дома, когда я в
интернете нашел… и у тебя все меняется как бы внутри, то есть ты
понимаешь, что это не шутка, что они летели на этом самолете, и… все уже
не будет так, как прежде. Что это… максимально жесткая ситуация, и как
бы… начинаешь думать, как ты маме сейчас будешь все это… ты
понимаешь, что у тебя есть ответственность, что у тебя осталась мама
одна, а папа… Папы у нас нет, мы до этого, за три года до этого, за пять лет
до этого потеряли… от рака умер, тоже большое было для всей семьи
потрясение… три месяца умирал, очень было тяжело, вот. Иии… ты
понимаешь, что тебе нужно сейчас что-то делать, что-то делать очень
правильно для того, чтобы… по максимуму как-то… мамины страдания…
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снизить, ну, и как бы самому с ума не сойти. Вот. Скорее всего была именно
найти эти фамилии в списке.
О: А по поводу… ааа… вы просто несколько раз делали отсылку к тому, что
надо было не сойти с ума самому. Я знаю, что и в тот день, и после можно
было обращаться за психологической помощью, там МЧС помогала. Вы
обращались? Или, может, мама?
R2: Не-не, я не обращался, мама тоже. Ну, мы вообще не такие люди, мы
достаточно стабильные внутри, то есть… К психологам обращались люди,
которые, которые, ну, которым совсем прям было тяжело, ну, которые не
могли контролировать и понимать… Было, кстати, очень классно сделано…
ааа… я помню, там одна женщина прилетела из другого города, я не
помню… какой-то город… где-то Забайкалье… ааа… у нее дочка
единственная погибла. Не единственная, просто дочка погибла. И, в общем,
она прилетела через день-через два в Питер, и с ней отправили психолога
МЧС, прямо оттуда из ее города. Отправили ее на все время, она ее
сопровождала, вот эту всю неделю она была с ней. И когда я увидел это,
как она с ней общается, она, настолько ее… ей так помогала, настолько ее
обволакивала просто… разговорами там… ааа… какой-то помощью, хотя
она с мужем, там, еще прилетела, то есть очень сильно помогла, они еще
рядом прям жили, то есть все… вот эту неделю она здорово ей… помогла.
То есть очень, очень четко была работа МЧС. Я первый раз, ну, видел это
в деле, то есть, я не понимал, как это работает, и так далее. То есть я знал,
что есть, там, какие-то чрезвычайные ситуации, что они вот приезжают, там,
и всех спасают. Но вот когда случается такое, и ты понимаешь, что тебя на
каждом этапе… ааа… действие, которое ты должен сделать, там,
опознание тел, там пойти туда-сюда, тебя сопровождают какие-то люди и
смотрят, как ты себя ведешь, то есть кому совсем плохо, тем дают какие-то
лекарства, там, успокаивают, разговаривают. И они прям сразу по глазам
видят. Мы там сидим втроем, подходит ко мне этот врач МЧС или психолог,
она на меня смотрит такая: типа, «все хорошо, тебе ничего не нужно», такая
подходит дальше, там, к маме, поговорит, там. Десять минут с ней
поговорила и ушла, другая пришла, такая, поговорила с ней. Ну, в общем,
так вот…
О: Очень внимательные.
R2: Очень внимательные, очень профессионально работали, я восхищен
вообще этим.
О: А вот еще раз, просто хочу уточнить этот момент… ааа… по поводу
получения новой информации. То есть опять же я прочитала, по-моему, в
«Новой газете» про то, что был «информационный голод» и что, ну, я так
понимаю… расскажите, как вы получали новую информацию? Это были
только СМИ или только…
R2: Ну, смотри, да… ааа… поскольку мы жили практически в штабе МЧС. К
сожалению, я узнал очень поздно о том, что есть брифинги каждодневные,
и я поэтому туда не ходил, но… ааа… но когда я пришел туда, на первый
брифинг, там как раз были, помню, списки, кто где сидел. Я очень ждал этих
списков, мне почему-то было интересно, где они сидели, где это все было…
то есть я как раз первый все это выкинул… то есть я взял этот список,
сфотографировал все это, поместил к себе на страницу, и все родственники
прибежали ко мне сразу тоже уже ииии… смотрели, обсуждали все это… То
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есть информации было действительно мало, и вот то, что нам давали на
брифингах, – это, по сути, была вся информация. И СМИ, соответственно,
тоже там, тоже там половина была чуши, но, по крайней мере, мы пытались
анализировать то, что по телевизору показывали, там, какие-то кадры…
ааа… Потом…потом на седьмой день примерно… или на девятый, на
девятый день кто-то из родственников мне написал, сказал, что, типа, «R2,
давайте, вот вы такой активный, создайте группу для родственников.
Поскольку информации очень мало, мы, по крайней мере, все соберемся
вместе и будем это обсуждать как бы и собирать кто что слышал», - и так
далее. Потому что, ну, это важно. Почти никто тогда еще не получил тела,
не захоронил, все волновались, для всех это было самое важное. Все уже
понимали, что все погибли, но нужно было, ну, предать останки земле. И в
общем я организовал группу… дал… написал пост у себя в соцсетях – в
Инстаграме, ВКонтакте, что, типа… «Я такой-то, такой-то, прошу
родственников погибших, там… ааа… людей обратиться ко мне, я вас всех
включу в группу закрытую». И ко мне начали стекаться родственники все.
Надо понимать, что к этому моменту всех абсолютно задолбали
журналисты, естественно… и, там, телешоу были каждый день и так далее.
И, естественно, никто никому не верил, все родственники были в шоке как
бы, посылали всех журналистов в жопу, но я был единственный человек,
которому верили, потому что я тоже родственник и… мне можно было
верить. И я потихонечку собрал людей в эту группу, где мы каждый день
несколько, несколько месяцев вообще… первые несколько месяцев люди
вообще там изливали свою душу, там… новостями делились,
фотографиями, там… я несколько тем открыл специально, там:
«Расскажите о своих родственниках. Кто у вас погиб? Как?», ну, в смысле
«Кто вы ему?» - и так далее, и так далее, и так далее. Было много
мошенников, на самом деле кто был не родственником. Я сначала их пускал
в группу, потом выяснялось, что они не родственники, – выкидывал, то есть
был огромный поток информации различной, которые, ну…
О: Как вы это вычисляли?
R2: Ааа… либо они сами себя, некоторые, выдавали, писали какую-то
фигню… А, плюс к этому существует некое сообщество у нас в России –
конспирологов так называемых… вы, наверное, были на этом сайте? Есть
такой сайт…
О: Нет, но я понимаю.
R2: В общем, есть у нас такие *банько, которые считают, что самолеты не
падают, что Земля плоская, там, ну… а Луна – это *баный фонарь. Вот. Ну,
вот эти вот люди. Они считают, что все конспирология, точнее, что все это
масонский заговор, что все это делает правительство для того, чтобы всех
запугать и обмануть, ну, там… И вот это, короче, все. И некоторые из них
попадали, короче… пара человек попало в группу, говоря, что они
родственники. Я их добавлял, и они написали какой-то пост, типа, что-то
«вас обманывают, там никто не умер, там, и так далее…». Ну, короче, я
сразу удалил, естественно, вот… А бывали некоторые люди, которые
писали, что, типа, там… настоящие родственники писали и говорили, что
«там это не наш родственник, посмотрите внимательнее». И я, там, за
несколько вопросов наводящих выяснял, что они не родственники на самом
деле, и выкинул их тоже. Ну, в общем, это было очень сложно… и очень
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тонкий такой момент, ну, потихонечку мы с этим справились. В общем к чему
я все это вел? Какой был вопрос? (laughs)
О: Про информационную…
R2: Да, как информацию получали. Вот, собственно, да, мы собирались все
вместе. Естественно, все, у каких-то людей есть какие-то свои связи: кто-то
бывший работник… ааа… милиции, кто-то у нас работал в СК раньше… из
родственников. Ааа… кто-то в МЧС работал, и, естественно, когда вас много
и у вас много становится сил, связей. И вы начинаете вместе работать над
этим, когда вот вы все не разъединены, у вас больше сил. И мы начали,
там, кто туда пошел, кто-то куда-то к депутатам пошел, кто-то из
Следственного комитета, кто-то еще куда-то. Мы все информацию
собирали, и в результате, ну, более-менее у нас была единая картина и…
информация какая-то была. То есть больше…
О: Связи какие-то.
R2: Да, то есть чисто людские… связи профессиональные тоже. Было очень
такой момент… ааа… волнительный, когда наступали сорок дней, когда
должны были тела по идее выдавать. То есть сначала они обещали, что
через три недели все, короче, закончат ДНК…
О: Это первый, первые… ааа…
R2: Первые, первые восемь дней закончились, когда выдавали тела, 56 тел
выдали – и все, остановились. Сказали, что ждите, короче, еще три недели.
О: Это вот до этих…
R2: Нет, они сказали, что ждите три недели. Три недели прошло – и ничего.
И мы начали на них давить, типа: «Вы сказали, что три недели должно
пройти, в чем дело?». Они говорят: «ДНК-экспертиза еще не завершена.
Ждите». В результате, еще две недели подождали. Естественно, мы их
терроризировали все, то есть надо понимать, что все там пятьсот человек
звонили в Следственный комитет каждый день и говорили: «Где там? Что
там? Когда все будет?», - то есть в каком напряжении люди жили все это
время – это просто неописуемо. В результате там, ну, я посты по этому
поводу писал там много, даже обращения в Следственный комитет и так
далее. И в какой-то момент они сказали: «Все. Выдаем тела». Сначала
начали вызывать, тоже грамотно достаточно там было: в первый день
выдавали тем, кто живет в Питере, потому что их больше всего. Второй день
– они начали выдавать тем, кто живет… тем, кто живет… ааа… в области.
Там, на третий день начали выдавать тем, кто из других городов… Ну, и както так, в общем, они разделили все грамотно. Ну… в общем, и вот. Наступил
самый такой… жесткий еще момент, когда началась вторая волна выдачи
тел, когда основная масса… вот. Как все это было… ааа… все, ДНКэкспертизу закончили. Ааа… вызвали, опять вызвали, вызвали, ну, короче
сказали: «Приходите в такое-то время в Следственный комитет». Ааа…
типа: «Забирайте тело». Мы приехали в Следственный комитет. Нас
допросили опять по новой… еще подробнее. Часа на два. Мы с мамой
приехали туда, нас с мамой допросили и потом спрашивают: «Вы готовы
увидеть фотографию сначала тела вашей дочери?» Я маму сначала
отговаривал, а потом она сказала: «Я хочу посмотреть». Она посмотрела:
«Да, она». Потом я пошел, тоже посмотрел. И… а в тот момент я уже
понимал, что обязательно нужно увидеть, ну, вживую все это, потому что…
ну, я боялся, что могут положить не то, перепутать просто. Потому что уже
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знал, что такая фигня была. С другими родственниками. Ну, в общем, мы
поехали в морг. Ааа… все там просидели еще два часа и… ну, как бы
заранее, естественно, как бы за два дня гроб пошел, заказал. Там все вот
это вот, короче. И… ну, я говорю: «Я хочу посмотреть на тело». Они, типа:
«Но вы же видели на фотографиях, что вам смотреть?» Типа, нафига. А мне
надо убедиться, что это она. Что, типа, что это тоже самое, что и на
фотографиях. В общем, говорит: «Вы понимаете, прошло сорок дней,
понимаете, что, ну, тело к этому времени гораздо хуже выглядит? Оно и так
не очень выглядело». Я говорю: «Я все понимаю, но мне надо увидеть,
потому что, ну, я боюсь, чтобы… что ошибка была». Ну, в общем, они
выделили мне двух врачей и психолога МЧС, с которым я пошел,
собственно, в морг. Тоже, конечно, работа у людей – каждый день ходить
вот так и смотреть трупы. И это, конечно, неописуемое, неописуемое …
вообще это состояние, когда ты заходишь в морг. Знаешь, идешь, короче,
по этому длинному коридору сначала… и по краям такие стоят десятками
гробы. Там лежат не тела, там лежат какие-то вещи, которые родственники
принесли, оставили, знаешь, для того чтобы похоронить вместе с ними…
какие-то игрушки и так далее. Просто такими вот рядами. В общем, завели
нас, там… в это место, выкатили каталку. Посмотрели… ну, мама
естественно не пошла, я ее не пустил, но она и не хотела, она сказала, типа:
«Я не пойду». Я посмотрел, убедился. Все… тут же подали, собственно,
нашу машину с гробом. Гроб отдали, положили тело. Все, увезли. И повезли
во Псков. А мы следом поехали. Вот. А на следующий день похоронили.
О: Ааа… насколько я понимаю… ааа… я просто читала в «Новой газете»
интервью ваше и R1 и… меня немного резанул один момент. Просто из
рассказа R1 было понятно, что город оказывал большую финансовую
помощь с захоронением и с предоставлением мест на кладбище. А вы в
интервью сказали, что… ааа… что вообще, но это старое интервью было,
вообще в пятнадцатом, по-моему, году вы это говорили, что губернатор
отказался выделять помощь. И мне R1 пояснил, что вы, скорее всего, имели
в виду Псков.
R2: Конечно-конечно. Я же говорил за себя. Я не мог говорить про других
людей. Потому что у нас во Псков надо же было везти. Когда мы… ааа…
должны были отвозить А., я был уверен, что нам выделят, как бы,
естественно, машину для всего этого, потому что кроме нее там еще было
несколько человек. Со Пскова нас там девять человек погибло. И когда вот
мы должны были на следующий день ее вывозить, выяснилось, что машины
нет. Ну, которую должен был выделить, там, губернатор или кто-то еще.
О: То есть он сначала сказал «да», а потом сказали «нет»? Или как?
R2: Мы сначала не поняли… Сначала, сначала сказали, что нет. Да, потом
начали звонить, жаловаться МЧС… там же были в каждом районе, с
каждого города, где погибли люди, были представители. Там, полковник
МЧС какой-то, кто занимался этим делом, пока мы не устроили скандал с
этими людьми, не объяснили, что надо обязательно машину как бы, а не
своими силами все это делать… В общем, устроили скандал, и машину
предоставили в результате. Слава богу. Сейчас, секундочку (pause, answers
a message). В общем, да. На следующий день они подогнали… ааа…
микро… не микроавтобус, а… не микроавтобус, достаточно большой
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автобус. И несколько тел, я не помню сколько. Просто, когда А. там была,
там было два или три гроба.
О: То есть, у вас претензии к помощи именно Пскова?
R2: Сейчас, секундочку (pause, answers a message) Нет, в результате все
было нормально, нам не нужно было место на кладбище, ничего такого…
ааа… потому что у нас там место было уже куплено, там папа похоронен.
Ааа… короче. И, естественно, на похороны, там, к А. пришло чуть ли не
полгорода, ну, не полгорода, а, там, губернатор приехал, короче, все. Ну,
такое, типа, знаковое событие. В общем…
О: Как вы отнеслись к этому? К его появлению? Если он там…
R2: Вообще, нам было настолько наплевать, если честно. То есть… ну, мы
понимали, что это, типа, как бы… типа здорово, наверное, но нам было
совершенно не до этого, нам было пофиг, кто там находится. Естественно,
когда мы И. хоронили, там, уже через сорок дней, уже были, естественно,
только близкие, потому что уже как бы весь этот хайп прошел… болееменее. Мы понимали, что это будет только первые дни. Естественно, они
должны были посветить всеми этими своими лицами, грубо говоря. Ну,
потому что показать, что они оказывают поддержку, ну, что там, венок какойто дали. Но при этом, при этом… Псков выделил денежную компенсацию,
чисто вот от себя…
О: То есть помимо компенсации от Питера….
R2: Да, да-да-да. Не все города, я знаю, что выделили такую помощь,
потому что у нас же очень много городов… около двадцати городов. Но
Псков выделил компенсацию. Вот, поэтому все было нормально.
О: Хорошо. А скажите, у вас вообще обсуждение внутри, ну, среди
родственников, в отеле, может быть, вы, когда обсуждали… ммм… само
крушение или процесс расследования, у вас были какие-то несовпадения
во мнениях на какие-то вещи?
R2: Мы… в смысле причин катастрофы?
О: Ну, может, причин? Что угодно.
R2: На самом деле, почти сразу все понимали… Я не помню, когда объявил
Путин, что, ну, признали теракт официально.
О: 16 ноября.
R2: 16 ноября. Ну, мы до этого это уже понимали, то есть мы обсуждали,
когда это уже официально объявили. Хотя России было невыгодно такое
признавать, на самом деле. То есть… если был бы какой-то шанс, что это
был не теракт, они бы в ту сторону и пошли. Потому как, ну, я объясню
почему. Теракт, это надо понимать, что уже правительство попадает под
удар, что они не могут защитить своих граждан… в другой стране. Ну, это
такой репутационный удар очень сильный… по Путину, ну, и так далее. Нам
сразу сказали, что это весточка Путину на родину. Мы же тогда как раз
начали бомбить, ну… ИГИЛ. И когда как раз через… через вот буквально
числа 14-го или 15-го вышел этот Dabiq… с… с фотографией бомбы…
причем ладно там фотографии бомбы, это не настолько правдоподобно
было, правдоподобно, эксклюзивно было то, что у них была фотография
паспортов. Трех паспортов людей, которые там погибли.
О: Про это я не знала.
R2: Не слышала? Ну, это очень интересный, на самом деле, факт.
О: То есть, это еще раз подтверждает, что…
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R2: Что они либо…
О: Что кто-то из них имел доступ и работал в аэропорту.
R2: Да-да, что, соответственно, скорее всего… а там был скан паспортов,
причем в идеальном виде, ну, а скан паспортов происходит,
соответственно, в аэропорту. Когда люди вылетают. То есть там было три
паспорта, причем два паспорта и один военный билет. Женщина по
военному билету, с военным билетом была… реальных людей, которые там
погибли. Вот. И они как доказательства их приложили. И после этого я
понял, что бомба тоже настоящая. И потом уже через полгода выяснилось,
что действительно были найдены, найдены… ааа…
О: Взрывчатое вещество.
R2: Ну, взрывчатое вещество – это понятно, сразу нашли. А… сейчас, как
мне выразить… были найдены… частицы металла, не принадлежащие
самолету.
О: От банки.
R2: От банки, да. То есть мы еще говорили: «Вот, есть фотография, тут
Швепс, банка, возможно ли такое?» И нам следователь, главный
следователь, генерал-майор сказал, что возможно. Вот.
О: Вопрос был про несовпадения во мнениях.
R2: Ну… о причинах катастрофы?
О: О причинах катастрофы, методах расследования…
R2: Слушай, я не знаю…По первости мы не думали столько о причинах,
сколько мы хотели, собственно, добиться выдачи тел… Мы про самолет
сам, про вот эти причины начали думать и анализировать после похорон.
То есть после десятого декабря, когда все это закончили дело, мы начали
уже со следствием общаться. Понятно, что там у нас еще вещи, у нас же
вещи были. То есть сначала там тела были, а потом вещи все опознавали.
Это еще почти… еще полгода, короче, мы опознавали вещи. Вот… иии… у
нас было несколько встреч со Следственным комитетом, где мы задавали
конкретные вопросы, как, что… как произошло все, что вы знаете, что не
знаете. Вот мы несколько раз встречались, и вот в прошлом году они
предоставили нам уже… предварительный такой отчет на 200 страницах о
том, что произошло. Как, то есть от самого начала, как операторам поступил
сигнал о том, что самолет пропал, о том, кто что делал… меня вот это
больше всего интересовало. Где была бомба, конкретно лежала, какой тип
бомбы, где она была заложена, там фотографии были приложены, ну,
короче все там.
О: А почему вам, ну, почему вам так было важно знать такие детали?
R2: Я не знаю, как другим, но мне, когда убивают моих родственников,
важно знать абсолютно все, что с этим было связано, как это произошло,
потому что… ну, я считаю, что это уже частичка меня. Мне интересно знать,
мне вообще интересно знать все, что с этим связано… абсолютно с этим
самолетом. То есть, я даже сейчас, когда вижу в аэропорту такой же
самолет… они, кстати, нечасто, ну, такие самолеты не очень
распространенные, А321-ые… вот, знаешь, я так долго, задумчиво на него
смотрю… вот. Я за эти два года прочитал просто все форумы иностранные,
русские, какие только возможно, все фотографии, пообщался со всеми
людьми, которые вообще только могут быть доступны для этого. То есть
нашел людей… МЧС-ников, которые работали эти три недели там.
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Большинство из них, конечно, не стало со мной разговаривать, ну, и им
нельзя в принципе… вот, но один из них, слава богу, согласился. Мы до сих
пор с ним иногда общаемся… вот, он тоже в подробностях все рассказывал.
Ну, хотели знать правду… хотели, собственно, что если где-то какие-то
ошибки, следствие, если какие-то ошибки делает, какие-то ошибки делает
кто-то… кто замешен в этой катастрофе, чтобы этих ошибок не повторялось
и… ну…
О: То есть не только для себя, а…
R2: Да, то есть когда начинались все эти истории с компенсациями, когда
мы поняли, что жизнь в России в таких ситуациях ценится в десятки раз
меньше, чем жизнь на Западе… то есть я сразу четко для себя поставил
цели какие-то, то есть что мы должны сделать в ближайшее время: мы
должны поставить памятник… людям, которые… родственникам нашим, мы
должны помочь людям, которые могут оказаться в этой ситуации в
будущем, мы должны сделать все, чтобы это происходило реже. И то есть,
я не знаю, в курсе вы, не в курсе этого, но просто через… через полгода
после случившегося приняли закон о том, что… экипаж…
О: Про материальную компенсацию?
R2: Да-да, про материальную, про материальную сторону вопроса, что
экипаж стал приравниваться к пассажирам в следующих катастрофах.
О: Да, я знаю, что они получили только сто тысяч.
R2: Чтобы они получили какие-то деньги. Они получили сто тысяч рублей,
да. И они добились того, чтобы это пересмотрелось. И в прошлом, точнее,
в этом, в прошлом году мы вступили в Монреальскую конвенцию… об этом
можно было только мечтать. Я пойду покурю.
О: Да, хорошо.
R2: И сделаю пару звонков.
Part 2. (1:04:08)
О: Хорошо. Давайте поговорим о журналистах. Очевидно, вы давали очень
много интервью, но мне интересно, по какому принципу… был ли какой-то
принцип, по которому вы отбирали журналистов?
R2: Ну…
О: …И в какой момент вы начали давать интервью?
R2: Журналисты, естественно, с самого начала, с первых же дней, ну…
пытались достучаться до нас, но было не до этого, поэтому… первый…
сейчас, секунду (long pause, answers a message). Да, журналисты. Ааа… с
первых дней, естественно, звонил, там, «Первый канал» и все, все, все, все.
Ааа… первые десять дней вообще ни с кем не общался принципиально,
потому что было не до этого, ну, как бы… и зачем? Но потом что-то… в
какой-то момент я понял, что … ааа… нам нужна огласка, нам нужно какуюто информацию давать, потому что я понимал, что начнут все забывать, и
все это могут спустить на тормозах. То есть… мне хотелось, чтобы
Следственный комитет, вся общественность была, ну, как бы… не в какомто напряжении, а было… чтобы инфоповод не уходил. Я осознавал, что это
очень важно, поэтому я дозировано какие-то СМИ подкармливал, ну, кроме
каких-то желтых типа «Life». То есть с «Life’ом» всегда у нас было – «сразу
пошли в жопу», потому что… ну, это желтое СМИ, они всегда все
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перевирали… вот. И, ну, я понимал, что СМИ – это очень как бы… хороший
такой… собственно, метод давления на общественность и на
Следственный комитет, поскольку нам это было важно, мы, я как бы
старался держать их рядом всегда. Вот. Поэтому, ну, собственно, десятки
СМИ ко мне обращались, и я кому-то что-то иногда говорил, вот. Поэтому
это чтобы поддерживать заголовки. Особенно я помню, когда самолет
сбили… собственно, произошло… вот в Париже через две недели. Я
понимал, что это как бы заберет сейчас часть инфоповода. И потом еще
после этого случился, когда Турция сбила наш самолет. Иии… все, я понял,
что у нас еще как бы очень много дел важных, нам еще тела не отдали, а
нас уже никто не помнит, никому ничего не нужно, и поэтому я поддерживал
этот информационный как бы… повод и этот поток. Вот. Вкратце так.
О: А были ли какие-то репортажи… я под репортажами имею, там, в целом
статьи, на телевидении что-то… репортажи которые противоречили друг
другу, давали неверную информацию?
R2: Да, да-да-да. Очень много, ну… очень много информации было
неправдивой. Естественно, журналисты перевирали, поэтому, когда мы
какую-то информацию видели неверную, особенно, когда давали какие-то
типа Трунова, нам он сразу не понравился… Господин Трунов – это
адвокат… Ну, есть такой адвокат Трунов. Игорь Трунов. Он вообще на этих
вещах очень любит пиариться. Ааа... вот. Он давал какие-то комментарии
вообще… ненужные.
О: Как эксперт?
R2: Да. Как эксперт, типа. Ну, к тому же он успел за первые, за первые пару
недель подписать договор… соглашения с несколькими родственниками,
которых мы тогда еще не знали. Ну, о том, что он представляет их интересы.
Вот.
О: А вот эта ситуация… когда еще был Life78. История о том, когда они
давали неверные фотографии людей, которых не было на самолете.
R2: Да.
О: Вы как-то разбирались с ними?
R2: Ааа… насколько я помню, там женщина… с двумя мальчиками была,
нет?
О: Нет-нет, там была какая-то компания друзей, которые сами же потом
писали… им, что…
R2: А, типа, мы живы.
О: Да.
R2: Я не помню этой ситуации, честно говоря, не разбирался совсем. Ну, я,
я знаю, что «Life» постоянно делал вбросы какие-то, совершенно не
соответствующие реальности, поэтому мы с первых практически дней
зареклись давать им интервью в принципе. Хотя они лезли к нам просто
неимоверно, ко всем родственникам, но мы сразу их как бы прокляли и
больше с ними старались не общаться, потому что, ну, ни к чему это… Вот.
Ну, естественно, все интервью, которые я давал, я старался, чтобы… ааа…
мне присылали как бы раскладку того, что они будут печатать. То есть те
журналисты адекватные, с которыми мы имели дело… какие-нибудь
«Комсомольская правда», там… «Московский комсомолец», которые
делали большие статьи, они очень с пониманием относились к нам и всегда
перед тем, как публиковать новость, они нам присылали.
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О: Вы… когда даете интервью, вы все-таки даете, ну, я имею в виду
журналистам, вы даете их как… брат погибшей и дядя? Или даете интервью
как один из основателей фонда?
R2: Смотрите, мы фонд организовали только в марте 2016 года, то есть
когда основные, собственно, действия по нашему делу завершились.
Поэтому до этого времени большую часть интервью я давал, естественно,
как родственник погибших, а уже потом, когда… все зависит от ситуации.
Если тема, тема интервью больше как раз, ну… скажем так, коррелирует с
фондом,
то
я
представлялся
как
исполнительный
директор
благотворительного фонда. А если это больше касалось каких-то личных
вопросов и… семьи, то я представлялся как родственник.
О: А вы то есть не согласуете никак с фондом, ну, между собой не
согласовываете, там, «иду давать интервью тому-то»?
R2: Иногда согласуем. Да. Обычно нам звонят СМИ различные и просят
кого-то из фонда выступить, мы обсуждаем, кто из нас будет… ааа… давать
интервью, что говорить, что не говорить. То есть, поскольку в фонде
собрались более-менее, не более- менее, а очень адекватные люди
взрослые, мы понимаем, что некоторые вещи мы не можем говорить, то
есть в какие-то… в какие-то дебри уходить ненужные. То есть мы делали
интервью таким способом, чтобы это было выгодно для фонда, прежде
всего, для родственников, в их интересах. То есть в таком формате, да.
О: А вообще… я говорю даже не только об интервью, а вообще о разговорах
об этих событиях. У вас есть потребность в обсуждении этих событий?
R2: Среди родственников или в фонде?
О: И так, и так.
R2: (Pause) Первое время – да. Особенно первое время, конечно. Я говорю:
слава богу, я сделал эту группу, в которой до сих пор общаются, уже два
года прошло, общаются очень много людей… почти каждый день. Особенно
первые месяцы мы вообще оттуда не вылезали, то есть я посмотрел
статистику, у нас там было… У меня там всего в группе двести человек, все
родственники. Там было какое-то неимоверное количество…
О: Вы про закрытую группу?
R2: Да, закрытую группу. Там у нас было… по… по 2000 заходов в день. То
есть каждый родственник, грубо говоря, минимум по десять раз заходил в
группу, ну, в среднем, понимаешь? И… мы не могли вообще ни о чем другом
рассуждать. И мы понимали, что с другими людьми мы об этом говорить не
можем, потому что, во-первых, они как бы не поймут, во-вторых, им это
нафиг не надо вообще. И… мы могли, так скажем, вылить душу свою только
тем людям, которые в такой же ситуации. Это очень важно. Мне вообще
кажется, что самое, самый сильный психологический момент. То есть тут
никакие психологи даже не помогут, то есть мы тогда для себя, друг для
друга были лучшими психологами. И то есть… помощь друг друга нас тогда
очень сильно бодрила. Когда ты понимаешь: все, как бы у тебя… убили
родственников… но… тебе надо направить свои силы куда-то, чтобы что-то
исправить или как-то, что-то сделать доброе, и мы пытались помогать както.
О: А сейчас?
R 2: А сейчас тоже, сейчас тоже, до сих пор так. Конечно же, нельзя на этом
зацикливаться, надо жить дальше, у всех работа, семьи как бы… жить надо
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ради живых людей все-таки. Вот… поэтому сильно со временем,
естественно, сильно зацикливаться нельзя. Надо искать какие-то новые
цели, какие-то новые прелести в жизни и жить всем живым. Но все равно
это никуда не уходит от тебя, ну, наверное, никогда. То есть… у меня…
каждый день об этом думаю все равно, так или иначе пробегает в голове
мысль об этом. Вот. Я думаю, что у всех так.
О: А вы сказали, что…
R2: Сейчас, секундочку (answers a message). Да.
О: Вы сказали, что… ааа… невозможно обсуждать это с другими людьми.
Потому что, в том числе, потому что не поймут?
R2: Да, потому что не поймут…
О: А вы сталкивались с каким-то непониманием, или это просто ваше
предположение, что вряд ли они…
R2: Нет, ну… тебя окружают, в твоей жизни тебя окружают твои друзья либо
какие-то близкие люди, там, с которыми ты живешь, и… даже для них, ну,
первое время, да, понятно, все, как бы они с тобой и помогают тебе и так
далее, и так далее. Но ты должен понимать, какой стресс на их плечи тоже
ложится, а у них как бы своя жизнь есть. И все время… для них это, по сути,
это может быть нытьем просто бесконечным. Ну, нельзя с человеком… ну,
нельзя все время жить в этом кошмаре. Тебе надо из него выходить. А
людям, которые не сильно с этим так связаны, по большому счету, не очень
нужно, понимаешь? И… поэтому ты должен всегда, всегда себя
останавливать как бы в этом желании поговорить об этом, там… для этого
есть группа, для этого есть родственники, им можно бесконечно об этом
ныть, ну, грубо говоря, я утрирую. В общем, я понял, что лучше сторонних
людей, даже, там, своих знакомых, друзей, этим не перегружать, то есть…
О: Это как-то… просто обезопасить, ну, не обезопасить, а как бы оградить.
R2: Им это не нужно, на самом деле. То есть они могут тебя слушать
внимательно, там, сочувствовать тебе, но, по большому счету, им ни к чему
это, им это не нужно. У них есть свои дела, свои… ну, загрузишь ты их. Они
если тебя будут слушать, то они погрузятся, им будет плохо в результате.
Это в лучшем случае. В худшем – они просто пошлют тебя рано или поздно.
Ну, то есть, все случилось, все произошло, надо жить дальше.
О: Поняла. А скажите, есть ли, может, какая-нибудь фотография, звук, дата,
песня, что угодно, что является как бы… напоминанием о трагедии?
R2: Ну… во-первых, надо сказать, что когда это все случилось, огромное
количество творческих людей многое сделали. То есть мы, когда даже
делали сайт, постарались… вы были же на сайте фонда? Он такой,
достаточно скромненький, там ничего такого нет, такой активности
социальной и так далее, но там есть раздел под стихи отдельный. И если
вы заметите, у нас стихи как бы в группе до сих пор каждый день какие-то
новые появляются. Вот у меня в группе моей сестры каждый день какие-то
стихи, каждый день просто. То есть их было тысячи. Я вообще стихи не
люблю, практически не читаю, вот. Очень много написали музыки, песен. Я
попсовую музыку какую-то такую обычную совсем не люблю, а вот реп – как
бы более-менее. И вот очень много реперов даже, там, не очень известных,
конечно, написало очень много песен именно про эту трагедию. Я как раз их
всех собрал у нас на сайте, можете посмотреть… там порядка пятнадцати
песен. И некоторые песни прям очень сильные, ну, прям до слез. Вот. И,
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естественно, все это в творчестве людей отразилось. Даже, когда мы
делали концерт… ааа… благотворительный через полгода, мы пригласили
людей, некоторых людей, которые спели песни. У меня даже было такое
желание какой-нибудь фестиваль сделать, посвященный этому, пригласить
туда всех этих реперов, я даже со многими связался. Как бы объяснил
ситуацию, они даже готовы были бесплатно выступать и так далее, и так
далее. Вот. Поэтому… и к тому же главная песня, которая была…У меня
сестра очень любит Земфиру, вот… иии…одна из последних песен,
которая у нее была как раз на стене, по-моему, или в аудиозаписях – как
раз… Земфира – «Самолет». Ты слышала ее?
О: Нет.
R2: Послушай, там прям вообще… песня как раз… песня про любовь
вообще, но она начинается прям: «Еще немножко – и мы взорвемся», прямо
как у нас было, то есть очень похоже на то, что… что произошло с
самолетом. Хотя она про любовь. И. она очень нравилась. Послушайте,
окунитесь в эту атмосферу. Вот я эту песню тоже пару недель, по-моему,
первое время слушал.
О: То есть просто много каких-то… есть какие-то…то есть не одна вещь, а
несколько просто… отражение трагедии в творчестве?
R2: Да, да. Ну, и для каждого они, конечно, свои. То есть для кого-то… я не
знаю, что-то на улице человек увидит – и сразу вспомнит об этом.
О: У вас такого нет?
R2: У меня… ммм…
О: Просто для некоторых… я могу дать пример. У меня было интервью,
когда женщина сказала, что для нее теперь сигнал выключенного телефона,
сигнал «вне зоны доступа»… ее физически начинает… паника, дрожь по
телу, она не может слышать этот звук, потому что это для нее теперь…
ассоциация прямая. И я думала, что, может быть, у вас есть что-то такое,
подобное.
R2: Надо подумать… Вот вы когда будете брать интервью у R4, у него очень
много таких вещей, как раз очень много таких вещей связано с гибелью
сына, он вам очень много по этому поводу расскажет.
О: Вам ничего на ум не приходит?
R2: Да, если прям такое… (Pause) Не знаю… у меня… ммм… у меня сестра
очень увлекалась последнее время фотографией. И как раз за месяц, за
месяц до… до случившегося она как раз купила себе фотоаппарат
нормальный такой… Canon… чтобы фотографировать. И даже не успела
пофотографировать ничего практически… вот, мне мама его подарила, я
его… в общем, сейчас начинаю фотографировать немножко. И я, когда
смотрел на фотоаппарат, понимал, что это вещь сестры. И на самом деле
я… помню, первая вещь, когда было опознание вещей, первая вещь,
которую я опознал, точнее она была последней вещью, которую я опознал,
это первая вещь, которую мне отдали – это были ее ключи от дома (shows
the keys). То есть вот, вот эта связка короче. То есть… как объяснить, то
есть, знаешь, это было уже через полгода после всего произошедшего…
ааа… все, то есть мы уже похоронили. Я подумал, что… сначала у меня
был фотоаппарат, мама мне отдала его. Потом я забрал И. ноутбук. Он у
меня до сих пор, я им каждый день пользуюсь. Иии… и как бы я опознал эти
ключи, я говорю: «Вы можете мне их отдать?» «Да, они сейчас у меня здесь,
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сейчас вам отдам». И когда тебе приносят ключи эти, ты понимаешь, что
эта было у нее, с ней вместе… возможно, даже в кармане. Что это вот
первая вещь оттуда, которая была при ней, которая была как бы с ней точно,
которые там нашли и мне отдали. Вот тут как раз видно, что тут такие
вмятины (shows dents on the keys). Я думаю, что их не было до этого, они,
скорее всего, от удара образовались. Вот, иии… когда тебе отдали как бы
их, и у тебя такое странное ощущение… ну, самое странное ощущение –
когда ты, когда приезжаешь во Псков, домой, и подходишь к двери, которую
эти ключи должны открывать, у тебя такое даже еще сомнение, ты думаешь:
«А может, это не ее? Может, как бы…», ну, знаешь, такая еще мысль, ну,
что она еще жива, что может мне это все приснилось. И ты, короче,
прикладываешь ключ, ну, кнопку к двери, и она открывается, эта дверь, ты
понимаешь, что это те самые ключи, что это именно те ключи, что других
таких нет. Вот. И у тебя как бы все такое… вжжж. Те самые ключи, которые
были с ней, когда она погибла… вот. Вот. Нам отдали… где-то восемь,
восемь или девять вещей мы опознали, нам их отдали, пара вещей даже
были немножко в крови, но я не знаю, как так получилось, они были не на
них… они были в багаже. Вот. Ну, и грязные, конечно. Вот… и отдали…
кольцо. У нее было много колец, у нее, по-моему… четыре кольца на руке.
Ну, есть фотографии всего этого. Иии… два кольца отдали нам, два из
четырех (Pause). И когда смотришь на кольцо, знаешь, которое… погнутое,
знаешь… в засохшей крови, песке – вот это самое страшное.
О: Вы… я не знаю, правильный ли это вопрос, но вы как-то, вы сохранили
эти вещи, как они и остались, или…
R2: Мы одно кольцо подарили… ааа… С., И. молодому человеку… они
встречались, на момент смерти они встречались, он как бы очень любил
ее… одно кольцо мы отдали ему, а второе мы повесили… ааа… на
журавликов… Помните, акция была такая – «Журавли», когда кузнецы
сделали…как раз к вопросу о памяти, у вас, наверное, дальше вопрос про
это будет (laughs). В общем, мы повесили это колечко на одного, ну… ааа…
на аиста, который И. На журавля, на журавля.
О: А у вас…
R2: Сейчас, секундочку… (answers a message)
О: На вас как-то повлияло… на ощущение безопасности… повлиял ваш
опыт?
R2: Да, сейчас расскажу… Безопасность, смотри… ааа… я знаю, что очень
много родственников боятся летать на самолете теперь, они и раньше
боялись… ааа… У нас была такая ситуация, что у нас папа был пилотом,
ну, сам летчик… у нас папа – летчик военный, как бы родились в военное
семье, то есть всю жизнь прожили… папа был сам капитаном корабля,
поэтому я всю жизнь был связан с самолетами и летал очень много еще в
детстве, и поэтому я вообще никогда не боялся. И первый раз, когда я на
самолете полетел, это было в декабре, то есть два месяца практически, ну,
через три, и вообще я не боялся. Единственное, что я для себя уяснил, что
я буду стараться выбирать места в конце самолета, в хвосте. Потому как,
по статистике, если люди и выживают… при авиакрушении, то они же
выживают ближе к хвосту… ну, меньше вероятность умереть. И второе,
если умирают, ну, в основном все равно умирают, ммм… легче опознать
человека. Вот. Я, блин, два года уже, короче, пытаюсь сделать себе
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татуировку, хочу себе сделать татуировку. С одной стороны, как память… у
меня есть определенная задумка, а с другой стороны – я просто помню,
когда было опознание, что людей, у которых были татуировки, быстрее
опознавали. Ну, когда есть какие-то уникальные опознавательные знаки,
это гораздо проще. И я подумал, что, ну… если что-то случится, то это будет
полезно. Вот. То есть вот так вот. Ты начинаешь вот так вот мыслить,
понимаешь? Вот… как бы ты не был… Вот, поэтому я не боюсь совершенно
летать, я очень много летаю, я… раз в три-четыре месяца постоянно на
самолете летаю
О: А есть вот… получается, если через два месяца вы первый раз попали в
Пулково, у вас какие-то…
R2: Во-первых… ааа… насчет Пулково, я помню, что я, там, несколько раз
подъезжал туда во время… когда все это случилось. Помнишь, там было
очень много цветов?
О: Угу, да.
R2: В какой-то…на третий день я туда приехал, я не помню зачем, кого-то
мы там встречали… а, родственников из Калининграда же, да, которые
приехали. И там вот это вот куча была цветов. И потом я не был неделю
там, и через неделю, когда все, все это происходило, там было такое
количество цветов, что там восемь или девять КАМАЗов надо было, чтобы
все это вывезти. И я только потом это увидел, потому что это все перевезли
в крематорий, там, где были тела. И я когда… я не показывал? Я даже
фотографию, когда пришел туда покупать гроб, ну, за день до, до, за день
до того, как И. опознавать… сейчас… (tries to find a photo on the phone)…
блин, видимо, не сохранилось у меня. Ну, потом в соцсетях посмотрите. Там
было просто… вокруг практически всего сада крематория, метров,
наверное, блин, двести, по кругу просто цветы, цветов немерено, их всех
привезли туда. И это было очень такое сильное впечатление, что… люди,
настолько всех эта лично затронула трагедия, что все откликнулись. Я
такого количества цветов никогда не видел в одном месте. Ааа… какой был
вопрос? (laughs).
О: Вопрос был… ааа… есть ли какие-то, может, флешбэки, когда
приезжаете в Пулково? Или были ли?
R2: Слушай, у меня, если честно, по поводу этого нет, по поводу этого нет,
потому что я вообще очень люблю аэропорта… или аэропорты? Аэропорта?
О: Тоже не уверена (laughs).
R2: Ну, я не лингвист, короче (laughs). Ааа… нет, сейчас нету, сейчас нету.
Первое время как бы, когда садился в самолет, было ощущение какое-то…
странное. Ну, как бы ты представляешь, как бы много раз прокручиваешь в
голове, как это было у них… вот. И поэтому ассоциация проходит. А так…
насчет Пулково – нет.
О: А реакция на новости о новых терактах изменилась?
R2: Да. Я стал гораздо внимательнее, ну, как, то, что происходит в России…
я, во-первых, очень внимательно к каждой авиакатастрофе стал
относиться. Особенно когда произошло вот это в Ростове, помните, да,
через полгода? 19 марта 2016 года в Ростове самолет разбился… из Дубая
летел. Вот и… очень внимательно к этому отнесся и сразу… мы написали
во всех соцсетях родственникам, к родственникам обращение, к
родственникам тех, кто погиб там, что можете к нам обращаться, некоторые
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к нам обратились. Мы помогли им тоже, чем могли… советами, там, какойто психологической помощью… контактами. Вот. С некоторыми до сих пор
общаемся. То есть этот коннект людей, у которых погибли люди в подобных
ситуациях, – он есть реально.
О: А не в России? Ну, вообще.
R2: Ааа… ну, не в России, я говорю, что мы связывались с… Парижем как
раз по поводу этого. Я внимательно следил за всем, когда это произошло,
по-моему, 12-13 числа?
О: 13-го.
R2: Я внимательно за этим следил. Это, конечно, тоже ужасно, и я понимал,
что это все одна цепочка, на самом деле… ну, как бы… ИГИЛ, ИГИЛ,
собственно, так все об этом и говорил, что это все цепочка одних событий.
О: Там… много, да…15 год – это вообще какое-то…
R2: Да, да-да-да… поэтому…
О: А скажите… опять же, может, не совсем точно сформулировано… то, что
произошло, повлияло на вас, может, с точки зрения работы? Окружения?
Семьи?
R2: Что вы имеете в виду?
О: Я смотрела трансляции на Youtube, и насколько я понимаю…
R2: Мои?
О: Да… сложилось ощущение…ааа… (плохо слышно, делаю отсылку к
конфликту с бывшим мужем И.) …это как-то отразилось на ваших
отношениях?
R2: Да… ну, конечно. То есть мы сначала общались, у нас все было хорошо,
мы с ними хорошо общались, но… это чисто юридическая ситуация, когда…
ааа… у нас квартира, в которой они жили… все, в которой моя мама сейчас
живет, она была приватизирована на маму и на А., на племянницу мою. И,
соответственно, после ее гибели… ааа…
О: Он стал наследником.
R2: Он стал наследником, да. Ну, мы такие ему говорим: «Ты к этому
никакого отношения не имеешь. Ну, откажись от наследства – и все». Он
такой: «Я не буду отказываться». Ну, и, собственно, он не отказался, и он
вступил в наследство и стал собственником половины этой квартиры.
О: То есть вы из-за этого теперь общаетесь?
R2: Это все уже закончилось, полтора года мы судились… ааа… был очень
долгий процесс, мы должны были его проиграть, но мы выиграли, слава
богу, мы отсудили половину квартиры. Но он не хотел отдавать ее,
естественно, то есть… но мы доказали, что… ну, мы доказали не то, что она
не должна ему принадлежать, мы доказали, что, с другой стороны,
подошли, что они приватизировали квартиру не очень правильно, без моего
ведома. Я это доказал и… сделали расприватизацию, все это отменили
решение, и мы приватизировали ее сейчас заново, там мама только.
О: То есть, скажем так…
R2: Ну, мы с ними сейчас не общаемся. Мама их, ну, всей душой ненавидит,
проклинает и так далее. И, естественно, мы не общаемся, у нас были
огромные терки по поводу… там, везде в СМИ это было, то есть… я
постарался сделать все, чтобы они не… как бы отдали квартиру, ну, потому
что он никого отношения к ним не имеет и все такое. Естественно, да, мы с
ними не общаемся и никогда больше не будем общаться.
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О: Мне еще вот что интересно. То, что мне кажется довольно стало какимто типичным, типичной реакцией на… в России почему-то на какие-то
большие трагические события, в том числе на это событие, когда люди,
чтобы выразить сочувствие, они ВКонтакте публикуют снимки погибших. И
какие-то слова поддержки к ним. Как вы к этому относитесь?
R2: То, что родственники…
О: Нет-нет, не родственники, незнакомые, чужие люди.
R2: А, чужие люди…постят фотографии погибших людей?
О: Да.
R2: Вы имеете в виду на своих страничках личных или в пабликах,
посвященных…
О: Нет, на страничках у себя.
R2: Люди, которых они не знали даже? Я не знаю, мне сложно судить об
этих людях, потому что, ну, я на их месте, наверное, ну… (Pause) Все
зависит от того, какая у человека эмоциональная привязанность к этому
событию и к этим людям. То есть, если, я знаю много людей, которых эта
трагедия, на которых очень сильно повлияла эта трагедия, очень сильно
отразилась на их жизни личной, и до сих боятся и переживают, и так далее.
Если эта связь эмоциональная у этих людей с погибшими очень-очень
сильная и к этому событию, то в принципе ничего страшного в этом нет.
Главное, чтобы все было в меру, главное, чтобы это до безумства не
доходило. Естественно, когда у чужого человека… постоянно фотографии
мертвых людей, которых он даже не знал, то это не очень нормально, когда
это продолжительное время. То есть заморачиваться на этом не стоит, надо
жить дальше и своей жизнью, потому что, ну… опять же жить надо ради
живых… не какими-то, ну, нельзя зацикливаться на чем-то одном и
переживать по этому поводу. Особенно когда это не твой родственник.
О: Хорошо. Давайте поговорим… об этом теракте с точки зрения… России
как государства, которое... у которого непростые сейчас отношения с
Сирией. Как вы… Давайте, у меня просто несколько вопросов, давайте я в
один их объединю. Как вы относитесь вообще к действиям России в Сирии?
Считаете ли вы этот теракт… последствием того, что происходит в Сирии?
Ммм… ну, пока вот…
R2: Да, я считаю, что то, что произошло с нашими родственниками – прямое
следствие… следствие того, что случилось. Считаю ли я правильным
действии России в Сирии? Ааа… я знаю, что многие со мной не согласятся,
и друзья мои тоже… я считаю, что да. Я считаю, что Россия должна
отстаивать свои интересы и внешнеполитические и так далее. И когда
Путин, ну, некоторые… важные люди говорят о том, что, если мы не будем
их бить там, они не будут бить нас здесь, – я с этим согласен. Ааа… потому
что, ну… вот это зло, ну, ИГИЛ – тоже к нему можно по-разному относиться.
Я, там, понимаю, что у них там свои интересы, то есть… нельзя так сказать,
что ИГИЛ – это просто зло, которое хочет сделать всем зло на свете. Они
тоже как бы люди, у них тоже есть свои взгляды, они это делают по
определенным причинам, они, они не хотят хаоса на Земле. Они хотят,
чтобы… их точка зрения была учтена, чтобы они… ну, то есть они тоже
хотят доказать свою точку зрения, свое право на свою, там, религию
придуманную, не важно что. Да, методы их как бы ужасны, но их понять
можно. Я их не собираюсь понимать, но я пытаюсь… понять, для чего они
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это делают. Как бы… то есть, чтобы победить врага, нужно думать, как враг
(laughs). Грубо говоря. Я считаю, что наши просто оказались не в то время
не в том месте, то есть на их месте, на месте моей сестры мог оказаться
любой россиянин, и такие вещи могут случиться на самом деле до сих пор
везде. В любой другой стране. И это нужно, конечно, уничтожать, с этим
нужно бороться. Я считаю, что мы это не побороли еще. Весь мир это не
поборол. Эта дрянь, конечно, есть, она остается, теракты будут
продолжаться, к сожалению, но… надо с этим бороться. То, что мы делали,
мне кажется, это правильно.
О: То есть, у вас нет какой-то там обиды на… российское правительство в
том смысле, что они виноваты в этом?
R2: Нет, я знаю, что у многих… у нас у большинства родственников есть
такая обида, но… я не держу обиды или зла, я считаю, что мы делали все
правильно.
О: Просто так сложилось.
R2: Хотя это… да, получилось, это получилось… то есть… ааа… ценой как
бы смерти вообще невинных людей, в том числе моих родственников, но…
нам просто не повезло. Там мог оказаться любой человек. Но я считаю, что
все было сделано правильно.
О: А я слышала, что…
R2: Единственное, что было сделано неправильно, к чему у нас большие
претензии у всех всегда были, что… правительство должно было
предупредить о том, что…
О: Есть опасность?
R2: Есть опасность на этом направлении. О том, что в Египте есть ячейки
как бы… там, Вилаят Синай: это, там, очень серьезные ячейки ИГИЛ,
которые… на какой-то территории, ну, просто владеют ей. И… нужно было
понимать это, нужно людей было предупреждать о том, что… ну, там…
О: А там бы каждый уже решал.
R2: Да, нежелательно, там, есть направления – Турция, там, например,
здесь возможен теракт, здесь тоже…на свой страх и риск летите, ну,
предупредить хотя бы. Но этого не было сделано. Хотя они могли это
узнать. Я считаю, что должны люди понести наказание за это, в том числе,
господин Соколов.
О: Это…
R2: Министр транспорта, да… который очень много говорит, но… ну… я не
считаю его достойным, человеком, достойным должности, которую он
занимает. И я уверен, что… очень надеюсь, что полетят какие-то головы и
в итоге, может, уже полетели… в этом министерстве, которое отвечало за
это, за эти вещи.
О: А я видела в группе, что было вот, когда недавно… ааа… появилась
новость о том, что возобновляется авиасообщение с Египтом… очень
многие возмутились. Как вы к этому относитесь?
R2: Ну, я просто знаю ситуацию изнутри, поскольку мы общаемся со
следствием, ну, мы, правда, давно уже не общались, ну, полгода где-то
назад, наверное, общались. И мы знаем точно, что безопасность в Египте,
в этих аэропортах и в принципе в целом в Египте на очень низком уровне
находится. И что… это вопрос не чисто технический... с технической точки
зрения – все нормально, они все исправили, это вопрос человеческого
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фактора. Это такие страны, где… купить человека можно очень просто.
Либо за деньги, либо…
О: Шантажом.
R2: Шантажом, да… родственников, там, вы знаете, как это делается. Я
думаю, что, скорее всего, так и было у нас. Это совершенно точно какой-то
сотрудник аэропорта… какой-то человек пронес бомбу туда. Вот и…
поэтому мы знаем точно от следствия и по отчетам, которые мы читали, что
уровень безопасности там очень низок. Поэтому, конечно же, люди могут
распоряжаться своей жизнью как хотят… но наше дело – предупредить о
том, что мы знаем, и что на основе того, что случилось с нашими
родственниками, и того, что случилось за последние два года, – о том, что,
возможно, это не самое безопасное место для… путешествий.
О: В России после… трагедии над Синаем, потом в апреле… теракт в
метро, там очень… очевидной реакцией было усиление… ааа… мер
безопасности разными, разными путями… Я сейчас говорю даже не только
о рамках, но и, там, допустим, о том же предложении пакета законов
Яровой.
R2: Чего?
О: Ну, законы Яровой, когда…
R2: По соцсетям?
О: Да. Чтение личной переписки, чтение телефонов фактически. Считаете
ли вы такие меры оправданными? И считаете ли вы, что этими мерами
можно достичь какого-то результата?
R2: Я не считаю, что… Я не считаю оправданным целями, ну, то, что указано
в пакете Яровой. То есть, если ты проникнешь больше в социальные сети и
будешь контролировать интернет, лучше от этого не будет, только хуже.
Тогда все, кому надо, будут больше уходить в даркнет, ну, даркнет, тот же
Тор. То есть, вещи… априори не регулируемые… и которые невозможно
как-то отследить. Я считаю, что люди должны нормально общаться, не
напрягаться, потому что очень… помимо террористов, которых они
пытаются там найти, очень многое ограничивают… ааа… возможностей и…
возможности и жизни людей, которые вообще никак к этому не относятся.
То есть под соусом пакета Яровой очень много своих целей как бы
достигают… определенные люди, которые никак не связаны с
безопасностью. То есть… на самом деле, бороться с терроризмом нужно
совершенно другими способами, нужно просто иметь какую-то серьезную
свою сеть информаторов и людей, которые находятся внутри… иии сообща
работать с другими странами, как недавно, помните, было, что Америка
сообщила нам какие-то данные про то, что…
О: Про Казанский собор.
R2: Да-да-да, то есть, вот это вот нужно больше развивать. А то, что мы
залезем, там, кому-то в Телеграмм-каналы, которых просто миллиард и так,
– это все не работает. То есть это очень легко обходится… и я считаю, что
это не способ.
О: То есть у вас, я правильно понимаю, чувство безопасности от этого не…
не усиливается?
R2: Нет, конечно, нет. Я не знаю… то, что они в метро, там, сделали,
поставили эти рамки – ну и что? Все так же проходят, все так же пищат, как
бы. Безопасность не улучшилась. То есть… ну, по идее, если ты придешь с
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бомбой в метро, ты пронесешь ее 100%… ну, 99% (Pause). Если кто-то когото хочет убить… и делает все грамотно, он это сделает. Остановить можно
только тогда, когда есть внутри какие-то люди, которые сообщат тебе о том,
что может произойти.
О: Хорошо. Мы дошли… я постараюсь короче. Вот смотрите. Вот уже
больше двух лет прошло… ааа… и вот, как вы сказали, «хайп» прошел еще
очень давно, но все равно к этому возвращаются… ближе к годовщине к
этому опять возвращаются СМИ, об этом больше говорят.
А: Либо когда происходит какой-нибудь теракт.
О: Ну да. Скажите, вы считаете, что именно об этом теракте нужно…
говорить, продолжать говорить на публичном уровне? И если да, то… в
какой форме?
R2: Понимаете, я считаю, что об этом теракте необходимо говорить до тех
пор, пока… ааа… не найдены исполнители и заказчики. И пока не наказаны
люди, которые отвечают за случившееся. То есть мы сейчас видим, что
вообще ничего, ну, то есть мы читаем отчеты и так далее… никто не пойман,
никто не наказан. Все произошло: «Ну, извините, ребят. Вот вам небольшая
компенсация. Все, успокойтесь» (Pause). Мы шли, ну, как бы… мы, слава
богу, мы добились Монреальской конвенции – это очень важно. Объясню.
Потому что…
О: Создался прецедент.
R2: Создался прецедент, и мы подняли тему на тот уровень, что… ааа…
сейчас приведу пример. Смотрите, у нас когда самолет какой-то куда-то
летит… ааа… допустим, авиакомпания знает, что… у самолета барахлит
движок, двигатель… немного. И они понимают, что им нужно заменить его.
Допустим, замена движка стоит, там, несколько миллионов долларов. И они
такие думают, ну, это, конечно, все утрированно, грубо говоря… и они такие
думают: «Хм. А если мы его не заменим, самолет полетит и разобьется.
Сколько нам нужно будет выплатить родственникам за смерть…
пассажиров?».
О: Миллиарды.
R2: Нет, это я как было раньше.
О: А!
R2: Они посчитают такие: «Получается, что за смерти пассажиров они
выплатят меньше, чем за замену этого двигателя». Вот до тех пор, пока
жизнь пассажиров стоит меньше, чем двигатель, люди будут погибать. И вот
так было, собственно, до нашего случая. Ааа… во всех других странах
цивилизованных все вступили в Монреальскую конвенцию, где… где тебе,
по условиям которых тебе не выгодно, чтобы падали самолеты. В России
до этого момента авиакомпании кроме… морального какого-то вреда и
репутационного не несли потерь. Они зарабатывали на этих
авиакатастрофах. Объясню, как. Страховые компании этим компаниям
выплачивают, полностью выплачивают стоимость самолета, который
потерпел крушение. И… они оплачивают огромные суммы за перестраховку
пассажиров. То есть жизни пассажиров застрахованы, перестрахованы в
других местах, понимаете, да? То есть авиакомпания зарабатывает на
этом. В России. До… до прошлого года.
О: Вы подписали в прошлом году и…
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R2: Как бы об этом никто не знал, я как бы очень долго в этом разбирался.
И, к сожалению, вот это вот да, так все грустно, печально, траур бла-блабла-бла, а кто-то заработал на этом охрененные деньги. Кому-то выгодно
даже, чтобы самолеты падали, понимаешь? Вот. И, слава богу, мы вступили
сейчас в Монреальскую конвенцию, как весь цивилизованный мир, и теперь
у нас с прошлого года авиакомпаниям невыгодно, чтобы самолеты падали,
потому что, когда они упадут, им придется заплатить гораздо больше денег.
О: А вот на этом фоне у вас не возникает обиды на то, что как бы…
собственно, мы могли подписать эту конвенцию, если это все, как
оказалось, довольно просто?
R2: Конечно, конечно.
О: У вас есть какая-то обида на это?
R2: У меня… ну, обида по тому поводу, что… в России все было, ну… как в
России все происходит? Пока, короче… как там поговорка? Пока куры не
клюнут, короче там, петух не всунет (laughs) или что-то такое.
О: Наверное, она не так все-таки звучит.
R2: То есть пока, там, рак на горе, там, не свиснет, короче… то есть пока
что-то жопное не произойдет, никто не задумывается о том, что бы сделать
такого, чтобы такого не произошло. То есть объясняю прямую связь: если
бы мы были в Монреальской конвенции, то, возможно, скорее всего, в
аэропорту Египта, в Шарм-эль-Шейхе, были бы дополнительные люди от
авиакомпании, которые досматривали бы багаж и… смотрели бы, ну, на
погрузку багажа и не допустили бы того, что прошел какой-то левый
человек. Русские люди авиакомпании просто работают в Египте.
Понимаете, да? Это прямая связь. То есть, потому что они знали, что
самолет разобьется, – все, всем жопа, короче. Авиакомпания будет
банкротом. А сейчас авиакомпания, она сейчас как бы банкрот, но сейчас,
когда… им перестраховочная компания выплатит деньги, они откроют
новый «Metrojet», грубо говоря, и… купят себе еще самолетов и людей
возьмут и так же будут летать. Вот прямая связь.
О: А скажите, вы воспринимаете эту трагедию как личную, в первую
очередь, или как национальную?
R2: Ну, для меня она, естественно, личная, но и… вот на примере этой
катастрофы я просто, когда все это изучил и понял на себе, я понял, что это
действительно трагедия всей страны. Это… трагедия страны, государства
и… Ну, то есть, когда ты понимаешь все эти проблемы изнутри, ты
понимаешь, почему это все произошло, откуда все это взялось… ну, то, что
я сейчас до этого говорил… ты понимаешь, что очень много всего должно
быть исправлено. Исправлено для того, чтобы это не повторилось. И мы,
собственно, этим и занимаемся последние два года.
О: Давайте поговорим про… Мне вот то, о чем я говорила ранее, ну, то, что
меня удивило, – это… я понимаю, что есть две группы: одна закрытая,
вторая – открытая группа для всех, кто интересуется. И мне показалось, ну,
меня удивило, что у вас такая политика открытости.
R2: У меня лично или у кого?
О: Ну, в частности, то, что я часто вижу, – комментарии, что вступаете с кемто в диалог. И это так сложилось, или это было осознанное решение… как
бы? Ну, вот, например, у вас есть обсуждение, где вопросы родственникам.
А почему вы решили, что…
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R2: Почему вы решили говорить об этом в принципе?
О: Да, потому что по сути это чужие вам люди.
R2: Объясню. На тот момент, когда это все зарождалось, потому что это в
первые недели появилось, то есть мне написали люди, которые эту группу
создали изначально. Там было очень мало подписчиков изначально… Вот.
Написали: «R2, а вы не могли бы вот вступить в нашу группу? У нас очень
много вопросов, там, не могли бы вы на них отвечать? Иногда, когда у вас
есть время, и так далее». Вот. Все это превратилось в то, что больше
тысячи вопросов сейчас и вообще. Я всех других родственников туда
подтянул. Ааа… по первости, опять же, у меня была цель, чтобы, во-первых,
информационный повод оставался. Ну, я уже рассказал, для чего. Второе –
это было то, что меня очень сильно распирало, и я не мог в себе это
держать. Это второе. И третье – я хотел, чтобы люди знали правду. То есть
как на самом деле это происходит. То есть… то есть на какие-то там
ужасные, отвратительные вопросы про тела старался не отвечать, то есть
некорректные. Я хотел… ну, какая-то, знаешь, что ли, такая,
просветительская какая-то функция, что… какой-то вопрос, который многих
интересует, и они хотят знать на него ответ, а я знаю на него ответ. Почему
мне не дать им этот ответ… как бы… ааа… возможно, от этого станет комуто легче. То есть мне, у меня… блин, у меня там… десяток тысяч людей
просто писало тогда. И меня все, конечно, разорвали на куски, мне до сих
пор какие-то люди пишут, благодарят за какие-то вещи… ааа… кто-то там
благодарит за то, что, типа, раньше боялся летать, теперь, там, не боится,
какие-то советы спрашивают: «А что мне делать вот в такой вот ситуации?»,
- там, ну, что-то связанное с катастрофой. То есть послужить каким-то
примером… ммм… того, как человек может стать лучше от произошедшего,
а не, как бы, а не уйти в себя, как бы, и сдохнуть, там, в депрессии,
понимаешь? То есть… постараться какой-то позитивный настрой, что ли,
дать людям, то есть что-то… что-то хорошее, какого-то добра добавить,
какое-то… не знаю, как сказать, это комплекс Иисуса Христа короче (laughs).
Я так шучу на эту тему.
О: То есть и Periscope трансляции, и вот это вот все – это было…
R2: Да, это тоже было, потому что… еще одна из причин была, как бы, что
ко мне было очень много вопросов, огромное количество. Я понимал, что
если я на них не отвечу, то их будет… как бы копиться, копиться. Я просто
решил: лучше я полчаса уделю этому в своей жизни, отвечу на все вопросы
– и все, оставлю эту запись, и будут какие-нибудь вопросы – просмотрите
трансляцию, все, вопросов нет. И все. Естественно, все, ну, большинство к
этому нормально отнеслось, а некоторые, естественно, отнеслись к этому…
ну, как полные уроды, что… «какого хера он пиарится на смерти сестры?».
То есть было грязи огромное количество, которое…
О: Это среди родственников было? Или среди каких-то…
R2: Среди родственников почти не было, нет, среди обычных людей, что,
типа, какой-то урод пиарится… ну, вот это все, знаешь. То есть люди,
тролли, которые видят, как бы, во всем какой-то негатив… или какой-то там
шоубиз. Вот, то есть было больше, конечно, позитива, но негатива я
перемолол за эти два года огромное количество, просто огромное.
О: Вот смотрите. Сейчас… ааа… у фонда, ну, несколько направлений. У вас
есть возможность, там, у вас есть какие-то контакты для предоставления
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психологической помощи, как-то помощь и в юридических вопросах… ааа…
у вас еще сделаны два мемориала, да, и, я так понимаю, уже в процессе
постройки храм.
R2: Нет, еще пока нет, но сейчас согласование идет последнее, то есть
скоро начнется строительство.
О: Ну, в процессе.
R2: В процессе, да.
О: Да. Вы собираетесь… ну… как вы видите дальше деятельность фонда и
достижение этих целей?
R2: Это хороший вопрос. Мы… постоянно на каждом собрании
задумываемся об этом… ну, прежде всего… фонд входит сейчас в такую,
скажем так, в более пассивную фазу, не активную. То есть в наши задачи
входит… ааа… поддержание, собственно, этих мемориалов в нормальном
виде, потому что мало ли что может случиться. Вот недавно, например,
елочки стырили.
О: Да, ужасно.
R2: Да, ну, все, сейчас камеры повесили туда.
О: А, камеры даже? Я только слышала, что они именные стали, чтобы както…
R2: Короче, на прошлой неделе мы повесили туда камеры, чтобы…
(searches for a photo on the phone) Короче, есть фотки, неважно, повесили
туда, в общем, камеры, наблюдение. В наши задачи входит смотреть за
порядком вокруг этих мемориалов, продолжать помогать родственникам,
потому что у всех разные ситуации, кому-то еще психологическая помощь
нужна, кому-то материальная. Потому что у нас есть дети, которые остались
сиротами, есть очень больные дети… там у нас есть мальчик с ДЦП, есть…
ну… в общем, разные ситуации есть в семьях. Кого-то надо в садик
устроить, кого-то куда-то еще. У кого-то болезни, там… очень тяжелые. Мы
стараемся поддерживать с этими людьми связь, как-то им помогать… вот.
Ааа… опять же, на будущее, если что-то случится, какая-то ситуация будет
у каких-то людей, чтобы они могли к нам прийти тоже… за советом. Вот. У
нас сейчас суды идут с Ингосстрахом по поводу всех этих компенсаций.
О: Просто в прошлом интервью меня R1 очень… делал огромный акцент на
том, что это не деятельность фонда, это личное дело уже.
R2: Да, да-да. Он не просто так это сделал, специально, естественно.
Потому что фонд не должен быть связан с какими-то такими вот делами. У
нас благотворительная организация, которая занимается, собственно, ну…
своими четкими задачами. Это, конечно, суды – это чистая… дело
родственников, каждого отдельно. Это достаточно политическое такое
дело… то есть на уровне, там, изменения законов в государстве, и фонд не
должен к этому относиться никак, потому что занимается совершенно
другими вещами. И поэтому он делал на этом акцент. То есть… вот так. Ну,
вот, вкратце так. Будем продолжать работать как-то.
О: Вы не собираетесь как-то… просто, когда случился теракт в метро, я так
понимаю, что вы…
R2: Кстати, ребята с нами связались в итоге.
О: Да, вы поддержали их.
R2: Да. Мы сейчас с ними поддерживаем связь, они тоже… там их
объединилось, наверное, человек пятнадцать где-то, там в принципе
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немного родственников, там все равно погибло четырнадцать человек, то
есть это значит, что у них родственников примерно шестьдесятвосемьдесят человек. В общем, мы с ними общаемся, у них возникли там
какие-то проблемы, которые похожи с нашими проблемами, и мы
консультируем сейчас как раз для того, чтобы им из этой ситуации выйти.
Но я не буду, наверное, в это углубляться.
О: Да, конечно. Просто вы не видите себя, скажем… как просто фонд
поддержки жертв терактов?
R2: Типа общественной организации?
О: Ну да.
R2: Ну, возможно. Мы об этом думали изначально, но пока не знаем, хватит
ли на это сил просто. Потому что чем больше проходит времени, тем,
естественно, мы менее активны. То есть, потому что у всех своя жизнь, все
хотят жить дальше. То есть, а когда ты… сосредоточиваешь свою задачу,
внимание на этих вот вопросах – это очень тяжело. То есть заниматься еще
как-то своими проблемами – ладно. Когда это проблема других людей – это
все тяжелее и тяжелее. Ну…(pause) и, соответственно, ты же никаких денег
с этого не получаешь, все на началах добровольных, поэтому это тяжело…
ну… по мере своих сил и возможностей мы будем это делать.
О: На самом деле, вопросы закончились…
R2: Все?
О: Ну, у меня есть вопросы, но…
R2: Смотри, как мы уложились, вообще нормально.
О: Ну, на самом деле, у меня есть еще два вопроса, но это, скорее, я не
знаю, пригодится ли… ну, это даже скорее мой личный интерес. Я очень
хорошо помню, что, когда это случилось… было большое обсуждение, я не
уверена, что в этом родственники как-то принимали участие, очень
сомневаюсь, но очень было большое возмущение, что очень много людей
пошли праздновать Хэллоуин. Вас… какая у вас позиция была по этому
поводу?
R2: У меня вообще никакой позиции не было по этому поводу, но, когда я
об этом узнал, мне было вообще наплевать. Ну, пускай празднуют. Я
вообще, я вот, ну… я не за то, чтобы, знаешь, какое-то горе случается,
личное горе, я не за то, чтобы все по этому поводу грустили. У всех свои
жизни как бы, ну… то есть… если у кого-то случается какое-то горе, я этого
человека не знаю, я бы не хотел как бы с ним вместе грустить. Как-то…
почему я должен это делать? И поэтому, соответственно, я в такой тяжелой
ситуации оказался. И необязательно каким-то левым людям, там… не
веселиться в этот момент. А что? Ради бога. Меня это не обидело. Я не
считаю, что это какое-то кощунство… Да, другой вопрос, Хэллоуин –
праздник вообще не наш, он и не христианский, и не русский, как бы…
странно. Ну, у нас просто русские любят, как бы, по любому поводу
праздновать, вот. Я в принципе Хэллоуин не праздную никогда. Вот. Да ради
бога, меня вообще это никак не расстроило.
О: По поводу… вот то, что я тоже буквально вчера вспомнила, что… ааа…
обычно, когда случается какой-то теракт, опять же, уже налаженная такая
практика, что страны, которые хотят выразить соболезнования, они
подсвечивают… главные достопримечательности.
R2: Да-да-да.
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О: А когда у нас это произошло, насколько я помню, не… я не проверяла,
насколько это…
R2: Я проверял – подсвечивали.
О: Подсвечивали? Египет только, по-моему. А вот европейские страны – я
не припомню, но я могу что-то путать. Просто вам вот вообще важно…
R2: Важно ли нам… ну, вообще было, по-моему, на самом деле, было. И
Париж, там, выражал тоже какое-то соболезнование. Но Египет точно, у них
там прямо на пирамидах была. У меня даже фотки где-то были. А важна ли
для меня поддержка других стран? В принципе было бы неплохо, да. Ну, как
бы… я считаю, что это важно. Потому что я помню, что, когда вообще это
все случилось, потом я помню, самолет упал где-то… в Египте, помните?
Из Франции в Египет летел самолет, и он упал в море.
О: Честно, нет.
R2: Короче в 2016 году упал самолет… тоже из Парижа летел в Каир
самолет, и, короче, он упал в море. Нашли там вообще мало обломков. И
мы, короче… мы первые, кто пошли, короче… пошли, короче, к посольству
Египта, цветы положили и письмо как бы, обращение от фонда написали. И
пошли в консульство Франции тоже сюда. Тоже то же самое сделали.
О: А, я еще хотела вот что спросить. Ааа… опять же, поскольку это все
несформулированные вопросы…
R2: Да просто говори.
О: Идея создания храма. Она была… она была единогласно принята? Или
это просто кто-то…
R2: Нет. У нас абсолютно все идеи принимаются не единогласно
практически. Потому что я уже объяснил, почему. У нас есть люди, которые
в принципе против деятельности фонда, ну, основываясь на своих…
О: А как они… ну, почему так?
R2: Ой, это долгая история. Я не хочу никого оскорблять и говорить об этом.
Есть определенные личности, у которых не очень стабильное состояние,
как бы, душевное после всего случившегося, которые видят везде врагов,
все. У них, как бы, светлого пятна в жизни не осталось, и они решили в нас
тоже видеть угрозу, тоже темные пятна, вот. Во всех наших действиях
фонда видеть какой-то… личную выгоду нашу, учредителей фонда. И так
далее, и так далее. Есть такие люди. И… они ничего не поддержали: ни
храм, ни мемориал и… ни захоронение. Это очень личная такая история.
Вам эту грязь лучше… мы столько в этой грязи уже купались, что, ну, лучше
даже не вспоминать.
О: Просто мне интересно вот по поводу памятников, потому что, опять же,
я оглядываюсь назад на интервью в Париже… ааа… я поняла, что далеко
не все люди поддерживают вообще создание памятников по той простой
причине, что… они считают, что это нечестно по отношению… ну, делать из
конкретно этого теракта… придавать им большее значение, чем каким-то
меньшим терактам.
R2: Я слышал такую точку зрения, да.
О: [Они считают] это неправильно и… можно сделать памятник как бы всем
жертвам терактов, всех терактов.
R2: Ты знаешь, это, короче… это, короче, из серии, знаешь, я помню, когда
все это произошло, люди… ну, и как бы об этом долго говорил… иии…
многие люди, там, писали: «Да, типа, на дорогах каждый день в России
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гораздо больше погибают, чем людей погибло в этом самолете. И, типа, им
памятник никто не ставит, короче, их никто не помнит. Как бы, ну да, это
правда, и что? То есть… когда происходит какое-то социально-культурное
событие такого… трагического характера… ааа… ты можешь его как-то
увековечить для предков, для, для… людей, которые будут после вас. Это
исключительно ваша инициатива, и делать это все… ну, родственниками и
теми людьми, которым это важно, для тех людей, которым это важно. Я
считаю, что, если ты против этого… ну, как бы завали свое лицо, как бы, и
молчи. Делай то, что хочется. Зачем мешать? Я не люблю вот этот
деструктивизм, типа – все это говно, все это неправильно. Эти люди обычно
сидят на жопе и вообще ничего не делают. У них даже кошки обычно нету,
понимаешь? Ну, пойди ты, блин, чтобы свой хавальник развязывать, лучше
пойди вон… возьми какого-нибудь котенка, блин, с приюта, за ним
поухаживай. Нет, эти диванные эксперты сидят и говорят: «Ах, а вот эти
люди важнее, а эти не важнее. Почему тут памятник? А почему нет?».
Короче, я пойду покурю.
О: Можно последний вопрос, чтобы завершить уже? Мне просто уже… я не
люблю, я не сторонник… ааа… оценки значимости теракта размером,
количеством жертв. И, как мне показалось со стороны, внимание к теракту
в метро было гораздо меньше. Я не знаю, с чем это связано и почему так
сложилось… не знаю, мне сложно сказать.
R2: Не, ну, тут есть, есть свои как бы, ну да, от количества жертв это тоже
зависит. Если погиб бы один человек, об этом не говорили бы вообще. От
количества жертв, конечно, зависит, от… ну…
О: Просто сейчас я хотела это отнести к другому. Ну, я не слышала
обсуждения по поводу… там, общего мемориала жертвам в метро, даже
просто, там… как, например, в Москве – там были вот эти теракты, на
Автозаводской, по-моему, там есть табличка
R2: Да, да.
О: А здесь я вообще не слышала ничего про это.
R2: Это исключительно инициатива должна быть родственников. Думаете,
если бы мы… если бы мы не хотели бы этот памятник, что-нибудь бы было?
Ничего бы не было. Вообще. Абсолютно. Мы этого добивались полтора
года. То есть мы этот вопрос сразу поставили, мы обили все пороги всех
правительственных учреждений… с требованием сделать это. То есть...
скажем, во Всеволожске который мемориал, нам очень повезло, что с
инициативой выступил сам как бы губернатор, да, Дрозденко, и то… только
из-за того, что у него, собственно… друзья как бы погибли там. То есть его
знакомые хорошие, друзья даже, погибли в этом самолете. И он как бы…
ну, проникся этим и сказал, что обязательно надо сделать. Вот. И из
Всеволожска очень много людей погибло. Вот. А то, что на Серафимовском
мы поставили памятник, – это вот мы добивались, то есть мы ходили и
просто говорили, что надо это сделать обязательно. В этом месте, очень
знаковое место… и очень хорошее и так далее, и так далее. Если ты ничего
не хочешь, ничего не будет. Никогда. Ни в чем.
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